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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
The Skylab program provided man's first opportunity to live and 
work in near Earth si,ace for extended periods. Skylab utilized exper-
tise and hardware from the earlier Mercury, Gemini and Apollo programs. 
The Sky lab program consisted of three separate missions designated 
SL-l/2, SL-3 and :'-L-4. S1.-1 was the designation for the Saturn V in-
serted orbital assembly with SL-2, SL-3 and SL-4 being designations for 
cre," d21ivery via Uprated Saturn I's including the stay period in the 
orbital assembly and the return flight. 
The Skylab missions were designed to investigate the ability of man 
to live and work in the alien environment of "zero-g" near Earth space 
for prolonged periods of time. Evaluation of man's aptitudes and physio-
logical responses in space and his postflight adaptation were prime 
goals. Performance of corollary and student derived experiments in a 
variety of scientific and technological regimes as well as performance 
of solar astronomy and Earth resource observations were also major ob-
j ec.tives. 
Three crewmen manned the orbital assembly during each mission. 
Crews 'oonsisted of a commander, a science pilot and a pilot. Listed 
below are the crews for each mission. 
SL-2 
SL-3 
SL-4 
Commandex' 
Science Pilot 
Pilot 
Commander 
Science Pilot 
Pilot 
Commander 
Science Pilot 
Pilot 
Charles Conrad, Jr. 
Joseph P. Kert~in 
Paul J. Weitz 
Alan Bean 
o.~en Garriott 
Jack R. Lousma 
Gerald P. Carr 
Edward G. Gibson 
\Ililliam R. Pogue 
Sky1ab consisted of four sephrate modules. These four modules as-
sembled together formed the orbital assembly (see figure 1-1). The mod-
ule designations were the Apollo Telescope Mount built in-house at Mar-
shall; the orbital workshop built by McDonnell-Douglas Western Division; 
1-1 
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Figure 1-1. Sky1ab Confi guration 
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I 
the Multiple Docking Adapter built by the Martin-Marietta Denver Divi-
sion; and the Airlock Module constructed by the McDonnell-Douglas East-
ern Division. The Command Service Module was built by North American 
Rockwell, docked with the Multiple Docking Adapter and was a part of 
the habitable environment during manned missions. Although the Instru-
ment Unit was situated in the orbital assembly, it was ~onsidered part 
of the alunch vehicle and became inactive as planned during the early 
orbital phase of SL-l. The payload shroud was built by the McDonnel1-
Douglas Western Division and ~1as successfully flown and jettisoned follow-
ing orbital insertion of SL-l. 
The four Skylab modules, which were first mated together to form 
the orbital assembly at Kennedy Space Center were mounted atop the 
S-II/S-IC stages of the Saturn V vehicle. The vehicle formed therefrom 
was launched from Kenneuy Complex 39A on May 14, 1973. Eleven days 
later on the 25th day of May, the first flight crew, SL-2, was launched 
from Complex 37 to rendezvous with the orbital assembly which was cir-
cling the Earth in a 234 nautical mile orbit with a period of 93 minutes. 
The SL-2 crew returned to Earth on the 22nd of June. After a 36 day 
storage period the SL-3 crew was launched on a 59 day mission. The 
last storage period between SL-3 and 5L-4 lasted 52 days with SL-4 being 
launched on 1& November for a mission lasting until the 8th of February, 
1974. l'hen the last crew returned to Earth, the final day of the Skylab 
mission was the 9th of February, which was devoted to unmanned engineer-
ing evaluation of selected systems. At this time the orbital assembly 
was inerted and "parked" in a gravity gradient attitude. A mission 
profile is prOVided in figure 1-2. 
Table 1.1 correlates the calendar date with the two standard tem-
poral references used during the flight which were Day o~.the Year (DOY) 
and Mission Day (MD). 
This report is concerned ,qith the mission performance of the Skylab 
environmental and thermal control systems. The report was prepared by 
the Life Support and Environmental Branch of the Propulsion and Thermo-
dynamics Division in Marshall Space Flight Ceuter's Astronautics Labora-
tory. The document also gives a brief description of each sybsystem to 
familiarize the reader with the basic system configuration. Prefl'ight 
anticipated and actual flight performance are discussed including sig-
nificant anomalies and discrepancies as well as· remedial actions. The 
environmental and thermal control systems of the Airlock, Multiple Dock-
ing Adapter and Orbital Workshop modules of the orbital assembly are 
addressed. The thermal systems in the Apollo Telesc;llpe Mount are cov-
ered in TMX 64811. Th crew EVA/IVA support systems from the airlock 
umbilical interface, including the astronaut suit and support equipment, 
were the responsibility of elements of the Johnson Spacecraft Center 
and as such are not detailed herein. Performance of other Skylab sub-
systems are reported in separate documents (see Table 1.2). 
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DAY DAY DiU" DAY DATE .'USSIOU DATE OF /fISSION DJlTE OF NISSIOU C,1TS OF HISSrGl-i DAY 1'1973) OF PERIOD DAY CI97J} PERIOD DAY (1973) YEAR PERIOD D.'Y 11973-74) YEAR PE.tUa!J YEliR YEAR 
1 5-14 134 70 7-22 203 
1 
138 9-23 271 206 12-5 333 
'" 2 5-15 135 71 7-23 204 139 9-29 27: 207 J.2-6 J40 ~1
3 5-16 136 <i' 72 7-24 205 140 9-30 273 208 12-7 341 .:2 
4 5-17 137 g 73 7-25 206 141 10-1 274 209 12-8 342 23 
'" 5 5-18 138 ~~ 74 7-25 207 142 10-2 275 210 l2-9 343 24 6 5-19 139 "'", 75 7-27 208 
r 1 
143 10-3 276 211 12-10 344 25 
7 5-20 140 e;~ 76 ;-28 209 144 10-4 277 212 12-11 345 26 
"'''' 8 5-21 141 ~'" 77 7-29 210 2 145 10-5 :76 213 12-12 346 07 
9 5-22 142 l'l 78 7-30 211 3 146 10-6 279 214 12-13 347 ,S 
10 5-23 143 is 79 7-31 212 < 147 10-7 280 215 12-14 34' 29 
11 5-24 144 80 8-1 213 5 148 10-8 281 216 12-15 3.j!} 3" 
12 5-25 145 
n 
81 8-2 214 6 149 10-9 282 217 12-16 350 31 
13 5-26 146 82 8-3 215 7 150 10-10 283 218 12-17 351 32 
14 5-27 147 8~ 8-4 216 8 151 10-11 284 219 12-18 352 I 33 15 5-28 148 M4 s':'s 217 9 152 10-12 285 220 12-19 3SJ 3. 16 5-29 149 85 8-6 218 10 153 10-13 286 221 12-2(, 354 35 
17 5-30 150 66 8-7 219 11 154 ZO-14 287 222 12-21 355 36 
10 5-31 151 l:l 7 87 8-8 220 12 155 10-15 288 223 12-22 356 17 
19 6-1 152 "i 8 08 8-9 22J, 13 156 10-16 289 224 12-23 157 18 
20 6-2 153 
'" 9 89 8-10 222 14 157 10-17 290 225 12-24 358 19 21 6-3 154 810 90 8-11 223 15 158 10-18 291 I 226 .l~-25 359 40 22 6-4 155 !all 91 3-12 224 16 159 10-19 292 227 12-26 35' 41 23 6-5 156 ~12 92 8-13 2'25 17 160 10-20 293 228 12-27 361 ~ 42 
24 6-6 157 ",13 93 8-14 226 18 161 10-21 294 fa 229 12-25 362 ~ 43 25 6-7 158 ~14 94 8-15 227 19 162 10-22 295 230 12-29 361 f:;14 
26 6-8 159 ,,15 95 8-16 228 20 163 10-23 296 I 231 12-30 364 ~ '15 27 6-9 160 "16 96 8-17 229 21 164 10-24 297 232 12-31 165 846 28 6-10 161 ~17 97 8-18 230 '" 22 165 10-25 298 233 1-1 1 ~ 47 
29 6-11 162 ~18 9B 8-19 231 ~23 166 10-26 299 ~ 234 1-2 2 ~ 48 30 6-12 161 l'l19 99 8-20 232 "'24 167 10-27 300 235 1-1 3 ~ 49 
31 6-13 164 .. 20 100 8-21 231 §25 168 10-28 301 ii 236 1··4 4 :.-:. SO 
32 6-!4 165 iQ21 101 8-22 23' J;J 26 169 10-29 302 237 1-5 5 E: 51 
33 6-15 166 t:22 102 8-23 235 ~27 170 ].0-30 103 23B 1-6 6 !i152 
34 6-16 167 
r 
103 8-24 236 '" 2. 171 10-31 304 239 1-7 7 ~ 5_~ 
35 6-17 168 24 104 8-25 237 § 29 172 11-1 305 240 1-8 8 
'" 54 36 6-18 169 25 105 8-26 238 .. 3D 173 11-2 30G 241 1.-9 9 g 55 
37 6-19 170 26 106 8-27 23S ~ 31 174 11-3 307 242 1-10 1" ei 56 
38 6-20 171 27 107 8-20 240 " 32 175 11-4 308 243 1-11 11 Il. 57 
39 6-21 172 28 108 8-29 24]. !g 33 176 11-5 109 244 1-12 12 ~ 58 
40 6-22 173 29 109 8-30 242 ~ 34 171 11-£ 31a 245 1-13 13 "'59 
41 6-23 174 110 8-31 243 "'35 178 11-7 311 246 1.-14 14 ~ 60 
42 6-24 175 111 9-1 244 § 36 179 11-8 112 247 1-15 15 
'" 61 43 6-25 ].71; 112 9-2 245 817 180 11-9 313 248 1-16 16 e; 62 
44 6-26 177 113 9-3 246 ~ 38 101 11-10 114 249 1-17 17 it; 63 
45 6-27 178 114 9-' 247 39 182 11-11 115 250 1-18 18 64 
46 6-28 17. 115 9.-5 248 40 183 11-12 316 251 1-19 19 55 
47 6-29 180 116 9-6 249 41 184 11-13 317 252 1-20 20 66 
48 6-30 181 117 9-7 250 42 185 11-14 318 253 1-21 21 67 
49 7-1 18. a 118 9-8 251 43 186 11-15 319 254 1-22 22 68 50 7-2 183 ~ 119 9-9 252 4' 1B7 11-16 320 T 1 255 1-23 23 69 51 7-3 184 120 9-10 253 45 188 11-17 321 l:l 2 256 1-24 24 70 52 7-4 185 fl! 121 9-11 254 46 189 11-18 322 3 257 1-25 25 71 
53 7-5 186 fl 122 9-12 255 47 190 11-19 323 <!i 4 258 1-26 26 72 54 7-a 187 123 9-13 256 48 191 11-20 32' 
'" 
5 259 1-27 27 71 
55 7-7 188 ill 124 9 .. 14 257 49 192 11-21 325 l:l 6 260 1-28 28 74 
56 7-8 189 ~ 125 9-15 258 50 193 11-22 326 la 7 261 1-29 29 75 
57 7-9 190 " 126 9-16 259 51 194 11-23 327 !;J 8 262 1-30 30 7. 5B 7-1Q 191 !il 127 9-17 260 52 195 11-24 328 '" 9 263 1-31 31 77 59 7-11 192 ~ 12B 9-18 261 53 196 11-25 129 ij 10 264 2-1 12 78 60 7-12 193 129 9-19 262 54 197 11-26 130 .. 11 26. 2-2 33 79 61 7-13 194 130 9-20 263 55 198 11-27 131 12 266 2-3 34 80 
62 7-14 195 131 9-21 264 56 199 11-28 332 e 13 267 2-4 35 01 
63 7-15 196 132 9-22 265 57 200 11-29 131 ~14 268 2-5 36 82 64 7-16 1.91 133 9-23 266 58 201 11-30 31. 15 269 2-6 37 83 
65 7-17 198 134 ~-24 267 59 2U2 12-1 315 ~ 16 270 2-7 38 84 
66 '1-18 199 135 9-25 268 ~60 203 12-2 136 ... 17 271 2-6 19 85 
67 7-19 200 136 9-26 26' 
r 
204 12-3 317 ~ 18 (FOUnrH UNHANNED PERIOD) 68 '/-20 201 137 9-27 270 205 12-4 118 119 272 2-9 40 86 69 7-21 202 273 2-10 41 67 
Table 1.1 SKYLAB MISSION DAY TIHE REFERENCE 
I ~'. 1-5 
~ 
I. 
I 
I 
'.' r ! I' 
I 
THlC-64808 
THlC-64809 
THX-6481O 
THX-648ll 
T!1lC-648l2 
TIlX-648l3 
TIlX-648l4 
T~lX-648l5 
T~lX-648l7 
TNX-64818 
'DlX-648l9 
TIlX-64820 
1':-lX-6482l 
Tl-lX-64822 
Tl'lX-64823 
Tl-lX-64824 
TIlX-64825 
TIlX-64826 
!-(j 
Table 1.2 
Skylab System Reports 
HSFC Sky lab Final Program Report 
NSFC Sky lab Corollary Expe,iments Final Technical Report 
HSFC Sky lab Airlock Hodule Final Technical Report 
HSFC Sky lab Apollo Telescope Hount Final Technical Report 
NSFC Skylab Hultiple Docking Adapter Final Technical Report 
NSFC Skylab Orbital Horkshop Final Technical Report 
Sky lab Hission Report-Saturn Horkshop 
NSFC Sky lab Apollo Telescope Hount Summary Mission Report 
NSFC Skylab Attitude & Pointing Control System Hission 
Evaluation R~port 
NSFC Sky lab Electrical Power System Hission Evaluation Report 
NSFC Skylab Instrumentation & Communication System Hission 
Evaluation Report 
NSFC Skylab Corollary Experiments Systems Hission Evalua.tion 
Re'~ort 
HS'FC Sky lab Apollo Telescope Hount Experiment Systems ~lission 
Evaluation Report 
HSFC Skylab Thermal & Environmental Control System Hission 
Evaluation Report 
NSFC Sky lab Apollo Telescope Hount Thermal Control System 
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A number of integrated subsystems were utilized in making the Sky-
lab a comfortable "home" in space for the astronauts. The active heat-
ing and cooling systems, the gas circulation loop and the passive thermal 
control coatings combined to maintain the internal thermal envi-.:onment 
within an acceptable band. The active cooling system also provided a 
heat sink for numerous coldplated components. The two gas control sys-
tem along Idth venting and pressurization components served to provide 
a 5 PSIA mixed oxygen/nitrogen atmosphere during manned operations as 
well as providing control pressure for some equipment and pressurant 
gas for certain operational equipment and experiments. TIle gas 
system also jJtovided oxygen to the crelrnlen during EVA activities. The 
carbon dioxide and humidity removal systems controlled the levels of 
these tl<O metabolic products, along with providing removal of c.ontmni-
nants from other sources, to assure a safe and comfortable atmosphere. 
Ttle ATH C&D and EREP I<ater loops provided cooling for coldplated elec-
tronic components in these prime experiment packages and a I<ater cooling 
loop providing cooling to the cremnen during EVA activities. Finally, 
the food and certain biological I<as tes I<ere maintained in an acceptable 
temperature regin,e by the refrigeration subsystem. Taken collectively 
these Bubsystems made up the Skylab environmental and thermal control 
systems. 
The planned orbital attitude of Skylab was nominally to be solar 
inertial I<ith the e.'Cception of Z-local vertical maneuvers to make re-
sou·:ce observations. HOI-1ever, due to the loss of the meteoroid shield 
during SL-l boost, certain maneuvers l-1ere necessary to avoid overheating 
the orbital assembly prior to deployment of an improvised solar shield 
at the beginning of the first manned mission. As an added mission bonus 
the comet K"houtek passed in near proximity to Earth looping around the 
Sun in the time frame of SL-4. 1'0 take advantage of this scienU fic 
"vent special maneuver" were executed to optimize observation and study 
of this cel es tial visitor. 
To circumvent the loss of the meteoroid shield, an umbrella t;ype 
shiel.d was fenced up to Skylab I.ith the SL-2 creu. Deployment of this 
shield allol.ed !, 'ing a near norPlal first mission. Later, during SL-3, 
another shield was deployed external to the original shield allol.ing 
the internal temperatures to ·reach preflight anticipated values As-
sessment of the design and performance of these shields are detailed 
herein. 
Overall, the thermal and environmental control systems maintained 
an accep tab Ie environment for the crews and experiments. Hm-lever, in 
addition to the shi.eld anomaly discussed above, other anomalies occurred 
such as sticking of the temperature control valves in the Airlock Hodule 
cooling loop, leakage of coolant in both of the airlock coolant loops and 
failure of the refrige.ration subsystem bypass valve. Hanagement of these 
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systems and remedial actions to achieve a successful mission despite 
these anomalies required the close coordination and ingenuity of various 
design and analysis groups within the ~Iarshall and Johnson Centers sup-
ported by elements of the prime contractors. Completion of mission ob-
jectives, a wealth of scientific information, along with favorable crew 
comments on the livability of Slwlab attest. to the success of these 
coordinated efforts. 
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SECTION II. ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SYSTEM 
A. Configuration 
The configuration of the C02, humidity, and odor control sub-
systems are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
1. Carbon Dioxide Control System Configuration. The partial 
pressure of C02 "as controlled in the cluster during the Skylab 
missions by the molecular sieves located in the Airlock Modul&. There 
"as also a lithium hydroxide (LiOR) system located in the CSM "hich 
"as capable of controlling the partial pressure of C02 "hen the CSM "/as 
isolated from the rest of the clu.ster. The LiOR System also could .have 
been used for a short time in a contingency mode to control the par-
tial pressure of C02 in the cluster should the t"o molecular sieve sys-
tems have failed. 
Figure 2-1 presents an overall schematic of the cluster Atmosphere 
Control System, showing the location of the molecular sieves. Figure 
2-2 presents a schematic of one of the t"o molecular sieves, also 
called the Regenerable C02 Removal Systems (RCRS). As sho,;n in figure 
2-1, tee cluster atmosphere containing 02, N2, "ater vapor and C02 "as 
pulled into the Atmosphere Control System by one of the two compres-
sors in each of the molecular sieve systems, after first passing 
through solids traps. Check valves were located do,;nstream of each 
compressor to prevent backflow through the inactive compressor. The 
gas then flowed through one of the two condensing heat exchangers 
where the de<1point of the gas w<is lowered to approximately 47"F. The 
condensing heat exchanger to be used I<as selected by an air flol< diver-
ter valve downstream of the two condensing heat exchangers. 
Only one of the two molecular sieves (Mole Sieve A) I<as in use 
at one time for CO 2 removal. ROl<ever, cluster atmosphere was also 
circulated through one condensing heat exchanger, the charcoal canister 
and the bypass muffs in the inactive molecular sieve, in order to pro-
vide additional I<ater vapor and odor removal capability. In the RCRS 
with the active molecular sieve, preflight test data indicated that 
approximately 34 CFM would be pulled in by the compressor and split 
into ::hree pati1S so that approximately 10 CFM ,,,ould flol< through the 
molecular sieve, 11 CFM would flow through the charcoal, and 13 CFM 
"auld flol< through the bypass muffs. In the RCRS'with the inactive 
molecular sieve, approximately 29.0 CFM I<ould be pulled in by the 
compressor and split into two paths so that 13.0 eFM would flow 
through the bypass muffs. 
Each molecular sieve consisted of two separate beds, each bed 
c~ntaining 10.35 pounds of type l3X Zeolite (used as a pre-dryer 
section) and 7.0 pounds of type SA Zeolite (used for C02 removal). 
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Figure 2-2. Single Molecular Sieve System 
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The moisture present in the 10 CFM that floHed into the molecular sieve would have almost all of th3 moisture in it removed by the 13X Zeolite in order to maximize the C02 removal efficiency of the SA portion of the bed. 
During the normal operation of a molecular sieve system, eac~ 
sorbent canister operated on a IS-minute half cycle to alternately adsorb C02 and H20 from 10.0 CF}! (15.5 Ib/hour) cabin gas flow and de-sorb to vacuum. The gas selector valves Here cycled automatically by the pneumatic valves and the solenoid valve selector switches. The design CO2 removal rate Has 6.75 Ib/day. The design inlet C02 partial pressure was 5.5 IDln Hg or less "ith one molecul'Jr sieve sys-tem operating. The electrical po"er required for the operation of each system was 57.7 Hatt-hours/day at 24 VDC, exclusive of exhaust duct heaters. 
Cabin CO2 partial pressure Has measured at the inlet to each molecular sieve system. Outlet C02 partial pressure was measured by two sensors st the outlet of the sorbei1t canisters of the operating molecular sieve. Onboard display and telementry (T}0 of the inlet mea-surements for both molecular sieve systems and one of the outlet mea-surements for the active molecular sieve system were provided. The outlet measurements both fed the Caution and Warning (C&W) System. Maximcm specification inaccuracy of the transducers Has ±1.4 mm Hg. 
The sorbent canisters could be baked out electrically "hen re-quired. The active molecular sieve canisters were baked out at the beginning of each manned phase of the mission. During the manned phases of the mission, they were to be bsked out when the PC02 level indicated bed degradation. A m""imum of 1912 watt-hours at 24 VDC were required for bakeout of both sorbent canisters in each molecular sieve system. The sorbent canister h'lusing was cooled by gas flow through the bypass muff during bakeout. Balwout time Has a minimum of fiw, hours/ canister follOl,ed by a 12-hour cool d01·m period during which time the bed could be used. 
Each molecular sieve system had redundant cycle timers and man-ual interconnect valves \Chich provided isolation and permitted use of redundant solenoid slntching v~.lves. In addition, each sorbent canister had a separate bakeout heater temperature controller. 
In the event that more than one sorbent canister could not have been operated, the inlet PC02 could have been limited to 12 mm Hg maximum with one canister operation for the design CO2 removal rate of 6.75 lb. day and an inlet Jel·.7point temperature of S20F or less. 
The overboard gas loss for a molecular sieve system "as shown by ground tests over an inlet de~~oint temperature range of 40°F to 520F to be 2.0 to 2.5 Ib/day. TI1e 02 and N2 losses varied from 1.5. to 2.1 Ib/day for 02 and 0.44 to 0.69 Ib/day for N2. 
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After passing through the molecular sieve bcd, the charcoal bed 
and the bypass muffs, the flows were recombined in the active molecular 
sieve system and the charcoal and bypass flows were recombined in the 
inactive molecular sieve system. The flows from the two systems were 
then combined and dumped into the molecular sieve outlet duct. A di-
verter valve located in the duct allowed the crew to direct the atmJS-
phere control system outlet either to the MDA, to the OWS, or to split 
the flOl' between the two. 
Monitoring capability for the C02 Control System is summarized in 
Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. C02 Performance Monitoring Capability 
NEASUREMENT 
1. C02 PARTIAL PRESSURE 
AT COMPRESSOR INLET 
2. C02 PARTIAL PRESSURE 
AT MOLECULAR SIEVE 
OUTLET 
3. MOLECULAR SIEVE BED 
T1'MPERATURE 
4. MOLECULAR SIEVE OVER-
BOARD DUMPLINE 
TEMPERATURE 
5. MOLECULAR SIEVE FLOH 
RATE 
6. COMPRESSOR DELTA P 
TM 
D209, D2l3 
D210, D214 
C266, C267 
F2l0, F211 
D2l2, D2l6 
C&W 
x 
x 
x 
x 
ONBOARD 
DISPLAY 
Panel 203 
Panel 203 
Panel 203 
2. Humidity Control System Configuration - The cluster humidity 
was controlled during the Sky lab missions by the four condensing heat 
exchangers and by the two molecular sieves, all of which were located 
in the Airlock Module. There was also a condensing heat exchanger lo-
cated in the CSM t<hich was capable of controlling humidity when the 
CSM was isolated from the rest of the cluster. 
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Of the four condensing heat exchanger~ in the system, two 
t.~:-=re nominally in use, one in each molecular si....::ve system. The 
capability of the condensing heat exchangers to condense moisture 
'-las det"'rmined by the coolant inlet temperatures. Nominal speci-
fication temperature of the coolant inlet to the condensing heat 
exchangers was 47°F with a cont"olled range of ± 2°F. The per-
formance capability of the condensing heat exchangers was great 
enough so that the dewpoint of the outlet gas flm. was normally 
within one or two degrees of the coolant inlet temperature. 
There were two coolant loops uhich flowed through the condensing 
~,eat exchangers, each flowing approximately 265 lb/hour. Half 'of' the 
primary and half of the seconaary coolant flOl.s went to each molecu-
lar sieve system. In each molecular sipve system, there were 
shut-off valves located such that the crew could direct all of the 
coolant flow that came to each system through one condensing heat 
exchanger, or allow hp-lf to ea~h, thus putting one quarter of the 
total primary a"d nne quarter of the total secondary flow through 
each condensi'.lg heat exchang(:r. The nominal operating mode was 
to ruute all of the primary and all of the Fdcondary flOl. that came 
to each molecular sieve system through condensing heat exchanger A 
in each system. 
Gas flow into th" condensing heat exchanger in the active 
molecular sieve system -:as approximately 34.0 CFN ,.,hile specification 
gas flow into the condensir.g heat exchanger in the inactive molecular 
sieve system \-las approximately 29.0 CfN. 
The Condensate Remove,l System, figure 2-3, provided the 
capability of removiIlg the ,Q"ldensate collected in the condensing 
heat exchangers. and storing i', in the AH condensate tank, located 
in the STS portion of the AN and in the Ol-iS condensate holding 
tank, located in the fon.ard dome area of the Ol-iS. The primary 
method of subsequent disposal of the stored condens",te was to 
dump the condensate through a dump probe, located in the !-Iaste Hanage-
ment Compartment (!-INC), into the waste tank. An alternative method 
of disposal IOas to dump the condensate from the Al1 condensate tank 
overboard through one of the tlOO AI-! condensate vents. Other usages 
of the Condensate Remm,·"l System included the provision to remove 
gas from th" liquid/gas separators, the capability to E'vacuate and 
deservice Life Support Umbilicals (LSUs) and Pressure Control Units 
(PCUs), the capability to receive CSH "aste tank '-later, and the pro-
vision to <nitially wet the plates i11 the condensing heat ex-
changers. Bote. liquid/gas separators IOere built into a single 
unit IOhich "as connected to the water side of the condensate removal 
system. The separators were isolated from eaeh other and protected 
against back flow by redundant cheek valves. ~.o spare liquid/gas 
separators units "ere stored in the A1'1. The HX plate service QD 
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was used to provide an initial delta P for wetting the plates in 
the condensing heat exchangers. It was also used to transfer water 
from the CSH W Hte tank to the condensate holding tank. 
Each condensing heat exchanger containe~ two in-flight re-
placeable water separator plate assemblies. An additional four 
water separator assemblies were carried in permanent stowage con-
tainer No.202 in the AH for use as in-flight replacements. All 
12 water separator assemblies were launched dry with both sides of 
the plates vented to cabin. These plates could be serviced in orbit 
by the moisture which was initially condensed in the heat exchanger 
(self-wetting) or by several inflight servicing techniques. 
Servicing and deservicing support consisted of providing 13 
pounds of condensing heat exchanger separator assembly wetting sol11-
tion stored withi~ the spare condensate module. The water solution 
contained 10% Roccal (biocide), and 1% Sterox NJ (wetting agent) by 
volume. For normal plate servicing, the tank module was strapped down 
adjacent to the H20 separator service position QD in the STS and 
connected sequentially to each separator plate by a plate adapter. 
Valving on the spare module was used to force water from the tank 
through the plate. 
To preserve fluid and the normal service capability after an 
in-flight condensate module replacement, a jumper hose permitted trans-
fer of service fluid between condensate modules. IYhen water solution 
was unavailable from either module, the manual pump could be used as 
a pressurant source to service with condensate from the instelled modul ... 
In addition, the manual pump could have been used with the spare module 
for a fast service of a single plate in the OWS or STS. During the 
flight, servicing was performed normally so these alternate methods 
were not required. 
After servicing, the pressure within the storage tanks was 
sufficiently low to cause moisture condensed in the heat exchangers 
to be forced through the exchanger water separator plates end trans-
ferred into the storage tank by compartment ambient pressure. When 
the condensate tank pressure increased to approximately 0.5 PSI 
below cabin ambient pressure, the collected condensate and gas were 
dumped. A caution signal on the C & W system was provided when the 
cabin ambient-to-condensate tank pressure differelltial decreased to 
0.4 PSID. 
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Operation of the Condensate Removal System was accomplished 
primarily from panel 216 (figure 2-3). During normal operation, the 
H2fl valve was in the "FILL" position and the PRESS valve was in the 
"CLOSED" position. The FILL QD and the DUMP QD were connected. 
The OWS inlet hose (also called the OHS condensate tank inlet hose) 
was connecterl at both the OWS condensate holding tank and at panel 
393 (figure 2-3_. The PRESS valve and the DUMP valve on the holding 
tank were both closed. Condensate from the condensing heat ex-
changers could fill up the water sides of the AM condensate 
ti'.nk and the OHS condensate holding tank. Since the holding tank 
W<LS over 40 times as large as the condensate tank, over l,O times as 
milch condensate could be stored in the holding tank. Either tank could 
have been operated without the other on line, except that, unless 
the A1>! condensate tank was on line and the H20 valve was in the 
"FILL" position, it was not possible to monitor the delta P betweem 
condensate system and cabin. Hhen the AM condensate tank l~as 
full, the condensate and gas in the system could be dumped over-
board through 1 of the 2 A1>! solenoid dump valves, or dumped 
back into the holding tank. Condensate and gas in the holding 
tank were dumped into the waste tank by dumping through the HMC 
water dump prove. Figure 2-4 presents a schematic of all dump 
proves into the waste tank. The holding tank was connected 
to the I{MC water dump probe by using the holding tank dump hose, 
the portable tank/lil1C H20 connector, the sterilization fitting, 
and the HMC water dump line. The water dump valve on panel 831 
and the dump valve on the holding tank controlled the dumping of 
condensate into the waste tank. The PRESS valve on the holding 
tank and th~ condensate press fitting allowed cabin gas into 
the gas side to help "push" the condensate out of the holding 
tank and into the waste tank. After this had been accomplished 
the PRESS valve was connected to a QD in one of the SALs by 
the vacuum hose and the gas side of the holding tank was dumped 
to a vacuum again. 
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Dumping of the ~J1 condensate tank overboard was 
accomplished by positioning the manual condensate tank . 
pressure valve in th" "PRESS" position so that cabin pres-
sure was applied to the gas side of the bladder, placing the 
manual condensate tank H20 valve in the "DUMP" position, and 
opening the valve in the dump line. When the position of 
the condensate tank bladder indicated the water was dumped, 
the condensate tank H20 valve was placed in the "FILL" posi-
tion. The valve in the dump line was then closed. Prior t, 
the AH overboard dump operation, the exit line electrical 
heater was used to warm the exit line as required, and one 
of the two solenoid valves at the exit was powered. 
The Condensate Removal System employed redundant 
check valves in the transfer line, overboard dump line exits, 
solenoid valves and electrical heaters. The condensate tank 
module was in-flight replaceable. A spare condensate tank 
module was carried in the STS and transferred to the OWS during 
initial activation. Table 2.2 presents a summary of the mon-
itoring capability for the dewpoint control system. 
3. Odor Removal System Configuration - Odor removal in 
the cluster was provided during the Skylab missions by two 
charcoal canisters in the AH end by one charcoal canister 
in the OWS. The charcoal canister in the OWS ~TaS part of the 
Waste Hanagement Compartment (HMC) ventilation unit, which 
was mounted on the forward compartment floor over the WMC. 
This assembly was composed of a fan, charcoal bed, filters, 
and sould suppressor assembly. The fan was an Apollo PLV 
(Post-Landing Ventilation) fan and was replaceable. The 
charcoal canister contained activated charcoal and was 
also replaceable. Removal of Particulate matter, hair, and 
lint from the OWS atmosphere was provided by the combination 
of a fine and coarse filter at the inlet to the assembly. A 
cut-away view,. shown in figure 2-5, indicates the overall 
I 
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I 
!': 
dimensions and the various screen mesh sizes. The fine inlet screen 
was upstream of the coarse inlet screen. The upstream restraining 
screen for the activated charcoal was 60 mesh, with the downstream 
restraining screen being a 10-micron filter. All of the atmosphere 
flowing through the I%IC, except compartment leakage, was drawn in 
through the circular diffuser in the floor of the lmC, passed 
through the fan/filter assembly, and ,~as discharged into the for-
,~ard compartment. 
During normal operation, the WHC fan was planned to be 
operated continuously whenever the I%IC was occupied. The antici-
pated fan/Wl'tC flO\~ at a nominal 26 VilC was 105 CFH with fan opera-
tion and approximately 1S CFl'! ,<ithout fan operation. 
The configuration of the AN odor removal charcoal canister 
in the Holecular Sieve System ,~as discussed in paragraph. II. A.I. 
Table 2.2. Humidity Performance Honitoring Capability 
ON BOARD 
NEASUREHENT TH C&lv DISPLAY 
I. DElVPOINT TENPERATURE C207, e21S Panel 203 
2. C00LANT INLET TE~~ERATURE C209, C210 
TO CONDo HX .. C217, C21S 
3. COOLANT OUTLET TEl'W. C211, C212 
TO COND. lL'C. C219, C220 
4. CmWRESSOR GAS INLET C20S, C213 Panel 203 
TR1,WERATURE 
5. CONl1ENSING HX. GAS OUT-
, 
C206, C211f Panel 203 
LET TEl'WERATURE 
6. CONDENSATE TO CABIN D20S X PanH 216 
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 
7. CONDENSATE VENT TEl'WERATURE Panel 216 
S. CONDENSATE HX. GAS FLOW F210, F211 X 
RATE 
9. CONDENSATE llX. COOLANT F214, F21S 
FLOW RATE 
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4, Contamination Removal System Configuration - Material selection control was utilized to minimize material offgassing and sub-sequent buildup of contaminant levels. In addition atmospheric analysis of the ~IDA/~I at McDonnell Douglas-Eastern Division and the OWS at KSC during preflight checkouts were used to provide confidence that this material selection control was adequate in minimizing contaminant levels. No measurable contaminant levels were noted during OWS testing but a carbon monoxide level of 23 PPM was noted during MDA/AM testing. Because of dispersion of simultaneous CO readings during the MDA/AM test it was concluded that the 23 PPM level was unrealistic and a 
much lower level could be expected in-flight. 
The charcoal canisters in the molecular sieve unit and waste management systems, condensing heat exchangers (CHX) and 13X and SA molecular sieve material had considerable capability to scrub the cabin air of generated contaminants (figure 2-6). Analysis of Apollo char-coal canisters indicated the presence of many contaminants. Tests run at MSFC indicated that the CHX had some capability to remove contami-nants while the mole-sieve material was a very effective contaminant removal devI.ce. A list of contaminants tested along with mole-sieve and CHX removal efficiency is shot~ on Table 2.3. This list of con-taminants was compiled from those found in Apollo flights as supplied by JSC and others selected because of the likelyhood that they would be found in the Sky lab atmosphere. The possibility that significant buildup of contaminants would occur was very small because of material selection control and the presence of onboard removal devices. 
B. System Performance 
1. Carbon Dioxide (C02) Control System Performance The C02 control system performed very well throughout all of the Skylab missions. No hardware failUres of any type were ~perienced on molecular sieve A and, as a result, molecular sieve B was never activated. Molecular sieve A was operated continuously throughout the 84 days of the SL-4 mission without requiring a mid-mission bakeout. The molecular sieve had been qualified based on bakeouts at 28 day intervals. 
a. C02 levels - Preflight analysis had indicated that the molecular sieve would maintain the C02 level at approximately 5.0 rom Hg" Although flight levels were subject to some interpretation due to molecular sieve system C02 sensor accuracy (± 1.4 rom Hg), evalua-tion of all available data indicates they performed near pre-dicted values. Means other than the molecular sieve sensors to 
monitor CO2 levels were available onboard the Skylab. Unfortunately, 
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Table 2.3. Molecular Sieve Contaminant Test List 
TEST 
INLET REMOVAL EFFICIENCY, % CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATION, PPM CHX MOLE-SIEVE 
l. HYDROGEN 900. (1) o. 
2. AMMONIA 60. (1) 100. 
3. ~lETHYL CHLORIDE 20. (1) 100. 
4. FREON 12 500. (1) 100. 
5, BENZENE 5. 8.7 100. 
6. FREON 113 500. (1) 100. 
7. XYLENE 50. (1) 100. 
8. TOLUENE 50. (1) 100. 
9. ACETONE 500. (1) 100. 
10. ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 100. (1) 100. 
11. ACETALDEHYDE 50. 2.6 100. 
12. METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE 10. 33 100. 
13. DICHLOROMETHANE 25. (1) 100. 
14. CARBON MONOXIDE 75. (1) O. 
15. METHYL CHLOROFORM 90. 15.2 100. 
16. METHYL ETHYL KETONE 100. l.1 100. 
17. COOLANOL 15 50. 89. 100. 
(1) Not tested • 
.,.. 
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one of them - the portable C02/dewpoint monitor - had failed earlier due to the high temperatures in the OW5 where it had been stowed, 
and could not be used. The other method involved using the Ml71 
mass spectrometer in the OI,S. Prior to and following each Ml71 performance, a sample of cabin gas was analyzed by the mass spec-Lrometer, and the percent, by volume, of 02, H20, and C02 in the cabin gas were read out to the ground by the crew. By knot.ing the 
cluster total pressure at the time, it was possible to calculate the partial pressures of 02, H20, and C02. (It was decided to only use the data for the cabin gas sample taken prior to Ml7l. It was felt, that any residual gases from the crel'ls' breath remaining in the 
system follmJing an ~n71 performance could affect the values of the 
sample obtained after an N171 performance.) 
Soon after MIlA hatch opening on SL-2, it became apparent that the readings from the molecular sieve PC02 sensors varied some-<lhat from each other and from the preflight predictions. Throughout all of the missions, the Ml71 mass spectrometer data were used to 
"cal ibrate" the molecular sieve inlet C02 sensors. Eighteen data 
samples during 5L-2, 27 samples during SL-3 and 36 samples during SL-4 <Jere obtained a:ld used. Analysis of all the data resulted in the conclusion that the molecular sieve A inlet sensor (D209) re-
mained <Jithin specification limits "hile the molecular sieve B inlet sensor (D213) <Jag sometimes outside of specification limits. 
5ince both D209 and D2l3 provided lower indicated C02 leveln than expected during 5L-2, the cartridges were returned and checked. They "ere found to be good. In order to provide a further 
check on the sensors, a special set of cartridges was carried by the SL-3 crew which could be used to check the zero calibration of the C02 sensors. The D209 sensor was calibrated and found to be very 
accurate near zero ("ithin .15 mm Hg). Although a calibration was performed on the D213 sensor, it "as not successful. It was later determined that the sensor had a faulty O-ring (replaced during 5L-4) IOhich caused erratic readings throughout 5L-3. 
The calibration data from the Ml7l mass spectrometer have been used, along <lith the molecular sieve inlet sensor (D209) 
rEadings, to produce C02 profiles for the missions and the results are presented in figures 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9. The correction used 
on the 0209 data averaged approximately 0.9 mm Hg and the correction ill"ays increilsed the quoted level from the level indicated by D209. As a result, the data provided are believed to represent an upper limit on the actual C02 levels. As indicated by the data, the C02 level during 5L-2 "as near the preflight prediction of 5.0 mm Hg. The level "as slightly higher during SL-3 with the daily average generally being 5.5 nun Hg or lower. The level increased above 
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5.5 mm Hg after DOY 227 and a bakeout was performed on DOY 231 after 
which the level returned to lower values. The higher C02 levels dur-
ing the bakeout (figure 2-8) were a result of the long bakeout times 
(Table 2.4) .. nth only one bed functioning. As reported previously, 
the C02 levels were maintained at desired levels throughout SL-4 
without a molecular sieve bakeout. The 'Bignificantly lower C02 
lev~ls depicted during EVA days were a result of reduced C02 genera-
tion rates with only one crewman internal to the vehicle and the 
smaller volume of atmosphere being conditioned with the hatches closed. 
b. Molecular Sieve Bakeout Summary - In additon to the 
mid-mission bakeout during SL-3, bakeouts were performed at the be-
ginning of each mission. A summary is provided in Table 2.4. The 
long bakeout times reflected for the bakeout of bed 1 during SL-3 
activation and for both beds during the 8L-3 mid-mission bakeout 
resulted from scheduling convenience. 
Table 2.4. Mole Sieve Bakeout Summary 
Bed 1 Bed 2 
SL-2 Initiate Bakeout 146:18:05 l47~14:45 
Terminate Bakeout 146:23:30 147:19:41 
Total Duration {Hours) 5:25 4:56 
SL-3 Initiate Bakeout 210:01:30 210,: 11:50 
Terminate Bakeout 210:11:50 210:17:40 
Total Duration (Hours) 10:20 5:50 
Initiate Bakeout 232iOl:lO 233:02:04 
Terminate Bakeout 232:12:30 233:16:12 
Total Duration (Hours) 11:20 14:08 
SL-4 Initiate Bakeout 321:15:43 32l1Zl:l5 
Terminate Bakeout 32l~2l:l5 322,~03 :15 
Total Duration (Hours) 5:32 6:00 
c. Molecular Sieve Timers - The molecular sieve A timers 
functioned properly throughout the mission. The primary timer was 
used during most of the missions and accumulated over 13,500 cycles. 
The secondary timer accumulated approximately 2500 cycles. The 
cycle time was normal for both timers and was a few seconds less 
than 15 minutes. 
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On several occasions during the mission~cycle inter-
rupts occurred but all were, found to be due to crew activities. An 
apparent cycling problem during SL-3 activation was found to be due 
to a failure of the crew to properly open the bed cycle N2 supply 
valve. Molecular sieve bed "2" remained in adsorb for approximately 
three hours as a result of this problem. However, the bed recovered 
after cycling was initiated. 
d. Molecular Sieve Compressor Performance - Molecular sieve 
compressors performed satisfactorily throughout the missions. As 
expected, based on preflight testing, the indicated flows from the 
flow sensors were erratic (a discussion is provided in Section III). 
However, compressor delta P was available via telemetry and the 
use of these data along with compressor delta P versus flow allowed 
the determination of compressor flow rates. The resulting flow rktes 
are provided in "Table 2.5 and compare well with expected values of 
34 CFM for an operating molecular sieve and 29 CFM for a non-operating 
sieve. 
Mole Sieve 
Compressor 
MS A Pri 
MS A Pri 
MS A Sec 
MS A Sec 
MS B Pri 
MS B Sec 
Table 2.5. Mole Sieve Compressors ~P 
and Flow Rate Summary 
~P at 5.0 PSIA Compressor 
Mole Sieve (in. H2O) Flow Rate (CFM) 
Off 7.13 28.3 
On 5.96 31.5 
Off 6.66 29.3 
On 5.42 33.6 
Off 5.82 31.9 
Off 6.98 28.5 
During SL-3 activation the molecular sieve B secondary 
compressor inverter failed. The primary compressor was operated 
throughout the remainder of the missions. Normal operation for 
molecular sieve A was switched to the secondary compressor in order 
to provide balancing of AM electrical bus loads. 
e. C02 Instrumentation Discrepancies - In addition to the 
concern relative to specification sensor accuracy (± 1.4 mm Hg), which 
was discussed in paragraph B.l.a of this section, several instrumenta-
tion discrepancies occurred during the missions. They are summarized 
briefly in the following paragraphs. 
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(1) Nolecular Sieve B Inlet Sensor (D213) a-Ring - Data 
provided by the subject sensor Iqere erratic during the SL-3 mission. 
The cause of the problem was determined to be associated with seating 
of the a-ring on the ilensor endplate. The a-ring Iqas replaced at the 
beginning of SL-4 and the sensor data stabilized. 
(2) Tape Recorder Data Dump Effect on Nolecular Sieve B 
Inlet Sensor (D213) - Each time the AN tape recorders were dumped via 
telemetry a transient increase in the indicated C02 level from the 
molecular sieve B inlet sensor Iqas observed. The indicated level re-
turned to normal within one to two minutes. 
(3) Nolecular Sieve Bed Cycling Effect on the Outlet 
C02 Sensor (D210) - A transient increase in indicated outlet C02 level 
was seen after each bed cycle. Typical outlet sensor profiles are 
provided in figure 2-10. It was determined that the increase Iqas 
caused by a backflow of unconditioned gas (from the bypass and char-
coal bed flow paths) into the sensor during the bed cycle. The in-
dicated level returned to normal during the adsorb cycle. 
2. Humidity Control System Performance 
a. Cluster Dewpoint Levels - Dewpoint levels in the cluster 
Iqere generally maintained within the required 46 to 60°F band during 
the Skylab missions. Profiles for the three missions are provided 
in figures 2-11, 2-12, and 2-13. Off nominal coolant inlet tempera-
tures to the condensing heat exchangers during the periods of time 
when the thermal control valves (TCVB) were stuck (Section VII.) 
influenced the cluster dewpoint and produced transient delqpoints 
below 46°F. This influence is seen clearly in figure 2-11 and is 
also evident in figure 2-12 and 2-13. While the system Iqas operating 
Iqith the secondary coolant loop TCVB stuck and not modulating, the 
outlet temperature increased Iqith beta angle. While this change Iqas 
not normally great, its influence can be seen in figure 2-13 during 
the high beta period beginning at approximately DaY 11. Dewpoints 
somewhat below 46°F during EVA periods were expected due to the 
lower water production rates with only one crewman providing moisture 
and a reduced effective volume. The level quicl<1y returned to normal 
following the EVA. A typical EVA dewpoint profile is provided in 
figure 2-14. Another factor which influenced the dewpoint for short 
periods of time was operation of the shower. This was most evident 
during SL-4 and some of the showers are designated on figure 2-13. 
On one occasion (DaY 19) the increased dewpoint level during a shower 
contributed to condensation in the aft cahin heat exchangers (see 
Section VII). 
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One concern prior to the first mission ,qas that pre1a'Jnch 
purges and the unplanned purges and high temperatures during the period 
between SL-1 and SL-2 launch might have removed enough moisture from 
cluster hygroscopic materials such that moisture addition to these 
materials during the activation period would hold the dewpoint below 
the minimum level of 46°F for an excessive period of time. However, 
the atmospheric moisture buildup time ,qas not excessive and the dew-
point had increased to 46 OF in seven hours. This buildup ,qas aicied 
by high crew water production rates as they worked in the hot OHS 
prior to shield deployment. The effect of the cluster hygtbscopic 
materials was seen in activation dewpoint levels during SL-3 and SL-4. 
The initial dewpoint levels should have been w~l1 below the initial 
levels shown on figures 2-12 and 2-13 due to storage depressurization 
and re~ressurization with dry gases. It is hypothesized that moisture 
addition to the atmosphere from the materials produced the initial 
levels seen. 
b. Condensing Heat Exchanger Freezing - As a result of 
coolant inlet temperatures considerably below freezing on DOY 158 
after the sticking of both the primary and secondary coolant loop 
thermal control valves (Section VII.), the water in the "A" heat 
exchangers for molecular sieves A and B froze. (The "B" condensing 
heat exchangers were not in operation.) No direct observation of 
freezing in the heat exchangers was made by the crew. However, the 
cre,q reported noise associated with the compressor gas flow and com-
mented that they could feal no flow through the compressor, indicating 
a blocked flow path. After the heat exchangers thawed out, the sys-
tem operated normally. 
c. Molecular Sieves A and B Heat Exchanger Gas Outlet 
Temperature Instrumentation Discrepancy - On DOY 219 fo1lmqing EVA #1 
on SL-3, the cre"T notified the ground that the Mole Sieve heat ex-
changer outlet temperatures were reading low. The crew later re-
checked and verified that the mole sieve A gas outlet temperature 
reading onboard was 36°F and the mole sieve B gas outlet temperature 
was 25°F. This data was also available via telemetry and at the same 
time the ground readings were over 49°F for both MS A and MS B. The 
coolant inlet temperatures at that time were around 47°F and since 
the gas outlet tempe'Catu'Ce Was Y.Ilown to be 1-2 OF above the f!oolant 
inlet tempe'Catures, it was concluded that the 111 values on the 
g'Cound were correct and the onboard meter readings were incorrect. 
The readings anboard were incorrect for the remainder 
of SL-3. On DOY 329 of SL-4 the EGS systems housekeeping check 
(HK70U) was performed for the first time on SL-4 and the readings 
were 45°F for mole sieve A gas outlet and 47°F for mole sieve B gas 
outlet, which were within a few degrees of the telemetry values. 
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Sometime betiqeen the end of SL-3 and MD 10 of SL-4 the problem had 
corrected itself. No more problems with the onboard gas outlet 
readings were experienced. 
d. Condensing Heat Exchanger Plate Wetting - Comments from 
all the crews on voice tapes and in debriefings indicated that wetting 
of the plates for the condensing heat exchangers was performed nomi-
nall;,. On SL-2, the Creiq commented that the wetting went well, but 
it was hard to tell when the plate became wetted. On both SL-3 and 
SL-4 the crews commented that the plates appeared to be already wetted 
prior to performance of the wetting procedure. However, the proce-
dure was completed to insure complete wetting. 
On SL-2 the plates were wetted beginning about 9 hours 
after opening the hatch. During this 9 honrs only about an hour had 
been at conditions where the dewpoint was greater than the coolant 
inlet temperature. On SL-3, the plates were wetted about 24 hours after 
opening the MOA hatch. Almost all of this period was with the dew-
point greater than the coolant inlet temperature. On 51-4, not quite 
8 hours elapsed from opening the MDA hatch until wetting the plates, 
but during all of this period the dewpoint temperature was higheJ; 
than the coolant inlet temperature. The original set of condensing 
heae exchanger plates were used throughout all the missions. 
e. Condensate Removal System - The system performed its required 
function of atmospheric moisture control as is eVident from the dewpoint 
levels presented in paragraph B.2.a. in tllis section. Other functions 
such as servicing/deservicing LSU/PCUs, servicing heat exchanger 
separator plates and removing water from the CSM waste tank were 
supported in a normal manner 
HOiqever, many more condensate dumps were performed than 
bad b~en planne1 due to gas leaks into tpe system. The leaks are-dis-
cussed in C.l. of this section. Figures 2-15, 2-16, 2-17 present the 
condensate system to atmospheric differential pressure profiles for 
the missions. During the period of SL-3 when the gas leak persisted 
for 32 days, the system was dumped on a daily basis in order to pro-
vide the differential pressure required for the condensate removal 
function to be carried out. 
An incident of OWS waste tank dump probe blockage oc-
curred during S1.-3 and is reported in C.2. of this section. 
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3. Odor Removal System Performance" The only means·avaiUable to 
evaluate·· the performance o.f the odor removal system was via crew.: , 
connaents. Connnents received du~ing·technical debriefings of· arl three 
crews indicated that the system performed very well. The following 
is taken from the SL 1/4 Techaic:aI Debriefing, pg. 12-24. 
Odor Removal: "No problems. The odor removal system in 
the workshop was outstanding. Odors just did not persist. They 
were very quiclcly removed. The "aste managemen t compartment odor 
removal ,,,as outstanding. 'fhere way no way anyone using the waste 
management compartment offended or bothensd anyone else in the 
,;orkshop. \ole ",ere amazed how ,;ell the odors ",ere removed and ho", 
good the workshop smelled in general. I thought that ",e ",ere 
going to have to get used to some very peculiar odors during our 
mission up there. Hhen ",e entered the ",,,,rkshop, ",e I"ere quite 
pleasantly surprised to find that there ",as no particuJ.ar odor 
that bothered us. It stayed that ",ay the entire time. I ,;ouldn't 
guarantee that very much longer, because as ",e mentioned lefore, 
",e left the Imrkshop in the as-used condition, ",ith little or no 
c.leaning. " 
Table 2.6 summarizes the charcoal canister useage and re-
placements during the missions. 
HISS ION 
SL-2 
SL-3 
SL-4 
2-34 
Table 2.6. Charcoal Canister Usage 
REPLACE MOLE SIEVE 
CHARCOAL CANISTERS (2) 
172/10:50 
247/17:20 
267/15:30 
364/20:50 
Total Used - 10 
(2 Installed + 8 spares) 
Total Launched - 10 
(2 Installed + 8 spares) 
REPLACE l,He 
CHARCOAL CANISTERS 
172/08:25 
247/16:00 
267/09:00 
346/ (time no t [molm) 
009/ (time not knOlm) 
Total Used - ~ 
(1 Installed + '!j'spares) 
Total Launched - 6 
(1 Installed + 5 spares) 
r 
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4. Contamination' Removal System PerroT!llance -"DOSS o·f the-'met<Gorbid 
shield during boost caused high OWS temperatures with suspected off-
gassing of contaminants (carbon monoxide and toluen8 diisocyanate) 
from the OlvS polyurethane foam. A vent/repressurization scheme de-
scribed in Section VI.B.3 was initiated to purge the cluster of the 
contaminants prior to SL-2 crew entry. The SL-2 crew took toluene 
d~.~socy~nate C'fDI) samples USiilg Draeger tubes and CO samples with 
a Mine Safety ~ppliance device prior to entry. There was no indica-
tion of the presence of TDI and less than 25 PPM of CO. The device 
used to measure CO levels gave only an approximate value since it 
was a color changing material and one color represented 0-25 PPM. 
Also problems had been encountered with the material changing col>r 
in the 0-25 PPM range while stored. The SL-3 and SL-4 crew took one 
TnI sample each with no indication that this contaminant was present 
in the cluster. The last two crews, on every' occasion that they sampled 
for CO, found that the sensing material had changed to the 0-25 PPM 
color during storage. Therefore the CO level was less than 25 PPM, 
but no e.,timate of the absolute value could be made. 
During SL-3,Coolanol-15 leaks in the AM primary and secondary 
coolant loops were detected. It was impossible to determine whether 
these leaks were inside or outside the spacecraft so the possibility 
existed that amounts of Coolanol were leaking into the cabin area. 
A conservative analysis (leak rate of .15 lb/day of Coolanol) indi-
cated a level of less than 10 PPM of Coolanol in the cluster atmos-
phere. This analysis assumed Coolanol removal by the WMC and Mole-
Sieve charcoal canisters, condensing heat exchangers, and mole-E.ieve 
material. This calculated level could be in the form of Coolanol-15 
as well as secondary butyl alcohol and isopropyl alcohol which result 
when water and Coolanol combine. 
Analysis was performed on five C02 cartridges returned.from 
the SL-2 and SL-3 missions. Three of the cartridges showed no evi-
dence of e:l.ther Coolanol-15 or the products of Coolanol-15 hydrolysis. 
Two of the sensors showed both Coolanol-15 chemical signature and 
traces of isopropyl alcohol and secondary butyl alcohol. It was con-
cluded, therefore, that Coolanol was present within the Skylab. 
However, due to the demonstrated ability of onboard equipment to 
remove Coolanol from the atmosphere, it is unlikely that any signifi-
cant amount of Coolanol was present in the atmosphere. 
An analysis was also performed on three AM charcoal filter 
samples which were returned as well as one unexposed sample for control. 
The samples were vacuum-thermally desorbed and the desorbates were 
analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. In addition, one 
sample from mid-mission SL-4 was selected for a wet chemical analysis to 
determine the presence of Ammonia, Hydrogen Sulfide, and Mercaptans. 
f 
Individual component identification was accomplished for the presence or absence of over 240 compounds. 
There were more than thirty compounds which were identified in these samples. Four compounds; methyl, ethyl, and isopropyl alcohols and acetone; constituted 81-93% hf the total recovery, exclusive of water. Water recoveLJr constituted approximately 20% of the weight of charcoal desorbed. Traces of Coolanol 15 wer'" also present. The complete results of the chemical analysis is showo in Table 2.7. 
TABLE 2.7 
COMPONENTS DESORBED FROM SKYLAB CHARCOALS 
Unexposed Charcoal 
Compound ~ UBig 
Propane 44.09 0.077 
'. 
Butane 58.12 0.061 
Propylene 42.08 1.2 
I-Butene 56.10 0.12 
2-Pentene 70.13 0.047 
Isoprene 68.11 0.OJ.7 
2-Hexene 84.16 0.0012 
Cyclohexane 84.16 0.24 
Toluene 92.13 0.21 
Methyl alcohol 32.04 0.28 
Ethyi!. alcohol 46.07 0.068 
Isopropyl alcohol 60.09 0.26 
Acetone 58.08 0.28 
Acetonitrile 41.05 0.049 
Total Excluding Water 2.90 
Hater 1.5 X 104 
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TABLE 2.7 (Cont.) 
Charcoal Ils/N 101-135 Mid }Iission SL-3 
Compound 
Freon 12 
Freon 113 
Propane 
Butane 
Hexane 
n-Hept'lne 
Propylene 
Nethyl acetylene 
l-Butene 
2-Butene (cis) 
2-Pentene 
Isoprene 
2-Hexene 
Nethylcyclohexene 
C]clohexane 
Benzene 
Toluene 
p-Xylene 
Furan 
Nethyl alcohol 
Ethyl alcohol 
Isopropyl alcohol 
Isobutyl alcohol 
Acetone 
Ethyl acetate 
Butyl acetate 
Coolanol 15 
Total Excluding Water 
Water 
HW 
121.00 
187.39 
44.09 
58.12 
86.17 
100.20 
42.08 
40.07 
56.10 
56.10 
70.13 
68.11 
84.16 
96.17 
84.16 
78.ll 
92.13 
106.16 
68.07 
32.04 
46.07 
60.09 
74.12 
58.08 
88.10 
ll6.l6 
)lg/g 
0.30 
3.6 
1.1 
1.1 
0.24 
0.089 
8.4 
0.05 
5.9 
2.4 
0.90 
·1.0 
1.7 
0.029 
O.ll 
0.0018 
0.096 
0.098 
1.3 
33. 
37. 
61. 
'l.11 
40. 
5.5 
0.12 
< 0.3 
205.8 
2.07 X 105 
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TABLE 2.7 (Cont.) 
Charcoal SIN 30-111 End of Mission SL-3 
Compound MW )lg/g 
Freon 12 121. 00 0.49 
Freon 113 187.39 0.97 
Ethane 30.07 0.049 
Butane 58.12 0.25 
Hexane 86.17 0.40 
n-Heptane 100.20 0.067 
Ethylene 28.05 0.041 
Propylene 42.08 2.4 
Methyl acetylene 40.07 0.03 
I-Butene .56.10 2.0 
2-Pentene 70.13 0.37 
Isoprene 68.11 0.13 
2-Hexene 84.16 0.86 
Methylcyclohexene 96.17 0.035 
Cyclohexane 84.16 0.075 
Benzene 78.11 0.072 
p-Xylene 106.16 0.15 
Furan 68.07 0.075 
Methyl alcohol 32.04 7.6 
Ethyl alcohol 46.07 7.5 
Isopropyl alcohol 60.09 17. 
Isobutyl alcohol 74.12 0.074 
Acetone 58.08 18. 
Ethyl acetate 88.10 3.4 
Butyl acetate 116.16 0.041 
Coolanol 15 <0.2 
Total Excluding Water 61.84 
Water 2.11 X 105 
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TABLE 2.7 (Cont.) 
Charcoal S/N 00-117 Mid-Mission SL-4 
Compound 
Freon 12 
Freon 113 
Propane 
Butane 
Hexane 
Propylene 
Methylacetylene 
l-Butene 
2-Butene (cis) 
2-Pentene 
Isoprene 
2-Hexene 
Cyc10hexane 
Benzene 
Toluene 
Furan 
tlethy1 alcohol 
Ethyl alcohol 
Isopropyl alcohol 
Isobutyl alcohol 
Acetone 
Ebhyl acetate 
Acetonitrile 
Unidentified C10 -C13 Hydrccarbo~B 
Coo1anol 15 
Ammonia 
Hydrogen Snlfide 
Mercaptans (as ethyl mercaptan) 
Total Excluding Water 
Water 
MW ).!g/g 
121.00 0.12 
187.39 0.28 
44.09 0.021 
58.12 0.032 
86.17 0.11 
42.08 0.15 
40.07 0.020 
56.10 0.12 
56.10 0.033 
70.13 0.61 
68.11 .061 
84.16 0.013 
84.16 0.030 
78.11 0.0068 
92.13 0.018 
68.07 0.058 
32.04 7.8 
46.07 2.8 
60.09 12. 
74.12 0.0065 
58.08 13. 
88.10 0.20 
41.05 0.20 
0.10 
< 0.04 
12.20 
1.41 
1.09 
38.30 
1.98 X 105 
j 
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C. Anomalies 
1. Condensate System Leaks. - As reported in paragraph B.2.e., of this section gas leaks were experienced into the condensate system during the Skylab missions. 
During SL-2, after the OWS condensate holding tank had been connected to the system, a delta P level of 3.2 to 4.5 pSIU'was 
maintained at all times except during those periods when the holcLing tank was disconnected for EVA or a holding tank dump. With the holding tank disconnected, system delta P decreased more rapidly than expected. Since system pressure was not affected while con-nected to the holding tank, it ,qas concluded that gas leakage into the gas side of the AM condensate tank was responsible (figure 2-18). The spare condensate module was not installed, however, since EVA 
and holding tank dumps were performed infrequently and were of 
short duration. This leak was also observed on subsequent missions. 
During SL-3 activation, the holding tank was reconnected to the system and the delta P of 4.23 PSID initially remained con-stant indicating a leak-free system. However, follo,qing U3e of the system for water separator plate servicing and transfer of CM waste water to the holding tank, delta P had decreased to 3.6 FSID and began a steady decline. Although troubleshooting ,qas performed and the gas leakage was isolated to plumbing within the Airlock Module, the ex~ct location of the leak could not be established. Further evaluation led to the belief that leakage ,qas occurring in one or more quick disconnects. As a result, procedures for lubri-cation of quick disconnects were developed and incorporated into crew malfunction procedures. Leakage disappeare,j on DOY 245 follow-ing disconnection of the dump QD (figure 2-18) from the condensate module. No further eviden~e of leakage was observed throughout the remainder of SL-3 and system deactivation was limited to closing 
·the condensing heat exchanger condensate isolation valves. 
Condensate system activation was completely normal at the start of SL-4 with a system delta P of 2.86 ~~ll having been main-tained during the storage period •. No evidence of significant gas leakage into the system was observed until DOY 034 when the QD was disconnected from the liquid/gas separator at Panel 217 (figure 2-18) after EVA operations. Following disconnection, syp-tem delta P decreased to zero within approximately 15 minutes. After at-tempts to stop the leak using a universal sealant ,qere unsuccessful, a cap launched on the SL-4 CSM was installed on the disconnected QD and no further evidence of leakage was observed. 
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2. Waste Tank Dump Probe Blockage - On DOY 242 during SL-3, 
the waste management system failed to completely dump the OWS 
condensate holding tank per procedure Hl{1jOT;, maximum condensate 
system delta P was 3.8 PSID" whereas the normal level following a 
dump was 4.0 to 4.5 ESID.. At this time the dump probe was being 
operated on the Bus 2 heater. The following morning the crew turned 
on the dump probe Bus 1 heater for about 30 minutes, but the dump 
line remained clogged. The water dump valve was also cycled some ten 
times to no avail. At 242:18:38 a brief 35-PBI hot water dump utiliz-
ing the WMC water heater did clear the dump line; the dump probe Bus 2 
heater was in use at this time. A condensate holding tank dump opera-
tion was then initiated, but the maximum delta P obtained was only 
3.7 PS In; a crew check of the dump line using the condensate press 
fitting revealed that the line t~as again clogged. Another 35-'PSJ 
hot water dump was attempted, during lOhich the dump probe Bus 2 
heater was turned off and the Bus 1 heater was turned on. About 
30 minutes after this operati0n the condensate press fitting showed 
the dump line t~as clogged. Because of the elapsed time between 
this hot water dump and the installation of the condensate press 
fitting, a 'third hot water dump was initiated at 243:00:53, still 
utilizing the dump probe Bus 1 heater. Immediately after this 
dump the condensate press fitting was installed so as to purge ~he 
dump line. This did clear the dump line, after which a slow but 
successful holding tank dump was performed. On DOY 243 another 
successful holding ta'l.k dump was performed. This dump was very 
slow, indicating that the probe was partially blocked. On DOY 244, 
the holding tank dump per procedure HK60B' ('~hich pressurizes the 
gas side of the holding tank bellOl~s) was unsuccessful. At this 
time the decision was made to replace the WMC water dump probe 
assembly. At 244:21:07 the CDR reported that the probe replace-
ment was complete, and that the old probe had ice in the tip. 
The holding tank was then dumped per llK60B' trlthout incident, 
indicating proper opel:'ation of the' new probe assembly. On ~ID-42 
the crew performed an electri::::1l continuity test of the removed 
dump probe; all readings were normal. The crew also checked the 
probe for contamination by inserting and ",lthdrawing a length of 
safety ",ire, and by blowing through the probe; no contamination 
was found. Exact cause of probe freezeup is not kno,~; ho",ever, 
all subsequent water dumps through the new probe were successful. 
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SECTION III. CLUSTER VENTILATION SYSTEM 
A. Configuration 
The Cluster Ventilation System is shown sahematically by 
figure 3-1. There were two molecular sieve systems to provide for 
atmosphere purification (C02 removal), odor removal, and moisture 
removal. Two parallel ducts with a compressor and condensing heat 
exchanger in each duct supplied flow to each molecular sieve system. 
Normally, one compressor and one condensing heat exchanger in each 
system were operated for humidity control. However, only one 
molecular sieve unit was operated. The second unit was r",dundant 
and would have been used in the event of a failure of the primary 
unit. Total flow through the system with the operational molecular 
sieve unit was approximately 34 CFM with 10 CFM through the active 
sieve bed, 11 CFM through a charcoal canister, and 13 CFM through 
the bypass. Total flow through the system with the redundant 
molecular sieve operation and the function of the various elements 
of the molecular sieve unit are discussed in Section II. 
Exhaust flow from the molecular sieve systems was delivered 
to a distribution duct in the STS. This flow could then be diverted 
to the MDA or the OWS or split between the two depending upon the 
position of the air selector valve located in the STS duct. The 
position of the selector valve was manually controlled. Ambient 
atmosphere from the STS was drawn into the duct, mixed with the 
revitalized atmosphere from the molecular sieve systems and routed 
toward the OWS. Four fan/heat exchanger assemblies, located in 
the AM aft compartment, provided atmosphere cooling for the m~s. 
The cool gas from these heat exchangers was mixed with the molec-
ular sie'!e/interchange duct flow and delivered to the m~s mixing 
chamber. 
Three OWS ventilation ducts were routed from the mixing 
chamber to the distribution plenum, which was between the crew 
quarters and the waste tank dome. Atmospheric flow was produced 
by the fan clusters mounted in each duct. The crew quarters 
floor was equipped with adjustable diffusers which allowed the 
atmosphere to circulate through the crew quarters and back to 
the forward compartment. A portion of the flow then went to the 
AM through the OWS forward hatch for revitalization. The remainder 
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>las dra,,,,, into the mixing chamber and recirculated in the OWS. 
Figure 3-2 is a plan view of the mos crew quarters floor shmving 
the arrangement of the ventilation diffusers. 
lilien the Waste Management Compartment (lITHC) door was closed, 
the WHC became a sealed compartment. There was a charcoal canister 
and fan ass=mb1y located above the ceiling of the WHC to provide 
about 120 CFH of flo>l (at 28 VDC) through the compartment when the 
door was closed. The charcoal canister provided odor removal capa-
bility. Additional details on the cluster odor removal provisions 
and the r~!C charcoal canister and fan assembly are given in Section 
II. 
Three portable fans could "e located anywhere on the OWS grid 
or on handrails, and could be connected to utility outlets for 
electrical pO>ler. 
Three ECS fans provided atmospheric circulation (approxi-
mately 60 CFH per duct) between the STS and the HDA. Each fan was 
contained in a duct along >lith a heat exchanger for atmospheric 
cooling. The fans could be manually turned on or off in any 
combination desired. The atmospheric velocity at localized crew 
stations in the ~IDA could be varied by operating one or both HDA 
cabin fans and their attached diffnsers. One diffuser was directed 
toward the vicinity of the A~l C&D console and the other toward the 
vicinity of the M512 experiment. Each diffuser exhaust pattern 
could be varied by a simple manual adjustment. 
An atmosphere exchange between the HDA and the CSH of approxi-
mately 130 CFH was provided by a fan and flexible drag through duct. 
The duct was placed in position in the axial docking port tunnel 
dU1:ing the cluster activation sequence. Ambient atmosphere was 
blown into the CSH through the duct and returned to the HDA through 
the docking port tunnel. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the capabilities which were available for 
monitoring and control of the Ventilation System. 
B. Performance 
The ventilation system performed 've1l and satisfied require-
ments. One of the prime objectives of the system was to provide 
a comfortable range of velocities for the crew. The crew comments 
provide the best means of evaluation of this requirement. The crew 
comments were favorable. The SL-2 crew commented that "The venti-
lation and atmospheric cooling were good." (Sky1ab 1/2 Technical 
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Table 3.1 Ventilation Sys~em Performance Monitoring and Control Capability 
ON BOARD 
MAJOR }jEASURE~IENT3 TH C&\i DISPLAY CONTROL CAPABILITY 
l. FLOH" RATES, OH"S DUCTS l, 2, AND 3 X X }UiliUAL CONTROL ON/OFF 
2. OHS WASTE NA..'!AGEHENT FAIil }~AL CONTROL ON/OFF 
3. OliS PORTABLE FANS ~~NUAL CONTROL HI/LO/OFF 
4. FLOH RATE, TOTAL OHS X AUTOHATICALLY CONTROLLED 
HEAT EXCHANGER GAS FLOH BY OHS THERMOSTAT 
5. FLOW RATE, ~I/OHS INTERCHANGE X X ~~AL CONTROL HI/LO/OFF 
DUCT FLOH 
6. STS HEAT EXCHANGER F~-'lS HANUAL CON'£ROL HI/LO/OFF 
7. CSM/}IDA DUCT GAS FLOH HI/LO/OFF 
8. MDA DIFFUSER FANS HI/LO/OFF 
9. MOLE SIEVE A SYSTEH FLOH X X MANUAL CONTROL ON/OFF 
10. MOLE SIEVE ~ SYSTEH FLOH X X }~NUAL CONTROL ON/OFF 
11. MOLE SIEVE A COMPRESSOR l!.p X 
12. HOLE SIEVE B COHPRESSOR l!.P X 
'" I 
'" 
"'-.. ..--..~,~~,,(, t 'g .,.....,.....~,~~ __ ... c_~-'-__ .~"'._ •. __ ,._~ __ . o 
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Debriefing, pg. 12-4.) 
"Ventilation was great. 
all sorts of air flowing 
briefing, pg. 12-13). 
The 5L-3 crew's counnents were as follows: 
Fans don't make much noise. You alway;, got 
around." (5kylab 1/3 Technical Crew De-
The SL-4 crew made the follOl,ing conunents on diffuser outlets. 
"It turned out that the atmospheric outlets, or the cooling outlets, 
if you will, especially the ones in the ~IDA, only had a control knob 
on them which allowed you to vary axially the size of the angle of 
the flow. I would like them to be swiveled and point in any direc-
tion. That way it would have been useful! for cooling the rate gyros 
as well as cooling the crewmen at appropriate times." (5kylab 1/4 
Technical Crew Debriefing, pg. 12-22). 
The following paragraphs provide conunents on performance of 
specific portions of the system. Instances of off-nominal opera-
tion and system discrepancies are discussed. 
1. Off-Nominal Operation for Power Conservation - During the 
early portion of 5L-2 (prior to the solar wing deployment) selected 
components in the ventilation system were left off or were turned off 
periodically in order to conserve power. The OWS Duct 3 fans were 
.not activated until DOY 149 as a means of saving power. In addition, 
the molecular si~ve B compressor and the 3 STS heat exchanger fans 
were turned off periodically. Ttlrning off the compressor increased 
the possibility of condensation in the OWS heat exchangers by reduc-
ing their coolant inlet temperature. As a result, during periods 
when the compressor was off, the coolant inlet temperature and cluster 
dewpoint were carefully monitored to avoid condensation. Examination 
of data indicates that no condensation occurred as a result of turning 
off the compressor. 
A candidate list of items for power dOlm I,as develoned for 
use during off-solar inertial maneuvers for pOl,er conservation. The 
list and procedure were incorporated in HK90A and HK90B in the Systems 
Checklist. This list included the STS heat exchanger fans, the molec-
ular sieve B compressor and the OWS heat exchanger fans. This pro-
cedure was used several times during the three missions when pre-
maneuver predictions indicated that conservation of power I,ould be 
required. 
2. OHS Ventilation Ducts/Flowmeters - Some problems I,ere experi-
enced with the 011S duct flOl<meters. The OHS Duct 1 and Duct 2 fans 
were activated on DOY 146. (Duct 3 fans I.ere l"ft off in order to con-
serve electrical power.) The TM indicated duct flOl' rates were 630 
CFM and 450 CFM for Duct I and 2, respectively as compared to the 
approximate 550 to 650 CFM I'hich was expected with four fans operating 
per duct. On DOY 147 the telemetry (TM) flowmeter for Duct 1 failed. 
The failure was verified by a 500 r:FM reading for the onboard flowmeter. 
The onboard reading for Duct 2 was 550 CFM at this time. In order to 
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increase circulation aad make the OWS more comfortable, the fans in Duct 3 were activated on DOY 149 providing 550 to 600 CFM flow rate. All 12 duct fans were run continuously for the remainder of SL-2, except for EVA, until deactivation. 
During SL-3 the flow rates taken from TM were typically 400 to 440 CFM for Duct 2 and 560 to 600 CFM for Duct.3. The only crew readout of the onboard meter for Duct 1 was 540 CFM on DOY 228. The Duct 2 TM flowmeter dropped from 440 to 340 CFM in 8 sec on DOY 228. The TI1 flol~eter had indicated lower than the onboard meter since the 
failure. 
24 hours, 
440 CFM. 
beginning of SL-2 and apparently experienced.a transient At this time the onboard meter indicated 500 CFM. Within the TM flowmeter for Duct 2 Was again indicating 400 to 
During SL-4 the flew rates taken from TM were typically 380 to 420 CFH for Duct 2 and 520 to 570 CFM for Du.:;t 3. The Duct 2 IM flowmeter eXl'erienced erratic or low readings several time during SL-4. On DOY 30, it failed and did not recover throughout the re-
mainder of the mission. The onboard flowmeter for Duct 2 continued to provide nominal readings of 475 to 500 CFM throughout SL-4. A selected summary of duct flow rates for all three missions is given in Table 3.2. 
Several MS09 and T020 experiment,;, were performed during SL-3 and SL-4. These maneuvering experiments require minimum gas velocities in order to minimize the effect on the experiment results. AJ.l the Duct 3 fans and two of the Duct 2 fans were off during these experiments. Typical readings were 190 CFM for Duct 2 and 100 CFM for Buct 3. The 100 CFM flow rate indicated in Duct 3 was probably a back flow si~ce all the fans are off. With this configuration, the net flow rate through the floor diffusers was approximately 600 CFM. 
3. Portable Fan Usage - During the first few days of SL-2, one portable fan was mounted in the OWS entry hatCh to circulate addi-tional hot air toward the ONS heat exchangers. The crew felt this configuration provided additional cooling for the OWS. This fan 
was used in the forward compartment, at times, after the interior OWS had cooled down to provide additional circulation in the com-partment. The 8L-3 crew used a po~table fan in three locations. Prior to deployment of the· Tl<in Pole Shield, a fan was placed in the Ol-lS hatch to circulate more OW8 air toward the OWS heat ex.-changers. A ran was used for convective cooling of a crewman using the crgometer. A fan was mounted in the MDA during 8L-3 deactiva-tion to provide contingency cooling of the rate gyro six pack should a heater fail on during storage. 
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Table 3.2 VCS Duct Flow Rate Summary 
DUCT 1 DUCT 2 DUCT 3 
DOY: GMT 
TM DISPLAY TM DISPLAY TM. DISPLAY 
(CFM) (CFM) (CFM) (CFJI!) (CFM) (CFM) 
PRELAUNCH (KS0045) OSH OSH 671 OSH 683 650 
146:2000 (ACTIVATION) 630 450 
-* 
147:0455 OSL 600 451 550 118* 75* 
159 OSL 455 560 
169 OSL 520 452 510 595 550 
228:1548 OSL 437 375 
228:1549 OSL 540 321 500 575 540 
243:1938 OSL 166** 100** 
244:0206 OSL 422 585 
321:1617 (SL-4 ACTIVATION) OSL 415 580 
344:2105 08L 490 522 
345 :1332 OSL 386 505 
015:1756 OSL NORJI!AL 207 NORMAL 560 NORMAL 
016:1050 OSL 385 560 
027:1238 OSL OSL 475 566 
027 :1337 08L 405 566 
030:0211 OSL NORMAL OSL NORHAL 552 NORJI!AL 
039:0357 08L OSL 522 (SL-4 DEACTIVATION) 
* DUCT 3 FANS OFF 
** DUCT 3 FANS OFF, 2 FANS IN DUCT 2 OFF FOR HS09 
3-8 
OSL = OFF 8CALE LOW 
OSH = OFF SCALE HIGH 
I 
,I , 
1 
j 
The SL-4 crew used a portable fan during the high beta angle periods when the OWS was warm to circulate more OWS air toward the OWS heat exchangers as the SL-2 and SL-3 crews had done. 
4. Ol.S Diffuser Adjustment - The OWS circular diffusers were adjustable so that the velocity pattern could be changed, if desired, for crew comfort. In response to questions at systems debriefings, the crews indicated that the circular diffusers were never adjusted from their launch position (Iride pattern) for crew comfort. The 
rectangular sleep compartment outlet settings I<ere adjusted by the crewmen to direct flOl' either tOl<ard them or away from them depending upon their individual p~eferences and thermal conditions. 
5. Reduction 
duction in the ONS 
and 8L-3 missions. 
in the gas side of 
ill OWS Cooling Bay FIQI< Rate Due to .Dust - A re-
cooling bay flow rate I<as observed during the SL-2 The decay in flol< rate I<as attributed to blockage 
the ONS heat exchangers. 
During the SL-2 mission all four of the Ol.S heat exchangers were operated continuously. Figure 3-3 shol<s the gas flol< rate as a function of mission day and illustrates a general decay from approxi-mately 230 CFM at the start of the mission to 170 CFH at the end. Correlation of heat absorbed by the cooling loop with energy removed from the gas loop verified the flow decrease to be real. Each data point is an averaged value of the s,'nsor reading taken over several hours. This I<as required due to erratic flol< rate indications. The sc:atter in data was normally 20 - 30 CFM. This behavior of the 
"time-of-flight" sensors was noted during ground testing and has been at tributed to system turbulence. This type sensor I<as also used for the AH/Ol.S interchange duct flol< late and for the molecular sieves flow rate. These flol<ll1eters consist of a small tube I<ith a heater 
,,,ire located at the tube entrance. This heater is pulsed and tne pulse sensed downstream by a counter at the tube exit I<hich relates the travel time to the tu],e length giving the flol< velocity. The flol< velocity had been correlated to the duct geometry and velocity profile during ground testing to give the duct flol< rate. 
Figure 3-4 shol<s the flol< rate data during SL-3. Four OWS heat exchangers "ere operated until DOY 250 when the automatic con-troller turned off all heat exchangers. In an attempt to improve OWS HX flol< rate, the crel< was requested to inspect the heat ex-
changers for blockage and to use the vacuum cleaner, if required, to clean them. The face of the heat exchangers "ere found to be 
covered I<ith dust. The crel< vacuumed the heat exchangers on DOY 251 after "hich He combined flOl' of the 4 fans "as 185 CFH. After 
checking the flow with fonr fans the system was returned to one heat exchanw.r operation. From the single-fan operation data it 
appears that the blockage began to reappear almost immediately. 
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The automatic controller returned the system to four heat exchanger 
operation by DOY 261. The flowrate of the four fam. had decayed to 
160 CFM by the end of SL-3. 
The flow rate data for SL-4 are sho\~ in figure 3-5 and in~ 
di.cate an average value of 160 CFH. During SL-4 the cleaning of the 
OWS heat exchangers was incorporated as a housekeeping procedure and 
\,as performed every six or seven days. Typical values of the flow rate 
before and after cleaning were 150 CFM and 180 CFM, respectively. 
6. Reduction in OWS Cooling Bay Flow Rate Due to Condensation 
On DOY 18, all three crewmen took showers and the dewpoint temperature 
went up to approximately 57°F. This was a full sun day due to high 
beta angle and the Airlock Hodu1e cooling loop was being operated 
with two pumps in the primary and one in the secondary with a result-
ing OWS heat exchanger inlet temperature of 52 to 53°F. This situa-
tion resulted in condensation forming in the heat exchangers and a 
consequent decrease in the gas flow rate (figure 3-5). This occur-
rence was consistent with preflight testing which indicated that sig-
nificant condensation would fOllffi if the HX coolant inlet temperature 
was approximately 3°F below the de\,point temperature. The crew re-
moved the water from the heat exchangers with the vacuum cleaner on 
DOY 20 and the flow rate returned to its normal value. 
7. OWS Heat Exchanger Fans Replacement -Cleaning of the heat 
exchangers during SL-4 did not provide as much flow rate improvement 
as was seen after the initial cleaning during SL-3. The possibility 
existed that one or more of the heat exchanger fans had degraded in 
performance and was producing low flow rates. Since maximum perform-
ance was needed from the cooling system at full sun (high beta) 
conditions, a decision was made to replace the fans. All four fans 
were replaced on DOY 17. No increase in flow rate was seen, however, 
and it was concluded that no significant fan degradation had occurred. 
It was concluded that the dust was probably lodged within the heat 
exchanger \,hich \,as not being removed by the vacuum cleaner. 
8. AH/OWS Interchange Duct Flow Rate Reduction - The subject 
flow rate decreased from an initial valu.: of approximately 120 CFM to 
approximately 60 CFM by the end of SL-4. The data is presented in 
figure 3-6 and shows the band (high and low) of values seen each day. 
As has previously been reported, this flow rate sensor \,as erratic. 
The cause of this low flow indication was not identified, nor was it 
determined whether the low flow indiaation was real or caused by an 
instrumentation problem. All screens "hich could. influence the flow 
rate ~Iere cleaned \,ith no flow rate improvement. The interchange fan 
,las replaced temporarily on DOY 251, but the indicated. flow rate did. 
not increase, The indicated level was not"low enough to cause 
problems. 
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FIGURE 3-6 AM/OWS INTERCHANGE DUCT FLO~IRATE 
39 
ThE interchange flolo rate loas a C&W parameter and a C&W 
signal was obtained a few times after the indicated flow rate decreased 
to values which produced data scatter loithin the 45 ±lO CFH C&H range. 
9. Holecular Sieve B Secondary Compressor c/B Trip - During 
SL-3 activation on DOY 209 the mol sieve B secondary fan C/B tripped 
"hen fan activation \,as attempted. Troubleshooting indicated a 
malfunction in the electronics so that this compressor was not 
used in 8L-3 or SL-4. To preclude operation of two compressors on 
one bus for the remainder of the mission, the secondary compressor 
in mole sieve A was selected along ~vith the p ... ~i;,a.::r-y compressor in 
mole sieve B. A cable loas carried by the SL-4 crelo lohich loould have 
allatoed operation of the secondary fan in molecular sieve B from 
one of the molecular sieve A inverters if requireJ. The cable was 
not used. 
10. Holecular Sieve Flow Rates - Preflight tests revealed that 
the molecular sieve flOlo rate indications were high and, as previously 
discussed, the values provided were erratic. As a result, the com-
pressor differential pressures Here used with comprassor flmoJ versus 
delta P data to determine flm«ates during the mission. Using this 
technique, no flmV' anomalies ~·}ere seen during the mission. However, 
the flOlo rate indication was a C&H parameter (21 ±4 CFN) and the 
er',tic nature of the data as Hell as its sensitivity to fimo disturb-
an....:es in the duct produced some C&t-l indications. In a few instances, 
the C&\, was activated Hhen the beds cycled and produced momentary flOlo 
disturbances in the duct. The CoM "as also tripped during SL-2 "hen 
the beds loere placed on line folimoing bakeout. A revielo of data 
for this time period indicated that the flmo rate sensor produced more 
data scatter than usual. The compressor delta P was steady and 
normal, hm.oJ'ever, indica.ting that the compressor ~.,as producinf, normal 
flo" (See Section II.B.l.d). The molecular sieve C&H's "ere inhibited 
on SL-4 in order to prevent false alarms, 
In addition to these false C&H alarms, abnormally high flo" 
rate indications "ere noted a number of times on molecular sieve B flo,,-
meter during repressurization!purging through the airlock fill 
valves. This condition resulted because the AH fill line exhausted 
into a duct common "ith the mole sieve B exhaust duct and in the im-
mediate vicinity of the mol sieve B flolOIDeter. The flOlo disturbance 
created by this f10H mixing typically caused maximum flo" rate indi-
cations (77 CFH) for the duration of the purge. 
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11. OHS/lIM Flex Duct Installation - During initial activation 
and subsequently "hen the OHS hatch "as closed for EVA's, it "as 
necessary to remove and/or install the gas interchange duct. The 
ere" reported that the 2 calfax fasteners which secure the centEr of 
the duet would not mate "ith the attach fitting on the hatch ring. 
However, end support provided by the connections in the OWS and AH 
without center support was sufficient. 
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SECTION IV. OWS/MDA/AM THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
A. Configuration 
1. Active Systems. The active Thermal Control Systems for the 
Skylab were composed of the Atmosphere Control System, the Coolant System 
and the Heater Systems as shown in figures 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3. 
Heat was removed from the Ol~S by l:he four OHS heat exchangers 
in the A:'l. If needed, heat could have been added to the OHS by the tl<elve 
duct h3ater elements in the Ventilation Control System ducts. Automatic 
control of the four OWS heat exchangers and oight of the duct heater 
elements was provided by an onboard thermostat which was set at the 
desir~d temperature. The remaining four duct heater elements had manua.l 
cont.rol. It was planned to heat the OWS prior to initial entry by the 
eight radiant wall heaters and also to maintain the OWS above 40°F dur-
ing the unmanned operational phase of the mission by the same heaters. 
However, dUe to the meteoroid shield failure these heaters were not 
needed. Other OWS heaters included those for the water tanks, the waste 
tank vent, the various dump heaters, and the wardroom window heater. 
Eight AM tunnel and seven STS "all heaters "'ere provided to. 
automatically control the A}! tunnel and STS wall temperatures within 
acceptable limits by thermostat during manned and unmanned operation:,l 
portions of the mission. Each heater had nominal closing set points of 
42°F, 62°F and 82°F. The design tolerance on closing was +SoF about 
the nominal closing setting and the opening setting was J.SoF to 8°F 
above the closing setting. The 42°F setting could only be selected by 
DCS command, while the 62°F setting could be selected by either manual 
or DCS command and the 82°F setting could only be selected manually. 
The MDA and STS were cooled by the three cabin heat exchangers 
in the STS. Sixteen MDA wall heaters, as well as the docking port, 
tunnel and window heaters were thermostatically controlled to maintain 
the interior surface temperatures in the MDA within acceptable limits. 
The wall heaters had a low set point which opened and closed bet",een 
42°F and 50°F and a high set point which opened and closed bet",een 66.SoF 
and 73.SoF. The open and close points could not be less than 2°F apart. 
Either low or high set points could be chosen by DCS command. In addi-
tion, a high temperature cutoff was provided which opened at 97 + 3°F and 
closed at a minimum of 90°F. The docking port heaters had a set-Point 
between 60°F and 70°F and had a design tolerance of 2 to 6°F between 
open and close points. A high temperature cutoff ",as provided bet",een 
72°F and 82°F with a 2°F tolerance between open and close points. The 
tunnel heaters had a set point between 60°F and 72°F and had a design 
tolerance of not less than 4°F between open and close points. The high 
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temperature cutoff was provided between 92°F and 105°F with a 4°F tolerance between open and close points. The,MDA heater system had redundant primary and secondary heaters which could be selected by DCS command. 
An interchange fan and duct was provided between the MDA and CSM to maintain the temperature of the CSM within acceptable limits during the manned operational portion of the mission. The CSM cabin heat exchanger was not in operation during this period. 
Additional sensible heat removal was provided for the SWS by the condensing heat exchangers in the STS. The outlet from these'heat exchangers was directed to the OWS after activation during all manned ~issions but could have been directed to the MDA if desired. In addition, the OWS was cooled by the heat leak into the refrigeration system. 
2. Passive Systems. The coatings and i'1sulations which provided passive thermal control for the SWS served to optimize the heat loss or gain and to isolate the interior from the variable orbital environhlent. Figure 4-4 provides an overview of cluster thermal ,coatings and insula-tion. 
The OWS was insulated ,;ith a polyurethane insulation lining on the inside of the pressure wall and a multi-layer insulation (MLI) blanket on the outside of the forward dome. The barrel section was further in-sulated by using low emissivity coatings for the outside of the pressure wall and beneath the thermal shields. The exterior coatings for the OWS are shown in figure 4-5. As shown, the surface of the meteoroid shield was primarily black e!xcept for the white paint in a cross pattern which was required to meet the comfort criteria requirement within available active cooling and heater capabilities. The meteoroid shield was lost during boost and the effect on the passive system is dis~ussed in subsequent paragraphs. Relatively high values (approximate E= 0.7) Were chosen for the emissivity of the interior surfaces. This provided a greater radiant interchange Detween the surfaces and assured a rela-tively uniform temperature distribution on the inside walls. 
The AM was insulated by a thermal curtain and a meteoroid curtain. The thermal curtain was a single layer of fiberglass with one side imprag-nated with Viton Rubber and the other side gold coated. The thermal curtain was installed with the black Viton side external except in the quadrant covering the Suit/Battery Cooling Module where it was reversed. The meteoroid curtain was similar to the thermal curtain except it was thicker and had an off-white fiberglass cloth exterior facing. 
The external thermal coatings used on the surfaces of 'the AM, STS, and MDA emplnyed aluminum, black, and white P!lints. The radiator used white paint (zinc oxide) with a low ratio of solar adsorptivity (~) to emissivity (E) in order to provide low effective sink tempera tures and resultant higher heat rejection rates. The design value used 
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for the radiator surface was slightly higher than values measured for 
a clean surface to account for degradation during the mission caused by 
exposure to ultraviolet radiation, meteoroids, and contamination. Black 
paint was used on the IU and Fixed Airlock Shroud (FAS). An aluminum 
paint (C!= 0.33, E= 0.31) was used on the Deployment Assembly (DA), 
and on squares provided around the top of the FAS to improve visibility 
during docking. 
Bulkhead fittings were insulated from the support structure by 
fiberglass "ashers. Lines in the Suit Cooling, AM Coolant, and ATM 
C&D Console/EREP Cooling Systems were supported by insulated clamps. 
Components in these systems "ere insulated from the structure by 
fiberglass "ashers. Heat exchangers were covered with low density foam 
insulation. The thermal capacitor module "as insulated with a glass 
fiber batt and covered with a rubberized fiberglass cloth vapor barrier 
with a flap type vent valve to provide launch ascent venting. 
External water aud coolant lines were routed together where 
practical and were .. rapped with Microfoil insulation. Mosite insulation 
was used on internal "ater and coolant lines as required, to limit con-
densation and heat leak during prelaunch and orbit. The "aterlines in 
the Suit/Battery Cooling Module were not insulated. The internal portion 
of the condensate transfer line to the OT~S was deliberately tied to the 
structure and was not: insulated. 
The MDA was insulated by a high performance insulation blanket 
composed of 91 layers of perforated double aluminized Mylar "ith Dacron 
net spacers, "hich \'las installed on the outside of the pressure shell. 
The insulation "as covered by the radiator and the meteoroid shield 
which were attached to the pressure shell with fiberglass standoffs. 
Black paint was used on the outside of the MDA meteoroid shield. 
In addition to the coatings and insulation systems described 
above, the OWS incorporated an arterial heat pipe system to control or 
eliminate water vapor condensatIon in specific locations of the OWS 
habitation area. The heat pipe system consisted of eight rings of heat 
pipes in four tank "all areas of the OWS and two sets of heat pipes on 
the Refrigeration System Logic Unit Containers and fOTI,ard compartment 
freezer. The heat pipes were made of aluminum and utilized Freon-22 as 
the heat transfer fluid. 
At approximately 63 seconds after liftoff, the meteoroid shield 
tore loose from the OWS tank wall. This anomaly exposed the entire cir-
cumferentIal tank wall surface of goldized kapton to the orbital space 
environment except for an area extending from beneath SAS Wing 1 to 
beneath the main tunnel where a small segment of meteoroid shield was 
still intact. Due to the high solar adsorptivity to infrared emissivity 
ratio (c!/E~4 to 6) for the gold surface, the OWS quickly began to 
heat up. In order to stabilize the OWS temperature at a tolerable level 
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prior to deployment of 8. thermal shield, the vehicle attitude was held inertially with the ATM pitched approximately 45° toward the Sun as shown in figure 4-6. 
Various solar shields, which could be deployed by the SL-2 astro-nauts were designed and manufactured prior to SL-2 launch. The JSC parasol was chosen as the prime design. The parasol, packaged in a T027 canister, was designed to deploy through the solar scientific airlock on the OWS. The dimensions of the parasol were 22 feet by 24 feet. 
The SL-2 crew deployed the parasol on DOY 147 at approximately 01:00 GMT. Crew comments and thermal instrumentation indicated that the parasol did not fully deploy. On DOY 170 at 19:00, the parasol was rotated by the crew in an attempt to provide additional coverage. Ground review of tempera.ture data quickly indicated that the rotation actually obtained was in excess of that requested and the crew noticed increasing wall temperatures. As a result, the crew reversed the rotation and re-turned the parasol to its approximate original position. No further attempts were made to provide increased coverage by shield rotation. A photograph taken during SL-2 fly-around is shown in figure 4-7. Dimen-sions of the deployed parasol determined from the photograph are shotvn in figure 4-8. The parasol coverage of the gold foil was estimated to be 75 percent of the projected area. 
The RCS plume caused the parasol to flap violently during the SL-3 CM fly-around prior to habitation. The crew stated that the parasol configuration was altered by the RCS plume and did not appear to be the same as the SL-2 crew described. 
The MSFC Twin Pole solar shield was deployed over the existing parasol on the first SL-3 EVA to provide additional shading of the goldized kapton. The design configuration is shown in figures 4-9 and 4-10. Additional coverage of the gold foil was effected. However, the SL-3 astronauts commented that the shield material had retained the fold line creases which prevented the shield from completely shading the gold areas near Positions II and IV. Post SL-4 fly-around photos of the SWS verified the SL-3 crew observations as shown in figure 4-11. Geometric analysis of the photo indicated that approximately 89% of the projected area of ~he gold foiJ. was shaded from the sun by the parasol and t'vin pole shields. 
B. Performance 
1. OWS Meteoroid Shield Failure. The meteoroid shield failure during the SL-1 launch necessitated a large number of thermal studies in support of the OWS and in development of a thermal protection device for the orbital workshop. As mentioned earlier, with the loss of the 
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meceoroid shield a"ld the subsequent exposure of the goldized kapt.on-
covered OWS tank wall which had an alE ratio of approximately 4.0 
to 6.0, the solar input was increased, resulting in unacceptably high 
OWS structural temperatures and, consequently, high internal temperatures. 
The overriding factor controlling the temperature of the OWS 
was the solar absorptivity i( a ) and the infrared emissivity ( E ) of 
the goldized kapton on the OWS tank sidewall. The "as appli,ed" value 
of alE was approximate~~y .15/.03. However, the ,,-::ect of boost 
heating, retrorocket plume contamination, high temperature exposure, 
and the meteoroid shield scratching of the gold was unknown. 
The external skin temperature increase on Fin I from the first 
sunrise pass correlated with an alE = .275/.05. Additional analysis 
showed that the mean internal temperature increase correlated using 
alE =.20/. (14. Since the external temperat1lre sensors were off-sca,le 
at the end of the first sunlight pass and since the tr~nsient response 
of the internal temperatures was slow, only limited data was available 
to determine the alE ratio initially. Therefore, the analysis was 
continued using a range of alE values from .275/.05 to .20/.04. 
Results of the initial studies'indicated that the mean internal 
temperature would reach 160°F within 10 days after launch. This being 
completely unacceptable, studies were made to determine an optimum vehicle 
attitude to maintain acceptable temperatures and also provide sufficient 
incident solar energy on the ATM solar arrays. Results from the optimum 
attitude study indicated a vehicle pitch maneuver of approximately 45° 
(figure 4-6). In figures 4-12 and 4-13 flight data are compared to 
analytical predictions for the first 12 days of the Skylab mission. 
The pitch maneuver, although successful in temporarily decreas-
ing the rate of internal temperature increase, was not intended to be 
the final solution. Proposed solutions to the problem focused 011 placing 
a shield between the OWS tank wall and the sun. Since the principal 
attitude of the workshop was solar inertia.l" the shield could ,be fixed 
relative to the workshop and would provide shadowing from direct solar 
energy, leaving earth albedo as the only significant solar input. 
Preliminary analysis showed that the OWS internal temperature 
was not sensitive to the optical properties or temperature of the shield 
principally because the low emissivity gold coating on the exterior of 
the OWS thermally isolated the shield from the OWS tank wall. Hence, the 
primary thermal requirements for the shield was complete shadowing of 
the solar side of the OWS tank wall. 
The following sun shield configurations were analyzed using the 
thermal model: 
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1. Sunshield wrapped 1800 around and standing Slx inches off OWS tank wall. 
2. MSFC I rectangular sunshield (20 feet by 23 feet). 
3. Trapezoidal sunshield (22 foot base, 11 foot top, and 23 foot height). 
4. JSC-I conical sunshield. 
5. JSC II sunshield (angled from aft skirts to AM structure). 
6. MSFC II sunshield (twin pole shield). 
7. Douglas inflatable sunshield (20.5 feet by 22 feet). 
8. Langley inflatable sunshield (22 feet by 24 feet). 
9. JSG parasol sunshield (SAL deployed) (22 feet by 24 feet). 
a. 100% coverage 
b. 90 % coverage 
c. 84% coverage 
10. MSFG II sunshield deployed over parasol. 
Figures 4-14 through 4-23 illustrate the ten configurations. Table 4.1 contains a summary of the performance for each of the proposed shields. The percent coverage of each shield was based on projected area of the OWS gold-coated tank Hall and the OWS internal temperature was based on zero internal waste heat load and no EGS heat remova.l. Figure 4-24 shows the relative performance of each configuration. The general trend of decreasing OWS temperature w'ith increasing shield coverage is indicated by the solid line in figure 4-24. 
The JSG parasol shield was deployed on Day 147 of ~973. With the shield deployed, internal temperatures decreased 30 DF in two days as indicated by the temperature history sho~ in figure 4-25. After deployment, the creW observed that the shield did "not completel.y open. Within a day after shield deployment, the analytically predicted temp-erature decrease began to differ from flight data (figure 4-25). Note that after four days, predicted temperatures were l5 DF lower than flight data. Analyses to determine the shield size was initiated since this parameter was essential for predicting internal temperatures. Assuming all of the meteoroid shield was missing and estimating the internal loads, the results indicated that 82 percent of the projected sidewall area was shaded from the sun. Based on this percent coverage it was pred:Lcted that the mean OWS temperature would reach 86 n F during the 
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TABLE 4.1 
% 
Cor.-figuration Coverage 
Curtain Hrapped 180· Around 100 
OHS 
MSFC I Rectangular Curtain 
(20' x 23') 
Trapazoidal Curtain 
JSC-I Conical Curtain 
JSC-II Tent Curtain 
MSFC II Shield (Twin Pole) 
Douglas Inflatable Shield 
Langley Inflatable Shield 
JSC Parasol (SAL Deployed) 
a. 100% Coverage 
b. 90% Coverage 
c. 84% Coverage 
MSFC Twin Pole Shield 
Over 75% Parasol 
92.3 
76.0 
85.7 
100 
100 
91.8 
100 
100 
90 
84 
100 
It.% t a . .........~~~~~ .. ~~.~ 
SUHMARY OF SUNSHIELD STUDIES 
a/E 
Suns ide 
.22/ • 88 
.25/.S0 
.25/.90 
.22/.88 
.22/.88 
.25/.90 
.15/.65 
.27/.72 
.60/.86 
.60/.86 
.60/.86 
.25/.90 
cr./E 
Backside 
.15/.34 
.30/.90 
.30/.90 
.15/ .34 
.15/.34 
.15/.34 
.57/.04 
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Figure 4-24. Sunshield Performance 
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Figure 4-25. Temperature History Following Deployment of the Parasol Shield. 
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DOY 178 high beta period (during the SL-l/SL-2 storage period). How-ever, the temper ~'lre reached 98°p during this time indicating a lesser coverage than estimated. The SL-2 crew fly-around photos con-firmed that the coverage was only 75 percent, not 82 percent as pre-viously estimated and a small segment of the meteoroid shield was intact. A drawing of the solar shield derived from the pictures is shown in figure 4-8. 
With the parasol shield, as deployed, the solar heating over-loaded the ECS, and the internal temperatures became excessive at high beta angles. In order to provide a comfortable crew environment ae all Beta angles, studi~s were initiated to evaluate the effect of de-ploying a second shield (twin-pole or MSPC shield) over the parasol shield. The results of this study indicated that the OWS gas tem-perature band required to maintain crew comfoLt was 66.4 to 79.4°P, as sbown in figure 4-26. The predicted maximum heater power and heat 
removal capability required to maintain crew comfort for 100 percent coverage and beta angles of 0°,60.0°, and 73.5° are given in tables 4.2 and 4.3. An analysis was also performed to determine the mean internal temperature history after deployment of the twin-pole shield. 
The twin-pole (MSPC) shield was deployed by the SL-3 crew at approximately 23:00 hours on day 218 of 1973. The OWS mean internal temperature decreased approximately 7°p after the MSPC shield was deployed. This can be seen in the mean OW'S internal temperature history during SL-3 habitation, figure 4-35.- Since the internal tem-perature did not decrease as much as predicted, the resulting conclu-sion was that the I1SPC shield was not fully deployed. A subsequent investigation indicated that 85 percent of the projected area of OWS sidewall was covered. However, the SL-4 fly-around photos indicated that approximately 89 percant of the sidewall was covered. The differ-ence between the coverage by analysis and photos was attributed to assumptions regarding the U/E of the gold kapton and the assumed ex-ternal environment. An additional discussion of the flight temperature trends and external enviromr,ental effects is contained in paragraph B.10.3 of this section. 
2. OWS Internal Haste Heat Loads. The OWS h"at loads were estimated preflight assuming specification values for the electrical 
component loads and assuming metabolic rates corresponding to the 
mission timeline of activities. Based on flight C02 and dewpoint levels, the metabolic heat loads estimated preflight were fairly 
accurate, however, the electrical heat loads in the OW'S were below preflight predictions. Figures 4-27, 4-28, and 4-29 show the compari-son between the actual and predicted waste heat loads. The l'redicted average daily lOaste heat load in the OW'S lOas 2500 Btu/hour assuming 
constrained use of OWS lighting, i.e., turning lights off in unoccupied compartments, whereas, the actual internal lOaste heat load was between 1700 Btu/hour and 2300 Btu/hour after the SAS wing deployment during 
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Figure 4~26. Crew Comfort Data Box, Oouble Shield 
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TABLE 4.2 HAXIHmi HEATER POHER REQUIREHENTS 
(With 100% Coverage of OHS Projected Area) 
Beta Angle (deg) 0 60.5 73.5 
* Required Gas Temperature (OF) 66.7 67.5 67.2 
**Structural Heat Loss (Btu/hour) 4010 4800 3970 
Total Heat Loss (Watts) 1175 1406 1163 
Hin'Lmum l~aste Heat (Hatts) 733 733 733 
Hax~';'lm Heater POI~er Required (Hatts) 442 673 430 
TABLE 4.3 HEAT REHOVAL CAPAilILITY 
(Hith 100% Coverage of OHS Proj ected Area) 
,./ 
Beta Angle (deg) 0 
*Required Gas Temperature (OF) 78.8 
Structural Heat Loss (Btu/hour) 4910 
HXS Removal (Btu/hour) 1700 
Heat Removal Capability (Btu/hour) 6610 
*Gas Temperature Required to Haintain Cr~ Comfort 
**Includes 300 Btu/hr for Sublimation Effects 
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Figure 4-27. O\~S Internal Waste Heat Load for SL-2 Mission 
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Figure 4-28. OWS Internal Waste Heat Load for SL-3 ~lission 
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Figure 4-29. OvlS Internal Waste Heat Load for SL-4 Mission 
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SL-2 and averaged 2200 Btu/hour and 1900 Btu/hour during SL-3 and SL-4 respecti\'ely. The flight OHS internal waste heat load was determined indirectly by comparing the apparent OHS waste heat load under steady state conditions lvith the OHS bus power which was availalole from TM data. The difference between the OWS bus power and the apparent inter-nal waste heat load was determined to he approximately 500 Btu/hour. This difference was checked by subtracting' that portion iJf the OWS bus load which "as not dissipated as internal waste heat (approximately 1200 Btu/hour) and adding the average metabolic sensible load (approxi-mately 700 Btu/hour). The average O\ilS internal heat load could thus be determined for any mission day by subtracting 500 Btu/hour from the average OWS bus pO>ler for that day. 
Since the OWS internal waste heat loads were determined in-directly. uncertainties associated with the sunshield coverage and the thermal properties o~ the OWS exterior influenced the accuracy of the internal waste heat load calculation. Also, conservative esti-mates of electrical component duty cycles and internal light usage !;hich were assumed for the preflight predictions could account for the higher preflight internal waste heat load predictions. 
3. OHS Internal Temperatures. The ground thermal conditioning system controlled the average OHS internal temperature to approxima-tely 55°F at liftoff (134:17:30 GMT). At liftoff plus 63 secondo, the meteoroid shield tore loose from the Olo/S exposing the goldized !tapton un the cylindrical tank wall to the orbital environment. As a result, the OWS external tank wall temperatures began to climb at an abnor-
mally high rate at orbital sunrise 67 minutes after liftoff, as ShOlVll in figure 4-30. 
The OWS internal temperatures also began to rise as the heat soaked through the polyurethane insulation on the internal tank !;all. At 5 hours after liftoff, the average internal temperature had risen to 65° F. Analytical predictions indicated that the OlilS internal tem-perature would approach 160°F lVith the vehicle m ... intained in the 
solar inertial attitude. In order to minimize degradation to ambient food, film, tapes, and other equipment, the vehicle "as commanded into various attitudes such that the solar impingement on the gold foil 
would be reduced. Other considerations such as electrical po"er avail-. ability, TACS usage, and extreme temperatures of eqUipment located,on other areas of the SHS were taken into account in determining the ' 
optimum vehicle attitude. A history of the major attitude changes is shown in table 4.4. In general, the vehicle was maintained in a solar inertial attitude ,,1th a -40 to -50 degree pitch (MDA towards the Sun). 
The internal OHS average temperature history from liftoff until parasol deployment is shOlm in figure 4-31. The average of the measurements located on the ceiling grid of the experiment level Com-partments (C7032, C7040, C7122, and C7123) was used to determine the OHS average temperature. These measurements provided an indication of 
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ESTIMATED ATTITUDE HISTORY OF SL-1 
PRIOR TO PARASOL DEPLOYl1ENT 
ATTITUDE 
SL-1 First Motion 
Boost 
Gravity Gradient 
Solar Inertial 
-90 Degree pitch off SI 
-45 Degree pitch off SI 
Rotation about y 
axis; MDA toward 
Sun, OWS away 
from Sun 
Solar Inertial 
ZLV with a +10 degree pitch about Y 
Solar Inertial 
ZLV with a +10 degree pitch about Y 
Solar Inertial 
ZLV with a r15 degree pitch about Y 
-57 to -47 degree pitch (Y) off 81; 
X = 2 to -180 , Z - 21 to _120 
-40 degree pitch (Y) off SI; 
X = 0 to _100, Z = +150 
Solar Inertial 
-80 degree pi';ch off 81 about Y 
-45 degree pitch (Y) and +41 degree yaw 
(Z) off SI 
-48 degree pitch (Y) and +45 to 500 yaw 
(Z) off SI 
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TABLE 4 . 4 ESTI~~TED ATTITUDE HISTORY OF SL- 1 
PRIOR TO PARASOL DEPLO~IENT 
(CONTINUED) 
TINE (mrf) 
DOY HOUR :HIN :SEC 
143 21: 50 : 00 
144 00:30:00 
144 07 :11:00 
144 20:06 : 00 
144 22:45:00 
145 01:21:00 
145 20:47 :00 
146 01:46:00 
147 02:43:00 
4-42 
ATTITUDE 
- 65 degree pitch (Y) and +500 yaw 
(Z) off SI 
-45 degree pitch (Y) and +440 yaw 
(Z) off SI 
-50 degree pitch (y) and +700 yaw 
(Z) off SI 
- 42 degree pitch (Y) and +700 yaw 
(Z) off SI 
- 68 degree pitch (Y) and +700 yaw 
(Z) off SI 
-35 to -43 degree pitch (Y) and +420 
ym< (Z) off SI 
-43 degree pitch (Y), +420 yaw (Z) 
and _28 0 roll (X) off SI 
Pitch (Y) starting at _43 0 and de-
creasing to -35 0 
Yaw (Z) st?rting at +42 0 and decreasing 
to ~200 
Thennal Control maneuvers endee with 
cluster in SI attitude 
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Figure 4-31. SL-l OWS Average Temperature History 
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the average radiant environment of the cylindrical walls, forward, dome, 
and experiment compartment floor because of their central 10catioJ. 
The internal temperature rose steadily, except for a few hours follow-
ing orbits of _90° and _45° pitch attitude, for approximately 2 days 
at which time the vehicle was commanded into an inertial attitude with 
a -50° pitch. This approximate attitude was maintained until DaY 141 
except on DaY 136 when the attitude was alternated between ZLV and 
Solar Inertial orbits. Figure 4-32 shows the attitude for the ZLV con-
dition. The OWS internal temperature was stabilized at 115°F during 
this period. During DOY 141 the pitch angle was changed to -40° 
which increased the projected area of gold foil exposed to the sun. 
The OWS internal temperature response was an SOF rise to 125°F in 
approximately one day. The internal temperature was maintained be-
tween 122° and 125°F until the end of DOY 145. During this period the 
vehicle attitude was generally solar inertial with a pitch of -42°to 
_50° and a yaw of 41° to 70°. Prior to docking of SL-2, the vehicle 
was rolled -2So to provide better illumination of SAS Hing 1 near the 
end of DOY 145. This attitude should not have increased the solar 
heat flux on the gold foil, but the internal temperature rose to 130°F 
at the beginning of DaY 147. It is believed that the SWS attitude 
drifted during this period allOl<ing a greater proj ected area of gold 
foil to Le exposed to the sun than anticipated. 
The OWS internal temparature sensors had a maximum calibration 
limit of 120°F. Sensor C7032 went off scale high on DOY 136 and 
C7122 on DOY 140. It was, therefore, necessary to estimate their 
readings by using the ~T relationship betl<een these sensors and the 
other ceiling measurements (C7040 and C7123) that existed prior to 
the time they went off scale high. For this reason, the OWS SL-l 
average temperature history during this time should be considered an 
estimate. 
The parasol was deployed through the solar airlock on DOY 147 
at approximately 1)100 G~rr. OWS internal temperatures immediately 
dropped and epproached a stabilized temperature about S days later on 
DOY 155 as shown in figure 4-33. At this time the OWS internal tem-
peratures met the comfort box requirements as shc,~ in figure 4-34. 
The four OWS heat exchanger fans were turned un immediately after para-
sol deployment and the maneuver to the solar inertial attitude. The 
heat exchangers operated continuously during SL-2 except for EVAs. 
Prior to SAS liing 1 deployment, the waste heat profile was signifi-
cantly lower than nominal due to severe limitations in electrical 
power availability. 
SAS Wing 1 was deployed during EVA on DOY 158. Electrical 
power availabiJity increased which resulted in higher internal waste 
heat dissipation. Z-LV EREP maneuvers, which exposed additional areas 
of gold foil to the sun as the Beta angle increased, were performed 
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daily from DaY 160 through 164. Analytical models indicated that the 
presence of the deployed SAS wing would effect a net increase in the 
external heat load due to reradiation and reflections. Due to the 
increased heat loads caused by increa8ed power dissipation, EREP 
maneuvers, and the presence of the SAS wing, the OWS internal temperatures 
rose from DaY 159 through DaY 166. Temperatures exceeded comfort bOlt 
requirements on DaY 162 as shown in Figure 4-34. Temperatures experienced 
a slight downward trend during DaY 167 and 168 but began to rise on DaY 
169 as the Il angle (a > 55°) and percent time in the stln increased. The 
vehicle entered a four day period of full sunlight on DaY 173 about 12 
hours prior to SL-2 undocking. At OWS closeout the internal temperature 
had risen to approximately 830 F which was 6 to 70 F hotter than the comfort 
requireme·:1t as shm.n in figure 4-34. 
The average OWS internal temperature continued to rise during 
the storage period in the full sunlight period as shmm in figure 4-35. A 
peak temperature of 980 F was attained on DaY 177 when the SWS began to 
again experience orbital night periods. The internal temperature decayed 
for approximately 20 days before reaching steady state at 79 to 800 F. 
The temperature remained near this level for the duration of the SL-2 
storage period until OWS entry at the end of DaY 209. 
The OHS average temperature dropped 20 F after the 4 OHS heat 
exchangers ,.ere activated on DaY 210 as shown in figure 4-36. However, 
the heat exchangers were deactivated on DaY 213 to prevent mositure 
condensation in them and the OWS temperature increased to approximately 
8loF. The average temperature remained between 78 and 8loF until the twin 
pole shield was deployed at the end of DaY 219. Due to the additional 
shading of the gold foil, which reduced the external heat load, the O~;S 
average temperature decreased for approximately 5 days to 720 F. Tempera-
tures had been somewhat hotter than the comfort requirements prior to the 
twin pole shield deployment but subsequently were well within the comfort 
box as shown in figure 4-37. Typical daily fluctuations in temperature 
were 1 to 20 F as shown in figure 4-36 and daily variations of this 
magnitude were seen during all manned periods due to variations in 
internal heat load. 
The internal temperature remained steady at about 730 F from DaY 
224 to DaY 231. On DaY 231 the a angle had again increased to 55 degrees 
and the OWS intecnal temperatures also increased. The OWS temperature 
rose to an average of 750 F on DaY 236 and remained at that level until 
DaY 244. The a angle had peaked at 620 F on DaY 236. The OWS temperature 
began to decrease on DaY 244. The generally downward trend continued 
until DaY 250 when the heat exchangers were turned off by the Thermal 
Control System logic unit. At this time the average temperature was 
720 F. The temperatures immediately began to rise from the absence of 
active cooling and one heat exchanger came on later in DOY 250. The 
heat exchenger plates were cleaned (see Section III) on DOY 251 which 
increased the gas flow rate and resulted in additional active cooling. 
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The second,. third,. and fl)Urth heat exchangers came on automatically on 
DOYs 256, 260 and 261, respectively. From DOY 251 through SL-3 OHS 
closeout on DOY 268, the average temperature remained at approximately 
73°F IOhich IOas in the center of the comfol"t box as shot.n in figure 4-37, 
During SL-3/SL-4 storage, the OHS average temperature follolOed 
the S angle curve, as sholOn in figure 4-38, The positive S angles 
caused ~.armer OHS temperatures than the negative S angles. During 
this storage phase the temperature cycled bet~.een 63° and 720F. 
Early in the SL-4 mission the OHS average temperature rose to 
approximately 800F as the S angle reached -70 degrees. Orbits with 
100% sunlight lasted 24 hours after which the internal temperature 
decreased to the middle seventies as shown in figure 4-39. The tempera-
tures increased "fr"", .. DOY 335 to DOY 340 IOhen the OHS heat exchangers 
IOere turned off and decreased Hhen the heat exchangers IOere "urned on 
during DOY 340. As the S angle became positive, the OWS internal 
temperatures again increased to a maximum of 8loF on DOY 352 (figure 
t.-39). As S decreased from 50° to _60° the OHS temperature decreased 
to 71°F on DllY 10. As S decreased below -600 to the full sun condition, 
the OUS temperature increased to a maximum of 81.60 F on DOY 18 (figure 
4-39). Neasures IOere taken to maintain the OHS temperatures belolO 
82°F. The crew IOas asked to reduce the use of lighting in the OHS, and 
a second pump in the AN Primary Coolant Loop IOas activated. After the 
high negative S angle period, the internal OWS temperatures decreased 
to the 72°F to 75°F r~1e and remained at that level for the remainder 
of the mission. Du~~ SL-4, the OHS internal temperature remained IOithin 
the comfort box reqUirement except for three periods, as sholOn in figure 
4-40. THO were caused by increased solar heating at the high S angles. 
The third IOas cal'"sed by not activating the OT~S heat exchangers for five 
days which allo~.ed the internal temperature to rise just prior to a 
period of positive S angle and high albedo. 
4. NDA Internal Temperatures. Figures 4-41 through 4-45 present 
the NDA average internal temperatures. ~IDA temperatures prior to SL-2 
IOere influenced by the vehicle attitude changes resulting from thermal 
management of the OWS, and by management of NDA IOall heaters to conserve 
pOlOer. These factors resulted in ~IDA temperatures bet~.een 50°F and 65 0 F 
prIor to SL-2. During SL-2 intermittent use of the NDA IOall heaters to 
conserve pOlOer prior to SAS deployment on DOY 158 and to provide a cooler 
interchange flolO with the OWS [ol1olOing SAS deployment contributed to 
continued 10 .. ~IDA internal temperatures. Internal temperatures were in 
the 46-47°F range during both the SL-2/SL-3 and SL-3/SL-4 storage periods 
as planned prier to the flight. During SL-3 and SL-4, the ~IDA ~.all 
heaters were frequently switched to the 450 F thermostat setting for power 
management associated with EREP and other experiment maneuvers and the 
resulting temperature transients are reflected in figures 4-43 and 4-45. 
lihen allowed to operate normally, the system maintained temperatures 
within the desired control range. Figures 4-46, 4-47 and 4-48 show 
~IDA gas-wall temperatures relative to the comfort box for ~L-2, SL-3, 
and SL-4. 
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S. AI-! Temperatures. Integrated temperature control of Airlock Module structure and non-cold-plated equipment was provided by normal operation of the active cooling system, atmospheric control system and wall heaters in conjunction with thermal coatings, curtains and insula-tion. Temperatures of all equipment and structure remained within acceptable limits throughout all phases of the mission. 
With the unplanned vehicle attitude during the initial SL-l unmanned phase when pitch angle .~as maintained at approximately 45 to SO degrees to minimize OHS temperatures after loss of the meteoroid shield, Airlock Module temperatures ~lere abnormally cold as shown in Table 1 •• 5. Although indicated temperatures were still acceptable, instrumentation was rather limited and colder areas may have existed. Following dep10yment of the parnsol on DOY 147 and return to the planned solar inertial attitude, temperatures increased to normal levels. A discussion of internal temperatures is presen,.:ed in paragraph B. 9 of this section. 
6. OHS Food and Film Container Temperatures. The OHS thermal control system was designed to maintain the ambient food containers between 40 and 850F. It was also required to maintain the OHS film below 800F except for periods with I Betal > 600 when the limit was 85 0 F. This design limit was revised to 1000F but since this limit was also exceeded, as shmm in figure 4-49, some film was resupplied. Dnring the period prior to SL-2 launch, the food and fUm containers tended to follow the average OHS temperature as the figure indicates. The food lockers located near Position II (figure 4-50) in the fo",~ard compart-ment were a few degrees hotter than the average temperature dne to the influence '1f the hotter wall near Position II. The film vault, near Position IV, was a few degrees cooler due to the more moderate wall temperatures near Position IV. 
The equations used to determine food and film temperatures are sholm in Table 4.6 and the location of the onboard measnrements used in the equations are shmm in figure 4-50. It •• as necessary to revise t.he equations as sensors went off scale high or when the equations were no longer valid due to changes in Sun shield configuration or external heating due to Beta angle. 
Th<\ maximulll food and film container temperatures of 132 and 1220 "" respecl ivuly, occurred just prior to parasol deplo)ment on DOY 147. After parasol deployment, the containers cooled down to the 10" 80' s nnd remai nOli tl,ere until the higher Beta angles at the end of the SL-2 lIIanned miss [on liS shown in figure 4-51. During the full sunlight perLod at th. beginning of the SL-2/SL-3 storage period, the food con-III In"r6 lind [J.lm VIIult reached apprOXimately 10QoF before cooling dotm to th" low 80's IIgllin. 
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TABT.E 4.5 EFFECT OF SL-1 ATTITUDE ON AM TE.HPERATUUES 
Location 
FAS (-Z Axis) 
FAS (-Y Axis) 
FAS (+Z Axis) 
FAS (+Y "tis) 
O2 Tank 1 
02 Tank 2 
O2 Tank 3 
02 Tank 4 
02 Tank 5 
02 Tank 6 
N2 Tank 1 
N2 Tank 2 
N2 Tank 3 
N2 Tank 4 
N2 Tank 5 
N2 Tank 6 
S'I'S Inner Skin 
I.oek Compt. Inner Skin 
Aft Comp. Inner Skin 
SUS 1 Water LIne 
SUS 2 11atur Line 
ND'l'gS ~ Orllitll1 Range 
Hinimum Temperature (OF) 0 
SL-1 0 Normal ® 
-16 to -9 120 to 200 
-48 to -34 15 to 40 
-70 to -56 
-50 to -19 
-42 to -21 
-21 to 0 
-30.7 
-14.4 
-31.6 
-12.6 
-51.2 
-30.8 
-43.5 
-15.2 
5.0 82.8 
3.4 134 •. 6 
32.5 88.9 
24.0 89.2 
17.9 47.9 
10.0 50.7 
1.6 25.0 
4.0 27.4 
38.8 57.0 
41.9 57.1 
43.1 57.2 
33.7 43.0 
38.6 47.5 
I~Y 140-146, Beta = 22° to 28°, Pitch Angle = 45° to 500 
DOY 201, Beta = 25° 
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TABLE 4.6 
Floor 
Food Lockers 
AVE* 
C7123 + 14 
AVE* 
N/A** 
OHS FOOD AND FlU! EQUATIONS 
Wall Food Lockers 
1/2 (C70 f:f! + C7032) 
1/2 (C7044 + AVE*) 
1/2 (C7123 + C705S) +14"F 
1/2 (C7040 + C7032) 
AVE* + 4.4"F 
AVE* + 3.4"F 
AVE* + 2.4"F 
1/3 (AVE* + C705S + C7144 
+2"11) 
1/2 (AVE* + C7058) 
*AVE = OWS Inter~a1 Average = 1/4 (C7032 + C7122 + C7040 + C7123) 
**F1oor Food Transferred to Wall Locker on DOY 148 
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Food and film temperatul~es for the SL-3 mission, the SL-3/SL-4 storage period and the SL-4 mission are presented in figures 4-52 and 4-53. Tne deployment of the MSFC twin pole shield early in the SL-3 mission improved the environment at full sun conditions and the maximum temperature seen after that time was less than 850 F. 
7. MDA Film. 
maximum) was met. The 760 F during the manned 
storage perioJs. 
The MDA film vault temperature requirement '(800 F film vault temperatures ranged between 480 F and periods and between 44°F and 710 F during the 
Prior to SAS deployment during SL-2, the relative humidity exceeded the desired 80 percent upper limit due to power management and resulting cold MDA temperatures. On several occasions during this period of time the relative humidity approached 100 percent. However, no condensation was reported by the crew. After SAS deployment, th~ relative humidity did not exceed 80 percent. 
8. EREP and Special Maneuver Studies. Changes in vehicle attitude from solar inertial which exposed more of the gold surface to the Sun for any period of time had to be analyr.ed to determine whether the polyurethane insulation on the OWS tankwall would exceed its maxi-mum temperature limit. Toxic off-gassing products from the insulation were the primary concern. The initial limit for habitation was 2000F. However, this limit was later revised to 2500 F and later still to 2750 F as additional testing data were received. Under steady-statel conditions the exposed tankwall and adjacent insulation would exceed 3000 F. 
Since EREP data passes required Z-Local Vertical (Z-LV) attitudes which exposed the OWS tankwall to direct sunlight, transient therma.l analyses were performed to determine the OWS temperature response to each proposed Z-LV maneuver. The highest temperature attained during an EREP pass was on DaY 14 when the vehicle was out of the solar inertial attitude for 123 minnt~'s at a Beta angle of -670 • The predicted maximum external OWS temperature attained during that time was 2600F and the Fin II sensor temperature was approximately 2360 F. The accuracy of the thermal predictions for OWS external temperatures was estimated to be within 100F of the actual value. An example of EREP predictions with the corres?onding sensor data is shown in figure 4-5l, for DaY 20. 
In nddJtl.on to Z-local vertical maneuvers for gathering EREP <.lata, numerous maneuvers away from the solar inertial attitude to other fixed attitudes widch satisfied experiment pointing requirements were also made during SL-4. Most of the maneuVers .lere for observing the C:omclt /(ohoutek, hw,.;ever, Some AT/,( JOP 13 and one S232 Barium Cloud mancuvers W<lrc also included. In general, the fixed attitude maneuvers had run anglcs that varied from 0 to 1650 and pitch angles that varied from () to 90°. 'fhe yaw angle was usually less than 200 • The time 
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required away from solar inertial for these maneuvers ranged from several minutes to almost 3 hours. The external temperature results from a typi-cal experIment maneuver are shown in figure 4-55 along with the predicted 
response. 
9. Active Systems 
a. OWS Duct Heaters. The six OWS duct heaters were never required during SL-2, SL-3 and SL-4, and consequently, were never acti-vated. 
, b. OWS Radiant Heaters. The OWS radiant heaters were to be commanded on at 107 minutes after liftoff according to premiss ion plans in order to warm the OWS up to 700 F. They were commanded on at 2 hours 44 minutes GET by ground controllers, At this time the OWS internal temperature, as determined from C7032, C7044, and C7l06 was 640 p. AM Bus 1 and Bus 2 current and voltage data indicated that the heaf;ers pro-vided 1,260 watts of power versus their design requirement of 1,000 watts, minimum. The heaters were commanded off at 134:22:44 GMT (5 hours 14 minutes GET) at which ~ime the OWS temperature was' 72°F. The aOF 'ncrease in OWS temperature during the radiant heater operation was caused primarily bJ orbital heating which was an order of magnitude greater than the radiant heater power. The radiant heaters l~ere not operated after tha·: time. 
c. OHS Window Heater. Although condensation in the form of ice, fog, and water was observed on the inner surface of the outer pane of the wardroom windol~ during the misSion, the l~ardroom window heater appeared to have performed its intended function of preventing condensation on the cover and inner surface. The basis for this con-clusion is that the hea"er was turned off for one night during SL-2 (llOY 169) and the w'lOle inner surface of the cover was foggy in the morning. The heater was turned back on and the fog disappeared. To minimize the viewing degradation due to condensation on the outer pane, the window cavity was vented through the anti-solar SAL several tim~s during SL-3 and SL-4. 
d. OHS Water Tank Heaters. OWS water tank heaters were thermostatically controlled to keep the water tanks above 560 F. Tele-metry data of SL-l OWS Bus 1 and Bus 2 current indicated that all ten wnter tank heatl!rs were on soon after liftoff (10 others were disabled prior to launch by opening their circuit breakers) due to the relatively cold prelaunch thermal conditioning. The Ground Thermal Conditioning System had maintained the OHS at ~50F at liftoff. The heaters began to individually turn off after 24 minutes of flight and were all off after 6 hours of flight. Monitoring of SL-l OlY'S Bus 1 and Bus 2 current indi-cated that the heaters cycled on and off during this period as required by the thermostat. 
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The heaters did not operate again during the remainder 
of the Skylab missions. Thermal conditions in the vicinity of the water 
tanks during the SL-3/SL-4 storage period were low enougb to require 
heater operation. However, the heaters had been disabled (circuit 
breakers opened) prior to the storage period to conserve heater power 
in the event that an electrical pOt~erdOlO1l t~as required due to loss of 
coolanol from the Airlock Hodule cooling loop (see Section VII). 
d. HDA Nall Heater System. The ~!DA wall heater system con-
s isted of eight 20 watt and eight 40 t~att electric t~all heaters located 
on ehe internal cylindrical section of the MDA pressure t,all. Four 700 F 
and four 4,0 thermostats were provided to control the internal wall 
temperature. Each thermostat had a primary and secondary set point 
providing thermos tat redundancy. Seventy degree F thermostats t,ere 
provided for manned operation, while 450 F thermostats t,ere provided 
for orbital storage. 
The ~!DA wall heater system was operated in an off-
nominal mor;e from launch through the SL-2 mission. The heaters were 
managed by ground command as necessary to maintain HDA internal temp-
eratures consistent «ith cluster pOl~er requirements prior to SAS de-
ployment on D1Y 158, and to provide additional interchange cooling to 
the ONS fo llo(.;ing DOY 158. 
Operation during the SL-3 and SL-4 manned periodo, with 
the wall heaters in the 700F control mode, closely approximated nominal 
plans and used apprOXimately 800 to 900 BTU/hour of heater power on the 
average. The only deviations were periodic shut-off of the heaters 
implemented during some EREP and other experiment maneuvers. 
For the storage periods the ~!DA wall heaters were 
s«itched to the 450 F control position. During these periods the wall 
heater operation was characterized by heaters 1-4 being on most of the 
time, 5-8 cycling, 9-12 occaSionally cycling, and 13-16 being off. The 
integrated average heater power was approximately 700 BTU/hour. The 
wall heaters performed as expected throughout these periods. 
e. ~!DA Docking Port and Tunnel Heaters. Each HDA docking 
port had a 15 watt heater t~ith thermostatic control bet«een 600 F and 
700 F. In addit ion t«o 80 t~att strip heaters were installed in the axial 
port docking tunnel t,Ith thermostatic control bett,een 600 F and 740 F. 
TheHl! heaters wore actl.vated most of the time except during attitude 
lI111nouvers prior to SL-2 launch, dur ing pm,ar conservation periods before 
tho HAS «ing waH deployed, and during certain EREP and other experiment 
lI111nehvers. Honitoring of 'fM data in the tunnel area indicated naminal 
performance by the heater systems. The port and tunnel lieaters had an 
estimlltad average heat load of apprOXimately 130 BW/hour. 
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f. S190 Windol, Heater. The S190 I,indow heater ,,"antral system contained a I,indow, electrical cable and heater controller sub-assemblies. The window heating system controlled the window temperatures such that the glass temperature gradients were minimized for photography and moisture condensation was prevented. 
The S190 window heaters were operated intermittently during periods of electrical powar conservation. During this period the window controller was activated approximately one hour before each ERE? pass and remained active until 10 minutes after completion of the pass. The controller was activated continuously during the SL-3 and SL-f, miss ions. 
The relatively cool MDA wall (SOOF to 600 F) during 8L-2 resulted in low I,indol' teh'peratures since the heater controller utilized the MDA wall temperature as a reference. At the same time, the MDA atmosphere dew point temperature varied between 400 F and 600 F. However, crew comments indicated that no condensation occurred on the S190 I,indow. 
g. AM Tunnel/STS Wall Heaters. AM Tunnel/STS wall heaters 420 F and 620 F thermostats I,ere enabled throughout the mission except for short periods when electrical load reductions were required for purposes of power management. Wall temperatures between 530 F and 600 F during storage periods with the vehicle in the normal solar inertial attitude indicated that continuous heater operation was required during unmanned flight phases. STS 1",11 and gas temperatures during manned phases of the mission are shown in figure 4-56 and 4-57, respectively. Wall temp-erature l!,vels were ,-,ch t:hat only infrequent heater operation was re-quired during these periods. Indicated temperature levels were repo.ted by crewmen to be comfortable. 
h. OloiS Heat Exchangers. The OW8 heat exchanger fans were operated continuously during the 8L-2 mission since the OWS was biased warm due to partial deployment of the parasol sunshield. After the twin pole suns'hield was deployed over the parasol early in SL-3 there were periods of time when the OI\IS heat excl"'n~ers were not needed to maintain crew comfort. These periods were brief and occurred at low negative Beta angles when the OWS structural ~eat leak was greatest. 
The heat removal from the ONS by the active environmental control system wns composed of heat removed by the OWS h.2at exchangers, the condensing heat exchangers, and by enthalpy interchange with the MDA/S"I'S atmosphere. Figure 4-58 shows the preflight predictions for the OlofS heat removal as " function of OWS gas temperature along "ith the flight data. 
An energy balance on the ONS heat exchangers showed an [,"blllanee betl,of!n the hoat rejected from the gaG and coolant sides. An llddH 10nnl 500 IITU/hour was absorber! by the coolant loop. Since the 
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coolant inlet sensor to the OWS heat exchangers '~as located 'lear the outlet of the condensing heat exchangers, heat leaks into the coolant lines between the sensor locations could have contributed to the im-balance. The performance was lower than the preflight predictions due to the low gas flow rates in the AM interchange duct and in the OWS heat exchangers. The preflight values for 4 heat exchangers were 120 C1'H and 212 CFH for the interchange duct and heat exchangers, respec-tively, wllile the corresponding flight values averaged anI:, 80 CFH and 160 CFH. A discussion of the low gas flow rate appears in Section III. 
1. STS Ileat Exchangers. The STS heat exchangers were con-trolled by the crew and were operated continuously throughout the manned missions except during periods of power management which occurred prior to SAS wing deployment and during some experiment maneuvers. Gas flow measurements were not provided for the heat exchangers. A review of the coolant loop temperature difference across the heat exchangers indicates th,t they performed satisfactorily. The data indicates that a gas flow rat/' decrease similar to that seen for the OWS heat exchangers probably occurred. However, the flow decrease was not critical in this instance since >Tall heater power was ah~ays required in the MDA. 
j. Temperature Control Unit. The temperature control unit was designed to automatically n;aintai'l the OHS gas tempersture within 140 1' of the temperature selected by the astronauts. The logic of the unit is shown in figure 4-59. The unit I~as activated after the OWS SAS I~as deployed during SL-2. The unit maintained four OWS heat exchangers on for the remainder of the SL-2 which was in accordance with the system logic. 
During SL-3 the temperature control unit maintained the thermal control system in the full cooling mode (4 heat exchangers) until DOY 251. At this time the plenum gas temperature ( aversge of C7144 and C7256) I~as 69.201' and the select temperature was 70.60F. The unit turned off the heat exchanger fans when the temperature difference betl<een the gas and selected value was 1.40F. The design value was 2.OF. Subsequently, the control unit turned on the heat exchanger fans sequentially as the temperature difference between the plenum gaa and selected spt poInt increased (figure 4-60). An analysis of the data slIDI"" In [Igure 4-oTJ Indicates that the unit performed its switching [unollons correctly within 0.60F of the design temperature difference. 
During SL-4 the temperature control unit maintained the thernl,,1 control systelll in the full cooling mode until DOY 332. At that LIml', Lit<' erel< <,hunged the select temperature such that it waS 2.30F hotter thlln the plenum gas (73.3 versus 7101') and all heat exchangers Nere turned off by the control unit. On DOY 340 the crew selected a tcmperntul'<' of 71.1"1' when the plenum gas was 75.00F which caused all ["ur heat exchanger fans to come on. During the remainder of the mission, 
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the control unit did not experience conditions requ~r~ng it to cycle 
the heat exchangers. The unit was deactivated on DOY 016 to aid in 
reducing the OWS internal heat dissipation. 
k. Molecular Sieve Exhaust Duct Heaters. Heaters were pro-
vided to prevent freezing bf water vapor during molecular si~ve operation. 
Primary and secondary heaters (62.4w each @ 28v) were mounted on s&ven 
separate duct sections. Primary and secondary heater thermostats were 
set to close at SooF and 420 F respectively. The closing design tolerance 
was ±SoF about the nominal. The opening range ~!aS O. sOr to BOF above the 
dosing setting. 
10. Passive Systems 
a. Structural Heat Leaks 
(1) OWS. The OWS structural heat leak for the tl'r'.n 
pole/parasol shield configuration is shown in figure 4-61. The figuru 
indicates that for a given temp"rature, the structural heat leak was 
greatest for Beta between -40 and -600 • The minimum heat leak occurred 
at Beta of ±73.So • The heat leak was inversej" proportional to the 
absorbed heat flux which was a fnnction of the Beta angle. 
The preflight heat leak predictions were based on 
a thermal model which included the meter"id shield. Since more exter-
nal heat was absorbed by the goldized kapton tankwall/sunshield config-
uration, the structural heat leak was significantly less for the vehicle 
than predicted preflight. 
(2) MDA/STS. The MI'A/STS structural heat leak is 
shown in figure 4-62 as a function of internal wall temperature and AM 
radiator heat load., The data are presented for BETA = O. However, the 
variation of heat leak with Beta angle was small for -60< Beta< +60. 
The structural heat leak was based on the predicted internal waste heat 
loads for constrained conditions and the duty cycle of the MDA/STS wall 
heaters. lbe structural heat leak was greater than preflight predic-
tions which are 8ho",n tn figure 4-62 for comparison. Since much of the 
dlltl! necesHary to compute the structural heat leak "'as not directly 
mt'IIBurllble (su<:h liS the CSM structural heat leak, the MDA internal ,waste 
heut load. and the wall heater duty cycle) the results in fig'lre 4-62 
lire only approximate. ' 
b. Insulation Systems 
(1) OWS 
(a) Common Bu.khead Insulation. The flight heat 
teak through thl! common bulkhead, and predictions are presented in Table 
' •• 7. The predict1.C)Qs for the maximum h,-.at leak during habitation 
\~ere 236 IlTU/hour (69.0 watts) greater than the average value from 
flIght data at neta ~ 00 , and 17S BTU/hour (Sl.4 ",atts) greater than 
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TABLE 4.7 CO~lNON BULKHEAD IlEAT LEAK 
Average Time Beta Source Average Temperatures Insulation Heat Leak (3) DOY Angle, of Plenum Insulation Tempera1:ure Btu/hour \,atts (4) deg Data Air (1) OHS Face (2) Difference (2) 
of of of 
217 0 Flight 76 75 14.5 524 154 
235 62 Flight 72 72 12,0 432 126 
265 
-49 Flight 71 71 13.7 490 144 
280 (5) 0 Flight 55 54 6.0 209 62 
307 (5) 0 Flight 60 57.5 6.5 228 67 
364 0 Flight 72 72 11.0 396 116 
016 -71 Flight 79 78.5 8.0 292 85 
* 0 Analysis 69 65 20.0 696 204 
* -73 Analysis 84 81.5 12.9 467, 137 
NOTES: * Analytical prediction for habitation period. (1) Average plenum air temperature is average from sensors C7144 and C7256 (flight data only). (2) Insulation temperatures from sensor pairs: C7181-C7179, C7095-C7097, C7182-C7180, C7091-C7092 (fli~?t data only) • 
(3) Based on an insulation thickness of 3 in. and the following insulation conductivity: 
0.016 Btu/hour-ft-OF at O°F 
0.019 Btu/hour-ft-OF at 100°F (4) NSFC Sun Shade deployed after 1730 QIT on DOY 218. (5) DOY's 280 and 307 occur during the storage period beb~een SL-3 and SL-4. 
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l the flight data value at near maximum negative values of Beta. The difference between the analytical and flight data heat leak values 
represented approximately one degree F change in the OWS average inter-
nal temperature during habitation. 
The cause of the difference between the predicted 
and flight heat leak data appeared to be waste tank temperatures that 
were warmer than expected. Although the instrumentation available was 
not sufficient to completely verify this conclusion, there was a'smaller 
than predicted temperature difference across the insulation. Warmer 
temperatures in the waste tank could have been the result of either a 
warmer environment for the aft skirt/thrust structure region or less 
sublimation o~ ice than expected in the waste tank. 
The smaller bulkheat heat leak during storage 
was expected and primarily resultp-d from the duct fans being turned off, 
reducing the convection heat transfer in the plenum region at the 
insulation surface to essentially zero. A comparison of the data from 
the table shows the storage period heat leak rates on DaYs 280 and 307 
to be roughly one half of the corresponding habitation period heat leak 
values for DaYs 217 and 364. The significance of convection heat tran-
fer to the common bulkhead during habitation was also shown by the 
difference in the average air-side insulation surface temperature between 
the habitation and storage periods. During the habitation period, the 
air-side surface of the insulation followed the plenum air temperature 
closely for the temperature range encountered (71 to 790 F). During 
storage, the plenum air temperature measurements reflected the mean 
radiant temperature of the floor and plenum area which was 15 to 200 F 
colder than during habitation. 
(b) Multilayer Insulation. Conductance values 
for the 48-layer sections of the forward dome multilayer insulation 
OiLI) were determined from flight temperature measurements of the MLI 
exterior surface, the \lall structure separating the MLI and internal 
foam insulation, and the interior surface of the foam i~sulation. There 
was one set each of tennerature sensors on Position Planes I and III 
(PP I and PP III) identified as follows: 
Location 
PP I 
PP III 
0.48 BTU/hour-ft2-OF, 
ft-OF and a thickness 
4-88 
MLI 
Exterior 
cnoo 
cnOl 
Forward 
Dome 
C7l62 
C7l63 
Foam 
::nterior 
C7l06 
C7l07 
The applied vaJ.ue of the foam conductance, 
was based upon a conductivity of 0.02 BTU/hour-
of 0.5 inch. Tae heat flux, the product of the 
r 
foam conductance and surface temperature difference across the foam (Delta Tf*), divided by the temperat~e difference between the MLI sur-faces (Delta Tm;"') yielded the MLI conductance. The comparatively low conductance of the MLI resulted in small Delta Tf's (approximately 1 to 20 F), the accuracy of which largely determined the accuracy of the con-ductance evaluations. The accuracy of Delta Tf and Delta Tm was limited by instrumentation-telemetry sensitivity (one data bit represented about 0.48 0 F for the foam surface, wall and interior, temperatures ~nd nearly 1.60 F for the exterior temperature) and by use of different multiplexers for the foam tem~erature measurements on PP I. With the low heat fluxes of 2 BTU/hour-ft or less, the wall thermal capacity was sufficient to require that the temperature data used for MLI evaluation be taken when essentially steady state heat transfer conditions prevail. Such con-ditions were found at extreme values of Beta angle (iY5 degrees or more) when, in the solar inertial attitude, the external thermal environment changes were small over a period of several days. Because of the relatively large change in temperature represented by one data bit, a large number of readings was required in order to determine the critical foam temperature difference with some degree of accuracy. A further limitation was the availability of suitable data resulting from the intermittent operation of Low Level Multiplexer B through which data from sensors '~7101 and C7162 were transmitted. 
Suitable data were obtained for nearly all of DaY 176 at the beginning of the first storage period and for several periods totalling about 72 hours from DaY 325 through 330 during SL-4. The average conductance values from these data were as follows: 
* 
Tf ~ Forward Dome Temperature - Foam Interior Temperature 
** 
Tm = MLI Exterior TemperatuT! - FOl:l~ard Dome Temperature 
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The conductances at PP I and PP III differed 
significantly, because conduction which was sensitive to local compres-
sion, nearby joints, button fasteners, and penetrations comprised over 
90 percent of the MLI heat transfer. The desigJ} requirement called for 
a conductance of not more than 0.02 BTU/hour-ft2 - OF or nearly twice the 
largest value above. Combining worst case values for errors in foam 
conductance and measured Delta T' s, the MLI conductance ,7as still less 
than the design maximum value. 
(2) MDA Multilayer Insulation. The MDA multilayer 
insulation was not thermally instrumented for subsystem performance 
evaluation. However, the MDA internal wall temperature d .. ta indicated 
that the insulation limited the structural heat loss to levels which 
enabled thermal management with the available heater power. 
(3) AM Thermal Insulation. The AM passive insulation 
systems were also "lot instrumented for subsystem performance evaluation. 
As in the case of the MDA, the AM thermal curtain and other insulation 
systems limited the heat leak such that internal wall temperatures were 
maintained "ithin desired limits. 
c. OWS Heat Pipes. The purpose of the OWS heat pipes was 
to provide energy to certain areas of the OWS tankwall to maintain them 
above the predicted 550 F maximum dewpoint temperature. However, those 
areas did not approach 550 F due to the meteoroid shield anomaly, and 
the heat pipes were not required. 
There was no temperature instrumentation for heat pipe 
performance evalnatiort. However, there uas a plan to estimate heat pipe 
performance based on wall temperature and portable sensor measurements 
on the heat pipes. Since the loss of th •• meteoroid shield significantly 
altered the anticipated temperature distJ:ibutions, i.t was not possible 
to use these techniques due to localized uncertainties in the external 
environment. An evaluation procedure was proposed during the flight 
which involved the crew removing one heat pipe and applying known 
temperature gradients to evaluate its performance in "0" g. This pro-
posed procedure was rejected due to the crew time that was required. 
d. Thermal Coatings 
(1) OWS 
(a) S-13G Paint 
I Installation. The aft three feet of the 
OWS aft skirt (figure 4-63)-;- was painted with the S-13G paint to provide 
passive thermal control of electrical and attitude control equipment con-
tained in this nonpressurized region of the OWS. In selected areas of 
the white aft skirt, blac!t Cat-a-lac epoxy enamel paint stripes (CI./E= 1.0) 
were used for further thermal control. 
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The optical property measurement of the 
S -13G after application were 0.2 and 0.9 for a. and e: respectively. 
The optical properties of the Cat-a-lac black paint were not measured 
at installation. 
2 Prelaunch Measurements. Optical property measure-
ments of the black and white surfaces were made prelaunch to assure.pro-
per thermal control of the associated electronic components during orbit. 
The following table summarizes optical property specifications and 
measured values. 
Specification KSC 
Description Parameter Value Measurement 
S-13G White Emittance 0.85 min 0.92 
Paint Solar Absorptance 0.22 max 0.21 to 0.25 
Cat-a-lac Emittance 0.85 min 0.91 
Black Paint Solar Absorptance 0.85 min 0.93 
The range of solar absorptance values were higher 
than the allowable sper;ification for the S -13G white paint. Ho,qever, 
these conditions were 3etermined to be acceptable since the emittance 
of the white paint was 0.92 which maintained approximately the same a./e: 
ratiO, resulting in no significant change in the desired thermal con-
trol range. 
:! Orbital Ins.ertion Data. Orbital temperature data 
from a temperature measurement on the aft skirt located 320 from the 
normal solar vector was utilized to evaluate the ultraviolet and proton 
degradation effects on the white paint solar absorptance. A thermal 
model simulating the aft skirt structure in the vicinity of the trans-
ducer was set up to assess the effects of paint degradation. 
The retrorocket firing to effect stage separation 
resulted in plume contamination of the S-13G paint on the aft skirt. 
The contamination, consisting of particle deposition, was viSibly evident 
on photographs taken of the white painted surface during fly-around maneu-
vers prior to the docking of the first Skylab crew. The contrast between 
the whita painted surfaces under the SAS Beam Fairing Number 1 that was 
p~otected during retrofire, and the skirt surfaces around it was qlearly 
visible. The plume contamination primarily affected the at while the e:, 
being initially high, was not substantially increased. 
Plume contamination effects on the white paint 
caused degradation that was dependent upon the plume flm~ impingement 
angle and the separation distance during ataging. Assuming the aft 
skirt surface could be approximated locally by a flat plate surface 
4-92 
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parallel to the plume flow, the Arnold Engineering Deveiupment Center test data of Reference 4-1 and figure 4-64 .1as used to predict the severity of the degradation. On this basis, the plum.e degradation effect on transducer (C7189) lccated at Station 218 resulted in an increase of CI. from the initial range of 0.21 to 0.25 to a value of CI. = 0.34. 
Orbital flight data taken within four hours after orbital inseration showed further CI. degradation to a '''lue of 0.37. This condition was consistent with test data of Reference 4-2 which showed a high proportion of the UV and proton damage to S-13G white paint occurred "ithin five hours of exposure to simulated solar sources. 
, ~ Post Orbit Insertion Data. Orbital temperatures for surfaces viewing the Sun followed a cyclic temperature profile. As shown in figure 4-65, the aft skirt thermal model closely simulated the flight data for IXlY 250, (Beta = 00 ). Peak cyclic temperatures for Beta = 00 conditions starting at IXlY 157, through IXlY 343, were plotted (figure 4-66) to determine the optical property de~Ladation and seasonal solar intensity fluctuation effects. The flight temperatures were com-pared with calculated temperatures for white paint with CI. = 0.38, 0.40, and 0.42, generated for the following seasonal variations: 
<'Iso1ar qIR 
BTU/hour-ft2 BTU/hour-ft2 
Summer Solstice 415 72.6 
Autumnal Equinox 429 75.1 
Winter Solstice 444 77.7 
For a constant value of CI. the ana1y~ical seasonal temperatm:e variation is seen in figure 4-66 to be substantially less than that of the flight data. The data clearly showed a solar absorp-tance degradation during this time. period. Starting at summer solstice the analytical data indicate: 
Summer Solstice 0.39 
Aut~nmal Equinox 0.41 
Winter Solstice 0.42 
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Censidering an initial erbital white paint abserp-tance value ef 0.34 and reflecting the retrerecket plume centaminatien, the degradatien effect ( a/a' ) nermalized te erbital insertien is shewn in figure 4"67 in terms ef selar expesure time. Cempared ;7ith design te~t data, the flight data were seen te cempare well te the test data ef Reference 4-3 but were lower than the degradatien ra.te given in Reference 4-2. It sheuld be neted, however, that the design test data were fer an S·13G surface while the flight data were fer a plume centaminated S-13C surface. 
(b) Z-93 Paint 
1:. Installatien. Z-93 ;lhite paint was applied te the anti-selar side ef the OWS selar array panels te reduce albede abserptien. The; Z-93 was stable and had the le,v a (0.2) and high E ·(0.9) required te keep the selar array relatively 1010101 te maxi-mize its electrical plOwer generation capability. Five mils ef Z-V3 peint were applied te the selar panel, which censisted ef twe 2024-T81 aluminum face sheets en a 0.375 inch 5052-0 aluminum hex cell. 
The eptical preperties ef the Z-93 paint were menitered by a ceuper., painted at the same time as the selar array panel, and p~~kaged in the same envirenment. The average preperties ef the newly painted Z-93 r-urfaces were 0.18 and 0.90 fer a and E re3pectively. 
~ Prelaunch Measurements. The Z-93 paint ceupen was. measured at KSC prier te the installatien ef the selar array en the OWS·. The KSC measurement average values ef 0.19 a.nd 0.90 fer Il and E respectively, indicated ne significant eptical preperty changes, as expected. The selar array was purged with dry nitregen fellewing OWS installation. Therefere, it \Vas assumed that ne further degradatien eccurred prier te launch. 
3 Orbital D~ta. The Z-93 paint en SAS Wing 1 was enclesed by the beam/fairing during beest se that it was net expesed te beest centaminatien lOr te S-II/S"IV seperatien retrerecket plume centaminatien. Selar array temperature sensers C7147 and C7242 were selected fer comparisen T:lith predicted temperatures at ze're degree Beta angle cenditions. As shewn in figure 4-68, senser C7242 was lecated en Wing Sectien 3 adjacent te the OWS stage and censequently recerded higher temperatures than senser C7147 located en Wing Sectien 1, which was not influenced a,s much by the IR interchange frem the stage. 
Figure 4-68 presents the calculated maximum transducer temperatures acceunting for the seasenal variatien ef selar constant. The Z-93 paint a and 
€ values ef 0.20 and 0.93, respectively, were used in the analysis. The analysis assumed that the selar array had 
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fully charged the ~J1 batteries during the early ~art of the orbital 
daylight and consequently was not generating electrical power at the 
time of peak temperature (orbital noon). The energy normally converted 
to electrical power was then dissipated as heat, raising the solar 
array temperature. 
The correlation of flight data and analysis 
was generally good. It is noted that the measurements were lower than 
the predicted temperatures during the later part of the mission e.g., 
DOY 342. This deviation resulted from the fact that on those days, con-
trary to the general analysis assumption, electrical power was being 
generated throughout the sunlight portion of the orbit due to increased 
power demands to perform the EREP maneuvers. The sensitivity of the 
analysis to C( was also investigated. Results indicated that if .:4 
had degraded from 0.2 to 0.3 during the mission, the solar array temper-
atures would have increased about 50 F for a fixed solar constant. There 
was no progressive increase in solar array temperatures during the 
mission. It H'as apparent that no major degradation of z-93 paint opti-
cal properties occurred. 
(c) Goldized Kapton Tape 
1 Installation Properties 
The goldized Kapton tape was installed ~n 
the external surface of the habitation area sidewall to provide a low 
emittance (6) surface. This surface, in combination with the black and 
,qhite painted meteoroid shield originally covering it, was tn have pro-
vided the desired heat balance to meet crew comfort and other thermal 
control requirements within the habitation area. The six-inch wide 
tape, Mystic 4017, consisting of 680 angstroms of gold on a one mil 
Kapton film backed with silicone adhesive, was installed in butted 
circumferential bands on the habitation area side,qalls. The tape was 
installed by a controlled application procedure which included air 
bubble removal between the tape and the siC:e,qall surface. The gold 
surface of the tape ,qas protected by a plastic film until just prior 
to installation of the meteoroid shield in October 1973. 
Extensive measurements were made of the 
gold tape 6 after installation on the habitation area sidewall. The 
average value from 50 measurements was 0.03. 
The measurements of the installed goldized 
Kapton were made at KSC from March 31, 1973 to April 13, 1973. Measure-
ments were made at four. general locations and values obtained were 0.022, 
0.022, 0.036 and 0.040. An average of the four measurements gave 0.030 
which agreed well with data obtained from new material as well as that 
obtained shortly after installation. No data were taken for solar 
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absorptance (a) since the Kapton surface was not designed to be ex-
posed to direct solar impingement or albedo. Measurements of a for 
samples of the goldized Kapton gave a value of approximately 0.15. 
Therefore, a reasonable estimate of the optical properties at liftoff 
was alE = 0.15/0.03. 
2 Orbital Properties Prior to Sunshade 
Deployment 
Following orbital insertion, the main 
complicatinn in evaluating the g~ld tape optical properties was that 
the temperature instrumentation on the suns ide of the vehicle went 
off-scale high because of the higher than expected heat fluxes, result-
ing in ill-defined boundary temperatures for the OWS heat balance. Two 
evaluation methods were employed to determine optical properties for 
the period immediately after insertion on DaY 134. A small scale ther-
mal model was used to analyze the large transient response of the 
Position plane I internal and external temperature data before their 
respective maximum temperature scales of l200 F and' 1900 F were exceeded. 
For the transient analysis of Position 
plane I, temperature data taken at MDAC Stations 319, 420, and 460 
approximately 75 minutes after liftoff were utilized to estimate the 
optical property values. The data consisted of the outboard and in-
board surface temperature responses of the tank Sidewall foam insulation 
on the Position Plane. During the time period chosen, sunlight was 
directly incident on the area. The thermal model was used to solve 
for the tank sidewall temperatures for a given set of external surface 
optical properties. From this postflight evaluation utilizing a solar 
flux of 419 BTU/hour-ft2 an~ an albedo of 0.3, it was found that at 
MDAC Station 420 and a and e of 0.175 and 0.035, respectively, best 
matched the flight data as shown in figure 4-69. Similar analyses of 
the temperature data at MDAC Station 460 and 319 gave a/-, values of 
0.165/0.03 and 0.21/0.05, respectively. The optical property variation 
with the longitudinal station was indicative of a decreasing degradation 
effect from retrorocket plume contamination with increasing distance 
from the plume source. The results of the transient response analyses 
of Position Plane I as well as the overall heat balance analyses using 
the OWS thermal model were indicative of a degradation in the gold tape 
a and e. Surface degradation of the tape is verified by photographs 
which indicated contamination from the retrorockets fired during separ-
ation of the QWS from the Saturn 8-II stage, scratches from the meteo-
roid shield and bubbling on the Position Plane I side of the vehicle, 
probably resulting from the high temperature occurring befo-re deployment 
of the sunshade. 
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2. Orbital Properties After Sunshade Deploy-ment 
The evaluation of the gold tape properties following sunshade deployment was difficult in that there were many para-meters strongly influencing the habitation area heat balance which could not be individually assessed in any given period. The changes during the mission in orbital sunlight fraction, angle between the orbit plane and the solar vector (Beta), habita':ion area waste heat loads and cooling, shading from partial deployment' of the two different sunshade configur-ations, deployment of SAS Wing 1, and variations in the solar and albedo flux led to a very complex set of conditions to analyze. 
Based on temperature data taken on DOY 244 during an Earth Resources maneuver which resulted in large temper-ature transients in the Position Plane IV area, the gold tape a and 6 at MDAC Station 389 were calculated to be 0.27 and 0.05, respectivelyz 
(see figure 4:69). For this analysis a solar flux of 426 BTU/hour-ft was used. A Similar analysis of temperature data taken during a maneu-ver to photograph a barium cloud on DOY 331, was indicative of the same calculated optical properties. 
An analysis of temperature data taken at MDAC Stations 319 and 389 in the Position plane II area during two con-secutive Earth Resources passes on DOY 258, indicated gold tape optical properties at Station 319 of 0.35 and 0.10 for a and 6, respectively, and 0.30 and 0.06 for Station 389 as indicated by the correlation in figu're 4-70. A solar flux of 428 BTU/hour-ft2 was used in the aI1!llysis. 
In late December 1973, and in January 1974, a series of Kohoutek comet viewing maneuvers and Earth Resources maneu-vers were performed. These maneuvers again exposed the Position II area to direct sunlight, resulting in large temperature transients because of the high Beta angles and associated large orbital sunlight fractions. The analyses of these temperature transients at MDAd Stations 319 and 389 indicated an a of 0.35 and an 6 of 0.10 for Station 319 and 0.30 and 0.06 respectively, for Station 389. A solar flux of 441 BTU/hour-ft2 was assumed. The data correlation for DOY 009 (1974) is Sh01VIl in figure 4-71. 
~ Data Summary. The calculated optical properties cannot be considered as exact values because of the potential errors associated with the accuracy of the temp~rature data and vehicle attitude history during maneuvers. However, the results are valid for determining variations and establishing trends in the optical properties over a period of time. The computed optical properties are also sensi-tive to the orbital heat flux. The solar flux used lQaS the nominal value 
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based on the distance from the Earth to the Sun for the particular season of the year being considered. The transient analyses were not sensitive to the values of albedo and Earth IR assumed. 
The gold tape optical property data are summarized in figure 4-72 and Table 4.8. The results show the effect of two parameters, retrorocket plume contamination and exposure time to the orbital environment. The results presented for DOY 134 are based on temperature data read from three longitudinal stations on PP I. They show that the degradation effect of the retrorocket plume impinge-ment decreases with increasing distance from the plume. Both Us and E are increased by the contamination. The results presented for DOYs 134, 244, 258 and 9 show the effect of orbit time on the optical properties. The trend indicated is an increase in U and ~ for the first 100 days and essentially constant values thereafter. 
(2) AM/MDA. The Z-93 coating on the AM radiator experienced discoloration as reported in the crew' debriefing and in the flyaround photographs. A discussion of the radiator coating is contained in Section VII. 
e. Evaluation of the OHS External Thermal Environment. During the SL-2 and SL-3 missions, analyses of the OHS thermal control system were performed to develop a thermal model which could be used to predict OHS temperatures and evaluate OWS the11nal performance. Changes to the thermal model were required as follows: removal of the OHS meteo-roid shield and removal of the solar arrays, addition of the nondeployed SAS Hing 1 and meteoroid shield beneath it, addition of the parasol solar shield, revision of SAS Hing 1 to the deployed configuration, revision of parasol coverage to 75 percent, and addition of the twin pole solar shield with additional covarage of 85 percent. 
Two trends l~ere noticed during SL-3 l~hich could not be explained until later. One trend was that increasing values of Beta (going from negative to positiv~ seemed to effect an increase in the OWS temperature. Additionally, it was noticed that the OWS temperature was not the same for a given Beta angle later in the mission. During the manned missions variations in the heat flux caused by maneuvers, vari-ations in the internal heat load and ECS cooling, and the thermal lag of the OWS complicated the analysiS to determine the cause of the trends. The heat leaks through the common bulkhead and forward dome were investi-gated and found not to be the cause of the trends. However, analysis did indicate that negative Beta angles were 2 to 40 F cooler than positive Beta angles due to the locations of SAS Hing 1 and the piece of the meteoroid shield near Position II. The SAS Hing and shield provided mOre blockage of incident albedo on the gold foil for a negative Beta angle than for a positive one. The absorbed heat rate for tha gold as a function of Beta is shown in Figure 4-73. Analytical results indicated the differ-ence in OHS temperature to be between 2 and 40 F depending on the absolute 
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TABLE 4. g GOLD TAPE OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
Orbital Solar 
Mission Flux Location 
~ Phase Btu/hour-ft2 (watt/m2) PP/MDAC Sta. Number 
134(1973) Prelaunch N/A Average Sidewall 
134 Orbital Insertion 419 1324 1/460 
134 Orbital Insertion 419 1324 1/420 
134 Orbital Insertion 419 1324 1/319 
134 Orbital Insertion 419 1324 Average Sidewall 
225 Oii-Urbit 424 1340 Average Sidewall 
234 On-orbit 424 1340 Average Sidewall 
244 On-orbit 426 1346 IV/389 
258 On-orbit 428 1352 II/319 
258 On-Orbit 428 1352 II/389 
331 On-Orbit 439 1387 IV/389 
9(1974) On-Orbit 44~ 1394 II/319 
9(1974) On-orbit 441 1394 II/389 
* Based on measured as for new material. 
~*Average value based on measured E values at 4 sidewall locations. 
, 
~ 
as E aslE 
---
0.15* 0.03** 5.0 
0.165 0.03 5.5 
0.175 0.035 5.0 
0.21 0.05 4.3 
0.20 0.04 5.0 
0.21 0.04 5.3 
0.21 0.04 5.3 
0.27 0.05 5.4 
0.35 0.10 3.5 
0.30 0.06 5.0 
0.27 0.05 5.4 
0.35 0.10 3.5 
0.30 0.06 5.0 
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value of Beta. However, no explanation could be made initially for the higher Beta angles being hotter than~eta ~O. 
During the SL-3 storage period these trends continued as shown in figure 4-74. Since the internal heat loads and vehicle attitude were constant, the cause of the 90 F variation in temperature had to be changes in the external environment. Analytical predictions utilizing the nominal solar constant (429 B'ru/hour-ft2- OF), albedo (0.3), and Earth infrared radiation (75.5 BTU/hour-ft2- OF) did not yield the trend experienced by the OWS as shown in figure 4-74. Each of these contributors to the orb~tal heat flux were investigated to determine their relative importan~e. 
The solar constant was known to be increasing about 2 percent. during this time period but this fact did not explain the trend of rising temperatures with increasing Beta and decreasing temperature with decreasing Beta. It was determined that a 2 percent change in the solar I~onstant lvould only change the OWS temperature 1/20 F. The e'ffect of the 1 percent uncertainty in the solar constant would change the OWS interna,l temperature an additional 1/4°F. Therefore, variations ::'n the solar constant did not explain the trends. A review of the information on the variation in the Earth infrared (IR) heat flux yielded data given in figure 4-75, as a function of the latitude of the orbit and seeson of the year. The Skylab vehicle was in a 50 degree inclination orbit. so its orbit always cycled between 500 N and 500 S latitude. Additionally, the seasonal variation during the entire year was very small ( 1 pe~cent) when integrated over the region bettveen 500 N and 500 S latitude. Thla Earth IR variation during the SL-3 storage period should have been less than the yearly variation. Since 'only approximately five percent of the Earth IR was absorbed by the gold (8 ~ 0.05), and since IR comprized only 13 percent of the total heat flux, the known variation in IR was concluded to have a negligible effect on the OWS internal temperature. 
The variation in albedo as a function of latitude and season of the year is given in figure 4-76. Using the Beta angle his-tory and the expected albedo as a function of latitude, a history of the albedo at orbital noon was constructed (figure 4-77). The OWS ther-mal model was run using the variation in albedo from figure 4-77. Since the major contribution of albedo heating occurs st or near orbital noon, this value was used in the analysis. Additionally, it was not practical to run a transient analysis for such a long time, so steady state solu-tions were determined for several sets of Beta angles and albedo con-ditions. 
Since the OWS internal temperat:ure lagged the predicted steady state value for any particular day, only at those times when the OWS temperature versus time curve had a zero slope was the OWS internal 
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temperature at steady state. Therefore, the steady state predictions could be checked by plotting the steady state predictions and the flight data as shown'in figure 4-78. Since the flight data had a zero slope at the point the two curves crossed, the steady state predictions checked with the flight data. It was concluded therefore, that the assamed values for albedo from figure 4-76 and "~-77 were correct and this ~7as the reason the temperature increased at the higher Beta angles 
Because of the variation of albedo with Beta angle·and season, the ONS performance for a long duration mission was not a simple function of Beta angle. The increase in albedo with latitude in con-nection I\'ith the higher Beta anglefl was counteracted by the decrease in the amount of albedo incident to the vehicle with increasing Beta angle. The relative importance of these two effects determined whether the aVIS temperature increased ,or decreased with Beta angle. 
In conclusion, the only parameter (other than the physical configuration) which explained the ONS temperature trend was the albedo. Although the albedo variation was well within the ±2a (.3 + .12) design criteria values, the changes in albedo had a signifi-cant-effect on the OWS temperatures due to the high rY./e ratio of the gold foil. During the SL-4 mission, the variation in albedo with latitude was therefore taken into account for flight predictions with measurable success. 
f. Component Thermal Environments and Test Levels. OVIS components were tested at ±3a predicted temperatures during the development and qualification program. These temperatures were exceeded for many components located internal to the ONS due to the meteoroid shield/high temperature anomaly. A fe~q components located in the for-~qard and aft skirt areas may have exceeded their maximum qualification test levels by as nruch as looF due to ~varme:r flight environments than p:redicted. However, no components were determined to have failed or performed in a degraded manner due to thermal conditions. Component test temperature levels based on the ±3 a external environments were, in retrospect, appropriate. There was no indication that the vehicLe experienced these ±3a environment extremes, but components did experience or exceed the test temperature levels due to unforeseen events such as the meteoroid shield loss and the excessive degradation of the S-13G paint on the aft skirt. The following contains a summary of the component. thermal analyses and assessments performed during tce mission. 
.~ complete thermal assessment of electrical components in OWS systems was made prior to SL-3 launch. This assessment included the effects of the high temperature anomaly experienced during the first t~qO dRYS after SL-l launch, EREP maneuvers, and retrorocket plume con-tamination observed by photograph. The electrical systems components included in this assessment were from the following systems: 
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(1) Power Distribution 
(2) Pressure Control 
(3) SAS 
(4) TACS 
(5) Uommunications 
(6) Experiments 
(7) TCS 
(8) CIliW 
(9) Illumination 
(10) Refrigeration 
(11) Electrical Command 
(12) Food Management 
(13) Waste Management 
(14) Water Management 
(15) Telt'metry 
(a) Pressure control, TACS, Experiment Accommoda-
tion, Refrigeration, Waste Management, Water 
System 
(16) Ventilation Control 
(17) Storage Items 
In this assessment, the temperature experienced by each 
electrical component in each system during the time from orbit insertion 
un~il after system activation by the crew was reviewed and compared with 
its high operational or non-operational qualification temperature depend-
ing on whether the component ,~as operational or non-operational during 
this time. No components in either the forward or aft skirt areas were 
determined to have exceeded their high qualification temperatures. All 
components interior to the OWS which were determined to have exceeded 
their high qualification temperatures were re-evaluated. As a result 
of this re-evaluation, it,~as determined that none of these components 
had reached temperatures which caused failure or malfunction of the 
component. 
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Subsequent to the SL-3 mission assessment, it l~as determined from studying the flight data that the temperature of the external surface of the forward dome insulation (NLI) was higher than the preflight predictions. Consequently, components in the forward ski"t area could be 100F higher during the SL-4 mission than had been originally predicted for their high operational temperatu~es. The effect of this possible increase in temperature was evaluated and fount! to be acceptable. Since there was insufficient temperature instrumenta-tion in the forl~ard skirt area to determine cOlnponent temperatures from flight data, actual temperature of the components during SL-4 l~ere un-knmm. No cotnponents located in the forward sldrt area failed during SL-4. 
An analysis of worst case maximum temperatures expected during SL-4 for electronic components mounted on the aft skirt was also performed, based on flight data which indicated that the S-13G thermal control coating had degraded due to retrorocket J?lume contamination, and further degradation could occur due to prolonged solar exposure. The reV{B1~ of aft skirt electronic module temperatures for SL-4 worst-case conditions revealed that the RS secondary bypass controller monitor module and instrumentation system 5 volt modules could exceec:\ their maximum qualification temperature (2l00 F) by 250 F. Although all sub-components and materials within the modules had design limits of 257oF, failure analyses of the components were performed to define system impacts. HOli'eVer, the aft skirt S-13G paint apparently did not continue to degrade; and the SL-4 temperatures for these ccr.:ponents ~V'ere 200 F cooler than the lV'orst case predictions. Both modules performed satis-factorily during SL-4. 
Except for excessive 02 bottle temperatures which are discussed in Section V, examination of flight data revealed no cotnpon-ents in the HDA or AHwhich exceeded thermal qualification limits. 
g. OHS Temperature Instrumentation. Program consider-ations dictated that telemetry instrumentation be limited. Consequently the number of temperature measurements required for the Thermal Control System performance evaluation was minimi:;;ed, and the temperature measure-ments to provide fOl;"ard and aft skirt electrical component temperatures and envirorunents l~ere deleted. Recagni2:ing this basis, the flight temp-erature instrumentation is discussed in terms of its usefulness in pro-viding system performance and flight status. 
(1) Thermal Control System. The temperature sensors installed. in the OHS to evaluate the perfol1nance of the Therma.l Control System produced the expected data quality. They li'ere, for the most part, properly located for their intended purposeRand lV'ere in SUfficient num-ber to provide the necessary data. For l?urpose's of detel:lllil'ling temper-ature levels, the instrumentation accuracy (Table 4.9) was adequate. 
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TAllLE 4.9 IlIjSTRUMENTATION ERROR SUHHARY 
Transducer 
Total System Temperature Measurement Part Location Error Range Error No. No, (%) (OF) (OF) 
07011 1B75673-5l7 Heteoroid Shield + 2.16 
-250 to 400 + 14.04 thru (T,ost at L/O + 63 Sec) C70l8 
07049 & IB75673-507 Habitation Area + 2.32 
-10 to 190 + 4.64 All Ext. (-505 Bridge) Sidewall 
Tank 
XDucers 
C7057 & 1B75673-507 Interior Sidewall ± 2.35 o to 120 + 2.82 All Int. (-507 Bridge) 
Wall 
XDucers 
, -f" 
,:~ 
'-';" 
i 
C7100/1 IB75673-5l3 HPI Ex:terior ± 2.17 
-110 to 290 + 8.68 
ii 
" (-501 Bridge) , ~ I 
;1 
C7162/3 1B75673-513 Forward Dome Ex:terior ± 2.35 o to 120 ± 2.82 
"~. '1 (;"507 Bridge) 
r, 
?~ C710617 1B75673=-507 Forward Dome Interior ± 2.35 o to 120 ± 2.82 
C718l & 1B75673-507 Common Bulkhead ± 2.35 o to 120 ± 2.82 All Int. Interior Surface CBH 
.j>- XDucers ~ 
I-' 
C7179 & IB75673-507 C~on Bulkhead! ± 2.35 o to 120 ± 2.82 
\0 
All Foam/ Foam Interface CBH 
XDucers 
, 
1 , 
j 
I 
.... _"'----- 1 
I 
t 
I 
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For purposes of determing heat flux utilizing the temperature differ-ence (Delta T) of adjacent sensors, the instrumentation yielded errors as large as 60 percent using Delta T across the sidewall foam. Temper-ature sensors used as a set to calculate Delta T'e were placed on the same multiplexer where possible in order to reduce the relative error for determining the temperature difference. This cut the error range approximately one-half across the foam insulation, for example. 
For purposes of determing habitation area heat-ing rates, it would have been desirable to have had a number of DeUa T sensors and/or heat flux gauges to supplement the temperature sensors. This was particularly true for the habitation area sidewall and forward dome where Delta T's acrosss the foam insulation .,ere generally less than lOoF. 
The loss of the ONS meteoroid shield during launch caused high temperature conditions in orb.it beyond that which could reasonably be designed into the instrumentation range. The shield loss caused items such as the film vault, ambient food storage lockers and internal insulation to exceed their design temperatures and to exceed the range of associated instrumentation. Therefore, it became necessary to approximate the temperature of these items with the temperature instrumentation which remained on-scale. It is appar-ent that from data requirements during this period as .vell as after Sun shade deployment "hen measurements were back on-scale it .,ould have been highly desirable to provide temperature instrumentation directly on the film vault and the ambient food racks rather than estimating these temperatures from .,all and ceiling measurements. 
Installation of the Wardroom window· sensor 07293 and C7294 in closer proximity to the .vindow heater element would have allowed these sensors tJ be more useful in determining the operation of the .,indow heater. Such an installation, hmvever, was precluded by viewing conSiderations. 
(2) Components. No instrumentation was allocated for components except on the TAOS manifolds. It was apparent from mission support experience, e.g., questions related to the temperature status of components such as Mux "B", f'1Se modules, and other mission or reliability critical components, that additional instrumentation at key locations would have been useful for the purpose of troubleshooting. To establish the general environment of the forward skirt, one additional temperature sensor at PP I, approximately Station 650, .,ould have been invaluable. This .,ould have provided data .,hich, together with the aft s:tirt temperature data oould have been used to evaluate the thermal performance of the .,hite (S-13G) thermal control paint with and without retrorocket plume degradation. It lvould also have been desirable to have selected temper"ture measurements on critical components located on typical mounting panels of differing passive thermal control design. 
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One sensor on a component on the gold shrouded signal conditioning panels, e.g., a multiplexer, and another sensor on a TACS electronics panel com-' ponent, e.g., a 10 amp mag latch relay module would have provided suffic-ient information to assess all forward skirt mounted components. The aft skirt sensors C7189 and 7190 together with the TACS manifold sensors C7261 and C7262 provided sufficient data to adequately assess the ther-mal status of all aft skirt mounted components. 
(3) SAS. Temperature instrumentation was strategic-ally located on SAS panels to provide cell temperatures and cell.temper-ature gradients in support of inflight SAS power performance analysis. The selected locations and numbers were adequate for this purpose. 
The SAS deployment system design and deployment scheme were developed to account for many contingencies including back-up deployment, ground station coverage, thermal deformation effec,t, and beam/fairing and wing actuator/damper tempe~ature conditions. Under normal operation, no deployment-related temperature instrumentation would have been required. As it was, with the meteoroid shield failure and the delayed SAS Wing Number 1 deployment, temperature sensors on beam/fairing actuator/damper and the wing actuator/dampers would have been extremely useful in determining flUid temperature conditions for contingency deployment. 
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SECTION V. GAS SUPPLY SYSTEH 
A. System Configuration 
The AH Gas Supply System configuration is shown in figure 5-l. Gaseous oxygen "as stored in six cylindrical metal lined fiberg1a'ls tanks located on the Fixed Airlock Shroud. Gaseous nitrogen was' stored in six spherical titanium tanks located in pairs on three of the fiS;~r A)of trusses. A total of 6113 pounds of oxygen was loaded of which 5432 pounds were considered useable at specification limits. A total of 1630 pounds of nitrogen was loaded of which 1439 pounds 
were considered useable at specification limits. The oxygen tan1cs 
"ere pressurized prelaunch to pressures ranging between 2978 and 3013 PSIA with temperatures ranging from 67.7 to 71.6 deg. F. The nitro-gen tanks were pressurized prelaunch to pressures ranging from 2904 to 2990 PSIA with temperatures ranging from 63.9 to 70.1 deg. F. 
The six 02 tanks were connected into common tubing with check valves provided dmmstream of each tank to prevent loss from other tanks if one tank should 1ealt. From the tanks, the 02 passed first through a common 10 micron absolute filter and then into two paral-lel latching solenoid valves. These solenoids couJ~ be operated by ground command or by the crew. They were opened. by ground command for each mission pressurization and remained open until the begin-ning of each storage period. A bleed orifice was provided around the two latching solenoids to equalize the pressures on either side of the solenoids when closed to prevent high pressure oxygen surges when the valves were reopened. 
Downstream of the two latching solenoids was another orifice which limited the flow into the cluster to 5 1b/min. maximum in the evant of a rupture of an internal h:igh pressure line. The gas then flowed into the 120 PSIG regulator assembly "hich contained two parallel, redun-dant, shutoff toggle type valves, 120 PSIG re~11ators. relief valves and check valves. A 10 micron filter was also inc1uaed at the inlet of the assembly and was common to both parts. Each regulator was de-sigoed to provide 02 flo" rates of 22.8 1b/hour minimum at a nominal output pressure of l20±10 PSIG "ith supply pressures of 300 to 3,000 PSIA. The 02 then pa"sed through a heat exchanger on the exterior of the AH where the 02 was controlled to a temperature of 40 deg. F to 65 deg. F depending on AH cooling system loads. The 02 "as then split into three paths. The first went into the 02/N2 Two-Gas Control System, described later in this section. The second "ent to the t"o parallel 02 fill solenoid vall'es which were used to supply 02 for HDA/ AH pressurization, for OWS pressurization, and for 02 partial pres-sure sensor calibration. The third path "ent to the three IVA qUick disconnects located in the STS and to the four EVA quick disconnects located in the AH Lock Compartment. 
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Figure 5-1. Gas Supply System 
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The six nItrogen tanks were separated into three modules on the AM trusses. Each tank had a check valve to prevent excessive loss of N2 due to lea!cage in anyone tank. Tanks 1 and 2 ,~ere manifolded together and were used for M509/T020 experiment propellant tank fill topoff to as close as possible to 3,000 PSIA. Orifices "er:a provided in the experiment bottle pressurization system to limit the maximum flO\~ to 5 1b/min. Th", -remaining four tanks were manifolded together and served the N2 cluster supply system as described be1~N. The two tanks "hich were dedicated to Ms09/T020 topoff could be routed to the cluster supply system via manual shutoff valves if requir~d, 
Nitrog"n from the supply tanks passed through a 10 micron abso-lute filter and then into two parallel latching solenoid valves which ,~ere opened "henever cluster pressurization ,~as required and remained open during all manned phases of the mission. Next the N2 passed through an orifice which limited the flow to 5 1b/min. in the event of a rupture of an internal line. The N2 then flOl~ed to the 150 PSIG regLlator assembly, "hich contained the same type components as the 120 PSIG 02 regulator assembly. However the N2 relief valves were connected to an overboard vent line whereas the 02 relief valves 
relieved into the cabin. The regulator assembly (either regulator) was designed to flOl~ 22.8 1b/hour minimum at 150 ± 10 PSIG outlet pressure with supply pressures of 300 to 3,000 PSIA. The N2 gas then split into five paths. The first path "ent to the 02/N2 Two-Gas Control System, which is described in the following paragraphs. The second path went to the N2 fill valves, which provided for AM/MDA pressurization, for OWS pressurization, and for 02 partial pressure sensor calibration. The next path provided N2 for the Molecular Sieve pneumatics. Another path provided N2 for the 5 psia N2 regu-lator, which maintained a positive pressure on the EVA/IVA and ATM C&D/EREP Cooling System Reservoirs. The final path supplied ISO PSIG N2 to the OWS where it was used to supply experiments Ml71 and M092 and also to feed a 35 PSIG regulator which supplied N2 pres sur-ant for the Ql.IS water supply tanks. 
Atmospheric total pressure was maintained and composition was controlled during the manned operation by the Two-Gas Control System. This system consisted of two series check valves, a pressure regu-lator assembly, an N2 3-"ay selector valve, two solenoid ',alves, three 02/N2 controll~rs, three P02 sensors, a sensor calibration housing, an orifice, a manual shutoff valve and various lines and fittings. 
Total pressure was maintained at 5.0 ± 0.2 PSIA by either of the t"o redundant cabin pressure regulators in the assembly. Both re-
mained open. The reilulator assembly had a flol~ capacity of 1.15 ± 0.15 lb/hour of 02 through either or both circuits with an outlet pressure of 4.8 to 5.2 PSIA. Nanua1 valves upstream of the cabin pressure 
regulators provided a means of shutting off the supply gas to either 
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one or both regulators. A ,.arning alarm was set to trigger if the cabin pressure dropped to 4.6 ±.l PSIA. A rapid delta l' Emergency Alarm was set if the cabin pressure began dropping at a rate of 0.1 PSI/min.or greater. 
Oxygen partial pressure was sensed as a basis for supplying 
ei ther 02 or N2 to the cabin pressure regulators. Ni trogen "'as sup-plied after 1'02 reached the upper end of the control range and oxy-gen was supplied after 1'02 reached the 101.er end of the control 
range. Considering ';he maximum width of the controller band and a tolerance cf ± 3% for the sensor/amplifier, the cluster 1'02 could be a mini.mum of 3.3 pSIA and a maximum of 3.9 pSIA when the system 
was ill. control. 
Three sensor/amplifier, controller systems were provided. One 
could be used for control, another for monitoring, and the third held in reserve as a backup for the other tl.o. 
Three 1'02 display gages were provided on 02/N2 Control Panel 225. Each indicator had a range of 0 to 6 PSI. The indicator ac-curacy was ± 2.0 percent of full scale or ± 0.12 PSI. 
A C&li alarm could be initiated from either the monitoring or 
controlling sensor at a nominal 1'02 of 3.05 pSIA to warn the crew of the 10'" 1'02' Because of the system tolerances discussed above, the C&li 1m. P02 alarm point could be 2.81 to 3.28 pSIA (see figure 5-2) • 
Tt-.a 1'02 sensor used in the r,.o-Gas Control System was provided 
",ith an inflight calibration check capability. This capability was provided by supplying a hinged 1'02 sensor calibration shroud and,a valve in the AH/MDA/OWS pressurization line to actuate either 02 or N2 gas flow to the 1'02 sensors. A reading equal to cabin total pres-sure should occur on the 1'02 meters while flowing pure 02 and a ",ero scale reading should occur while flO1<ing pure N2' The calibration shroud was positione" during launch so that it covered the 1'02 sen-sors. It was moved to the open position by the crew during activation of SL-2. 
The r,.D-Gas Control System was designed to be "fail-safe". Pure 02 ,.ould have been supplied to maintain total pressure in case of electrical po",er failure, most types of solenoid valve failures, and 1'02 sensor degradation. Redundant oxygen check valves, redundant nitrogen solenoid valves, and a nitrogen selector valve provided the capability to correct failures of the valving that determined which gas flo",cd to the cabin pressure regulators. 
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B. System Performance 
The AN Gas Supply System performed 'vi thin the prelaunch spe."-i-fied 1imLts except for the 150 PSIG N2 Regulator outlet pressure 
which drifted 10\'T and is discussed in detail in paragraph B.5 of this section. TIle fo110\'Ting paragraphs describe the performance of the various elements of the system. 
1. 02/N2 Storage System - The 02 Tanks lVere filled lVith 6113 pounds and the N2 T!U1ks to 1.630 pounds. Both of these were well above the minimum launch quantities of 5,611 1bs and 1,511 1bs. respect:Lvely. No detectable leakage in the tanks, external lines or valves lVas de-tected. Some stratification in the storage tanks was seen during the mi.ssion. It was particularly noticeable prior to launch of SL-2 IVhi1e the cluster \'Tas being maintained in off-nominal attitudes. During this time temperature and pressure transducers indicated that the mass in 02 tank 4 ,.as about 50-60 pounds greater than the mass launched, even though the first 02 pressurization (using about 257 pounds) had been completed. 
2. Gas Distribution System - TIle 120 ± 10 PSIG (125 ± 10 PSIA) regulator functioned lVithin its specification limits. A plot of the 120 PSIG 02 and the 150 PSIG N2 regulator outlet pressures are shOlvn in figure 5-3. 
The AN I< OWS Fill Valves and their pressure limiting switches functioned properly. Oxygen supply for EVA and IVA was nominal. The nitrogen supply to the No1e Sieve pneumatics, m09 recharge, and ex-periments operated properly throughout the mission. 
3. Two-Gas Control System - The two-gas control syste,n performed properly and operated "'ithin its design limits. When in control of the cluster pressure, the system maintained total pressure lVe11 lVithin the required limits (5 ± .2 PSIA) and at a relatively constant pres-
sure as can be seen from the total pressure history provided in figure 5-4. Since there were ·many events ",hich influenced total pres-sure and they played a ma,;or role in producing the vehicle press'lre ~istory of figure 5-4, a summary of the events has been compiled and is provided in Table 5.1. As a result of these events, the automatic system \'Tas not in control during much of the Sky lab missions. The ma-' 
,;ority of the pressure perturbations were caused by experiments M509 and T020 and crew or ground atmospheric management to prepare for or to recover from these eA~eriments. 
A comparison of preflight and flight cabin pressure regulator per-formance is provided in figure 5-5. The flo\'T provided ",as lVe11 lVithin the required range. 
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Table 5.1 Events Which Perturbed the 
Automatic 02/N2 Control System 
EVENT TIME (DOY:HR:MIN), MISSION 
CLUSTER LEi\K (TRASH AIRLOCK) 149:19:00 SL-2 
SL-2 EVA-I (LOCK DEPRESS) 158:15:15 8L-2 
CLUSTER LEAK (TRASH AIRLOCK) 163:15:00 SL-2 
CSM POLYCHOKE FLOW (ORIFICE #1) 166:21:00 8L-2 
CSM POLYCHOI<E FLOW (ORIFICE #2) 168:19:00 SL··2 
SL-2 EVA-2 (LOCK DEPRESS) 170:10:45 SL-2 
CLUSTER LEAK (TRASH AIRLOCK) 211:05:39 SL-3 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVllS 211:09:58 SL-3 
CLOSE MI/02 FILL VALVES 211:11:31 SL-3 
CLUSTER LEAK (SAL) 217:07:00 SL-3 
SL-3 EVA-I (LOCK DEPRESS) 218:17 :21 SL-3 
MS09 VENT #1 222:15:30 SL-3 
MS09 VENT #1 TERMINATED 223:15:30 SL-3 
MS09 VENT /12 224:18:00 SL-3 
MS09 VENT 112 TERNINATED 225:02:00 SL-3 
SL-3 MS09-1 PERFORHA1,CE 225:14:15 SL-3 
N509 VENT 1/3 225:18:56 SL-3 
MS09 VENT /13 TERMINATED 226:11:00 SL-3 
8L-3 MS09-2 PERFORl>lANCE 227:19:56 SL-3 
MS09 VENT 114 228:18:00 SL-3 
CSM POLYCHOKE FLOW (ORIFICE #1) 228:18:00 SL-3 /~ 
MS09 VENT /14 TERMINATED 229:03:06 SL-3 
SL-3 MS09-3 PElU'L '}lANCE 229:15:30 SL-3 
M509 VENT 115 230:14:00 SL-3 
OPEN AH/02 FILL VALVES 231:00:48 SL-3 
CLOSE Mf/02 FILL VALVES 231:02:30 SL-3 
SL-3 T020-1 PERFORMANCE 231:20:00 SL-3 
M509 VENT /15 TERMINATFJl 232:19:30 SL-3 
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Table 5.1 Events Which Perturbed the Automatic 
02/N2 Control System (Continued) 
EVENT 
--
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
MS09 VENT 1/6 
SL-3 MS09-4 PERFORMMICE 
MS09 VENT 1/6 TERMINATED 
MS09 Vent 117 
TERMINATE CSM POLYCHOKE FLOW (#1) 
MS09 VENT 117 TERMINATED 
SL-3 EVA-2 (LOCK DEPRESS) 
MS09 VENT 1/8 
COMMAND AM/02 FILL VALVES OPEN 
SL-3 MS09-5 PERFORMANCE 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
MS09 VENT !f8 TERMINATED 
SL-3 T020-1A PERFORMANCE 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
SL-3 MS09-4 (2ND PERFORMANCE) 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
OPEN AM/o2 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
OPEN AM/D2 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
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TIME (DOY:HR:MIN) 
232:21:44 
233:00:29 
233:02:00 
233:19:05 
233:23:29 
236:00:43 
236:02:36 
236 :14 :00 
236:16:15 
238:19:00 
238:19:00 
239:21:37 
240:00:01.. 
240:01:36 
240:14:00 
241:21:35 
243:01:12 
243:02:04 
243:18:00 
244:23:52 
245:00;57 
247:01:22 
247:02:28 
249:01:10 
249:02:35 
251:00:03 
251:01:10 
253:23:10 
254:00:13 
"T' ····-c·~~~···-·----·~~---~ ---I 
.... ____ ...L-
MISSION 
S1.-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
SL-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-2-
8L-3 
8L-3 
SL-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
8L-3 
SL-3 
8L-3 
SL-3 
SL-3 
SL-3 
SL-3 
SL-3 
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Table 5.1 Events Which Perturbed the Automatic 
02/N2 Control System (Co~tinued) 
EVENT 
---
SL-3 T020-2 PERFORMANCE 
CLUSTER LEAK (WASTE PROCESSOR) 
SL-3 EVA-3 (LOCK DEPRESS) 
CLOSE N2 FILL VALVES 
SL-4 EVA-1 (LOCK DEPRESS) 
CLUSTER LEAK (SAL VENT & REPRESS) 
CSM POLYCHOKE FLOW (ORIFICE #1) 
TERMINATE CSM POLYCHOKE FLOW (#1) 
SL-4 MS09-1C' PERFORMANCE 
OPEN tJ.'1/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
SL-4 MS09-2 PERFORMANCE 
SL-4 MS09-2C PERFORMANCE 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
SL-4 EVA-2 (LOCK DEPRESS) 
SL-4 EVA-3 (LOCK DEPRESS) 
SL-4 T020-1 PERFORMANCE 
SL-4 MS09-3C PERFORMANCE 
M5 09 VENT 119 
CLUSTER LEAK (-Z SAL) 
MS09 VENT 119 TERMINATED 
SL-4 MS09-3P PERFORMANCE 
OPEN AM/02 FILL VALVES 
CLOSE AM/02 FILL VALVES 
SL-4 T020 
AM & 02 FILL VALVES OPEN 
AM & 02.FILLVALVES CLOSED 
TIME(DOY:HR:MIN) 
256:20:55 
257:03:00 
265:11:18 
318:13 :00 
326:17:37 
329:23:00 
339:03:39 
31.0:02:00 
349:21:36 
351:21:58 
351:22:51 
354:23:00 
357:17:00 
358:21:04 
359:16:44 
363:17:23 
015:16:00 
017:20:00 
019:13:09 
019:14:00 
019:23:37 
020:23:00 
022:12:05 
022:13:18 
024:12:00 
025:00:00 
025:00:45 
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MISSION 
8L-3 
SL-3 
SL-3 
SL-3 , 
SL-4 
SL-4 
SL-4 
SL-4 
SL-4 
SL-4 
8L-4 
SL-4 
SL-4 
5L-4 
SL-4 
S1.-4 
SL-4 
8L-4 
SL-4 
SL-4 
8L-4' 
SL-4 
8L-4 
SL-4 
8L-4 
SL-4 
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Table 5.1 Eve'<ts Which Perturbed the Automatic 
02/N2 Control System (Concluded) 
~ TIME (DOY: HR:MIN) 
AM& 02 FILL VALVES OPEN 027:00:27 
AM & O2 FILL VALVES CLOSED 027:0]:56 
AM & 02 FILL VALVES OPEN 029 :20 :42 
AM & 02 FILL VALVES CLOSED 029:21:40 
CLUSTER LEAK (HMC VENT) 030:10:00 
AM & 02 FILL VALVES OPEN 031:00:13 
AM & 02 FILL VALVES CLOSED 031:01:19 
SL-4 EVA-4 (lIM DEPRESS) 034:15:13 
SL-4 ¥1.509-FSA 036:02:13 
SL-4 MS09-FSB 036:03:39 
AM & 02 FILL VALVES OPEN 037:02:15 
AM & 02 FILL VALVES CLOSED 037,03:15 
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Oxygen partial pressure control within the 3.6 ±.3 P8IA limit was provided when the two-gas control system was in control of the cluster balance. The above mentioned experiments as well as 0z addi-tions during EVA and IVA operations caused the limits to be violated slightly on occasion. A summary of 0z partial pressure history is provided in figure 5-6. During 8L-Z the lower limit of the POZ con-trol band was 3.46 P8IA and the upper limit was 3.67. During 8L-3 and' 8L-4, Ms09/TOZO experj,ments perturbated the cabin atmosphere suffi-c:Lently such that the control band could not be determined. A check on telemetry (TM) sensor Ozpartial pressure readings were provided by the experiment M171 mass spectrometer. The values compared well, and the data are provided in figure 5-7. 
4. OZ/N2 Consumable Usage - Figures 5-8 and 5-9 pr.esent the oxy-gen and nitrogen consumables usage profiles for the 8kylab mission. Table 5.Z present" a summary of the individual usages for each mis-sion, depicting how much of the Oz and NZ was used for each. As can be seen, Oz and NZ consumables were more than adequate and a consider-able quantity of gas remained after 8L-4. 
Preflight specification requirements indicated that 5,611 pounds of 0z would be loaded of which 681 pounds would be residual (based upon 300 P8IA and ° deg. F in each bottle) leaving a usable load of 4,930 pounds. To conduct a nominal mission, 3,865 pounds of 0z "'QuId be required leaving a usable margin of 1065 pounds at the end of 8L-4. The pre-flight data indicated that 6113 pounds of 0z h"d been loaded before liftoff. Based on the average 0z tank temperature seen during the flight, the residual 0z (at 300 PSIA) was 65Z pounds leaving a usable onboard at lift-off of 5461 pounds. The total amount of 02 used during the mission was 3437 pounds, leaving a usable margin of-ZOZ4 pounds at the end of 8L-4. 
Preflight specification requirements for the nitrogen system indicated that 1511 pounds of NZ would be loaded of which 191 pounds would be residual (based upon 300 PSIA and 0 deg. F in each bottle) leaving a usable load of 13Z0 pounds. To conduct a nominal mission, 770 pounds of NZ would be required, leaving a usable margin of 550 pounds of NZ at the end of 8L-4. 7:he preflight data indicated that a total of '1630 pounds of NZ had been load~d before liftoff. Based on the average NZ tanll temperatures seen during the flight, the residual NZ (at 300 P8IA) was 177 pounds, leaving a usable onboard at liftoff of 1453 pounds. The total amount of NZ used during the mission was 984 pounds, leaving a usable margin of 469 pounds at the end of 8L-4. 
At liftoff, a total of 50Z pounds of Oz and 119 pounds of NZ more than specification was onboard. Due to the average tank temp-eratures in orbit the residual Oz Was reduced by Z9 pounds and the 
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Figul'e 5-6a. SL-2 Partial Pressure of Oxygen Profile 
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Figure 5-6b. SL-3 Partial Pressure of Oxygen Profile 
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Figure 5-6c. SL-4 Pa,1:ial Pressure or Oxygen Profile 
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Tabie 5.2 02/N2 Consumab1es Summary 
PRESSURIZATION 
SL-1 PURGES 
GYRO 6-PACK PRESS. 
METABOLIC 
EVA 
EVA REPRESSURIZATION 
LEAKAGE (STRUCTURAL, 
NOLECULAR SIEVE, 
HISCELLANEOUS) 
MS09 VEN:rS 
-CSH POLYCHOKE 
TOTAL 
-
TOTAL GAS LOADED 
TOTAL GAS USED 
TOTAL GAS REMAINING 
TOTAL NON-USEABLE 
TOTAL USEABLE REMAIN-
ING AFTER SL-4 
SL-2 
O2 N2 
257 
254 329 
146 
101 
11 4 
126 61 
-77 
81S 394 
6113 
343.7 
2676 
652 
2024 
SL-3 SL-4 
O2 N2 O2 
222 45 246 
30 
324 456 
-
284 420 
17 6 23 
221 109 274 
171 82 8 
-68 
-9 
1171 242 1448 
1630 
984 
646 
177 
469 
TOTAL 
N2 O2 N2 
12 725 57 
254 329 
159 30 159 
926 
-
805 
8 51 18 
165 621 335 
~ 
4 179 86 
-154 
348 3437 984 
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residual N2 t.as reduced by 14 pounds, resulting in an increase of 
usable 02 of 53~. pounds and an increase of usable N2 of 133 pounds. 
The flight data showed that 428 less pounds of 02 were used than originally allot,ed, even though the duration of 1:'he mission was extended over a mon tho The da ta also shOt.ed that 214 more pounds of N2 t.ere used than originally planned. The major differences between preflight specification usage and actual flight usage were due to the extra 02 and N2 gas used for purging on SL-2 and the smaller flight leakage. The differences are discussed in more detail in the fol-lot.ing paragraphs. 
a. Pressurization - A total of 745 pounds of 02 and 98 pounds of N2 Has allocated for three pressurizations of the Orhital Assembly. A total of 725 pounds of 02 and 57 pounds of N2 were ac-tually used. 
b. SL-l Purges - Due to the purge requirements brought ahout by the high temperatures on the ot~s during SL-l, an extra 254 pounds of 02 and 329 pounds of N2 Here expended during the 10 days between SL-l and SL-2 launches. Since this was caused by an anomaly, none of this had been allocated in the preflight requirements. 
c. Gyro 6-Pack Pressurization - In order to provide cooling to the rate gyro 6-pack during the SL-3/SL-4 storage period the clust~ was pressurized with N2 to 5.0 PSIA (after first being vented to 2.0 PSIA to dry out the atmosphere). In the middle of the storage period the cluster t.as pressuriz,~d baele up to 4.5 PSIA t.ith 02 after leaking dotm to 4.0 PSIA. This r.,quired an extra 30 pounds of 02 and an extra 159 pounds of N2' 
d. Hetabolic - A tot"l of 828 pounds of 02 was allocated to metabolic requirements (based on a usage rate of 2 pounds per man-day for 138 days). Preflight analyses showed that for the average Skylab metabolic rate of about 440 Btu/hour, 1.84 pounds of 02 t.ould be re-quired per man-day. 'rhe manned mission (~IDA hatch opening to closing) t.as extended to a total of about 168 days and the total metabolic oxygen used t.as approximately 926 pounds. 
e. EVA - A total of 351 pounds of 02 was allocated for 6 EVAs lasting a total of 19.5 hours. '1'here t.ere actually 9 EVAs last-ing a total of about 42.5 hours and 805 pounds of 02 were used during the EVAs. 
f. Airlock Repressurization - A total of 34 poul.ds of 02 and 12 pounds of N2 t.as allocated to replace the atmosphere vented overboard for each EVA. Three more EVAs than planned Were performed, increasing the total gas used to 51 pounds of 02 and 18 pounds of N2' 
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g. Le"kage - On SL-3 and SL-4 following the MS09/T020 exper-iments or the N509 atmospheri" management when 02 was added manually to the atmosphere, the cabin pressure regulator l·lQuld be off for long periods of time. During these periods, there would be only very minor amounts of gas being added to the atmosphere and it was possible to calculate the total amount of gas leaving the cluster atmosphere. Figure 5-10 presents a typical profile shOl.ing the decline of pressure during one of the periods. There "ere 21 such periods during the inis-sian and approximately 11 pounds of gas per day "as the average flow rate out of the cluster seen during these periods. Ho"ever, even though th« cabin pressure regulator "as off there "ere still other amounts of gas flo"ing into the atmosphere. Mole Sieve pneumatic and experiment N2 "ere estimated to add about half a pound a day during the mission on the average, and this value must be added to the 11 pounds per day, resulting in a total gas usage rate of about 11.5 pounds per day. . This total usage rate consists of gas used for metabolic purposes, gas lost by leakage, gas lost by mole sieve dumps, and gas lost by miscellaneous dumps. Hetabolic 02 use has already been estimated at 5.52 pounds per day, leaving 5.98 pounds per day for leakage, mole sieve dumps and miscellaneous losses. 
During the unmanned storage periods it "as possible to calcu-late cluster leakage. Results from the storage periods differed slightly. During the storage period bet"een SL-2 and SL-3 a leak rate of .25 ± 0.1 Ib/day at 2.0 PSIA "as calculated resulting in a leak rate of about 1.56 ± .62 Ib/day at nominal cluster conditions (5 PSIA). HDl<lwer, data "ere clouded during this period by the temperatures af-fects of the high beta angle. During the storage period bet"een 8L-3 and 8L-4 a much better leakage profile I.as obtained and the cluster leakage was calculated to be approximately 2.68 Ib/day for nominal cluster conditions (5 P8IA). The C8H leakage, the docked ~IDA port leakage and molecular ,deve dumps ,.ere not included in this number. Based on preflight testing, molecular sieve dumps "ere 2.0 to 2.5 pounds per day. 
The total gas used for leakage, mole sieve dumps, and miscella-neous dumps during the mission "as 621 pounds of 02 and 335 pounds' of N2' 
h. ~509 Vents - A total of 179 pounds of 02 and 86 pounds of N2 "ere expended due to unplanned vents of cluster atmosphere through the "ardroom and HHC dump probes to aid in managing the to,jtal pressure and 02 partial pressure. This "as necessary since there "as not time between H509/T020 performances to alIa" normal leakage and the cabin pressure regulator to maintain the cluster 02 partial pressure and total pressure "ithin nornlal limits. 
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i. CSN Polychoke 02 - About 154 pounds of oxygen from the CSNs were used in the cluster atmosphere. None of this amount had been included in preflight allocations, even though it had been known that some 02 from the CSNs would be available. 
5. 150 PSIG N2 Regulator Outlet Pressure Decreased - During SL-2, it was noted that the 150 PSIG regulator outlet pressure (D205) Was decreasing. It had dropped from 160 PSIA on DOY 149 to 140 PSIA on DOY 165. (Reference figure 5-3). On DOY 167 the crew verified that bo,-h N2 regulator toggle valves were open and the onboard meter was reading 140 PSIA. Telemetry also read approximately 140 PSIA. No further decrease was sp.en during the first manned mission. When the Nole Sieve was deactivated on DOY 173 the outlet pressure began to increase and was 175 PSIA by DOY 176 at which time lines down-
stream of the regulator were vented to 4 PSIA. 
At SL-3 activation (DOY 209) the N2 regulator outlet (D205) was 158 PSIA. By DOY 218 the pressure had dropped to 150 PSIA. The pres-sure continued to drift downward until it was 141 PSIA on DOY 236. During 'EVA on DOY 236 the pressure increased to 145 PSIA. The reason for this is unknDlvu. The pressure decreased to 141 PSIA the foliowing day. 
Since terminating the N2 regulator flow had somehow restored the outlet pressure at the end of SL-2, it was decided to close one regu-lator toggle valve and leave it closed for five days in an attempt to increase the; outlet pressure. On DOY 237 toggle valve A was closed. Five days later on DOY 242 the regulator outlet pressure was 140 PSIA. At that time, toggle valve A was opened and toggle valve B was closed. The regulator outlet pressure immediately increased to 155.5 PSIA. By DOY 247 (5 days later) D205 had decreased to 151 PSIA. Toggle valve A was closed and valve B opened. The regulator outlet pressure fell immediate1y to 148 PSIA. Five days later (DOY 252) the outlet pressure had decreased to 145 PSIA. Toggle valve B was closed and toggle valve A was opened and the pressure increased to 155.5 PSIA. It was decided that rather than switch toggle valves every 5 days, they would be switched when the N2 regulator outlet pressure approached the 02 regu-lator outlet pressure •. By deactivation (DOY 268) the pressure had de-creased to 146 PSIA. l.fuen the Nole Sieve Supply was closed the regu-lator outlet pressure increased to 165 PSIA. 
At SL-3 deactivation, both toggles A&B were opened per procedure. The Supply solenoids were closed and the regulator pressure slowly drifted down as the system leaked during storage. The toggle valve 
configuration was not changed during SL-4 activation. On DOY 326 toggle valve A was closed. By DOY 352 the pressure had drifted only from 155 PSIA to 148 PSIA. On this day the crew inadvertently closed the open toggle valve (B). l.fuen they reconfigured the system they 
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opened A. The pressure went up to 160 PSIA. By DOY 005 the pressure ;''ld drifted to 150 PSIA and by the end of the mission (DOY 039) the pressure was still 150 PSIA. 
The above chronology describesche onboard troubleshooting. In addition, ground tests were run to try and duplicate the regulator 
characteristics. These included low demand and moisture tests, but the symptoms were not reproduced. The reason for the drift in outlet regulator press~re has not been established. The 02 regulator is 
mechanically very similar but did not display these drift characteris-tics. 
6. Oxygen Bottle #6 Temperature - Four times during the mission as the beta angle 'lpproached ± 60 degrees, Oxygen Bottle #6 exceeded its qualification limits of 160 deg. F. Analysis indicates that bottle #6 reached 208 DF on DOY 176, 170 DF on DOY 234, 214 DF on DOY 324 and 225 DF on DOY 017. Figure 5-11 shows bottle #6 temperatures and the beta angle-vs-time. Bottle #6 is mounted inside and onto the Fixed Airlock Shroud, 30 deg. off the vehicle +Z axis (+Z toward Sun during Solar Inertial Attitude). 
Investigation indicated that no problem existed based on the fol-lowing: • 
(a) ~!le glass resin system is cured at 320 deg. F three times fo . one aay durations. 
(b) The manufacturer had tested tanks with the same resin 
systems and a similar glass at 275 deg. F, cycling 0-3000 PSIA for for 5,000 times. 
(c) The maximum tank #6 pressure was 2400 PSIA, and tank was proof tested to 7500 PSlA. 
(d) No pressure cycling of tank 1/6 occurred. (Cycling is worse case condition for tank fatigue). 
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~,ECTION VI. SKYLAB PRESSURIZATION/DEPRESSURIZATION 
A. Configuration 
The major components and subsystems of the Depressurization System and their locations are shown on figure 6-1. A functional description of each is provided below. The Pressurization System is depicted in figure 5-1. 
1. Waste Tank Vent System - The Waste Tank Vent System con-
sisted of two short vent ducts, with pneumatically actuated caps, penetrating the waste tank 180 degrees apart to achieve non-propulsive venting •. At the time of venting, two redundant pneu-
matic actuators released the caps. Activation of the actuators 
was performed by applying pneumatic pressure from an actuatIon 
control module and pneumatic sphere. After orbital insertion, the switch selector sent the cOIl1lllands to release the vent caps. The waste lank was vented to vacuum. Once opened, the waste tank 
vents could not be closed. Three pressure sensors in the waste tank were used to monitor performance of the vent system. 
After the waste tank was vented it provided a vacuum 
;:a 
source for (a) the OWS water system activation, deactivation, and 
washclotb squeezer operations; (b) waste proce'3sing; (c) lower boc.y negative pressure (LfiNP) device*; (d) the OWS condensate holding tank dumping operation; (e) the OWS backup urine dump operation; and (f) the refrigeration pump container evacuation. These systems that vented into the waste tank are shown on figures 6-2 and 6-3. 
* The LBNP originally vented overboard but the SL-4 
crew installed a line to the waste tank t9 eliminate 
the propulsive effects of the overboard vent. 
2. Habitation Area Vent Valve System - The Habitation Area Vent Valve System consisted of a pair of parallel-redundant, 
normally closed, pneumatically actuated vent and relief valves 
used for ground operation and initial blowdown. The pneumatic 
valves were identical to those used on the Saturn S-IVB except for a reduced relief setting. These valves provided relief protection for the habitation area during launch and also pro-
vided for rapid blowdown of the habitation area. The vent valves passed gases into two equal-length wrap-around ducts, each of 
which terminated in an oritice plate at the forward skirt. The 
orifice plates were directed 180 degrees apart so that venting 
was non-propulsive. 
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Figure 6-1. Cluster Depressurization Systems 
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The command venting function of the pneumatic valves was 
operated by the IU command system through the O"S switch selector to the actuation control module. The OWS initial venting se-quence was set up to provide at least 22 PSIA in the habitation 
area at max. q (maximum dynamic pressure) and to protect the habita-tion area/waste tank common bulkhead from the effects of a waste tank vent failure at lift off. Both habitation area vent valves were com-manded open by the IU at 205 seconds after lift off. Four pressure sensors in the habitation area were used to monitor performance of the vent system. Open/close indica'tors were also available via telem-etry to monitor valve position. A sealing device was installed in the pneumatic vent port by the SL-2 crel, during cluster activa-tion. 
3. Solenoid Vent Valve System - The quad-redundant solenoid valves provided the capability for venting of the habitation area by ground action. These valves could be con~anded open or closed by the AM DCS. The port for the solenoid valves could be covered 
with a sealing device during habitation periods. At termination of each mission, the solenoid vent valves were commanded open to vent from 5 PSIA to 2 PSIA to prevent condensation during storage. 
Two pressure sensors in the habitation area were used to monitor performance of the vent system when the ONS hatch was 
closed. When the OWS hatch was open seven sensors in the cluster 
were available. Open/close indicators were available to monitor 
valve positions via telemetry. 
4. ONS Check and Equalization Valves - Redundant check valves l'ere located in the OWS hatch to prevent the AN aft lock compart-ment pressure from exceeding the Ol,S habitation area pressure by 
more than 0.3 PSI!). 'rhe check valves protected the forward dome from excessive reverse pressure during pre-launch and the initial orbital pressurization sequences. An equalization valve was 
manually opened to equalize pressure between the ~[ and ONS during initial activation and for each EVA. 
5. MDA/~[ Hatch Equalization Valves - An equalization valve l,as mounted on each of the two ~[ internal hatches and one loca ted on the EVA hatch. These valves provided the capability to manually evacuate the lock compartment prior to EVA and then, in conjunction with the OWS hatch equalization valve, equalize the pressure in the tunnel sections after completion of the EVA activities. The internal hatch valves equalized p~essure between AM compartments during ascent and pressurization periods. Equalization valves were also provided in the MDA hatches, one of which l,as used to equalize MDA/CSM presSUre prior to MDA hatch opening for each mission. 
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6. Cabin Pressure Relief Valves - Three cabin pressure relief valve assemblies were located in the AM. There was one valve assembly each in the aft, forward, and lock compartments. The purpose of these relief valves was to eliminate the possibility of cabin overpressuriza-tion. The maximum total pressure was limited by these valves to 5.65 PSIA within the limits of their flow capabilities. There was also a cabin relief valve assembly in the CM which Nas designed to open at approximately 6.2 PSIA. Each valve assembly contained two pressure r'elief valves in parallal. Manual shut off provisions were also available on both assemblies. 
7. bIDA Vent Valve System - The billA vent valves consisted of two 4-inch motor operated vent valves mounted in series. The vent valves provided a means of venting the billA atmosphere during launch, ascent, and the initial phase of the mission. The series arrang=ment of the valves provided a redundant capability to ensure that the va.lves closed before the billA vented to hard vacuum. The valves were opened prior to launch and were closed by IU automatic sequencing during ascent at 288 seconds after lift off. 
Open/close indications were available to monitor bIDA vent valve position and four pressure sensors in the billA/ AM T,ere used to monitor performance. A sealing device was installed on the billA vent valves port during SL-2 activation. 
8. Pressurization System - The pressurization system (figure 5-1) T,as located in the Airlock Module and consisted of four sets of solenoid valves and interconnecting floT, lines. The valves could be ground con-trolled through the ~[ DCS or manually operated by the astronauts. This system allowed the billA/AM/OWS to be pressurized as a unit or separately with 02 or N2 or an 02/N2 mixture. Pressurization was automatically terminated by pressure SNitches in the AM and OWS at 5 + 0.2 PSIA if the pressurization was by ground control. Up to nine pressure sensors in the 0l1S and billA/AM were used to monitor pressurization system performance. 
B. System Performance 
1. Waste Tank Vent System - The waste tank vent system requirements were to decrease the «Taste tank pressure to near vacuum conditions after orbital insertion and thereafter provide continuous venting of the waste tank to allot" for waste collection. The waste tank vent opera-tion was normal and close to predictions as shown on figure 6-4. The waste tank pressure had decreased to .02 PSIA 40 minutes after vent cap release. All dumps into the waste tank during the manned portion of the mission were successfully completed. 
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It ~,as desired to maintain the waste tank pressure below the triple paint pressure of water in order to preclude free water from being vented overboard, forming ice crystals and thereby causing contamination of the optical environment surrounding Skylab. On three occasions waste tank pressure sensor D7l06 indicated that the tank pressure had exceeded the triple point pressure. The events which produced the high pressure indications were: (1) SL-2 
activation, wardroom chiller purge (figure 6-5), DOY 147:16:20; (2) SL-2 condensate holding tank dump (figure 6-6), DOY 167:15:50; and (;I) SL-3, troubleshooting of l,aste management compartment 
water dump heater probe assembly (figure 6-7), DOY 242:18:35. On the three occasions in question, the waste processor exhaust pres-sure sensor (D7103), which also records waste tank pressure, ap-proached but did not exceed the triple point pressure. However, this sensor was located in a line upstream of the waste tank and exhi'n_ted relatively slower response times than the l,aste tank 
sensor, D7l06. Although some uncertainty exists due to sensor in-accuracy, it is probable that th~ pressure actually exceeded the triple point pressure. No evidence of optical contamination l'as observed during the specified time-period. 
2. Habitation Area Vent Valve--System - The habitation area vent 
valve system operated normally and achieved all system requirements. Pressure relief protection was provided during pre-launch and launch so that the maximum vressure of 26 PSIA was not exceeded. These re-lief valves did not crack during pr~-launch or launch. The habita-tion area pressure at max. q was 22.78 PSIA which l'as above the minimum level of 22 PSIA. The habitation area vent was nominal and close to predictions as shown on figure 6-8. The pressure at the end of the vent l,aS 1.13 PSIA as compared to the predicted value of .93 PSIA at valve closure. It was required that the pressure control system pneumatic sphere be vented to approximately 35 PSIA after 
utilization of the system was complete to prevent inadvertent opening of the habitation area pneumatic vent valves and for astronaut safiaty. The pneumatic sphere vent was nominal as shown on figure 6-9. The hahitation area vent system performance achieved all requirements and was close to pre-flight predictions. 
3. Solenoid Vent Valve System - The system requirement was to provide a means to vent the cluster by ground command. It was in-tended that the primary use of this system would be to perform the pre-storage b1owdown at the end of each mission. Loss of the 
meteoroid shield during boost caused high OWS temperatures with 
suspected offgassing of contaminants from the OWS polyurethane foam. A vent/repressurization scheme utilizing the solenoid vent valves to vent was initiated to purge the OWS habitation area of these contaminants prior to SL-2 crew entry. Five vent/repress 
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sequences were accomplished betl~een DOY 138 and DOY ll,6 for this purpose. This vent sequence is depicted in figure 6-10. 
At 138:20:58 aud again at 139:07:19 solenoid valve venting was terminated (until better ground coverage was available) because it appeared that a vehicle roll condition "as being caused by the prop.'lsive effect of the vent.· HD1~ever, it "as later conclu<led that the vent was not causing the vehicle roll condition. Tne vent sys·-tern ''las designed to 1)8 non-propulsive. 
J)uring the depress/repress cycles preceding 5L-2 launch, it was observed that the depressurization time increased with suc-cessive vents. The effective flow area of the system decreased as 
shD1'ffi in figure 6-11. It "as theorize.d that debris "as being pulled 
up into the vent valve inlet screen and "as obstructing flo". This was verified by both the SL-2 ahd SL-3 cre"s "hen they examined the vent valve screens. During both the SL-2 and SL-3 mission the crew vacuumed the inlet screen with an increase in effective vent area 
noted on both occasions as shown on figure 6-11. Aft:r vacuuming, the solenoid vent valve system performed close to pre-flight predic-tions for the pre-storage blowdol'ffiS as shown on figure 6-12. 
At 146:01:47 follo"ing the final vent prior to SL-2, 
venting was terminated by sending solenoid vent valve close commandd. A "close" indication "as received for valves 2 and 4, but not for 
valves 1 and 3. Since valves 1 and 3 are in series "ith 2 and 4 
and since the 8kylab pressure did not shD1~ a decrease, a decision 
was made t) delay troubleshooting until late in the 8L-2 mission. Troubleshooting of valves 1 and 3 was carried out at 162:13:26 as shown below: 
1. Valves 1 and 2, 3 and 4 opened - ere" noted flD1~ through the valves. 
2. Valves 1 and 3 closed - No flow "as noted by the 
crew and valve 1 and 3 discrete sho"ed closed. 
3. Valves 2 and 4 closet! - No flow was noted by tile 
crew and valve 2 and 4 discrete showed closed. 
'rhe prnbable failure mode was either a stuck microswitch or a 
mechanically failed open vi>lve. Subsequent operation of the sole-
noid vent valves during SL-2/3/4 were normal and this anomaly did 
not oc~ur again~ 
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4. 0l-18 Hatch Check and Equalization Valves - Equalization valve performance was satisfactory throughout all missions. A 'leak occurred through the ':latch check valves. This leak is dis-cussed in 8ection VI.C. 
5. MIlA/AM Hatch Equalization Valves - Performance of the ;>ressurization valves in the MIlA and AM forward internal hatch Was satisfactory throughout all missions. The aft AM hatch was not used. A detailed discussion of the pcrformance of the EVA hatch pressure equalization valve is provided in the follmqinf; paragraphs. 
Figure 6-13 presents a summary of all AL/AFT A.~ depres-surizations prior to EVA for the 8kylab missions. A total of nine EVA's were performed including two on 8L-2, three on 8L-3, and four oq 8L-4. The solid band presents the preflight prediction band, based on an effective vent area of 1.44 in. 2 • Lying slightly higher than the preflight band is the profile for blowdown of EVA #2 on 8L-2. (Although not enough data were received to include the blow-down for EVA 111 on 8L-2, enough data were received to indicate that both vents on SL-2 were essentially the same). The apparent effec-tive vent area for the Lock Depress Valve was about 0.9 i~.2 on 8L-2. During both lock blowdowns, the crew indicated that icing occurred on the screen immediately over the valve. It was estimated that one-third to one-half of the screen was covered by ice near the end of the vent. It was apparent from the data that this icing resulted in blockage of the vent area. 
It was suggested by the first crew that a screen be pro-vided which could be placed in front of the first screen over the Lock lJepress Valve. Ice would then form on the new screen and, at the appropriate time, the new screen and all of the ice could be removed. This would present two advantages. The addi-tional screen would help to prevent ice from being blown into the val ve and possibly damaging the seals and would also provide a simple and safe means of removing ice. (During the first two blowdowns, the crew had to rely on knocking the ice away to complete the blowdotm.) 
The new screen was carried up for 8L-3 and all further blowdowns were accomplished using it. With two exceptions, all remaining blowdowns were accomplished tqith an apparent effective vent area of around 0.3 in. 2• The two exceptions included a slower blowdown during EVA #2 on 8L-4 and a slightly faster blow-down on EVA #4 on SL-4. Both of these ~VAs were the EVAs during which a wateL leak in the 8WS loop occurred. Having additional water present in tl:e atmosphere could have accounted for the 
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slower blowdown for EVA #2 on SL-4 due to additional icing over the screen. However, it is also possible that debris being blown into the screen, or a partially open depressurization valve could have caused the increased vent time. The faster blowdOlm seen on EVA #4 during SL-4 could have been due to less ice being formed on the screen, or a slightly different position of the depressuriza-tion valve. Since the depressurization valve is a manual valve, it was possible that the va:.ve could be put in a slightly different position each time it was used. 
more 
were 
Even though the blOlodown of the 
time than planned during preflight, 
performed satisfactorily. 
AL/ AFT AH took slightly 
all depressurizations 
6. Cabin Pressure Relief Valves - l'he aft AH cabin pres-
sure relief valve cracked and reseated twice during SL-4, once 
on DOY 17 and again on DOY 21 (at approximately 5.7 PSIA) while 
experiment HS09 was being performed. Normal procedure was to close all three AN relief valves pro.or to the performance of HSJ9 and 
use the CM relief valve to prevent overpressurization. The aft AM relief valve manual shutoff was inadvertently left open. 
7. MDA Vent Valve System - The ~mA vent valves operated 
satisfactorily. The valves were opened prelaunch and were closed at 288 seconds after SL-l liftoff at an MDA pressure of 1.3 PSIA. The valves were required to maintain the differential pressure between the ~mA interior and ambient below 6.2 PSID. A comparison of preflight predictions and flight performance is provided in figure 6-14. 
8. Pressurization System - 'fhe pressurization system per-formed normally and satisfied all performance requirements. In 
addition to pressurizing the Skylab prior to SL-2/3/4 activation, this system was utilized for atmospheric management associated 
with Experblents 11'.509 and T020 as summarized in Tablr_ 5.1 and pro-vided required pressure adjustments during storage periods. A 
comparison of 02 and N2 flow rates is shown below in Table 6.1. 
As shown by this table the calculated in-flight O2 flow rate was slightly below pre-flight values while the in-flight N2 
values were scattered around pre-flight calculated values, but less than pre-flight check-out values. l'he difference between in-flight and pre-flight was not signif.icant and the difference 
was within the accuracy of calculation techniques. An SL-4 calcu-lated pressurization profile with superimposed flight data is 
shown on figure 6-15. 
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Table 6.1. Pressurization System Flow Rates 
°2 Flow, Ib/Hour N2 Flow,lb/Hour 
1. PRE-FLIGHT 22.65 6.95 (CALCULATED) 
2. PRE-FLIGHT 22.24 8.10 (MEASURED AT HDAC-ED 
CHECK-OUT) 
3. IN FLIGHT 20.5 - 21.67 5.41 - 7.65 (CALCULATED) 
C. Anomaly - OWS Hatch Check Valve Leakage 
During OHS pressurization on DOY 135, tIle ~IDA/ AM pressure in-
creased indicating either a leak thrQugh the OWS hatch check valves 
or around the hatch seal. InSpN!~iol1. L'f the hatch seal by the SL-2 
crew indicated no problem. Prio,: to the first EVA the crew taped 
the check valve orifices on the JHS side of the hatch and no sub-
sequent leakage was observed. The check valves had been used on 
DOY 134 during trim venting of the cluster through the OWS solenoid 
'valves and may not have reseated properly at that time. 
I 
\ 
SECTION VII. AIRLOCK MODULE COOLA.~T LOOP 
The Airlock Module (~1) coolant loop removed waste heat from cluster waste heat sources and rejected the heat to space via a radiator located on the AM Structural Transition Section (STS) and Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA). The loop removed heat from: 
a. The atmosphere (sensible and latent) by means of gas/ liqUid heat exchangers. 
b. Co1d~plated equipment. 
c. The suit cooling system water locp by means of an inter-face heat exchallger. 
d. The A'l'M Control and Display (C&D) Panel and Earth Re-sources Experiments Package (EREP) wat£r loop by means of an inter-face heat exchanger. 
A. Configuration 
The configurations of the AM Cooling Loop, Suit Cooling Loop and the A'l'M C&D/EREP Loop are provided in the following paragraphs. 
1. AM Coolant System - The coolant system shown in figure 7-1 provided active cooling to ECS equipment, and cold plated, electrical equipment. The ECS equipment consisted Jf suit cooling h~at ex-changers, condensing heat excnangers, cabin heat exchangers for the ONS and AM/l®A, and an oxygen heat exchanger. The cold p,lated equip-ment consisted of three tape recorders, an A'l'M C&D Panel, and EREP interface heat exchanger, two battery modules, six electronics modules, and two coolant pump inverter cold plates. Flow through the tape recorder and the battery and electronics modules was paralleled to reduce system pressure drop. ~.o separate (primary and secondary) coolant loops t.ere provided for redundancy. Both active coolant loops could remove and dissipate approximately the same amount of waste heat.' Each cold plate except the pump inverter cold plates contained coolant passages for both primary and secondary loops. 
Operation of the system was controlled automatic,.lly by the three temperature control valves in each coolant loop. While re-jectJng loads below its maximum capacity, the system would operate with the 47QF temperature control valve (TCVB) at the inll~ to the condensing heat exchangers always within its control band" The system was also designed so that the 40QF valve, (TCVC) at the inlet 
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to the battery modules, and ehe 470 F TCVA were controlling whenever the heat loads would allow. However, the TCVS valve took precedence so the TCVC and TCVA valves would exceed their limit if required to maintain control at the TCVB valve outlet. Should the radiator/capacitor system be loaded beyond its capacity, the TCVB valve would also exceed its control band. A maximum allowable radiator inlet temperature of 1200 F was es-t.ablished as an operating limit based upon the qualification of electronic I!quipment with a c.old plate maximum co olant inlet temperature of 1200 F. 
Each loop had two pump packag"'s containing three coolant pump/motor units. Each power supplies we:Le provided for the three pump/motor units of each loop to convert spacecraft supplied DC power to the AC power required by the pump motors. During prelaunch and preactivation and during orbital storage, one pump was to be operated in one loop. During normal operation, one pump was to be operated in each loop, with each pump ponered by a separate inverter. For a con-tingency mode after loss of one coolant loop, two pumps were to be 
operate,d in the remaining loop, with both pumps powered by a single inverter. Pump and inverter selection was provided by onboard 
switches and also by Digital Command System (DCS) command. Inverter No., 1 powered pumps A and B, inverter No. 2 powered pumps Band C, and inverter No. 3 powered pumps C and A. Reservoirs were provided to maintain pump inlet pressure and to provide an additional quantity of Coolanol 15 should coolant leakage occur. 
Prior to launch, heat was dissipated to ground cooling equipment through the ground cooling heat exchanger. In orbit, heat was 
'rejected to space by a radiator. The selector valve used to change from ground heat exchanger to radiator cooling was activated by DCS command prior to liftoff. Transient heat rejection was supplemented by two thermal capacitors (charged with tridecane walt) plumbed in series down-stream of the ground cooling heat exchanger wld radiator. The capacitors were cooled to a temperature below the phase change during prelaunch to accept the heat load during launch ascent and maintain the TCVB outlet temperature below 470 F. During orbital operation the capacitors were to supplement ttie radiator by storing heat while the vehicle was on the hot side of the orbit and rejecting the heat on the cold side. 
During the active portion of the mission, the Caution and Warning (C&W) system provided monitoring to iIldicate condensing heat exchanger inlet temperatures belot. 38 ±l. 750 F, equipment cold plate outlet temperatures above 120 ±20 F, and coolant pump low flow. In the event either of the temperature criteria were violated a caution signal was provided. In the event of low coolant pump flow rate, a 
warning signal was provided. During orbital storage- an automatic pump switching system was enabled to automatically switch pump opera-tion from a failed active loop to the standby loop. An out-of-tolerance 
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cond~tion Ll system pressure rise across the pump ( ~P < 18 ±2 PSID) 
or the 47°F temperature control valve (TCVB) operation (temperature ~ 38 ± 1.75°F) <muld result in the switch~ng of power from the failed loop pump inverter to the corresponding pump inverter in the other loop. 
The radiator, shown in figure 7-2, rejected waste heat to space during the orbital operations. The radiator consisted of 
eleven panels. Four quarter panels were mounted on the STS (Airlock Module Station (AMS) 152.75 to AMS 200], four quarter panels were 
mounted on the lower MDA (AMS 200 to AMS 280.57), and three panels were mounted on the upper MDA (AMS 280.57 to AMS 364.10). 
Each STS panel consisted of an 0.050 inch thick magnesium skin seam welded to magnesium extrusions which formed the flow paso;;ages. The MDA panel configurations were sim~lar except the,kin was 0.032 inch thick. 
Each coolant loop (primary and secondary) was div~ded into parallel flow paths at the inlet to the radiator and the flow was rejoined to one path at tbe radiator outlet. The panel skins were bolted to fiberglass stringers which were riveted to the pressure wall. Spiral turbulators (42 total) were installed in both flow passages of the primary and secondary crossover lines between all STS and MDA radiator quarter panels except for the STS quarter panel crossovers between -Z and -Y and between +Z and +Y where turbulators were installed ~ only one of the two flow passages. 
The eleven radiator panels had a total surface area of 432 ft2. The panels viewed other parts of the AM, externally mounted experiments, the ATM, the CSM,and the OWS. 
A summary of the major parameters which could be monitored and controlled in the AM Coolant System (including the ATM C&D/EREP 
and EVA/IVA water loops) is provided in Table 7.1. 
2. Suit Cooling System Water Loop - The Suit Cooling System, 
shown in figure 7-3 provided astronaut cooling during EVA and IVA by circulating temperature controlled water through umbilicals, Liquid Cooled Garments (LCG) and a LCG bypass flow diverter valve in the Pressure Control Unit (PCU). The system was part of the suit/battery cooling module and consisted of two identical subsystems (one sub-system for each AM coolant loop). Each subsystem was to be capable 
of delivering a minimum of 200 lb/hour of water. Astronaut cooling was regulated by adjusting the flow rate of temperature controlled 
water through each LCG using the flow diverter valve in the Pressure Control Unit. 
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Table 7.1. Coolant Systems Performance Honitoring 
r 
0> 
HAJOR HEASUREHENTS 
TIl C&I~ ON BOARD DISPLAY 
t 1. AH COOIJ..NT LOOP PERFORJIIANCE 
A. PRIHARY TIDIP CONTROL X VALVE OUTLET TIDIP 
IF LESS THAN 40°F (C&W) 
X 
B. RADIATOR INLET TIDlP X IF GREATER THAN 120°F (C&W) 
X 
C. RADIATOR OUTLET TEMP X 
D. PUHP FLOWRATE X X 
E. THERHAL CAPACITOR TIDlPERATURE X 
F. ALL COOLANT INLET AND OUTLET X 
\ .' 
TIDIPERATURES OF HAJOR CmIPONENTS 
.\ C. COOLANT RESERVOIR X LOW LIHIT LIGHT 
X X 
2. ATH C&D/EREP LOOP PERFORHANCE 
A. HATER INLET TEMP 
X 
B. COOLANT OUTLET TEHP X 
C. PUHP A P 
LOlV LINIT LIGHT 
D. FLOlV RATE 
X 
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Table 7.1. (Cont.) Coolant Systems Performance Honitoring 
)fAJOR HEASUREHENTS Tl[ ~ ON BOARD DISPLAY 
III. EVA/IVA LOOP PERFORHANCE 
A. WATER DELIVERY TJl}IPERATURE X 
TO EVA/IVA UNBILICALS. IF 
LESS THAN 33.5 ± 1.5°F (C&W) X 
B. I~ATER RETURN TE}IPl:.RATURE X 
FRON EVA/IVA UHBILICALS 
C. OUTLET OF 47°F THERMAL • X 
CONTROL VALVE. IF LBSS 
THAN 38 ± 1. 75°F (C&IV) X 
D. I~ATER PUMP FLOHRATE X X 
(FLOl~ UIDICATOR LIGHT) 
E. WATER PUHP A P X 
(LOW A PLIGHT) 
F. EVA SUIT COOLANT X 
RESERVOIR PRESSURE 
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Each 3ubsystem contained a water reservoir and redundant 
water pumps. Relief valves around the pumps limited water pressure 
! C 
at the LeG to a maximum of 37.2 PSIA in case of a blocked line. Each subsystem had an inflight replaceable liquid/gas separator for removal of gas entrapped in the subsystem. Umbilical disconnects were pro-vided so that the system could be used from either the lock compart-ment or the STS. 
A removable jumper hose aesembly was attached to each pa~r of quick disconnects in the STS, to prevent excessive pressure build-up due to thermal expansion of the water in each water loop downstream of the pump outlet check valves when the umbilicals were disconnected. 
Each subsystem was equipped with extra disconnects so that three astronauts could be cooled by one of the water cooling loops in the event of a failure of one AM coolant loop. Freezing water in the lines while the systeln was inoperative was prevented by provid-ing a control_ed heat leak from warm coolant lines. Both coolant and water lines were isolated from their environment. 
Each subsystem was launched serviced with McDonnell Material Specification MMS-606 water, containing 500 PPM sodium chromate and 10 PPM Movidyn to prevent corrosion and bacteria growth. Instrumentation was provided via telemetry to monitor water flow rate and temperature at the system inlet and outlet. Excessive positive or negative heat loads could be detected by C&W alarms, which were activated if the sys-tem outlet water temperature dropped to 33.5 ±1.50F or if the coolant temperature at the outlet of the downstream 470F control valve dropped to 38 ±l.750F. The C&W alarms were. to be off When the outlet water tem-perature was ~360F and the coolant temperature at the outlet of the downstream 470F control valve (TCVB) was ~450F. 
The suit cooling system could be reserviced with water inflight. The LSU's and PCU's could also be serviced or deserviced inflight. 
3. ATM C&D/EREP 'Water Loop - The ATM C&D/EREP Water Loop, shown in figure 7-4, provide1 active cooling to the cold plated equipment in the MDA. Heat was removed from the tlquipment by cold plates and cold rails and was transferred from the water into the AM Coolant Loop by an interchange heat exchanger. 
A portion of the system located in the STS consisted of the tank module containing a water tank, filter and filter bypass relief valve. The water tank contained approximately 12 pounds of wate~ and Was pressurized to 5 PSIA with nitrogen. Additives in the water consisted of two percent (by weight) dipotassium hydrogen ~hosphate, 0.2 percent (by weight) sodium borate and 500 PPM (~,y volume) Rocca!. The filter in this module could be changed in flight and the loop was designed for inflight reservicing with water. The pump module 
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was located on the outside,of the AM and contained threeparal-leI plumbed positive dispiacement rotary vane'pumps and the heat 
exchanger interfaced with the AJ-f coolant system. Each pump had an integral bypass relief valve to limit system pressure and an outlet check valve. Single pump operation was the normal flight mode and all pumps were off during orbital storage. Telemetry sensors were pro-
vided to measure pump flow rate and the inlet and outlet temperatures to the MDA system. An onboard indication of low pump delta pressures was available. 
The portion of the system located in the MDA consisted of the AUf C&D Console and its associated cooling lines. The EREP Hodule was also in the HDA and consisted of the EREP C&D Panel:, tape record-ers, multi-spectral scanner electronics and their associated cooling lines. The cooling system in this module contained four parallel plumbed branches. Branch one was a bypass containing an orifice to limit the flow to approximately 80 Ib/hour. Branch two provided 
cooling for the EREP C&D Panel and the S192 electronics, and had a flow rate of approximately 70 Ib/hour. The two components in this branch were plumbed in series. Branches three and four each con-tained an orifice and provided. cooling for the primary and secondary tape recorders, respectively. These two branches were preceded by a common selector valve whjch routed the coolant to one of the tape 
recorders at an approximate flatrrate of 70 Ib/hour. All four branches in this module had a common outlet. Flow was routed from this outlet to the EREP flat. selec tor valve and thence to the AM portion of the 
system. The F.REP components located in the EREP Hodule required 
cooling only during predata taking checkout, data taking, and postdata taking cool;down. During nonactive EREP periods, the EREP flow selec-tor valve routed the total system flow around the EREP Nodule and back to the AJ-f portion of the systeTo1. During active EREP cooling periods, the total system flow "as routed to the EREP Hodule and then back to the AM portion of the system. Figure 7-5 shot.s the relative location of the various components which were cooled by the ATH 
r&D/EREP Water Loop in the HDA. 
B. System Performance 
During orbital operation, the radiator and coolant loop had to be capable of rejecting 12,000 Btu/hour during EVA and 16,000 Btu/haur during other normal operations. The system had to be designed for operation at a nominal orbital altitude of 235 nautical miles and beta angles between -73.5 and +73.5 degrees. Vehicle attitude "as to be normally Bolar inertial except during the Earth resources pointing mode, "hen the Z axis was parallel to the local vertical 
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(Z-LV with +X axis in velocity vector direction), rendezvous mode (Z-LV with -x axis in velocity vector direction), and during CMG desaturation maneuvers. Additional maneuvers were also accommodated 
,during the mission when the Skylab was maneuvered for observations of stars, a barium cloud a'td the Kohoutek Comet. In these attitudes the vehicle was nearly sol:'r inertial but the vehicle,loas rolil!ed_about the X axis. 
In addition to the overall system requirements, the cooling loop had to provide sufficient cooling of the cluster. atmosphere through the condensing and cabin heat exchangers such that this system, in conjuncticn with the cluster Passive Thermal Control System, could provide a comfortable environment for the crew. It had,to also pro-vide adequate cooling of cold plated equipment to maintain the equip-
ment within acceptable temperature limits and remove sufficient heat from the suit cooling water loop and the ATM C&D/EREP Water Loop to allow those systems to provide the thermal conditioning required. A summary of the cold plate allowable temperature range and component heat dissipation is given in Table 7.2. 
In general, the Airlock Module Coolant System performed well. The pump flowrates were always conSiderably higher than the values 
"hich were used for design purposes mth the exception of the flow dropout problems in '~e ATM C£D/EREP loop (see paragraph C.4.). The radiator and thermal capacitor performance exceeded preflight pre-dictions for nominal conditions and the cooling capabilities of the system exceeded the specification requirements. The major problems associated with the system were stuck thermal control valves (see paragraph C.2.) and coolant loop leakage (see paragraph C.3.). 
1. ~~tem Heat Loads - The Skylab was not maintained in the solar inertial attitude prior to the 8L-2 launch as planned. This fact as 10ell as the faut that the two O1~S solar arrays and AM bat-teries were inactive, contributed to a very low heat load on the 
system during the unmanned phase of 8L-1. In order to illustrate the system load variations, the radiator heat loads for selected portions of the missions are provided in figure 7-6. The loads for the entire first mission are shown along toj eh the loads during the first storage period and a portion of the final mission. The portions of the total load 10hich were upstream and do=stream of the 40°F the1"1llal control valve C (TCVC) are also depicted and are represented by EC8 and EQP respectively. A summary of the contributions to these loads from 
major system items is given in Table 7.3. 
Table 7.4 shows the coolant loads which were estimated prior to launch and "ere used for design purposes. As sho=, the orbital storage load 10as estill'.ated to be 3096 Btuihour, considerably more 
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>I>- Table 7.2. Coldplates 
HEAT ALLOWABLE COLDPLATE ELECTRICAL DISSIPATION TENPERATURE RANGE ITEH COHPONENT LOCATION BTU/HOUR HIN(OF) ~lAX(OF) 
1 Battery Battery Hodule 170.7 40 100 2 Battery Battery Hodule 170.7 40 100 3 Battery Battery Hodule 170.7 40 100 4 Battery Battery Hu.lu1e 170.7 40 100 5 Battery Battery Nodule 170.7 40 100 6 Battery Battery Hodu1e 170.7 40 100 7 Battery Battery Uodule 170.7 40 100 8 Battel.), Battery Module 170.7 40 100 9 Charger & Regulator Battery Hodule 124.5/88.9 40 118 10 Charger & Regulator Battery Nodule 124.5/88.9 40 128 11 Charger & Regulator Battery Module 124.5/88.9 40 128 12 Charger & Regulator Battery Module 124.5/88.9 40 128 13 Charger & Regulator Battery Module 124.5/88.9 40 128 14 Charger & Regulator Battery Uodule 124.5/88.9 40 128 15 Charger & Regulator Battery Module 124.5/88.9 40 128 16 Charger & Regulator Battery Module 124.5/88.9 40 128 17 Suit Compressor ~;r Supply Elect. Hod. Itl 45 40 120 18 CRDU Elect. Hod. /.12 31 40 120 19 VHF TH lOw Transmitter Elect. Hod. 112 191 40 138 Telemetry 2lv Transmitter 66 40 120 20 Hi Level Multiplexer Elect. Hod. 113 0.23 30 120 Lo Level HUltip1exer 0.49 30 120 Instrument Package 2A 19.1 36 120 
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Table 7.2. (Cant.) Cold plates 
HEAT ELECTRICAL DISSIPATION CONPONENT LOCATION BTU/HOUR 
PCH Interface Box Elect. Hod. fl3 45 
T 'trument Package 2A 19.1 Programer Elect. Hod. It3 21 
... Level Hultiplexer Elect. Hod. It3 0.40 DC/DC Converter Elect. Hod. fl4 158 In~trump.nt Pac~qge Elect. Nod. Its 4 Caution & Haming Unit 322 VHF Transceiver Elect. Nod. Its 96 RTTA Elect. Nod. Its 14 Instrument Package Elect. Nod. Its 10.2 Hi Level Audio Amp C&\iT 24 Tracking Light.Elect •. Pkg Elect. Hod. fl6 201 Coolant Pump Pot,'er Supply Pump ~fodule 47 Coolant Pump Power Supply Pump Nodule 47 Tape Recorder Tape Rec. Nodule 52 Tape Recorder Tape Rec. Nodule 52 Tape Recorder Tape Rec. Nodule 52 
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ALLOHABLE COLDPLATE 
TEMPERATURE RANGE 
HIN(OF) MAX(OF) 
36 120 
36 120 
40 120 
30 120 
3t. 138 
40 120 
40 120 
40 120 
40 120 
36 120 
40 120 
40 120 
40 120 
40 120 
36 100 
36 100 
36 100 
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Figure 7-6c, AM Radiator Heat Load, DOY 001 - DOY 039 of SL-4 
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Table 7.3. AM Coolant Loads (BTU/HOUR) 
ECS LOADS (UPSTREA}I OF 40°F VALVE) 
1. Condensing Heat Exchangers 
2. Ol~S Heat Exchangers 
3. STS Heat Exchangers 
4. Tape Recorders 
S. ATM C&D & O2 Heat Exchanger Module 
EQP LOADS (DO\ilNSTREA}! OF 40 of VALVE) 
1. Battery Modules 
2. Electronics Modules 
3. Pump Modules 
NOTES 
(1) Prior to OIi'S Solar Array Deployment 
(2) All OliTS Heat Exchangers Off 
(3) 0 Primary Pumps + 1 Secondary Pump 
(4) 1 Primary Pump + 1 Secondary Pump 
(5) 2 Primary Pumps + 1 Secondary Pump 
')1. u 
SL-2 
600 to 1300 
1100 to 3500 
-100 to 750 
-150 to 200 
-ISO to 800 
-300(1) to 2300 
950 to 1600 
200(3) to 900(4) 
SL-3 
600 to 1500 
100(2) to 1700 
o to 900 
- 50 to 250 
o to 2014 
1200 to 2100 
800 to 1500 
200(3) to 850(4) 
SL-4 
550 to 1600 
1250 to 2350 
o .to 800 
f) to 250 
o to 2783 
1050 to 3800 
500 to 1450 
250(3) to 1600(5) 
, 
-
""-1 
i" 
1>0 
::> 
I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
SOURCE 
COMPARTMEN'E LOAns 
MIlA (2) 
AM (TOTAL) (3) 
. 
AFr 
LOCK 
FWD 
STS 
OWS ATMOSPHERE COOLING 
METABOLIC (5) 
SENSIBLE 
MDA 
AM 
LATENT 
AM/MIlA WALL HEATER LOAD 
COLDPLATES, EX'S ETC. 
EVA/IVA IlX'S 
ATM C&D PANEL/EREP IlX 
ELECTRONICS MODULES (11 
PeG'S (EIGHT) (12) 
TAPE RECORDERS 
COOLANT PUMP MODULE 
TOTAL HEAT LOAns 
GROSS SYSTEM HEAT LOAD 
EXTERNAL HEAT LEAK (14) 
RADIATOR HEAT LOAD 
~ ............... ,, __ -L~+-
.. __ '---- .. -' ... " .• ~~.-. 
HOT 
AM/MIlA 
1/1056 ) 
(2003) 
361 
269 
0 
1373 (1740)(11 (1245 ) 
480 
235 
530 
0) 
:(5668 ) 
0 
1126(7) 
1116 
2750 
102 
574 
(11,712 ) 
1177 
10.535 
--------------~----------~ .......... ~ ... ~ 
~. 
OPERATING MOD E·· 
COLD ORBIT l'RE HOT OWS AM/~IDA/OWS EVA/IVA EREP STORAGE LIFr-OFF RENDEZVOUS 
-
( 798) ( 798) ( 762) (1056) ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) (1392) ( 792) (1353 ) (1432) ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) 276 100 100 276 0 0 0 139 0 269 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 977 692 984 1147 0 0 0 (1900)(4 ( 55) ( 0) ( 920) (13 ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) ( 530) ( 0) ( 0) (1565/ ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) 
0 0 0 690 0 0 0 0 0 0 345 0 0 0 530 0 0 530 0 0 0 
( 0) (1858) ( 0) ( 0) (1200) ( 0) (1790) 
(4695 ) (5094) (9659) (6064) (3203) (1885 ) (3782) 0 0 5064(6) 0 0 0 0 153(9) 153(9) 153(9) 1042(10) 0 0 0 1116 1116 1116 1116 315 387 944 2750 3200 2650 3230 2550 1160 (16) 2500 102 51 102 102 51 51 51 574 574 574 574 287 287 287 
(9315 ) (8597) (11,774) (11,037) (4403 ) (1885 ) (5572) 715(15 2343 574(15 ) 1500 1307 
-5957 1672(15 ) 8600 6254 11,200 9537 3096 7842(18) 3900 
Table 7.4. Internal nesign Beat Loads (BTU/HOUR) 
,'-,,,",,, 
, 
f: 
.",ro' c;. ~_ 
( - ;f--
...., 
J 
N 
~ 
NOTES: 
(1) NOHINAL EQUIPHENT AND HETABOLIC HEAT LOADS FOR SUSTAINED OPERATION AT HISSION 
HODE INDICATED. (4 HOUR TN A LINIT.) 
(2) HDA COHPARTHENT HEAT LOADS PER AN/HOA ENVIRONHENTAL CONTROL DATA, S&E-ASTN-PL (72-130) 
(3) BASED ON AH EQUIPHENT LOADS. 
(4) BASED ON 83°F OWS RETURN GAS TE~WERATURE. 
(5) CREIiT NETABOLIC SENSIBLE LOADS PER S&E-ASTN-PL(72-214), BASED ON TOTAL HETABOLIC 
LOAD OF 500 BTU/HOUR PER CREWHAN, CLo=0.35, V (GAS) =40 FT/HIN. LATENT NETABOLIC 
HEAT LOADS EXCLUDE 120 BTU/HOUR (NOLECULAR SIEVE VENTING). 
(6) 3130 BTU/HOUR (ONE EVA/IVA LOOP) + 1730 BTU/HOUR (oTrIER EVA/IVA LOOP) + 204 BTU/HOUR 
(PIDWS) • 
(7) AVERAGE LOAD OF 310 WATTS (1058 BTU/HOUR) + PIDW LOAD (68. BTU/HOUR). 
(8) AVERAGE LOAD OF 90 WATTS (307 BTU/HOUR) + PIDW LOAD (68. BTU/H6UR). 
(9) AVERAGE LOAD OF 25 IiTATTS (85 BTU/HOUR) + PIDW LOAD (68. BTU/HOUR). 
(10) ORBIT AVERAGE HEAT LOAD BASED ON 25 WATT LOAD DURING STANDBY, AND EREP 
EQUIPNENT LOAD PROFILE ESTIMATED PREFLIGHT. 
(11) BASED ON NONINAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPHENT OPERATION; INCLUDES NoN-COLDPLATED EQUIPHENT. 
(12) ORBIT AVERAGE HEAT LOADS. 
(13) "BASED ON 70°F OWS RETURN GAS T~WERATURE. 
(14) INCLUDES LOSSES TO CSH; EXCLUDES HEAT LEAK TO RADIATOR. 
(15) ESTIMATED VALUE 
(16) BASED ON BATTERIES ON TRICKLE CHARGE. 
(17) OWS POWERED DOWN. 
(18) REPRESENTS PRELAUNCH GCHX LOAD lITTH RADIATOR IN BYPASS. BASED ON GCHX HEAT LOADS 
HEASURED DURING U-1 SEDR D3-E75 SIHULATED FLIGHT TESTS. TOTAL LOAD AT GSE/AH 
INTERFACE lITTH GROUND COOLANT SUPPLY PER 65ICD9542, -15°F @ 900 LB/HoUR. 
~~'Cr n ,. S' ,.-....I.:.-....... ~~------. ---" -~--.-' .--~~-
.\ 
" j 
1 
than the 300 to 1000 Btu/hour on the system during the unmanned phase of SL-l shown in figure 7-6a. Later, when the Skylab was solar iner-tial oriented and the one OWS solar array ,,,as deployed, the orbital 
storage heat loads were closer to the preflight predictions. As 
shown in figure 7-6b, dm,ing the high Beta portion of the SL-2/SL-3 
storage period the heat load was approximately 3100 Btu/hour. The remaining storage periods had loads at approximately 2200 Btu/hour. As shown, there was a 200 to 600 Btu/hour ECS heat load during storage even though the heat exchangers were off. This was the result of heat leaks and the tape recorder heat load. 
As shown in figure 7-6a for the initial portion of SL-2, the low load of 6800 Btu 'hour on the system was a resul t of the pOl;er shortage during this period. The load decreased further with the decreasing OWS temperature until the OHS solar array was deployed on DOY 158. The AM batteries then added heat to the system and the 
electrical power was also no longer constrained. Loads during the re-maining portion of t~e SL-2 ranged between 6500 and 9000 Btu/hour. During the manned portions of SL-3 and SL-4, the normal solar iner-tial load was approximately 8000 Btu/hour. During the full Sun por-tion of SL-4, the solar inertial load peaked at approximately 10,000 Btu/hour. 
The heat loads during the EREP maneuvers were sometimes higher than anticipated being a maximum of 12,021 Btu/hour for EREP 31 on DOY 18 of SL-4. The heat exchanger loads were higher during this· period since three pumps were in operation and the atmosphere tem-peratures were warmer at the high beta angles. 
The radiator heat loads during the EVA operations were con-siderably below the 12,000 Btu/hour specification limit and also less than the 11,200 Btu/hour design value estimated prior to the flight. This was partially attributed to the fact that only one 
of the EVA heat exchangers was used after the problems occurred with the TCVB valves. 
Because the radiator heat loads werl? always below the maximum specification values of 16,000 Btu/hour fot non-EVA and 12,000 Btu/hour for EVA there were never·any problems meeting the cold plate requirement of l200 F at the pump outlet. The maximum temperature occurred at 323:23:00 snd was approximately 750 F. 
2. AM Cooling System Performance During the Launch Phase - The AM coolant loop prelaunch performance is given in Section IX. As indicated in that section, only one of the two cooling l~ops was 
active until crew entry. The configuration at launch had one pump operating in the primary loop flowing through the radiator. The 
7-22 
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secondary loop was dormant with the radiator bypass valve in the 
normal or radiator flow position. The system heat load, induced by 
convective heating from the radiator at launch, internal system heat load, and aerodynamic heating during the boost/ascent phase, was 
rejected to the two thermal capacitors at the radiator outlet. The 
capacitor cooling mode was used until payload shroud jettison at T + 15 minutes 20 seconds. Follo>ling this the radiator began to 
reject heat to deep space •. Data indicates that of the approximately 5700 Btus of cooling capability stored in the two capacitors at launch, 2200 Btus remained when the radiator began to provide the 
required cooling. During this period of time the capacitors ma.in-tained all coolant loop temperatures within the required tolerances. Figure 7-7 shows the actual radiator outlet temperature history for the. first 6 hours of the mi,ssion along with predicted values for a short period at mission start. 
3. Radiator/Capacitor Non-EVA Performance - The heat rejection capability of the radiator/capacitor system was better than antici-pated prior to the flight and at no time were there problems in having adequate capacity for the planned operations. The parametric curve shown in figure 7-8 was prepared prior to the flight and was used to monitor the relative performance of the radiator periodically throughout the mission when the vehicle was in the solar inertial 
attitude and the Beta angle was between 0 and ±30 degrees. As shown, the outlet temperature of the radiator was equivalent to the pre-flight studies with a degraded coating ~/g = .25/.85 and an external environment between nominal and minimum fluxes. It was concluded therefore, that there was more than adequate capacity since preflight studie" showed that even for maximum flux conditions, the radiator rejection capability was greater than the required 16,000 Btu/hour without exceeding 47°F at the valve B outlet and the flight loads 
were considerably below this. 
4. Radiator/Capacitor Performance for Maneuvers - The impact of maneuvers on the performance of the radiator and thermal capacitor was of little significance during SL-2 and SL-3 because the capacitor outlet temperature was always below the phase change of 22.3°F for the tridecane wax. Some maneuvers which were performed during SL-4, however, occurred at Beta angles greater than the -65 degrees which was analyzed as an upper limit prior to flight. Results of the pre-flight studies showed that the thermal capacitors would thaw and all three control valves would exceed their control band for some maneu-vers at Beta angles approaching full Sun. As anticipated, the thermal capacitors did completely thaw during the flight and all of the thermal control valves exceeded their control band during some 
of the maneuvers. Typical plots of the system parameters are shown in figure 7-9, for EREP 29 and 30 on DOY 14. Refer to figure 7-10 
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PREDICTIONS BASED ON: 
BETA = O± 30 DEGREES 
SOLAR INERTIAL ATTITUDE 
Iii = 265 LB/HR/LOOP 
1 + 1 PUMP MODE 
~/E = .25/.85 
Q EQP = 5000 BTU/HR 
MIN FLUX QS = 401 BTU/HR FT2 Qa = 0.2 QIR = 64.3 BTU/HR FT2 
NOM FLUX Q
s 
= 429 BTU/HR FT2 
Q = 0.3 
a 
QIR = 75.4 BTU/HR FT2 
MAX FLUX 
Q
s 
= 457 BTU/HR FT2 
Q = 0 4 a • 
Q1R = 86.5 BTU/HR FT2 
MAX. FLUX 
PREFLIGHT I ----=~:::::::::q--i::~t---PREDIfTIONS l~ J,."-= L--f---r 
NOM. FLUX 
_\.< I 
::;;> - MI N FfLix----l 
I 
00'1 356 
~ I Q DOY 223 
\ FL~ GHT DATA 
-60i~ __ ~ ___ -L ____ ~ ______ L-___ ~ ____ -L ____ -L __ __ 
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Figure 7-8. AM Radiator/Capacitor Performance 
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Figure 7-10. Loca·tion of Flight Me asurements 
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for the location of the various temperature sensors. The fact that 
the valve outlet temperatures exceeded their control band was of no 
concern however, since the excursion was for a relatively short 
period of time and had little effect on the atmosphere conditions 
and cold plE.ted equipment. 
5. EVA Performance - The baseline requirement for EVA/IVA 
cooling ~ystem design was to remove 2000 Btu/hour for each of two 
men while maintaining the water supply temperature between 41°F and 
49°F. A change in program groundrules required that three crewmen 
be suited rather than two. This change required water cooling fur 
the third crewman with the resulting loads estimated preflight for 
the primary and secondary cooling loops as shown in figure 7-11. 
Analysis indicated that the load profile for the primary loop would 
result in a water supply temperature of 50. 5°F, which exceeded the 
specified upper limit of 49°F. Hm.ever, a decision was made to 
accept the higher water supply temperature. 
The peak heat loads in the EVA water loop during the flight 
are summarized in Table 7.5 for each Skylab mission. As shown, the 
heat loads were considerably lower than the 5000 Btu/hour maximum 
which was estimated for the preflight studies. This could be due 
partially to the water supply temperature being warmer than assumed 
preflight since the EVA bypass valve haa to be operated in the bypass 
mode. (See paragraph C.2.) Figures 7-12 and 7-13 show the approxi-
mate water and coolant temperatures which were provided with the· EVA 
valve in bypass. The crew reported that the cooling was adequate 
and tended to position their flow diverter valve with less than 100% 
flow,?ven though the supply temperatures were higher than the 49°F 
specif:·.cation upper limit. 
The third EVA of 8:.-3 was accomplished with 02 cooling since 
there wasn't adequate coolant in the primary coolant loop (see para-
graph C.3.) and the decision was made not to use the secondary loop 
for EVA with the risk of the control valve sticking in a worse posi-
tion. The approximate heat removal which could be provided by using 
the high 02 flow is shown in figure 7-14 for similar conditions to 
those in flight. The crew reported that the 02 cooling was adequate 
for the work loads experienced during the EVA but that tasks requiring 
high work loads would require water cooling. 
6. Radiator Coating Degradation - The solar absorptivity of the 
Z-93 coating on the radiator was measured prior to launch and an 
average value of approximately 0.14 "as established. Periodically 
throughout the mission, a flight support computer model was run and 
the inputs of solar absorptivity and emissivity "ere modified until 
the model results matched the flight data. Figure 7-15 shows a 
typical comparison "hich "as made using the data for DOY 264. Using 
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Table 7.5. EVA Heat Loads 
SUIT 
EVA LOOp(l) TIMF; COOLING 
MISSION EVA (DOY: HI\.: MIN) SYSTEM PEAK LOAD (BTU/HOUR) 
SL-2 III 158: 14: 30 SUS 2 1835 (Deployed OWS SAS) 
tl2 170: .:2: 21 SUS 1 1700 
SL-3 III 218:17:00 SUS 1 1770 (Deployed Twin Pole 
Shield) 
t/2 236:15:00 SUS 2 1500 
tl3 Oxygen Cooling Only 
SL-·4 til 326:20:45 SUS 1 2205 
112 359:16:30 SUS 1 1460 
~ 113 .. ~ 363:17:10 SUS 1 1515 ~. 
114 034:18:10 SUS 1 2045 
NOl·ES 
(1) Startup Transients Were Larger 
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Figure 7-14. EVA Cooling with O2 Flow I 
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the model and flight comparisons, the degradation in th~ coating could 
then be determined versus time. The results are plotted in figure 
7-16. As shown, the solar absorptivity of the radiator at the end 6f 
the 8L-4 mission was approximately 0.25. No change in the emissivity 
could be distinguished. The results showing the degradation of the 
Z-93 sample coating which was contained in the D024 experiment are 
also shown in figure 7-15. As shown, the trend is similar to the 
degradation of the coating on the radiator except that the D024 
samples had degraded to a value of approximately 0.34 by the end of 
the mission. This was at~ributed to the fact that the D024 experiment 
was mounted on the sun side of the vehic~e. with no shadowing. Crew 
comments during the debriefings indicated that where the sun impinged 
on the radiator coating, they could see a pattern of definitely 
lighter color where it was shadowed by the ATM deployme"'t struts or 
other equipment. This would lead to the conclusion that the radiator 
coating had probably degraded to the values corresponding to th~ D024 
samples where it was not shadowed but had degraded considerably less 
where it was shadowed by the ATM or was on the backside of the ve~ 
hiele. This accounts for the lower value calculated for the radiator 
since this would be the equivalent value if averaged over the entire 
radiator surface. 
7. ATM C&D/EREP Loop Performance - T~e ATM C&D/EREP loop had 
to provide adequate cooling for the ATM C&D console and all cold-
plated EREP equipment in the MDA and maintain their temperatures 
within specification limits. In addition, all local areas had to be 
maintained between SsoF and 10SoF to meet touch temperature criteria 
and assure that no condensation occurred. Crew comfort criteria as 
specified in MSC Document BRO-BD-S7-67 also had to be met while the 
operator vTaS at the ATM C&D console. These criteria had to be met 
while satisfying the various modes of operation as specified in 
paragraph 2.3.3.10 of the Mi.ssion Requirements Document.for operation 
of the ATM and EREP experiments. 
There "as only limited flight instrumentation for monitoring 
the temperature of specific components on the ATM C&D console and 
the EREP equipment had no flight temperature indications. However, 
using the flight "ater inlet temperatures and flowrates in a detailed 
analytical model "hich "as developed for the components, it can be 
concluded "itr, a reasonable degree of confidence that the temperature 
requirements "ere met throughout the entire Skylab mission. All 
design studies prior to the space flight showed the ATM C&D and EREP 
components would not exceed their maximum temperature limits if the 
water inlet temperature did not exceed 7soF and the average MDA 
temperature did not exceed SOoF. The water inlet temperature during 
the flight "as always maintained below 7SoF and was a maximum of 74.9 
at 264:14:30. The maximum average MDA temperature was approximately 
7l.soF, well belo" the assumed SO°F. 
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Additional studies were accomplished which sho,;ed that the 
heat load on the system was composed not only of the equipment load 
and the heat leaks into the system from the MDA, but also of an 
additional load from environ~ental heating in the porticns of the 
system ,;hich were mounted on the outside of the Airlock Module. This 
load, in the solar inertial attitude, varied from approximately 180 
Btu/hour at the low Beta angles to approximately 500 Btu/hour at the 
higher Beta angles of 50 degrees ?nd above. The amount of heat from 
th~ environment appeared to increase during the periods that the 
vehicle was in the Z-LV attitude. There ,;as also evidence that the 
conductances which had been assumed for design purposes were conserv-
ative. This would result in even lower component temperatures than 
the preflight predictions for the various heat genera Ling components 
such as the EREP tape recorder motor and the ATM C&D TV mO·:litors. 
However, it would also result in higher transient heat loads being 
imposed on the coolant loop since more h"at would be transferred to 
the water. Figures 7-17 and 7-18 show the water outlet temperatures 
for typical days when ATM experiments and EREP experiments were 
operated, respectively. As shown, the higher outlet temperntures 
in flight indicate that more of the heat went into the water loop 
and was probably the result of the conservatively small values assumed 
for the conductances. 
The combined effect of the larger conductance and the environ-
mental heating in the airlock area therefore contributed to the ATM 
C&D/EREP loop peak heat loads being higher than those calculated pre-
flight. The maximum load during ATM C&D operations was approxirr~te1y 
1450 Btu/hour while the preflight predictions were approximat~ly 800 
Btu/hour. The maximum load during EREP operations was approx,imate1y 
2780 Btu/hour for the EREP pass on DOY 20 while preflight predicti·;'ns 
were a maximum of approximately 1440 Btu/hour. Though these loads 
were considerably higher than preflight predictions they were of 
such short duration that there was no adverse effects on the perform-
ance of the ATM C&D/EREP loop or the AM coolant loop. 
It was also si~ificant to note that the temperatures which 
could be monitored on the ATM C&D console were well below the red1ine 
limit that had been assumed prior to the flight. Table 7.6 shows the 
maximum values which were obserlred for the sensors versus their 
redline values. 
8. Low Temperature in Suit Cooling System #1 - The attempt to 
reduce OWS structural and internal temperatures during the period 
before launch of the SL-2 crew by pitching the cluster about the Y 
axis (and thereby reducing the incident solar flux) resulted in an 
excessively cold environment in the Airlock Module. The structural 
temperatures gradually decreased and approached the freezing point 
of water beneath th~ thermal curtain in the area of the suit/battery 
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Table 7.6. ATH C&D Console Temperatures 
~' .' 
:' 
ASSUNED SENSOR REDLINE LIHIT *HAX. FLIGHT NO. DESCRIPTION TEHP (OF) TEHP (OF) 
C154 Intensity Display Counter 140 84 
C155 Exposure Display Counter 140 84 
C156 CRT HV Pwr Supply 140 86 
C157 Intensi ty Hodulat:or 140 82 
C159 C&D Low Volt ~.r Supply 140 86 
C376 Video Honitor No. 1 185 102 
C377 Video Honitor No. 2 185 91 
*Temperatures monitored between DOY 324 and 355 
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cooling module (figure 7-19). If allowed to freeze, the loop could have been lost due to breaking of water lines. A more serious con-cern, hOHever, was that freezing might occur within the water/coolant interface' heat exchanger with a resulting potential loss of an Airlock ~!odule c('oling loop. 
Several vehicle attitude changes were made in an attempt to improve the thermal environment in the suit/battery module area. At 141:12:37 the vehicle pitch was decreased from approximately _50 0 to -40°F while no temperature increase was observed, the rate of de-crease was diminished. 
In order to provide additional solar energy in the area of the thermal curtain, a _80 0 pitch maneuver was periormed and main-tained for one revolution at 142:11:09. The effect of the maneuver is illustrated in figure 7-20 which depicts the shadowing of the Air-lock Module area with the vehicle in a _50 0 pitch attitude (which '''as nominally maintained throughout this period) and also shows the direct solar impingement into the area of the Airlock Module meteoroid curtain with the vehicle in a -80 0 pitch maneuver. The photographs , in figure 7-20 were made with a Skylah model and solar lamp on DOY 142 to aid in selecting a maneuver to provide solar flux into the de-sired area. Extreme pitch maneuvers of this type caused low tempera-ture problems on the ATM solar arrays solder joints and Were there-fore undesirable. On the revolution prior to executing the _80 0 pitch, the vehicle was placed in the solar inertial attitude to warm the solar arrays prior to the maneuver and to charge the batteries. This attitude also provided additional solar energy to the Airlock Module. 
Other pitch maneuvers which provided some improvement in the suit/battery module environment were performed at 143:21:50 (_65 0 for two revolutions) and at 144:22:45 (-68 0 for two revolutions). 
A temperature history for suit cooling system #1 pump outlet temperature is provided in figure 7-21. The warming trend which be-gins just before DOY 146 was apparently ,~aused by the influence of heat transfer from the OWS dome since a review of Ol~S dome tempera-tures showed a corresponding ~ncrease in temperature at tfiat time. 
The minimum temperature observed l'laS approximately 33.5°F. The accuracy of the measurement Has approximately ±2°F. Even though the water temperature approached the freezing point, it is believed that freezing was prevented. Subsequent performance of the suit loop verified tha~ no water leak developed asa result of the'cold temperatures. 
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9. Potential Freezing of AN Radiator - At approximat.:ly 
137: 02: 01, it was determined that the outlet temperature of thermal 
control valve C (TCVC) was 45.7"F which was above its control point 
of 40 +2°F. Since the .radiator inlet temperature was only 48°F, this 
implied that the radiat'or flO1rrate was nearly zero and might be in 
the process of freezin/;. Although this condition in itself was not 
thought detrimental, the thawing required to reactivate the radiator 
had never been attempted and waS therefore considered undesirable. 
Th" following items were therefore turned on to add more heat to the 
loop. 
Component 
Tape Recorder 113 & DC/DC Converter 
10 Hatt transmitter A 
10 Hatt transmitter C 
(2 Hatt transmitter turn off) 
Net Heat Load Added 
Approximate Load 
(Btu/hour) 
51 
165 
165 
-66 
315 Btu/hour 
Thia corrective action caused the TCVC outlet temperature to 
decrease from 45.7°F to 4l.4°F and the pump delta P increased from 39 
to 46 PSID indicating that the radiator £101. had been reinitiated. 
It was later shown by analysis that the thermal capacitance 
of the radiator was large enough that freezing would not occur with 
zero flo"; in the radiator. This proved to be true on DU):s 141 and 
142 when the system heat loads were very low and the raaiator flow 
actually did drop to approximately 0 lb/hour on the cold side of each 
,'rbit and there was no apparent freezing. 
10. ~I Coolant Pump Performance - Coolant flowrates during the 
flight ,.,ere better than the design values and did not decrease with 
time of operation. The flight values for the various inverter/pump 
combinations utilized throughout the mission are summarized in Table 
7.7. Since the system heat loads, temperatures, pressures, and other 
parameters were directly dependent upon the pump combinations which 
were utilized at clny given time, Table 7.8 is provided for reference. 
Table 7.9 shows the total run time that was imposed on each pump. 
Endurance tests or. the ground prior to the flight had been run on a 
pump f~r approximately 9000 hours without failure. 
Prior to SL-2, the automatic switchover system switched from 
the primary to the secondary loop on two occasions. At 139:20:00:10, 
while PRl-Inv l/Pump A was running, the ~I coolant loop switched auto-
matically from the primary to the secondary loop. Switchover measure-
ments were at the following values prior to switchover, well above 
the automatic switchover limits: 
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PRIMARY 
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'rab1e 7.7 Coolant F10wrates 
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INVERTER PUMP(S) FLOlffiATE 
(LB/HOUR) 
1 A 270 
B 1 
AB :,10 2 
2 B 270 
C 1 
BC 510 2 
3 C 1 
A 1 
AC J. 
1 A 270 
B 1 
AB 520 
2 B 270 
C 1 
BC 515 
3 C 275 
A 270 2 
AC 1 , " J , 
:1 
Inverter!pump(s) combination not utilized 1 j Estimated from TCV-B hot inlet flow measurement I since TCV-B outlet flowmeter not available at j time of designated operation 
'j 
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Table 7.8. Coolant System Pump Configuration Status 
CODE: PRr:1ARY OR SECONDARY LOOP 
INVERTER NO. 1 
Plll>IP 
STATUS * * TURNED ON OR OFF 
(PillIPS NOT NOTED ARE OFF) 
PRI IA ON 
TIME (GMT) 
134:17:30 
139 'I~: 00 
140; ": : 16: 00 
140:01:41:00 
146:00:18:00 
146:13:52:00 
146: 16: 16: 00 
146:16:25 :00 
147:04:17:31 
148 :14 :17 :17 
149 :01:44: 00 
149:02:04:55 
149: 02: 05; 55 
149:03:29:00 
150:22:42:00 
151: 00: 19: 00 
151:12:09:00 
152:00:40:35 
153:12:00:58 
154:02:35:00 
154:12:20:00 
155:00:42:00 
155:12:16:54 
155:23:26:00 
156:11:23:00 
158:12:59:30 
158:13:42:4·7 
)58:16:05:00 
S'J'ATUS 
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION PRIo 1A 
PRI lA OFF SEC lA ON (AUTO SWITCH) 
l'RI lA ON SEC 1A OFF 
PRI lA OFF SEC lA ON (AUTO SHITeR) 
SEC lA & B ON 
SEC lA SEC IB OFF 
SEC lA & B OK 
SEC lA SEC IB OFF 
PRI lA ON SEC lA 
PRI 1A SEC lA OFF 
PRI 1A SEC lA ON 
PRl lA SEC lA OFF 
(CIRCUIT BREAKER POPPED) 
rRl lA SEC 2B ON (CREW COMl>fAND) 
PRI lA SEC 2B OFF SEC 3C ON 
(GROUND CONNAND) 
PRI lA OFF SEC 3C 
PRI lA ON SEC 3C 
PRl lA OFF SEC 3C 
PRI lA ON SEC 3C 
(HIGH 6P PRI AT START) 
PRI 1A OFF SEC 3C 
PRI lA ON SEC 3C 
(HIGH 6P PRI AT START) 
PRI lA OFF SEC 3C 
PRl 1A ON SEC 3C 
(HIGH 6P PRI AT START) 
PRI lA OFF SEC 3C 
PRI lA ON SEC 3C 
(HIGH 6P PRI AT START) 
PRI lA OFF SEC 3C 
PRI lA ON SEC 3C (EVA) 
PRl 1A OFF SEC 3C (SUS #1 FROZE & 
TCV B OFF TENP SCALE LOW) 
PRI 1A ON SEC 3C (CREW COHl>fAND) 
TOTAL PUHPS 
(PRI + SEC) 
1+0 
0+1 
1+0 
0+1 
0+2 
0+1 
0+2 
0+1 
1+1 
1+0 
1+1 
1+0 
1+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
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Table 7.8. Coo1"nt System Pump Configuration Status (Continu1,d) 
!IME (GMT) 
158:16:17;00 
158:19:00 
158:19:43 
159: 01: 07, 30 
159:01:08:30 
159:01:58:48 
159: 02 : 07 : 30 
159:02:40:30 
159:02:41:30 
160:02:16:34 
160:02:17:46 
160:18:15:00 
160:18:23:46 
160:18:42:41 
160:18:47:00 
161:13:54:23 
162:16,~'9:13 
162:16:56:25 
162:22:07:22 
162:22:08:47 
163:14:35:00 
163:14:~6:32 
170:08:54 
170:13:07 
173:09:07:50 
207 STATUS 
209:20:42 
210: 04: 35 
215:19:40 . 
218:14:26 
219:00:22 
233:13:30:45 
7-48 
STATUS 
PRI 1A OFF 
PRI 1A ON 
PRI 1A OFF 
SEC 2B OFF 
SEC 2B ON 
SEC 2B OFF 
SEC 3C ON 
SEC 3C OFF 
SEC 2B ON 
SEC 3C (CREW COMMAND) 
SEC 3C OFF (CREW COMMAND) 
SEC 2B ON (CREW COMMAND) (CREW COMHA.1W) 
(CREW COMHA.1W) 
(CREW COMMAND) 
PRI 1A ON SEC 2B 
PRI lA OFF SEC 2B ON 
PRI 1A & B ON SEC 2B 
PRI 1A & B OFF SEC 2B 
PRI lA ON SEC 2B 
PRI lA OFF SEC 2B 
PRI 2B ON SEC 2B 
PRI 2B SEC 2B & C ON 
PRI 2B SEC 2B & C OFF 
PRI 2B SEC 2B & C ON 
PRI 28 SEC 2B & C OFF 
PRI 2B SEC 2B & C ON 
PRI 2B SEC 2B SEC 2C OFF 
PRI 2B & C ON SEC 2B (EVA) 
PRI 2B, PRI 2C OFF SEC 2B 
PRI 2B OFF SEC 2B (DEACTIVATION) 
SEC 2B (STOWAGE) 
PRI 2B ON SEC 2B 
(HIGH 8P AT START) (ACTIVATION) 
PRI 2B OFF SEC 2B 
PRI 2B ON SEC 2B 
PRI 2BC ON SEC 2B (EVA) 
PRI 2B PRI 2C OFF SEC 2B 
PRI.2B SEC 2C ON SEC 2B 
BUS 1 CIRCUIT BREAKER OPENED, 
BOTH SECONDARY PUMPS OFF. GROUND 
THEN COMHANDED INVERTER 2 OFF, 
THEN ON. NO PUMP STARTED UP. 
THEN PUMP C TO INVERTER 3. CREW 
THEN RESET BUS 1 CIRCUIT BREAKER 
AND SEC 2B STARTED. 
-:,," -
TOTAL PliHPS 
(PRI + SEC) 
0+1 
1+0 
0+1 
0+0 
0+1 
0+0 
0+1. 
0+0 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
2+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
1+2 
1+0 
1+2 
1+0 
1+2 
1+1 
2+1 
1+1 
0+1 
0+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
2+1 
1+1 
1+0 
~ -- . 
, ~ 
r 
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Table 7. S. Coolant System Pmnp Configuration Status (Concluded) 
TOTAl. PUMPS TillE (GMT) STATUS (PRI + SEC) 
233:13:34:30 
233:18:20:57 
233: 18: 21: 17 
233:18:22:10 
233:18:22:45 
233:20:26:30 
235:18:30:50 
236:12:52:00 
237:17:20:00 
268:00:00:00 
269 STATUS 
324:00:33 
324:00:35 
324:00:52 
326:15:51 
326: 15 : 51 : 25 
327:01:27:45 
327:16:42:51 
353,12:53:45 
359:15:08 
360:00:24 
363:14:50:39 
363:14:51:03 
363:21:21 
16:16:.'38:24 
16: 16 : 38 : 32 
24:11:32:15 
34:12:28 
34:21:53 
36:19:25:16 
39:22:21 
40:15:00 
PRI 2B SEC 2B ON 
PR": 2B SEC 2B OFF 
PRI 2B SEC 3C ON 
PRI 2B SEC 3C OFF 
PRI 2B SEC 2BC ON 
PRI 2B SEC 2C OFF SEC 2B 
PRI 2B OFF SEC 2B 
SEC 2BC ON (EVA) 
SEC 2B SEC 2C OFF 
SEC 2B (DEACTIVATION) 
SEC 2B (STOHAGE) 
PRl 2B ON SEC 2B (FOLLOHING 
COOLANOL RECHARGE OF PRI LOOP) 
PRI 2BC ON SEC 2B 
PRI 2C OFF 
PRl 2B OFF 
PRI 2BC ON 
PRl 2C OFF 
PRI 2B OFF 
PRI 2B ON 
PRI 2BC ON 
PRI 2C OFF 
PRI 2B OFF 
PRl 2BC ON 
PRl 2C OFF 
PRI 2B OFF 
PRI 2BC ON 
PRl 2C OFF 
PRI 2BC ON 
PRl 2C OFF 
PRl 2B OFF 
PRI2B 
SEC 2B 
SEC 2B 
PRI 2B 
SEC 2B 
SEC 2B 
SEC 2B 
PRI2B 
SEC 2B 
SEC 2B 
PRI 2B 
SEC 2B 
SEC 2B 
PRI 2B 
SEC 2B 
PRI 2B 
SEC 2B 
SEC 2B 
(EVA PREP) 
SEC 2B 
(EVA PREP) 
SEC 2B 
(EVA PREP) 
SEC 2B 
(MORE OHS COOLING) 
SEC 2B 
(EVA PREP) 
SEC 2B 
(POlVER SAVINGS) 
SEC 2B (RAN SHORT SEC IA TEST) 
SEC 2B OFF 
1+1 
1+0 
1+1 
1+0 
1+2 
1+1 
0+1 
0+2 
0+1 
0+1 
1)+1 
1+1 
2+1 
1+1 
0+1 
2+1 
1+1 
0+1 
1+1 
2+1 
1+1 
0+1 
2+1 
1+1 
0+1 
2+1 
1+1 
2+1 
1+1 
0+1 
0+1 
0+0 
I 
Table 7.9 
COOLANT LOOP PUMP 
PRIMARY LOOP A 
B 
C 
SECONDARY LOOP A 
B 
C 
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Total Accumulated Pump Run Time 
TIME (HOURS) 
PRELAUNCH FLIGHT TOTAL 
1202 223 1425 
1110 2041 3151 
1199 236 1435 
1223 210 1433 
1136 5926 7062 
1096 288 1384 
• 
• 
1 
I 
I 
I 
i 
PRI TCVB Outlet (C209) 
PRI TCVB Outlet (C217) 
PRI PilllP 6P (D224) 
Flight 
Value 
46.6°F 
46.5°F 
40.9 PSID 
Sldtchover 
Limit 
38 + 1. 75°F 
38 + 1. 75°F 
18 + 2 PSID 
Primary inverter l/pump A "as again selected at 140:01:15 
and both auto s"itchover groups "ere enabled. At 140:01:34, the Al-! 
r.c'olant loup sl<Uc:hed from the primary to the secondary loop again. fhe temperature and pressure drop (C209, C2l7, and D224) values "ere 44.5°P, 45.7°p, and 33.6 P[iID respectively, "ell above the sl'itch-Over limits aga in. Telemetry I,as examined and indicated that Auto SI,itchover Group /11 Sensor circuitry initiated the first switchover 
at 137 :02 :01 but insufficient data "as available to determine "hich 
'" 
group initiated the second s"itchover at 140:01:34. Since the Auto SI.itchover Group /11 Sensing Circuitry I.as suspect, the PRI-Inv 1/ Pump A "as commanded on again at 148: 14: 17 with only sldtchover group /12 enabled and performed normally I.ith no automatic sl.itchover. S«itchover «as disabled at 149 :01 :44. It I,as concluded that the 
s,dtchover group III "as suspect in the primary loop and a decision was made that the secondary loop be operated during the storage mode Idth both of its sensor groups enabled and if operation of the primary loop I·;"as necessary only to enable its senGor group i12. The primary coolant loop «as operated several times later in the mission with group 112 
"ithout problems. 
Operation of inverters and pumps «as normal except an apparent failure of Inverter 1 in the secondary loop "hich is discllssed in para-graph C.l. 
11. Leabge of 11ater From Suit Cooling System III - During the EVA on DOY 359 the gas inlet temperature dropped to 33°r on suit 
circuit number tl<O but the fNA crel<man reported he was comfortable. This could not be explained until after the EVA, "hen the commander reported ice al the LSlJ/PCU composite connector and also said that 
"hen he disconnected the connector he got a "ball of "ater in the face." It "as therefore concluded that the sublimation of the water, which was leaking at the compcsite connector was the reason for the 101< gas inlet temperature indication. 'l'h" SUS III reservoir "as also empty so it "as concluded that the "ater had leaked out through the faul ty connection during the EVA. The SUS 111 loop, a dry LSU, and PCU were r<!serviced "ith I<ater and leak checked on DOY 361. The loop was 
used for the fNA on DOY 363 "ith no incid·.,nts of leakage reported. Later, on DOY 364 during the last EVA of SL-4, one cret<man reported a 1/16 inch stream of water leaking from his composite connector. When the reservoir Has checked during the EVA, it .. as found to be 20% full, so the cre\~ lOaH told to do the "sneak up" procedure (defined in para-graph C.2. of L1lis section) on SUS 112 and St,itch the U1ubilicals to SUS 112 should 1111 of the I<ater leak out of the SUS 111 reservoir during the remainder of the fNA. 'l'he EVA tJas completed. ho .. ever. and the SUS 112 loop I~as not required. 
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12. Water Spillage Out of the ATM C&D/EREP Lo~ - During the 
process of changing the filter in the ATH C&D/EREP water loop at 
148:22:29, the crew reported a slight spillage of water (approximately 
2 to 4 ounces) from one of the water quick disconnects. The crew said 
during the postflight debriefing that the internal plunger of the 
quick disconnect (QD) did not close fully when it I,as disconnected. It 
was reconnected and disconnected again with LC apparent leakage. 
There was no leakage Imen the filter was changed again on DOY 165. It 
is believed that the leakage was a momentary malfunction of the QD 
which was cleared up by the connect/disconnect procedure used by the 
crew. 
13. Halfunction of Suit Cooling System 111 Flol;meter - During 
the second EVA in SL-2 the SUS 111 flowmeter TH (F206) became erratic, 
oscillating between 228 and 293 Ib/hour and dropped to 0 Ib/hour 
sometime after 170:12:09. It appeared to have failed for the rest of 
the EVA. However, during EVA III of SL-3 on DOY 218, it showed an 
indication again but was oscillating near the same range as before 
and ceased operating at 218:22:12. The SUS 111 system was used for 
the four EV As during SL-4 as well as for the various "sneak up" pro-
cedures and the flowmeter appeared to operate properly during these 
periods. . 
14. Failure of F2l4 Flowmeter - During the first EVA on 
the primary coolant loop TCVB outlet floMneter (F2l4) failed. 
further discussion of the events occurring at the time of the 
is presented in paragraph C.2. 
SL-2, 
A 
failure 
15. Failure of F2l2 Flowmeter - During the first EVA of SL-4, 
the primary loop TCVA flowrate (F2l2) dropped to zero when the second 
pump was activated in the loop. Since no reading was recorded there-
after it was conduded that the flowmeter had failed. 
C. Anomalies 
L Secondary Coolant Loop Inverter Circuit Breaker Open - At 
149:01:44 the secondary Inv Ill/pump A was turned on by grourid command. 
At 149:02:05 the circuit breaker for secondary Inv. 1 opened and at 
149:02:06 the crew tu~ned on secondary Inv. 112/Pump B. To provide a 
different power source to the secondary loop than the primary loop, 
the secondary lnv. 113/l'ump C was turned on by ground command. (AH 
Bus 2 powering SgC loop and AH Bus 1 powering PRI loop). The cause 
of the circuit hreaker openlllg could not he determined due to lack 
of data availahility. It wus dedded that neither pump A nor 
inverter 1 would be used as long as other pumps and inverters were 
available or until troubleshooting could establish the cause of the 
problem. A troubleshooting procedure was developed, but was not 
used during the missions since pumps Band C and inverters 2 and 3 
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opera 'Oed satisfactorily. Troubleshooting I,as performed, however, during the testing period after the splashdown of SL-4. From these tests it "as determined that the problem "as in the electronic:; 
associated with :cnverter 1. Neither pumps A or B would operate I,hen pOl,ered by inverter 1 but would operate I,ith alternate inverters. 
2. Anomalies During First EVA of SL-2/Stuck Thermal Control Valves - The [ollOl,ing sequence ot events and anomalies occurred during the first EVA: The corresponding thermal control valve B (TCVB) outlet temperatures are shOlm in figure 7-22. 
Prior to 158:13:00 
158:12:59:30 
158:13:26:00 
158: 13:26:13 
15H: 13:26:)(j 
ISH: 13 :26 :45 
158:13:29 
ISf!:13:30 
The secondary loop I,as running with 
l<ith Inv 3/Pump Con. 
The primary loop I,as turned on with 
Inv l/Pump A in preparation for EVA. 
Primary loop EVA valve s"itched to 
EVA position. 
EVA I,ater loops el.r SUS III and /12 
w'ere both turned 011. 
Secondnry loop EVA valve sl,itched to 
EVA position. 
FIOl""""ter (F214) failed in primary 
loop. It is though t t ha t t his oc-
curred as a result of contamination 
flowing thrOul\h the flm,meter 1,II1cll 
originated in the lWA h"at exchan~er 
III or the regenerat ive heat exchanger 
and I'as released "hen the EVA valve 
I,as put in the EVA position. 
The Elf" heat load drove the primary 
and secondary TCVB valves to the 
full ,-old position initially, which 
is nor",a1. 
As the r-rimary valve traveled back 
toward an interim position to main-
tain the 47°F outlet it stuck at 
93 Ib/hollr hot flol'. This also is 
thought to have occurred as a result 
of the contamination released in the 
system "hen th,' EVA valve was put in 
the EVA position. 
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158:13:40 
158:13:40:30 
158: 13 : 41: 30 
158:13:42:47 
158:14:15:00 
158: 14: 16: 00 
158:15:52:00 
158:16:05 :00 
158:16:10:00 
T , 
As a result of a squealing noise and 
a low temperature C&W at the outlet 
of primary TCVB, (T ~ 38 ±l. 75°F), 
the crew switched the primary loop 
EVA valve back to Bypass. 
Crew reported when they Iqent to 
Bypass the squealing noise started 
again and they got an EVA 1 Caution 
and Warning light indic"ting EVA 
water loop temperature below 33.5 
±1.5°F. 
The SUS #1 flowmeter (F206) read 0 
lb/hour probably as a result of 
water freezing in the EVA heat 
exchangers, since the coolant inlet 
to the EVA heat exchangers (C287) 
was reading OaF. 
The crew switched Primary EVA valve 
back to EVA. 
The primary TCVB outlet dropped down 
to 7°p so the primary loop was 
turned off. 
SUS If 1 and SUS #2 water pumps were 
turned off. 
The commander's umbilical was 
switched to SUS #2 and SUS #Z' 
primary pump turned on so that both 
EVA crewmen were on SUS #2 and went 
EVA in this configuration. 
The STS crewman tried both pumps in 
the SUS #1 water loop but got no 
flow. 
The STS crewman turned on the pri-
mary loop Inv l/pump A with the EVA 
valve in bypass. 
The primary TCVB outlet went off 
scale low at OaF. 
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158:16:17:00 
158:19:00:42 
158:19:43:00 
158:19:46:00 
158:21:51:00 
159:01:08:22 
7-56 
Primary loop turned off by STS creH-man. 
When the SUS 112 "ater loop "as turn",d off during LOS, the secondary 1'CVll valve tried to move back to an in-terim position to maintain a 47°F outlet but stuck at 225 1b/hour hot flOl. causing the valve ou tlet to drop to 35°F. The cre" got a cau-tion and "arning (SEC COOL TENP LOl.J, 
'I' ..:: 38 ±2. 9°F), so the secondary loop WIS turned off and the pr Imary loop, Has turned back on. At thIs time the Hole Sieve fan ''''s re-ported to be making a noise and there "as a Caution and Warning for a low Ras flO1. in Hole Sieve A. 
The Hole SIeve A fan flmITate "as reading 0 C~[ probably as a resul t of fret·.zing the condensate in the condeu;;ing heat exchangers. The primary coolant loop "as turned off, and the secondary loop IllY 2/Pump II 
"as turned on. The Nole Sieve A ffln was then turned off, on, and off but there was no flow. 
The Calltion and \.Jarning ',as trig-gered again indicating a 10" tem-peratUl'e at the secondary 'l'CVn-
outlet. 
The Hole Sieve A fan IOas turned on again und there ,.as flOl.. (The 
condensate had apparently thawed during the 2 hours that the primary loop was off). 
The crew s"itched the secondary loop Illv 2/Pump B to off then com-
mand. The ground commanded the Inv 2/l'ump B on. As a result, the TeVB hut flow shifted from 225 to 217 1b/hour and the TeVB outlet 
shifted from 35.4 to 33.0°1'. 
I 
I 
i 
1 
_,J 
- , 
l 
1 
1"< r' 
I 
I 
.f. 
159:01:58:48 
159:02:07:30 
159: 02 :40: 30 
159 :02 :41: 30 
Remedial actions (see figure 7-23). 
·----·-----~-r 
Secondary loop Inv 2/Pump B commanded 
off and on again, but Hould not re-
start. 
The creH restarted the secondary 
loop by turning on Inv 3/Pump C. 
The TCVB hot flOH shifted from 219 
Ib/hour to 230 Ib/hour and valve 
outlet shifted from 33.0 to 34.6°F. 
The crel, sl,itched the secondary 
Inv 3/Pump C off and then to com-
mand. 
The ground conunanded Inv 2/Pump B 
on. The TCVB hot flOl, shifted to 
210 Ib/hour and the valve outlet 
shifted to 30.7°F. 
159 :03 :03: 16 The AH and ~IDA heaters H"re commanded 
on to add more heat into the sec-
ondary coolant loop. 
l50:03:U6:53 
159:04:43:00 
1'he ATH C&D I,as pOHered up to ap-
proximately 170 H to add more heat. 
The crel, Has requested to install 
two liquid cooled garments near 
the Harmest OHS "ater tank and turn 
on SUS loop #2. This procedure 
added enough heat to the hot inlet 
of the secondary loop TCVB that the 
outlet temFerature was increased to 
40°F and stllbilized at that value. 
The TCVB valve Has designed such that a I.arming of the sensor 
cartridge caused it to expand and provided a positive movement, "hile 
a cooling of the sensor caused it to contract and the opposite move-
ment "as provided by a spring. By turning off the loop to "al.m up the 
sensor, the valve "ould be subjected to a large force from the expan-
sion of the sensor cartridge and "ould likely unstick the valve. This 
procedure I.as utoled on both primary and secondary coolant loops and "as 
successful in unsticklng both valves as folloNS: 
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Figure 7-23. Remedial Actions for M~ Coolant Loops 
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160:02:16:34 
160:02:17:46 
160:02:23:23 
160:02:23:58 
160:18:15:00 
160:18:23:46 
160:18:42:41 
160:18:47:30 
The primary loop was turned on (Inv 
l/Pump A) but the hot inlet flow was 
still stuck at 87 lb/hour. 
The primary loop was turned off when 
the valve outlet dropped to 36°F. 
The crel' turned on SUS III to check 
out the EVA water loop. The floH 
was then 248 lb/hour indicating that 
the water had thawed in the EVA 
heat exchangers. 
The SUS III loop I,as turned off. 
Two pumps (Inv l/Pumps A & B) were 
turned on in the Primary loop. The 
outlet of the TCVB returned to 47°F 
indicating that it I'as unstuck. 
The primary loop was turned off. 
One pump was turned on in the pri-
mary loop (Inv l/Pump A) to deter-
mine if. the valve would modulate 
with aile pump on. The valve outlet 
was 48°F. 
The primary loop was turned off. 
To assure that the primary loop TCVB valve would modulate to control the outlet temperature within limits during an EVA the follow-ing "sneak up" procedure was recommended: 
Connect LSU & PCU to panel 217 with the diverter valve in position 1. 
Turn SUS Pump on for 15 seconds and off for 1 mi"ute, on [or 30 seconds and off for 1 minute, on for 1 minute and 
off for 1 minute, on for 2 minutes and off for 1 minute, 
on for 15 minutes. 
The intent Has to add h"at to tIt .. loop gradually so the TCVE would not travel to the full col.d posit ion and risk it sticking in this position. Also, the EVA valve remained in Bypass for this procedure and it was recommended thet it never be plsced in the EVA position again since the contamination which caused the EvA #1 
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anomalies was postulated to have originated in heat exchangers which 
were activated when the valve was placed in the EVA position. 
The "sneak up" procedure w'as used as follotvs: 
161:13 :54: 23 
161:13:37:00 
Primary loop Inv 2/Pump B turned on 
with T~iB outlet ~ 47°F and modu-
lating. 
Five SUS #1 on/off cycles Nere run 
according to the "sneak up" proced-
ure and the valve cop. trolled at 4rF. 
The secondary loop TCVB valve was then unstuck and checked out as follows: 
162:16:49:13 
162:22:07:22 
162:22:08:47 
163:14:35:00 
163:14:56:32 
165:14:20:00 
Pump C "as turned on in secondary 
.10op so that both pumps ll&C were 
running. The TCVB valve was still 
stuck and the outlet temperature was 40°F. Pumps B&C were turned off. 
Secondary loop In"! Z!P"mps B&C ,Jere 
turned on. 
Secondary loop was turned off as 
valve was still stuck and outlet ~,as 
40°F. 
Secondary loop was turned on (Inv 2/ 
Pump B&C). Outlet temperature was 
47°F and modulating the flow prop-
erly. 
Secondary loop Pump C turned off (valve still controlling). 
Five SUS #2 on/off cycles were run 
accord Lng to the "sneak up" proced-
ure and the valve outlet temperature 
shifted to 45.5°F. 
As a result of the sticking of the TCVB valve in both coolant loops, a heater was built and t"ken on SL-3 to provide the capability to add heat to the SUS loop and thereby add heat at the hot inlet to the TCVB valve without using the liquid cooled garments as required during SL-2. A heater controller was also provided which would 
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regulate heat in steps for a total of 250, 500, and 1000 watts by DeS command. Figure 7-24 shows the heater power required to maintain the valve outlet temperature above 400 F. Use of the heater was never re-quired. 
After both the primary and secondary coolant loop thermal control valves were unstuck, both maintained temperatures within the control band of 47 +20 F. Reviewing performance data, however, indi-cated that the secondary loop valve was somewhat sluggish. As a re-sule, EVA's were conducted with all crewmen on Suit Cooling System #1 with the primary coolant loop until loss of the primary loop due to leakage 0n SL-3. At that time, a decision was made to risk use of the secondary loop rather than perform the second EVA of SL-3 with only O2 cooling. 
The SUS loop was turned on at 236:13:32 and the secondary TCVB appeared to be modulating normally until the SUS loop was turned off at 236:21:08:30. At this time, the valve traveled from a hot flow of 448 lb/hour to 454 lb/hour (two coolant pump' on) and stuck at that point. As a result, the valve outlet temperature dropped from 47.3 to 4l.70 F as shown in figure 7-25 and stayed at approxi-
mately this temperature for the remainder of the SL-3 manned mission. The temperature dropped to approximately 400 F during the storage period when the loads on the system were very low. No attempt «as made to free the valve as in SL-2 since the valve was stuck in an acceptable position and it was found that one time when the loop was cycled off and on to attempt to unstick the valve in SL-2, the '.'alve outlet actually moved to a colder position than before. The s<'condary loop was operated continuously with the TCVB stuck in this position until the SL-4 EREF pass on DOY 12. At this time the higher radiator outlet temperature during the Z-LV attitude increased the valve inlet tetiperature and the valve came unstuck. The hot ~eg flow was decreased to 144 lb/hour during the pass, but returned to the original pOSition following the pass. During the EREF p'ass on DOY 14 the valve decreased the hot flow to 0 lb/hour, but again returned. to the original position. Later during the EREF pass on DOY 18 the valve came unstuck again but began to modulate following the pass and continued to modulate until the end of the SL-4 mission. 
'I'h" third EVA of SL-3 was accomp lished with 02 cooling since the primary loop <lid not have sufficient coolant and there was the possibility that the TCVB valve in the secondary loop might stick in a less desirable position if it wer(' used again during an EVA. After 
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reservicing of the primary coolant loop, all EVAs I<ere accomplished during SL-4 usi:'g the primary coolant loop and suit cooling system ill. 
3. Airlock Nodule Coolant Loop Leakage - At 217:07:10 an accumu-lator 1011 limit indication occurred in the primary coolant loop. Data 
analysis indicated slol< leaks in both the primary and secondary coolanl loops. A compressed history of ('oolant pump inlet pressures [or I>oth 
coolant loops is provided in fir;llre 7-26 Ilnd 1] history o[ culc"latct! coo lant loop mllss for each loop is provided in figure 7-27. As call he Hcen, the prtmary loop pre~HiUre continued to occreaHe after tilt' 
reservoir 10" level light indication and the loop "as turned off ill 235:18:31 to prevent pump cavitation. (Tests had shOlm that the pump 
"ould cavitate at inlet pressures less thlln 3 PSIA). The secondary 
coolant loop provided the requirl'd coollnr, throughout the remainder of SL-3. 
During the SL-3 mission, the cre" thoroughly Inspeell-d th-interior of the vehicl~, but no ['vidence of eoolanol leakuge \o!u:-; identified. H0I1ever, pos t SL-3 analysis of the C02 fil ter cart rIdges 
utilized during 8L-3 indic"ted a trace of eoolanol in the cartridge 
material. The primary pump inlet pressure dropp"d to approximately 2.6 to 3 _ 0 PSIA 11hen the cabin 11as depressuriZed to 2.0 PSIA at the beginning of the SL-3/SL-4 storage period. Foll011ing cabin repressuri-
zati'n to 4.96 PSIA, the pump inlet pressure slowly increased until the end of the storage period. This indicated that the pump inlet pressure was senHitive to the cahin pressure and that a leak Nas probably insi(jp the cabin. 1i011ever, the Fact that the pressure l1as less than the ""bin suggested that tilere might also have been an 
add itional leak on tite outside. The location of tite leaks therefore, 
could not be determined I<ilh any degree of certainty since there I<ere two loops involved and each loop may have had more than one leak. To provide a method of recharging the coolant loop should it be re-quired ia SI.-). proced'Jres I<ere developed and ground testing "as per-formed to provide a method of ext racting ('oolanol from the secondary refrigeration loop in the OWS and IntroducIng the fluid Into the AM 
coolant loop. The method appeared to be possible. HOI;ever, it I<as 
not required. 
In order to insure that adequate coolanol 110uld be available to complete the planned SL-4 mission without using the coolanol in the Refrigeration System (RS), a reservio::i.ng kit I<as designed, manu-factured and carried to Skylab by the SL-/, crew. The kit provided the capability of servicing either or both of the coolant loops.' A saddle valve WaH provided to pent-trate til<' coolant line and coolanol 
was to be forced into the system from a tank containing approximately 42 pounds 0 f th" fl u itl . The 35 PS Ie OWS N2 regulator 11as used as" u 
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pressure source. A schematic of the reservicing equipment is shown in fIgure 7;-28. <l.dditional details of the design can be found in THX-64824, ",ISFC Skylab Structures and Hechanical Systems Nission Evalua-tion Report. 1I 
Reservicing of the primary coolant loop was initiated at 3'-1:22:17. Insulation l.aS removed from a coolant line in the STS 
cabin heat exchanger module and the saddle valve I.as installed on the line. After the valves I.ere opened to pressurize the assembly between the 35 PsrG N2 source and, the saddle valve it was found that the pres-sure decayed at approximately 0.1 PSI/min. indicating that there was 
a potential leak betl.een the saddle valve and the line. HOI~ever, "hen th" QD l.a5 disconnected from the saddle valve and the assembly "as 
again pressurized, it I.a,; found that the pressure decayed at approxi-
mately the sam,· rate. It was therefore, concluded that the gas leakage 
"as not hetl.een lh,' saddle valve and the line. Since a leakage on the gas side of the assembly ,."as of no concerl1, the charging procedure 'vas continued. TIll' QIl ,,,,S reconnect('d and the line then pierced Idtll the saddle valve. \vl'ighing of the coolant tank hefore and after the ser-
vicing procedure indicated that 7.7 pounds of coolanol had been added to the loop. The primary loop Ims then restarted and checked for 
coolant leakagl' I.ith hath one and tl.O pump" in operation. No leaks 
"ere nbserved. The primary loop continued to operate successfully throughout SL-/,. The loop leak"!,,,· rate appeared to be less during SL-4 than I."S seen dur lng SL-3 acd no additional recharging l.a9 re-quired. The s,·..,ondary loop pump inlet pressure decreased slowly during the SL-4 mission but the loop did not require recharging. The secondary reservoir low limit discrete did occur, hOI.ever, at DOY 39: 07: 19 follol.1ng deactivation of the manned SL-4 mission. 
4. ATI-! C&O/EREP Hater Loop FlOl. Anomaly - Pump A I.as initially turned on at 1/,8 :22 :25 during SL-2 activation, and the flO\~rate oscil-lated from 240 to 305 Ih/hour. The pump Has turned off at approxi-matl"ly 1118:22:16 to change the fiLter and I.as restarted at appro;<1-
mutely 149:13:21,. At lhat time, the flol"'·l1te 1.I1S stable at 244 lb/ hour. This flm.rale I."S considerably 10l,,'r than th" approximately 300 1b/hour I.hl.:h l.a9 obtained in ground lests but th"re I.as no immedi-ate concern since the flowrate I."S greater than thl' 22() Ib/hour minimum specification fIO\~. 
J)urin,~ SL-3. lit 265: LI,: 'I'). tilt" crew ,"l'nllolled they hud Ill'ard 
a gurgling sound and heard it IH.'l'lodically sever" I LIm,·,. L1ll'r,,"ftl'r. It was reported to sound like hl,..I. pressure air belllg "quirl,'d ","I,'r-I.ater or a relief valve relievin,.,. BIlsed on ere" de .. "riptiun, the 
noise appeared to be located in lhe area of the ATH C&IJ/mmp coulanl pumps. When the crew reported the noise again, telemetry data indI-
cated that the AT/ol C&D coolant fl 01' fluctuated dOlm to 74 lb/hour 
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(s~'2 rl~lIre 7-29). Il "as therefore thought that tlw pump "as failing 
'>lhiclt mif!,ilt cause c:ontillnination in the loop from the deterioration of 
the pump bearings. Therefore, at 266:16:33 pump A "as turned off and 
a nel; filter "aH installed. At 266:19:48, pump B ",as turned on and 
appcare(1 to 1)0 operalillg properly witll a stable flowrate of 231 to 
214 Ib/hollr. LalL'r al 267:14:1,5 pump C "as also ("heckc'd out and its 
fIuwratl' appl'arcd to ht, stahle aH \vetl, hO\oJ'ever, Lhe flowrate \.Jas 
sumc\.Jhal IU'oJcr at 22r) lo 22H Ih/hour. No further lIHe of pump A \-las 
pluOlwcl. Sinet' a hear Lng rai lure 'oJllfi suspected In pump A, the waler 
filtpr \.Jas rl'llirneU fUl" analysis at the end of SL-'L Results showed 
residue to bt' O.268H p,rams. This \-Jas not signIficanlly different 
from the n~.sidlll' found in L1ll' l\oJ" fillers relUrnl)d follo\v'lnA SL-2 
which had O.','l02 and (J.l r))7 l~ramB of res [du(') each. Till' llIa.lor elCllll'ntH 
of thL~ fl)!1idtll' follmvillJ', hoLiI missIolls \."us nearly thl' Hallie at H.9% 
Aluminum, Ih.'2Z PotassiullI, alld li"L7% PhOHpilatll '.Hi POL •. 
During activation of SL-4, at '121:23:10, pnmp U was turned 
on and tile' flm,rate oselllatl-" bel",cen 216 to 269 lb/hollr before 
becoming stable at approximately 241 lb/hour. Later, ut 323:13:50, 
a [lm, dropout from 245 to l65 lb/houT occurred. Since' pump B ap-
peared to he experiencing the same prohlem as pump A did during S1..-3, 
it \."as thought that there \."llS a problem cOllunon to both pumps such as a 
flm</ Rensor prohlem, gilR in the sYRtem, contaminatlon In the loop, 
or pOHslb 1 y tilt" SYSlL'i,1 pressure drop had increased enotl~h to cause 
the pump relief vnlve to open anti bypass the f1mo,1. An instrumentation 
calibratioll shift or nLIIl'r S('llfior failure modeR could L'xpluln a con-
tInuously lll\ver flo\.;, 1100."evl·r, it dirl not uppenr to explain \.,,11Y the 
rlm." \."as cyel it' in nature. Since all three pumps hud flol-1rates above 
280 Ib/hour prior to lallnch, the possibility exisled that there was 
more res Is tancl' in l h(~ syst ('111. Also, ground test H accompl ished durinn 
SL-3/SL-4 storage ",et-., able to dupUcate simllar nois"" to the pump A 
noise hy Incre'l"ing thl' system deltn P to 25.8 PSlU, upL'nIng the 
relief valve. One of the component" ",hich was stl"pectl'd of restrict-
inA the flm, ",as the ImEI' flO\, se Il'ctor valve should it have failed 
in an intermediate posH lon. The loop "as therefore turlled 0[[ at 
324: 22: 18 ",hill' ATound tests ",ere run to determine the flO\, charac-
teristics of the EREP flm' selector valve in various intermediate 
positions so that its Elm, characteristics could be compared with 
the flight valve's characteristics. Pump B ",as turned back on at 
329:14:02 and the EREP flo" diverter valve Has cycled through various 
intermediate positions. Flight results ",ere similar to the ground 
le~tH so i l \oJas concluded that thl! va.lve l.JUS not causing tha problem. 
The loop "as 1 (Oft Oil "illec the flow was more than adequate for coo ling 
ilnd did not aplH':tr to 11<.' deteriorntLng except for the momentary drop-
OlltH III 11m, ,;11II11ar lo lhal "hm," In figure 7-30. Later at 336:00:19, 
pump c: WitS turl1('d on lo dnt('rminl~ Lf its lower flo,."rale chnrncteristics 
might I", It'H" likely to CntHil' Lh" ]lllmp pressure rdief valve to opl'n 
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should this be the prublem. Hm.ever, the system continued to experience flow dropouts periodically with ptlmp C operating. At 347 :13:32 the crew reported that the 1moJ delta pressure light came on at the sante time that the flo\"r dr"opout \oJas observed on the ground and that then! \..ras a definite decrease in the> pllmp noise during thiB period. Thls sug-gested that tile problem probably \vaS not a high system pressure drop but eithe r gaH In the system or COil taminat Lon \"hlch was bind ing l he pump. Ground tests \vere then accomplished \oJhich sho'tved tllat if the pump motor should bee-Dnu,' 1 oe/u'u, l he pump should not bl' operated longer than '.10 mfnutl',s to pn·c.:lucl(· possible damage to the pump. To 
assure that th is t%uld llot h,appen dut:" ing the ere'tv sleep per lod, an 
operational pro"edure I~as iniLIat .. d at 348 :03 :05 turning off the loop during each sleep period. Ground tests "el-e then run l<ith a liquid/ gas separator installed in the backup ATH C&D/EREP loop and shOl.ed that gas could b" removed from til(' I'ater should it be present in the system. As a result, it «as reconunended that the flight spare liquid/gas separator be installed in place of the filter to remove any gas or contaminati.Jn. The loop "as turned off at 352 :12 :35 so that the filter could be removed and disassembled for inspection. No microbial gro\vth or solid particles were observed, but some debris, I to 2 mm in si,-,', was found in th" filter which looked like piec,," 
of human skin and \vhen ruhbed bettoJpcn the fingers turned to a dry 
white powder. There also appeared to be a considorable amount of gas in the li~uid, at the q~lick disconnects, in the barrel of the filter, and in the folds of the filt", ,,-,rtridge. The liquid/gus separator 
was installed at approximately 352 :17 :57 and after running pump C for 15 minutes, the flowrat" increased to a stable flow of 287 lb/hour. Pump B t-Jas nlsu run toJilh the gas separator in the loop nnt! its ft O'toJ increased to " slahle flo« of 299 Ib/hour at 352:20:30. It «as 
concluded therefore that the giIH jn the syntem and possibly HOIllP of the contaminatIon had caused the flOl~ problems in th,' loop. 
The system operated normally for approximately 15 days with 
only occasional flow oscillations and a gradual decrease in the con-tinuous £101.. It then started having significant flow dropouts again 
on DOY 002 which continued periodically until the liquid/gas separator 
"as installed again at approximately 004 :13 :15. The flmrrates in-
creased to simibr values "hich "ere obtained when the separator was installed heforE' and the nOl~ dropouts also stopped. Flo" dropouts 
",ere ohserved ar"lin prior to the "1111 of SL-4. HOI,ever, the frequency dft! not toJarralll rl~il1Htallati()n of the separator. 
""1111' A was lllrned 011 at O"J6:01:17 to detC'rmine if It had 
actually fa 11 ",I mech:II11<'lIlly or "hether til<' gas In the system had 
caused it" r I ow lo drop. 'I'hl' £101, appear,," to he normal .. it h no drop-
outs so it WaH r-ondudl'd tl,al the pllmp had not fal letl mechanically. 
7-72 
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In sUl1Uilr.lry, the flow dropouts were not of long enough duration to compromise the cooling capability of the system and all scheduled 
operations of ATM and EREP eh~er.iments were accomplished. However, the £101" dropouts "ere of conce,r. sInce they may have eve!ltually been detrimental to the pumps if th •• 1 iquid/ gas separator had not been in-stalled. 
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SECTION VIII . REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 
A. Configuration 
1. Thermal Reguirements. The Orbita l Worksnop (OWS) Refrigera -tion System (RS) thermal per formanc e requirements were: 
a . The 24-hour urine pool shall be maintained at a tempera-ture below 5-901'. The pool shall not exceed 5901' for more than 3 hours during t he 21'-hour period. 
b . The urine freezer shall be capable of reducing the temp-o erature of urine samples to below 30 F within 90 minutes and below - 2.50 F within 8 hours after placemp.nt in the f reezer. 
c . The urine return container shall maintain the samples below l7°F for 22 hours . 
d . The food f r eezer compar tment temperature must be main-tained at -10 ± 10°F. 
e . Frost buildup shall not impair food removal. 
f. 
ture must be 
The refrigerator ~~B ~ater chiller compartment maintained at 45 -12 F . 
t emp era-
The OWS was equjpped with five food freezer compartments, a food and water chille r, and a urine chiller and freezer which were an integr al part of an active cooling system (figure 8-1) . A simplified system schematic is shown in figure 8-2 . Although only one loop i s shown, the entire cooling circuit was redundant for reliability. The circuits were identical and independent of each other, except for common utilization of the radia t or, ground cooling heat exchanger (GCHX) , and thermal capacitor uni ts (these units had s eparate coolant paths for each of the two loops). The RS utilized a single- phase liquid coolant, :001anol-15, which was circulated throu!;h t he various components to ahsorb heat . This heat was then rejected by either the externally mounted radiator or the GCHX (used only prior to launch as a heat rejection component). In general, the system was composed of the heat rejectIon loop segment and the interna l loop segment. 
2 . Ileat «ejection Loop Segment. The heat rejection loop consis-ted of the radiator, thermal capacitor , snd cell cold plate. The radiator (the only heat removal apparatus after launch) utilized a S-13G thermal coating (low aa /e 2) to obtain the necessary heat rejection capability. This 84-ft radiator was located on the thrust o structure a nd was mounted 5 frc,m the perpendicular to the stnge centerline to avoid the incid.nce of direct sunlight during Holar inertial attituQe . The radiator was octagonally shaped (figure 8-1) , 
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Figure 8-2. OWS Schematic and Temperatu re/Pressure Flight Instrumentation Locations 
to provide a maximum surface area while maintaining clearance between the radiator edge and the S-II/S-IVB interstage during staging when assuming a single engine out clearance profile. The radiator coating was protected from the S-II stage retrorocket impingement by a "plume impingement shield" which .. as ejected at orbital insertion. Coolant flm.ed out oJ the radiator through a cold plate mounted bet .. een the t"o portions of the GCHX before going to the thermal capacitor. The cold plate served to dampen fluid temperature change rates into the capacitor uliits. Prior to launch, the coolant bypassed the radiator and was routed through the GCHX "hich maintained the thermal capaci tor as well as the urine sample trays and food in a frozen state. 
The thermal capacitor, which consisted of three in-series phase changing wax compound heat sinks (Undecane, CllH2~)' absorbed RS heat following launch (before radiator activiationJ and when the surface temperature of the space radiator exceeded system operating temperat-ure and could not be used for heat rejection. If the radiator surface temperature reached 15 + ?°F, a control circuit driven by a temperature transducer on the radiator surface actuated the radiator bypass valve (lUlPV) to the bypass positiun (termed "hot" radiator bypass). The cdolant flow .. as directed past the radiator and through the GCHX to the thermal capacitor "here heat was transferred from the coolant to 
o 
the thermal capacitor at essentially a constant temperature of -14.5 F (the phase chanae temperature of the Undecane). IVhen the radiator o surface temperature dropped to 0 ± 2 F, the radiator temperature transducer caused the RBPV to open to the radiator position, allowing full flow of coolant through the radiator. Coolant from the radiator outlet passed through the thermal capacitor, refreezing the phase change "ax. During the thawing or freezing of the thermal capacitor, o a constant temperature of -14.5 F was maintained at the thermal capa-citor outlet. If the radiator· outlet temperature'continued to drop until the temperature of the coolant between thc first and second o thermal capacitor segments reachej -34.5 F, the RBPV was actuated to eause the coolant to' flo" directly t" the thermal capacitor units (through the GCIL1) and bypass th~ radiator (termed "cold" radiator by-pass). This mode of o~eration continued until the temperature of the coolant between the first and second thermal capacitor units reached o -12.8 F (first thermal capacitor unit melted) and the RBFV valve was actuated to direct the coolant back through the radiator. 
A 34 PSID radiator pressure relief valve (RPRV) was located in such a manner as to limit the maximum pressure differential across the radiator, in the ev,ent of coolant blockage or near blockage, which could occur when the coolant in the radiator was at an extremely low temperature. This occasion coul,l exist when the radiator was reactiva-ted, following 11 "cold" bypass period. 
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3. Internal Loop Segment. From the outlet of the last thermal 
capacitol- unit, the coolant flowed in series through the urine freezer, 
the I<ardl'oom food freezer, and the food storage freezC'r. The coolant 
"as then controlled to 39 ± 30 F (to prevent freezing in the chillers) 
by means of a 75-I<att heater, three regenerative heat exchanger units, 
o 
and the chUler temperature control valve (CTCV). The 39 ± 3 F fluid 
temperature at the outlet of the CTCV was achieved by proportional 
flo., mixing of the regenerative heat exchanger outlet, warmed by 
counterflo"ing coolant from the regenerative heater. The coolant was 
routed in parallel paths I<ith one path through the water chiller and 
one path through the chilled food compartment and urine chiller. The 
paths then combined and a single path l,as routed to the pump assembly. 
The pump assembly consisted of a double two-pump package plumbed 
in parallel for each of the tw" loops (primary and secondary). A 
single tl<o-pump package con5jistec.l of: tl'O parallel pumps I<ith dis-
charge check valve, a 53 in accumulator, and a 100 PSID bypass relief 
valve_ T"o pump packages (four pumps) "ere in each loop. The require-
ment for four pump" Nas based on a 2250 hour qualification lifetime_ 
The pump assemhly outlet fluid "as routed through a 15-)1 filter, through 
the inverter and heater control cold plate, and to the regenerative 
heater. The regenerative heater was provided to emiUre the CTCV outlet 
temperature. A transducer, located betl<een the CTe.., inlet and the 
regenerative heat exchanger cold side outlet "ould cause the regenera-
tive heater to energize and deenergize as the temperature reached 37 ± 
o 1 F. From the regenerative heater, the flol< passed through the three 
regenerative heat exchanger units and then to either the radiator Dr 
thermal capacitor, depending on the operational mode of the RBPV. 
4. Control Logic Unit. The RS contained il control logic unit 
that continuously monitored and automatically provided system sl,itching 
to rectify the fo11ol'ing malfu·"ctions: 
a. 1.01' differential pr"88ure across'the pump packar,e_ 1 f 
the pump differential pressure dropped helow 25 pglD, the logic unit 
automatically "NItched off the Il"tive pump and activated a second pump 
in the same loop. The sequence "as primllry pump numb£'rs 1,2,3, and 4 
and the secondary pump numbers 1,2,1, and 4. If the secondary pump 
numher 4 '<tIS operatini\ and a 101, differential prt'ssurC' signal was 
received, the logic unit would recycle hllck throllr,h pump numhers 1,2, 
3, and 4 of thl' prImary loop. A 30-aecoml delay In p .. efl9ure lor,i(' NilS 
providec.l to alluN for pressure buildup Ilfter 1\ pump hl\<l heen ""ltdu3d 
on. 
b. La" pump accumulator liquid level. \~hen anyone o[ the 
primary pumps "as operatil]g and both primary loop sccumulator liquid 
levels dropped belDl' 5 in , the logic unit would automatically sl<ltch 
from the primary loop to the secondary loop (pump number 1). When any 
one of the secondary pumps was operating and hath secondary accumulators 
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I<ere sensed 101<, the logic unit «auld automatically cycle back to the 
primary loop (pump number 1). If loop s"itching occurred, there "auld 
be up to a 2 minute delay before the accumulator low-liquid-level 
moni tor "as enabled. 
c. High freezer inlet temperature. The logic unit sl,itched 
to the secondary loop (pump number 1) "hen a primary pump I<as operating 
and a temperature of 1 ± 10F "as sensed at the "ardroom food freezer 
inlet. 
d. Lm, chiller inlet temperature. The 10~Ic unit s"itched 
to the secondary loop (pump number 1) "hen a primary pump "as operating 
and a temperature of :].5 + lOF I<as sensee! at the chiller temperature 
control valve outlet. \,he'{; a secondary pump l;as operating and a 1m, 
Cl'CV outlet temperature "as sensed, the logic unit sI<itched back to the 
primary loop (pump number 1). 
e. Out-of-tolerance logic po<;er supply voltage. The logic 
unit sl,itched to the secondary loop (pump number 1) "hen the primary 
loop l~gic po«er supply voltage "as not "ithin the tolerance band or 
5.0 ± 0.45 volts. If the secondary loop ,,,as operating and an ollt-of-
tolerance condition existed, the logic Hould transfer to pump number 1 
of the primary loop. 
The RS logic unit a11m,ed only a single pump to be operating at a 
given time; therefore, if a pump other than the active pump Has svitched 
on, the logic s"itched off the previously active pump. The RS logic 
unit also p::ovided signals to the fo11oHing OI,S control and display 
(C&D) console panel 616 malfunction indicator lights for both the pri-
mary and secondllry loop~: 
a. Pump 101< pres'iUre 
b. Accumulator 1m, 
c. Inlet temperature freezer high 
d. Inlet temperature chiller 1o". 
5. Act:vlltion. Temperllture control of the RS "liS initiat"d 
1I short time before the mislBion food supply «all placed in the 01,5, 
"hile the OHS "as in the Vertical Assembly BUilding. A coolant pump 
"as lIctivated, and the RBPV Ims lIctuated to the bypass position. Heat 
from the RS Has transferred through the GCHX to 1I ground cooling cart 
by Hay of umbilicals. Just prior to lift-off, the coolant (ethylene 
glycol and Imter) "as purged from the ground loop and pOl,er to the RS 
primary and secondary logic systems '~lIS disabled, causinil the operat-
ing pump to be deactivated. 
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Following S-II stage separation, the RS radiator shield was jettisoned as the RS primary and secondary logic systems were enabled, causing pump number 1 in the primary loop to be turned on. The predic-ted radiator temperature decrease was used to verify the shield jetti-son and ':he need for a backup jettison signal. System heat loads were absorbed by the thermal capacitor until the RS radiator surface temp-erature had dropped to 0 + 20 F, activating the RJPV to flow coolant through the radiator. -
Normal operation and control of the RS during habitation was accomplished automatically by the RS controller logic, ,~hich had the capability to select loops and pumps in the event of anomalies. Visual displays along ,nth RS pump switches on panel 616 of the OWS C&D console provided crew monitoring and backup control capabilities. 
It was planned to operate the pumps in a specific sequence during the entire mission to avoid exceeding 2250 operating hours On anyone pump. Pump number 1 in the primary loop was manually turned on first, prior to loading frozen food into the freezers. The rest of the plan 
,.as: pump number 1 to be manually turned off, and pump number 2 auto-
mati<!ally turned on 15 days into 8L-2. Pump number 2 was to be manual-ly turned off, and pump number 3 automatically turned on at the begin-ning of SL-3. Pump number 3 was to be manually turned off, and pump number 4 automatically turned on at the end of SL-3 and remain in operation until the end of SL-4. This plan was "ltered as discussed in paragraph B.5 of this section. 
B. System Performance 
1. Plume Shield Ejection. The frozen food was stored in the freezers on April 20, 1973 (DOY 110), 24 davQ prior to the launch of 8L-l on Hay 14 (DOY 134). As mentioned eO' I ',i,<r, the preflight predic-tion of the RS radiator surface temperatur~ ~ecrease was used to deter-mine the need for a backup jettison signal. The predicted temperature for the ± 3 sigma conditions is shown in figure B-3 for both jettison and non-j ettison cases. The flight data is also sho,m on the curve. The initial shl eld j"ttison signal occurred at 10 :c,inutes e,fter lift-off, as planned. The radiator surface temperature was greater than the +3 sigma shield Jettison curve at the Carnarvon (CRO) and Honeysuckle Creek (HSK) ground stations, therefpre, the backup signal was sent over Goldstone (GDS) at approxim"tely 94 minutes after lift-off. 
r'VE!n though the hackup signal "as commanded, the comparison of th" flight datil and prediction in figure 11-3 indicated that the shield ejection occurred at the initial command "ince no discernnble change in the response of the radiator surface temperature occurred at the time the backup signal was commanded. 
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Figure 8-3. Radiator SUl'face Temperature During Shield Ejection 
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The more gradual decrease in the radiator surface temperature (figure 8-4) could have been caused by the plume impingement shield or other material trailing the radiator, and partially blocking the radia-tor's viel, to space. HOI,eve.-, the "xact cause of the difference has not been identified at this time. It should be noted that due to the difference bet"een the flight data and the preflight predictions for the first fe", hGurR of the flight, the backup ejection signal ",as need-lessly commanded, Since there ",as concern (prior to -,-aunch) about send-ing the haekup signal If not needed, it appears tlldt a post tive Gjec-tion signal device should have be,'n incorporated. ' 
2. System Operation. The radiator ",as activated approximately I hour "fter lift-off (15 minutes later than analytically prpu:!cted) and ",as performing as expected "'ithin 10 hours after the launch (figure 8-1,). Th" th"rmal capacitor performed as c"l'ected dfter the launch, by absorhing ~he total system heat load ",ithout depleting its latent heat storagp capabilities for the I-hour !,priou the radiator "'as deactivated os indicated by the capacitor outlet temperature (C7279) not exceeding -14.50P in figure 8-5. 'rhe ",armest food compartment tempera-ture ",as maintained less than -201' during this time. The thermal capa-citor ",as fully recharged (frozen) 3 hours after launch. The first radiator "cold" bypass occurred in the third revolution (approximately 4 hours, 35 minutes after lift-off). Figures 8-4 and 8-5 also shm. radiator and thermal capacitor preflight predicted analytical perfor-mance. This pledicted performance ",as made using nominal ,-adiator heat flux for the a angle at time of laun"h (_8.50) and radiator surface 
"oating properties ( alE equal to 0 .. 25/0.887). Figures 4-33 through 4-40 "hOI,s the variation in a angle 0'1er the duration of the three Skylab missions. 
During boo~t of 3L-l, the mir'rometeoroid/thermal shield "'as torn m,ay. The loss of the meteoroid "hield exposed the goldized kapton on the cylindrical ",aIls of the Skylab to the space environment. The optical properties of the kapton are such that more heat ",as absorbed, resulting in high internal Ol-iS temperatures (figure 4-31); the heat load on the RS climbed to almost 2000 Btu/hour before the deployment of the first thermal shield (parasol). The normal storage mode heat load I"ould have heen approximately 1200 Btu/hour for an OHS environ-ment temperature of 640F. Although the OWS environment temperature exceeded 1200 F, the radiator «as capable of removing the system's absorbed heat and maintaining the "armest frozen food compartment bela" OaF (-1.0 to -3.00F). The radiator ",as able to reject the increased heat load since it ",as designed for 3 sigma hot external environmental conditions and the actual conditions "'ere nominal. "Cold" radiator by-pass continued to occur each orbit until !lOY 136, 2 days after SL-l launch. 1I00,ever, the OI-IS environment temperature had increased such that, on DOY 110, the high heat load allOl,,,d only one "cold" radiator byplI"H for every Cwo orbits. FollOl,ing SL-2 crel" arrival, the increas-ed heat load IIIl 11 result of the activiation of the OI,S ventilation fans 
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and normal habitational operat:i,on of the RS t<as such that the t<armest frozen fcod compartment temperature reached 0.50 F prior to the deploy-ment of the parasol shield. On DaY 148, follot<ing the deploymEmt of the parasol, the OHS internal temperature had dropped (lo .. ering the heat load on the RS) enough to allol< "cold" radiator bypasses to once again occur every orbit. By DaY 156, the orbital average temperature of the .. armest food freezer compartment had dropped to -5.0aF .. here it remained until the anomaly of DaY 173 (see paragraph C. this section). The 11 ERIIP maneuvers performed by the SL-2 crel< during the period from DOY 150 through 165 had a negligible effect On the frozen food compart-ment temperatures. Although such maneuvers sG.rved to decrease the radiator t s thermal performance, none 'tvcre severe enough to initiate a "hot" bypass. The comparison between the calculated and fllght data for the relationship between radiator Lnlet and out'let temperature given in figure 8-6 indicat"d that the radiator's heat rejection capa-bilities .. ere as predicted. Radiat.or performance data from different test conditions (radiator inlet t,~mperature, flux levels, etc.) as I<ell as flight data are compared to the calculated radiator outlet temperature for the same conditions in figure 8-7. 
The telemetry data of DaY 156 .. ere used to compare actual RS flight performance with that anticipated before lift-off. At this point in the mission, the OI~S int"rnal environment temperature (77oF) was very near it,; stabilizat lon temperature follOl<ing parasol deploy-ment and the OWS ventilation fam. were operati.ng, I<hich resulted in normal habitated heat loads. The vehicle was in a solar inertial orientation, and the 13 angle was very nedr 00. The comparison, shOlm in figures 8-8, 1l-9, and 8-10, revealed that the RS thermal perfor-mance t"as 'is anticipated as .'1. result of earlier computer analysis. The dLfference between the maximum and minimum radiator surface temp-erature and the flight data in figure 8-8 was due to the difference between the surface temperature at the radiator nutlet (analytical model node) and the sensor temperature located behind th'" surfac~ an the radiator tube fin. 
3. Perfarmance Fallawing Anamaly. At appraximately 173:02:02: 00 GMT an anamaly .occurred in the RS. Far reasans ta be discussed in paragraph VIE.C.l the anomaly was suspected (from DaY 173 until SL-4 deactivation) and later canfirmed (follot<ing the end of mlssian test-ing) ta be the result of a malfunctianing radiator bypass valve (RBPV). [Iollowing the anamaly, an automat lc sl<itLh ta the secandary laap re-vealed the H.>condary laap to have a similar anomaly. The RBPVs had 1'" II ed In HUt:f1 a manner lIS tn allm< .only abaut 20 percent (.orbital average) of the lowl coalant flOt< rate thraugh the radiatar. 
fly en"b 11nl; ancl d [Habling the loap, the primary loap radiator cuulant rIm" rate '1;'" Impraved ta about 1,0 percent (orbital average) whIch gave an Clceeptahle heat rejection cilpnhilitv. 11he freezer compllrtm{!nl temperatures were more sensitlve to Oh'~ environment temp-er:llure chan~es after the RJlI'V anmnnly duco to 60 perc"nt .or tIl<' flow 
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recirculating in the internal portion of the loop. The relationship 
between th~ freezer inlet temperature and OW8 internal temperature is 
sho,;n in figure 8-11 for habitation and storage. The system heat load 
as a function of internal temperature is shown in figure 8-12. The 
data of figure 8-12 illustrates the difference in the relationship 
between the R8 internal loop components and the average OW8 internal 
temperature after the DaY 173 anomaly. 
4. Freezer and Chiller Performance. A history of the freezer 
compartment tempel·atures of the R8 during its entire period of activa-
tion is shown in figures 8-13 and 8-14. These temperatures. which were 
good indicators of overall system performance. were shown to be more 
sensitive to vehicle attitude changes after the anomaly in the RBPV 
than with the nonnally functioning valve. The system was seen to be 
capable of maintaining the freezer compartments below their specified 
upper temperature limits during all normal operational modes (even 
though some RRRP's near the end of 8L-4 maintained an approximate 7.-
Local. Vertical (7.-LV) attitude for a full orbit). 
The upper temperature limit of OaF for the frozen food "llOl.ed a 
maximum storage period of 360 days. as shown in figure 8-15. Storage 
times at various temperatures are also indicated on figure 8-15. 'l'he 
percent allowable remaining food stowage time as a function of the time 
of year is shown in figm,e 8-16. The specified limit (360 days at 001') 
is shown along with the actual percent time rema~ning curve if the RBPV 
failure had not occurred. As shown by figure 8-16, the actual remaining 
stowage time began to decre""e after the RBPV failure. However, since 
the food temperatures recovered to a lower temperature than before the 
RBl'V failure, then the allowable food stowage time increased. 
The chillers were unnffectell by the RBPV anomaly as a result of 
the c!d ller tht'rmnl .:ontrol valve (C'l'CV) continuing to maintaj.n an 
essentially "onstant temperature coolant to the chillers. The G'rC:V 
coolant outlet temperature was seen to show alight dependence on the 
OWS environment temperature and operational mode as illustrated in 
figure 8-17. 
Grew complaints concerned: (a) the lce buildup on the surface be-
t"een the freezer compartment doors which impaired the latching of the 
freezer doors to such an extent that the tce had to be removed period-
ically (poss<':lly due to door seal damage in 8L-2) , (b) the inconven-
ience of the inner doors on the food freezers and chiller (figure 8-18) 
and (c) the absence of a canister restraint assembly in the food chiller. 
5. -Pump Performance. The planned pump operation sequence was 
given in paragraph VIII .A. 5. Due to the delay in the 8L-2 launch, the 
s'~itch to the second pump was made on DOY 160 instead of DOY 149. Pump 
2 ran untIl the anomaly on DOY 173. The system was s,~itched back to 
the primary loop pump number 1 on DOY 173 and remained on that pump 
throughout the mission. The pumpq were not switched as planned after 
Llw anuma ly due to till' possibility of further radiator flow degradation. 
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Primary loop pump number 1 accumulated 7270 hours running time which exceeded the qualification life of 2250 hours. Review of the rump differential pressure, indicated no performance degradation. During SL-2, primary loop, pump number 2 was operated for a total of 300 hours with no degradation in performance. Secondary loop, pump number 1 operated 367 hours preflight and 2 hours during SL-2. 
Evaluation of the RS pressure and cemperature data through the SL-4 mission indicated'that there was no detectable Coolanol 15 leak-age from either the primary or secondary coolant loops. Figures 8-19 and 8-20 are plots of 10-day average leakage tracking data for both RS loops. As shown, both loops have essentially constant "measure.'Ilent error" and are well within the band of measurement tolerance. The RS leakage rate was considerably less than the allowable 12 in3/year and,; , in fact, no leaJeage could be detected from the data. 
The method of predicting RS leakage was: 
a. The loop pump inlet pressure was calCUlated based on a weighted average loop temperature distribution from flight elata, and the known accumulator performance. 
b. This calculated pump inlet pressure was compared to the flight recorded pressure. The average difference, based on sampled data for DOYs 176 to 219, was found to be 2.967 PSI lower than flight pressure for the primary loop, and 2.25 PSI lower for the secondary. 
c. The "lower band of measurement tolerance" shown in figures 8-19 and 8-20 included the pressure transducer least bit error and a 0.3 PSI pressure transducer repeatibility. Data above this 
"lower band of measurement tolerance line" indicated no detectable coolant leakage. 
6. Inflight System Modifications. The possibility existed after the anomaly that the system could improve to a point such that the cold bypass would again be trigg~red. Since the original failure occurred when the system switched back to the radiator mode from the bypass mode, the possibility of a repeated failure existed. To avoid.this it was proposed to open the RBPV controller circuit breaker (C/B) on SL-3 activation. A complete analysis was made to determine the coldest operation of the system with continuous full radiator flow (in the event that RBPV bypass poppet 'completely closed). The results a,f the analysis indicated that the feod freezer could reach -300 F, producing some condensation on the freezer external surfaces. Based on these studies and to avoid the reoccurrence of the failure, the SL-:3 crew 
opened the primary loop RBPV controller C/B on panel 611 on DOY 209. 
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To provide further system flexibility (particularly relative to trouble shooting the seoondary RS loop), a modification to provide dual loop operation was· suggested. Computer analysis had sho,;n that the warmest freezer could be decreased 2 to 30 F with dual loop opera-tions and further that if both loops Were operating with their RBPVs in their original failed configuration, the warmest freezer could be maintained at -20 F. Therefore, on DOY 266 just prior to SL-3 deactiva-tion, the crew removed the electrical cable which provided the inter-loop logic. This modification not only allo"ed dual loop operation but also removed all automatic loop s"itching logic. No system per-formance changes "ere observed as a result of the cable disconnec.: operation. 
7. End of Mission Testing. At the end of the SL-4 mission, ground controlled tests of the RS were performed. The test objectives "ere to (a) assess the failure in the secondary loop and (b) improve the performance of both loops by troubleshooting techniques. To meet these objectives, the follo"ing test sequence was used: 
a. Operate both loops simultaneously 
b. Secondary loop only operation 
c. Cycle primary loop 
d. Cycle secondary loop 
e. Primary loop bypass flush 
f. Secondary loop bypass flush 
g. Operate primary loop in radiator mode 
h. Operate secondary loop in radiator mode 
In preparation for the tests, the cret. closed the primary loop RBPV control logic circuit brealter. The cre" also cycled (open! close) the secondary loop RBPV control logic circuit breaker. In the event that a "cold" bypass signal had been sensed during the storage period prior to SL-4 activation, this action "ould clear the logic memory and prevent the secondary loop RBPV from initially starting in the bypass mode. When the crew performed these functions at 039: 03: 52 G~rr, the primary loop differential pressure dropped by approximately 4 PSIll as shown on figure 8-21, and the thermal capacitor began to melt u~ seen in figure 8-22. These changes "ere indicative of reduced radiator coolant flow rate attributed to movement in the RBPV. The flo" chung!? could have been due to the interaction of the particular RBPV control-ler monitor and the temperature sensing bridges in the controller, 
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-initiating a bypass signal causing the RBPV to attempt to configure 
itself to the bypass position. Approximately one,hour following the 
closing of the circuit breaker (039:04:56 GMT), the radiator coolant 
flow abruptly increased as shown from the rise in the differential 
pressure (figure 8-21) and the decline in the thermal capacitor coolant 
outlet temperature as shown in figure 8-23. This increase in radiator 
coolant flow to its previous magnitude was the result of the RBPV 
attempting to configure itself to the radiator position (radiator poppe.t 
unseated and bypass pOPl'et seated, figure 8-24) as a result of the logic 
sensing a temperature greater than -12.SoF at the outlet of the first 
thermal capacitor segment. 
The actual post-mission tests began at approximately 039:17:13:30 
GHT with the enabling of the secondary loop. The results of the end of 
mission tests are given in the following paragraphs. 
Thf~ secondary loop was operated simultaneously with the primiry 
loop until apprOXimately 039:19:59:00 GHT. The test results indi:ated 
that the secondary loop RBPV bypass poppet was effectively full open. 
The warmest food freezer temperature decreased from -8.0 to -ll.OoF 
after secondary loop activation. This compared favorably with the ,,2.5° 
F temperature decrease predicted by computer analysis assuming the by-
pass poppet was fully opened. 
At approximately 039:19:59:00 G~r, the primary coolant loop was 
deactivated and the secondary loop was allowed to continue in operation 
for approximately 3 hours and 50 minutes. The test results again 
indicated that the secondary loop RBPV was in the same configuration 
as the primary loop RBPV at the time of failure (bypass poppet effect-
ively full open). 
The primary and secondary RBPVs were cycled (radiator mode -- 10 
second/cycle; bypass mode -- 10 seconds/cycle), and then each loop was 
operated in the bypass mode to flush the bypass poppets. The results 
of these tests indicated no improvements in performance. Furthermore, 
it was not possible to obtain full bypass flow in either loop, since 
the required differential pressure of 37.5 PSID was not observed 
(figure 8-25). 
The system differential pressures during the "bypass" operation 
did not follow the same trend in each loop (figure 8-25 alld 8-26). 
~'he primary loop system differential pressure was lower during the "by-
pasa" mode than during the "radiator" mode. In the secondary loop, the 
system differential pressure was higher during the "bypass" mode than 
during the "radiator" mode. In explaining the above situation it is 
useful to keep in mind the following conclusions from the earJier 
discussion of th, end of mission testing: 
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a. The radiator poppet in each loop fully opened in the radiator mode since the radiator event light was triggered. 
b. Full bypass flow was not attained for either loop because the bypass pressure difference ,~as less than 37.5 PSID. 
c. The bypass poppet in each loop did not close in ths radia-tor mode because the flow through the radiator was less than 100 percent. 
Items a. through c. may be summarized by the following: The radia-tor poppets in each loop fully opened and neither poppet in either loop fully closed. It could have been that the bypass poppet in the secon-dary loop was "frozen or stuck" with little motion in either direction. This was indicated by the increase in the system differential pressure in the bypass mode position (the flor'T area through the bypass flm~ passage remained constant, the coolant flo,~ate increased). Since the system differential pressure decreased in the primary loop in the by-pass mode, it may be that movement of the radiator poppet forced the bypass poppet further away from its seat (but not far enough to allow the radiator poppet to seat). Following the completion of the tests the secondary coolant loop was disabled for the final time at 040:05: 09:12 GHT; primary loop, 040:06:22:47 GHT. 
C. Anomalies 
The only anomaly of the RS involved the radiator bypass valve and occurred during the deactivation of SL-2 at approximately 173:02:02:00 GHT. The e~fect of this anomaly on the thermal performance of the system is illustrated in figure 8-27. Note from figure 8-27 that the anomaly occ.lrred at the time of radiator reactivation folloI~ing a "cold" radiator bypass period. The pump differential pressure dropped abrupt-ly by approximately 5 PSID. The radiator surface temperature near the coolant outlet port was greatly reduced in the orbits that followed. Since this sensor was an ,indication of the temperature of the coolant at the radiator outlet, reduced radiator coolant flow was evident (maintaining all other parameters constant, decreasing the radiator coolant flow rate decreased the coolant temperature at the outlet of the radiator). Reduced coolant flow through the radiator eventually resulted in the depletion of the thermal capacitor (figure 8-28). The depletion is indicated by the increase above -14.50 F of the capacitor outlet temperature (C7279). A rapid rise in the freezer compartment' temperatures followed. The magnitude of both the thermal capacitor coolant inlet temperature and the system differential pressure after the anomaly indicated that split flow existed (coolant flow through the radiator and (JCRK simultaneously). Halfunction of one of· t,~o .. com-ponents only could have resulted in split flow--the radiator pressure relief valves (RPRV) or the radiator bypass valve (RBPV). A revie,; 
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of the system differential pressure (figure 8-27) indicated that the pressure difference was not great enough to .open the relief valve ( " 65 PSID). Hot<ever, the possibility existed, although very slight, that the instance peak pressure was missed due to data sampling rates. However, the end of mission test results verified that the pressure differences were consistant with a failed radiator bypass valve not a failed radiator pressure relief valve. Less than 3 hours after the occurrence of the anomaly, the automatic loop sWitching logic sensed a high freezer coolant inlet temperature and disabled the primary loop and enabled the secondary loop at 173:04:50:00 GMT. The secondary loop ran until 173:05:25:00. After finding the secondary loop to have a Similar anomaly as the primary (based on the decreased system dif·-ferential pressure), it was manually disabled and the primary loop was enabled. The secondary loop was enabled again from 173:05:47:39 to 173:05:57:56 for a further system differential pressure check. 
Two actions were taken after the anomaly in an attempt to regain the thermal performance of the RS. The first was to pitch'the vehicle +450 about the Y-axis so the radiator would receive direct solar flux. The raaiator surface temperature is shown on figure 8-29. The purpose of this maneuver was to increase the radiator temperature in the event that partial blockage due to coolant freezing had occurred. After the radiator surface temperature increased to -200 F, normal vehicle attitude 1;as restored. The impact of the pitch maneuver on the secondary loop was checked from 173:07:39:42 to 173:07:43:23. No improvements were observed at that time. However, more detailed data analysis indicated an improvement in the primary loop occurred when the primary loop was disabled and enabled, during the secondary loop check at 173:07:39:42. The second action taken to ~estore the RS performance was to eycle the bypass poppet of the RBPV by enabling and disabling the loops in rapid succession. When the loop was disabled, the control logic would acti-vate the loop's RBPV to the bypass position. Thus pump cycling would serve to cycle the bypass poppet of the RBPV, aiding in trash removal from the bypass poppet seal or in trash particle compaction in the by-pass poppet seal (either would allow the poppet to move closer to its seated position). 
The system differential pressure and the thermal capacitor inlet temperature during this time is shmm in figures 8-30 and 8-31. Also indicated in figures 8-30 and 8-31 are the periods of primary and secon-dary loop operation and cycling. The system differential pressure and, to a lesser extent, the capacitor inlet temperature were used as indications of per.formance improvements. An increase in system dif-ferential pressure and a decrease in capacitor inlet_temperature would have indIcated increaaed radiator flow. The primary loop cycling began at 171:18:27:49 and ended at 174:10:50:20 after 105 cycles. The secon-dary loop was operated five times during the period from 173:20:00:18 to 173:21:05:02. However, secondary loop cycling begain at 171,,01:45:05 and ended at 174:09:14:40 after 28 cycles. 
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A second improvement in the primary loop occurred at approximately 
173:22:45:00 as a result of loop cycling. No improvement in the sec-
ondary loop was observed. 
Cycling was discontinued at 174:10:50:20 because of the improve-
ment in differential pressure and the frozen food temperature had 
begun to decrease as a result of the second improvement (figure 8-32). 
Computer analyses indicated that the frozen food compartments would 
have reached a temperature of approximately 300 F if these improvements 
had not occurred. A further decrease in the temperature of the freez-
ers (below OOF) occurred after the second improvement in the radiator 
coolant flow rate. However, as shown by figure 8-33, this decrease 
in the sy~tem temperature was the result of the decrease in the OWS 
environment temperature which resulted in a decreased heat load on the 
RS. 
Computer analysis revealed that the malfunction could be simula-
ted by an effectively fully open bypass poppet in the RBPV (earlier 
tests had shown that the bypass poppet of the valve may be only one 
quarter of the way open and yet bypass as much coolant ~s when fully 
open) with the radiator poppet in the radiator flm. position. The 
radiator surface temperature and the capacitor outlet temperature 
simulation results are shown in figures 8-34 and 8-35, respectively. 
lvith the bypass poppet in this position, only about 20 percent (orbit-
al average) of the total coolant flow rate (assuming a total flow of 
130 lb/hour was allot.ed through the radiator. The radiator coolant 
flow n.fter the anomaly varied over an orbit period due to the variation 
in helllt flux on the radiator's surface over an or-bit. 
An extensive test program was initiated after the ancmaly using 
the RS qualification test (HS-19) unit. The purpose of the tests were 
three-fold. (a) To try and duplicate the failure using the flight 
data and the SL-2 deactivation timeline, (b) to determine the system 
capabilities with the split flow, and (c) to determine the cause of 
the malfunction within the valve. The HS-19 system tests were not able 
to duplicate the failure. Hot.ever, a RBPV did "stick" in a component 
bench test (due to contamination) and was freed after approximately 
16 cycles. The tests to determine the decreased system performance 
indicated that the RS could maintain the upper food temperature limit 
of DOF. 
A third improvement (although small) in the primary loop radiator 
coolant flow rate was evident from a comparison of flight data taken 
b~fore SL-3 activation (but after the second RS improvement) and after 
SL-3 activation. Figure 8-36 shows the thermal capacitor coolant out-
let temperature plotted as II funcl:ion of the RBPV coolant inlet temp-
eruture for tholle two periods. Note from the figure that the improve-
ment apparently occurred at the time of SL-3 activation (DOY 209). 
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The f3 angle effects on the absorbed radiator heat flux were ignored in plotting figure 8-36 since it had been determined that the RS radiator was relatively insensitive to a change in the f3 angle. Using the data plotted in figure 8-36, the heat rejection capability of the RS was plotted as a function of RBPV coolant inlet temperature (figure 8-37). Figure 8-37 clearly shows the improved heat rejection capability after 8L-3 activation. It is not known what caused the improved RS perfor-mance after 8L-3 activation. However, the SL-3 cre,q did open the pri-mary loop RBPV control logic circuit breaker on panel 611 of the OWS C&D console during activation. It is interesting to note that· after the closing of this breaker during SL-4 deactivation (before post-mission testing and verification), the performance of the RS did decrease slightly (radiator mode) but not to the level just prior to SL-3 activation (figur.e 8-37). 
. 
Following the RBPV anaomaly of DOY 173, the secondary coolant loop "as activated for the first time. The secondary loop pump differential pressure (figure 8-38) and radiator surface temperature (figure 8-39) show the secondary loop to be operating essentially iden.tical to the failed primary loop. Re-evaluation of the preflight tests performed on the RS at KSC revealed that those tests performed would not have detected a malfunctioning RBPV. Therefore, launc':! with a failed secondary loop RBPV was a possiblity. 
Following the improvements in the primary loop, it was assumed that the secondary loop had remained in its original failed operation. This assumption was verified from the flight data on DOY 222. On this day at 14:31 GMT, the primary loop "as deactivated and the secondary loop was activated "ith the intention of cycling the bypass poppet of the RBPV in an attempt to improve the secondary loop's performance, as had been done with the primary loop. Ho"ever, in this instfLnce a method of operating the bypass poppet of the RBPV in both positions with coolant flow had been devised (when the bypass poppet of the primary loop RBPV "as cycled by pump deactivation/activation, there 
"as no coolant flm, when the bypass poppet was in the bypass position). This method involved enabling and disabling the loop with time as a critical factor in a manner so as to preclude the normal operation of the RBPV control logic. ("hen a loop is disabled, the control logic activates the loop's RBPV to the bypass position). Only at the begin-ning of the proposed cycling period "as there any indication of the RBPV being in the radiator flow mode. At the time, it was thought that the secondary loop RBPV "talkback" switch had malfunctioned. It wnB not until the post-mission testing and verification that it was realLY-cd that the data of the secondary loop operation on DOY 222 ,,.as vnlid for the "I>ypaflil" position of the RBPV (on DOY 222, it was not knO\ffi thnt due to the anomaly a flow split would also exist with the RBl'V configured to its bypass position). As it turned out, post-
mission testing revealed that the system differential pressure was 
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approximately equal for both flow configurations of the secondary loop RBPV (the bypass mode being only slightly higher). Thus, the conclusion (that the secondary loop was operating as the primary loop had immediately following the anomaly of DOY 173) I""S confinned during the post-mission te!3ting and verification ""ssion follOl,ing SL-4 deactivation. 
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SECTION IX. GROUND THERMAL AND FLUID CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
'rh" Ground Thermal an,l Flu J d r.ondi t"J oning Sys tern "onsis ts c"f til<' 
purges and active coolant loops usC!d to maintain required thermal con-
ditions [or equlpment and vehicle compartments prior to launch. 
Pre-launch pUJ:ging was provided for the AM/HilA habitation ar<'n, 
Payload Shroud (PS), ATH r.ani:>ter, HIlA High Performance Insulation (HpT) 
blanket, OWS forward dome BPI, flWS Solar Array Systl'lIl, OlvS forwllnl sltlrl, 
and OWS nft skIrt. 'Phe purges controlled the tc.:1mper:l ture, presRut"c, 
humidity, and ('olilposition of gases in the compnrtments that they servi-
ced during launch preparation. The AN Ac tive Coolant Loop in terfaced 
with a ground cooling loop to provide heat removal from AH coldplated 
equipment during ground checkout. The OWS Ground Thermal Conditioning 
System (GTeS) utilized a combination of purging and active loop cooling 
to maintain desired thermal conditions in the OWS habitation area. 
The habitation area and the waste tank of the OIoJS ,.,ere 1" essurized 
during prelaunch by an external Ground Support Equipment (GSE) system 
to provide pressure integrity verification prior to launch and structural 
inte'lrity during boost. The Hefrigeration System (RS) required a ground 
thert",l conditioning unit (TCU) to maintain frozen food thermal require-
ments from food loading in the Vertical Assembly Building (VAB) to lift-
off. 
A. Configuration 
1. AM/HIlA Habitation Area Purge and Prelaunch Pressurization. 
The AH/MDA pressurized compartments were purgecl with ambient air in the 
VAJ3 to provide a habitable atmosphere for the ground crews. Prior to 
final leak check on the pad, the AH/MIlA was purged with dry N2 for a 
sufficient length of time to reduce the final 02 concentration to an 
acceptable level. The compartment was then pressurized to 19.7 PSIA 
for final leak check at approximately 15.5 hours before liftoff. At 
five hours before liftoff, the MDA vent valves were commanded open al'.d 
the compartment was allowed to equalize with the ambient pressure. 
Purging gases were. introduced at the aft cCJmpartment purp.;e 
fltt"lng (mm [,11) itt it flow rnte of 7.5 Ih/min. ThE' purge was flowed 
throngh th" AM/MilA C'ompnrtment nnd exhnu:>ted through thE' MIlA vent valves. 
'l'lll' ow:::: W/IH prc'HHllrI?('d wIth gnHcnlls N2 and maJntnlned at n level equal 
l (') or g-rl!lll:l'r llwll till' AN/MDA preHsurC' llwpl dur.ing the purge operations. 
2. HIlA 11 igll "t·rl' or,!!lunce [nHnln tIon Purge. The MDA insula tion 
purge system wus ufled [or pnrg'lng the HDA inHulntion h11ll1kC!ts and tIl(' 
9-1 
exterior surface of the S190 window with dry gaseous nitrogen prior to launch and at other times when the ~IDA was not in a conditioned envi,on-ment. The purpose of the purge was to prevent moisture condensation 0"-the insulation blanket and windo., and thermally condition the ~A film vaults. The times when the purge was specifically req,.ired to be opera-ted at KSC were: 
a. For til<' period of 30 rnI_nutes just h,,[on, rollollt from tI", 
opcrations and Checkollt (O&C) bu Ilding. After purge', the payload "hroud wnfJ f:lenlcd. 
h. !'or a period of ')0 minute" prior to cryogenic loadJng 1111-til launch. 
c. Continuously on pad except for hrief periods when a per-sonnel breathing hazard existed. 
The purge was conducted with dry GN2 at a total flow ocate of 5 + 2 lb/min. The purge was supplied via a GSE purge console. Gas temperature supplied by the console was regulated by "he ATM canister purge temperature sensor. As a result the }IDA insulation purge gas 
supply temperature closely followed the ATM purge temperature. 
Purge gas "as introduced from the ground facility through one inch diameter 1J.ne" that were routed from the Fixed Airlock Shroud (FAS) umbili_ca1 disconnec t pIn te around the FAS to the AM truss 114 at the -Z axis. 'fhe H_n(' was tlwn routed up the truss fitt"ing at Airlock Hodule Station CAMS) 21l5.58 wher" the interface connection "as made with the MDA. Connect-Jolls across the major structure interfaces (FAS to AM truss and AM truss to S"'S) were Dlade with flexible metal hoses. The ex-terior of the HilA pressure shell was encircled "ith a network of 1/2 
and 3/8 inch diameter perforated tuhing to provl.de gas distributlori to the insulation nnd the S190 w-Indow. Figure 9-1 depicts the purge sYlltem. 
3. Payload Shroud (PS) Purge. 'fhe PS purge gas was introduC'ed 
at the FAS umbilical disconnect plate and was routed up the PS to the 
nose cone diffuser plate as sho"TI in figure 9-2. Purge flow rate was 40 lb/min. while in the VAll and 50 ± 5 lb/min. tv 65 + SIb/min. after the vehicle left the VAll. The PS was purged with air until 30 minutes prior to the propellant loading when the purge was switched to GN2. Purging with air was necessary to simultaneously provide temperature 
and humidity control in the PS compartment and habitable atmosphere for ground crews working inside the PS. 
IJ'he' GSIo: Hupply tcmpernturc \",nfl r:lpahle of control between 40°F Ilnd HOo" 111 I-il" VAil ;lIld In trnnA I t to the pad and between 50°F and 135°F wh I L,' on Ill(' pnd. 'I'll(' Inlel tellll)(!ratnre controller was set at 63 + 3°F 
'.0 nvltlpvlo itn Illl.l~l P,llB lemrwroll:uro of 63 + SOli'. The temperature 'Of lhe [lllrg" g;IH supply dep(Hldml on whether heating or cooUng I<aS r('qllired. 
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4. AN Coolant Loop Operations. Prior to launch, heat was re-
moved from the A}[ Coolant Loop (described in detail in Section VIII) by 
the ground cooling heat exchanger which interf"ct!d with the Ground 
Cooling System. The ground cooling loop consisted of the interface 
heat exchanger, redundant accumulators to prevent pressure buildup 
from thermal expansion of trapped NNS-602 fluid, a ground cooling cart, 
and associated lines and fittings from the FAS umbilical disconnect 
plate to the coolant pump module on the STS aft. bulkhead. 
The Ground Cooling System was required to provide an NNS-602 
flOl' rate of 900 Ib/hour with a h'!at removal capacity of 16,000 Btu/Hour 
at a -15°F coolant inlet temperature to the GSE/Airlock interface. 
The selector valve used to change from ground heat exchanger 
to radiator cooling was activated by DCS command from the ground. Tran-
sient heat rejection was supplemented by two thermal capacitors (charged 
with Tridecane wax) located downstream of the ground cooling heat ex-
changer and radiator. The capacitors were charged during pre-launch 
[or accepting launch ascent heat loads prior to switching to the radia-
tor for cooling. The maximum capacitor temperature at launch was speci-
fied at 18 OF. 
5. ATH Canister Purge. '['he ATH canister was purged for tempera-
ture, humidity, and cleanliness control. The purge was introduced 
through one inch diameter lines which entered the vehicle at the FAS 
umbilical disconnect plate and were routed around the FAS to the deploy-
ment assembly vertical tubular structural member at the +Y axis. From 
this point the lines followed the deployment assembly (DA) tubular 
structural members up to the NU[. The connections across the DA rota-
ting joints, between the FAS and the DA and between the DA and the ATH 
were made with flexible metal hoses. The purge was conducted with 
gaseous nitrogen at a nominal flow rate of 5 + lIb/min. The purge gas 
temperature controller was set at 53 + 3°F to-assure an inlet tempera-
ture control of 53 + SOp. During the-24 hours before liftoff, the 
temperature was increased to 70 ± 5°F to thermally condition the A:j:H 
[01" initial orbits without internal po"er. 
6. OHS High Performance Insulation Purge. II dry nitrogen gas 
purge ,.as provided to prevent moist air from enter-ing the layers of HPI 
and subsequently degrading the insulating propertit,s of the lIPI during 
prelaunch operations. The normal flOl' rate of SIb/min. was reduced to 
lIb/min. by installing a smaller or i ficc on the ground side of the dis-
connect when personnel Were required to work in the forward dome area. 
'fhe purge inlet was located on the forward umbilical plate and was 
plumbed do,,,, to the fOl'ward skirt hat frame a:; shOl'" in figure 9-3. The 
pur!'" gas exited from holes at the bottom of the frame, filtered up 
through the liPI panels, and vented through the Airlock Nodule curtain. 
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7. OWS Solar Array System (SAS) Purge. The SAS N2 purge was to provide a positive pressure in the SAS beam fairings to prevent moist salt air from "ntering the fairings and condensing on the solar cells. As an additional benefit, it maintain"d the fairing at moderate C"mpera-ture and humidity. 
Th" SAS Purge System consisted of a GSE/vehicle quick dis-connect, four met"ring orifices in parall"l, a purge distribution mani-fold in each SAS beam fairing, a Government Furnished Equipm"nt (GFE) purg" console, and associated plumbing (figure 9-4). An auxiliary purge inlet fitting was provided for use at times when the Quick Disconnect (QD) could not be used. 
Leakage from the purged cavity of each beam/fairing was not to exceed 0.5 Ib/min. (i.e., 2 Ib/min. total to the SAS) ",hen pressuri-zed to 0.09 psrG (2.5 in. H20). Redundant pressure relief valves were provided for each compartment of the beam/fairing. Each of these valves was capable of Flowing 1.0 Ih/min. of GN2 at a pressure of 0.4 PSIG. Minimum reset pressure of the relief valves was 0.09 PSIG. 
8. OWS Art Skirt Purge. The aft skLrt area was purged by the sam" system used for the Saturn Program aft skirt purge. Conditioned air having n moisture content of 0 to 43 grains/lb was used for purging up to 20 minutes prior to propellant loading. The air was supplied at a flow tate of 267 to 300 Ib/min. at an allowable temperature ran.,e of 65°F to 140°F. Beginning 20 minutes prior to propellant loading .'and continuing until liftoff, the interstage compartment was purged with dry nitrogen having a moisture content of 0 to 1 grain/lb. Nitrogen ~las supplied at the same flow tate as air, but the temperature range was limited between 55°F and 75°F. 
9. OW5 Forward Skirt Purge. The forward skirt area purge (sup-plied from the Instrument Unit [IU] ) also utilized the same system that was used on the Saturn program. Purging was accomplished using 
conditioned air at a flow rate of 150 + 15 Ib/min. up to 20 minutes prior to propellant loading. Temperature of the air purge was 45°F to 130°F. Beginning at 20 minutes before propellant loading, the purge media was switched to dry GN2 supplied at a flow rate of 200 ± 20 lb/min. and a temperature of 55°F to 130°F. 
/0. OWH /ntC'r.nnl l'urgt' nnd Pressurization. A nitrogen purge uti- . / "dUM til" cX/HHng GSIl GN2 HOur"e of the l,aunch Umhi.lical 'I'Ol,er (LUT) and ('x/BtIng OWS pn"lHuri:mtlon system plumbing was used to pl'eclude contlnnsnt i on of 11 tl!lo"pheric moisture on the heat exchnnger cons. Tht' purge system I<as required to estahlish and mainta'in a dl'I1 po"int he.1<'\1 30°F. Purge gas entered through the habitlltion ar.ea ground prl'HHllr/:<II-tion line at a rate of 8.7 Ill/min. and exited through the purg" r:IlB 
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area. 
After the purge gas outlet port ,.as sealed, this system 
for pre-liftoff pressurization. Figure 9-5 illustrates 
atmosphere circulation pattern inside the OWS habitation 
11. OHS Habitation Area Ground Thermal Cond; tioning System. The 
Ground Thermal Conditioning System ,.as a closed-loop system consisting 
of GSE, located on the Launch UmbIlical To"er, and heat exchan!jer equip-
ment installee! onhomel the vehlel,' In the [)\'S. TIll' eSE was joil1od to 
the SL-l vehl"h' pllllll')ll1g by liD "0111'1 [l1gs. Th" C'I'CS <''1Ulplllel1t install,·d 
In the nt.JS COl1HiHlpcl of 1·'''0 hC'o"ll ('xchnn~wrH In sPI-ft'R lind t,.,ro fnnH in 
IHu·nl.lcl. Dill' fnn lH'at (·xcli:mgnr ilSHC'lIIhly ,"<1H UHt'd ~lt tIl{' primary systPIll 
"'ltil tilt· otIH'r unit ;IS hill'kll!>_ 'I'll(' r:l1H. induced 1I:!ldtntiol1 Aren atmoH-
plwre rIm ... ilerOHS Lil(' hl'Hl pxehangerH and lhen d I rpcted f L i\c.rOSH tPtnp-
crntnre s('l1sil:ivl' l·quipment (fflm vault and foot! lockers) to lUuintain 
their temperature 1n the requIred range. The requlred temperature range 
for the film vault was 1.0°1' to 50°1', "ieh allowable excursions to 65°F. 
The ambient food locker temperature requirement was 40°F to 85°F. Fig-
ure 9-6 illustrates the GTCS. 
The t:SE on the LUT controlled the temperature and flo" rate 
of the thermal conditioning fluid (Iolater/glycol) that circulated through 
the heat exchangers in the QI'S. 'l'hese heat exchangers maintained ';he 
habitation area atmosphere in the required temperature range from bu~ton­
up unti 1 approximately 11 minutes before launch. 
In 01'<1"" til support Kennedy Spacecraft Center (KSC) contin-
gency pl.nnning, analYHP!-; toJ'ere performed to deternrin(\. ho'l:oJ' 'lon~ the G'l'CS 
('ollld he faflC'd "lllHlI,t Iml"'''tlng the fH.-1 l"lInch. illll' to tl1l' dally 
varIatron ill lll(' ~H)I:tr it('" 1 10nd and lite! aJnhfent air tplIlpprntllre, till' 
timl' ur dOly or Lllp f:lftui·P :mcl thl' l-illlP or tiny of t;IH~ lalllll'1i \V'ore Lhp 
HfgnlfIc:lllt p;lr<lUlPl{'I~B .. 'I'h(' I-PHtlllB of ['11P nnnlYBjB, :-;11O\V'n In ffgl1ro 
~-7, Indl,'at"d that till' r:'I'CS ('ould [";,Il 20 mlnllte" prior to 1'"Il",h I<Il"h-
ant exceec!ing the fnod and fIlm t(~lIlper;'lturc lImltH. 'I'he rcu.;ults of 
further analyses shoHn In figure ~-8, provided tilt' tim" it' took [cr ';he 
GTCS to r(Ocover assuming various failure times. For future '5rotltld 
thermal conditioning system design, it is recommended that consideration 
be given to al101. for loss of conditioning caused by GSE malfunctions. 
12. Refrigeration System Prelaunch ConditionIng. 1'he RS· thermal 
conditioning system is shOlm in figure 9-9. The ground support for re-
frigeration system r.onsisted of one operating thermal conditioning unit, 
one redundant 'l'GU, a valve panel and a coolant control unit (CGU), all 
locat('d on the J.U'I'. This GSE system supplied ,.aeer/glyco1 coolant at 
conU'olled t(olI1lll'ratur" and f!0I. rate to a ground cooling heat exchanger 
"h1 .. h "as an lnt""~rnl part of the flight RS. 'I'lie ground conditioning 
111"[1 ,ms cf I ,,,'ollnl','lt'd hy qu i ck disconnect <,ouplings on the aft skirt 
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Figure 9-6. Orbital Workshop Ground Thermal Conditioning System 
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umbilical panel. At approximately T-3 minutes, the GSE coolant was stopped and the OHS water/glycol lines were purged with N2 gas to mini-mize vehicle contamina~ion during boost. 
Although no significant problem was attributed to an RS GSE failure during SL-l prelaunch, there was much concern ab.Jut the capabil-ity of the GSE system to supply the temperature control required. The TCU's (DSV-7-301) had been modified for temperature capability lower than the original qualification value but this modification 'oas not in-tended to provide performance in the range that was ultimately required. The specified red1ine values are shown in Table 9.1. The red1ine values 
'oere the result of much deliberation with GSE personnel and a re-examination of RS performance data to provide as much relief as possible to the TCU requiremen ts. 
The hold time information given in figures 9-10, 9-11, and 9-12, was provided in addition to the red lines to use as guj.delines and planning in the event of a failure of both TCU's or an unexpected launch hold subsequent to activation of ground purge for the water/glycol lines. 
The primary reason for delayed concern about the TCU low temp-erature capability was the late definition of RS requirements as a result of RS system thermal qualification testing (HS-19). The refrigeration system was behind schedule because of thermal capacitor and radiator control valve problems. As a result, no analysis or test for system thermal performance were available until late 1972. A secondary reason 
,oas the lack of data on the fluid temperature rise between the TCU out-let and the RS ground heat exchanger inlet. 
13. Oxygen and Nitrogen Consumab1es. A description of the oxygen and nitrogen gas storage systems is given in Section V. Appropriate pressure and temperature prelaunch redlines for each gas bottle are given in Table 9.1. Figures 9-13 and 9-14 define the prelaunch loading 
requirements. 
B. Performance 
All thermal conditioning and pressurized systems performed satis-factorily during prelaunch and launch. The ECS/TCS mission support group provided realtime monitoring of all active systems from T-8.S hours (corresponding to 10 hours before SL-1 launch because of a 1.S hour built-in hold). The Launch Mission Rules Document details those parameters, along with their applicable limits, which were required to be monitored during the prelaunch phase of the mission. A list of these parameters, their limits and the actual values which occurred after T-8.S hours is provided in Table 9.1. 
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,... TABLE 9.1 PRELAUNCH PARANETERS HONITORED ;:, 
HEASURENENT NEASUREHENT PRELAUNCH RANGE OF VALUES FRON 
NillffiER DESCRIPTION REDLINES T-S 1/2 HRS TO LAUNCH 
C209 AJIlPRIHARY CHX INLET TENP 43°F TO 51°F LOOP INACTIVE TO T-5 J/2 HRS, 
47.4°F AFTER T-5 1/2 HRS 
C210 AN SEC CHX INLET 1 TEHP 43°F TO 51°F 49.0°F TO T-5 HRS, LOOP DE-
ACTIVATED AT T-5 HRS 
C244 .. AH PRIH TID! CAPACITOR OUT TEHP (TO T-30 JIlIN 40°F) LOOP INACTIVE TO T-5 1/2 HRS, 
(AFTER -30 NIN -40.7°F AFTER T-5 1/2 HRS 
48°F) 
C262 AH TID! CAPACITOR NO.1, SKIN 1 TEHP (TO T-30 HIN 40 OF) BELOW SCALE AT -20°F 
(AFTER T-30 NIN 
lS0F) 
C263 AH TID! CAPACITOR NO.1, SKIN 2 TEHP (TO T-30 HIN 40°F) BELOW SCALE AT -20°F 
(AFTER T-30 HIN 
lS0F) 
C264 AH THH CAPACITOR NO.2, SKIN TENP (TO T-30 JIlIN 40°F) BELOH SCALE AT -20°F 
(AFTER T-30 HIN 
lS0F) 
C265 AH THH CAP 2 PRm INLET TEHP (TO T-30 JIlIN 40°F) LOOP INACTIVE TO T-5 1/2 HRS, 
(AFTER T-30 NIN -40.7°F AFTER T-5 1/2 HRS 
4S0F) 
C273 AH PRIJIlARY VL V C OUT 1 TEHP 34°F TO 70°F LOOP INACTIVE TO T-5 1/2 HRS, 
(AFTER T-30 JIlIN 38.6°F AFTER T-5 1/2 HRS 
34°F-44°F) 
'..;I 
~ 
TABLE 9.1 PRELAUNCH PARANETERS NONITORED (CONTINUED) 
'lEAS U RENENT NEASUREMENT PRELAUNCH fu~'lGE OF VALUES FROM 
NUHBER DESCRIPTION REDLINES T-8 1/2 HRS TO LAUNCH 
C274 AH SEC VLV C OUT 1 TEHP 34 DF TO 70 DF 40.SDF TO T-S HRS, NOT FLOloJ-
(AFTER T-3D HIN ING AFTER T-S HRS SEC LOOP 
34 DF-44 DF) DEACTIVATION 
C283 AH PRIHARY VLV A OUT 1 TENP 43 DF TO Sl DF LOOP INACTIVE TO T-S 1/2 ERS, 
AFTER T-30 HIN 4S.6 DF AFTER T-S 1/2 HRS 
C284 AN SEC VLV A OUT 1 TEHP 43 DF TO SlDF 48.1DF TO T-S HRS, LOOP DE-
AFTER T-30 HIN ACTIVATED AT T-S HRS 
C247 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 1 TE~W SEE FIGURE 9-13 69.3 - 70.1
DF 
c248 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 2 TE~W SEE FIGURE 9-13 69.S 67.8
DF 
C249 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 3 TE~W SEE FIGURE 9-13 71.2 - 72 .ODF 
C2S0 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 4 TE~W SEE FIGURE 9-13 67.7 - 69.4
DF 
C2S1 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 5 TE~W SEE FIGURE 9-13 68.9 - 69.7
DF 
C252 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 6 TEfrW SEE FIGURE 9-13 71.6 - 72.4DF 
C253 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 1 TEfrW SEE FIGURE 9-14 66.9 DF 
C254 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 2 TEfrW SEE FIGURE 9-14 70.1DF 
C255 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 3 TEfrW SEE FIGURE 9-14 64.0 - 64.7 DF 
\0 
I C256 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 4 TEfrW SEE FIGURE 9-14 63.9 - 65.3 DF I--' 
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TABLE 9.1 PRELAUNCH PARAHETERS HONITORED (CONTINUED) 
HEASUREHENT NEASUREHENT 
NIDlBER DESCRIPTION 
C257 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 5 TE~W 
C272 
D222 
D223 
D224 
D225 
D226 
D227 
D228 
D229 
D230 
D231 
ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 6 TE~W 
A}I PRIHARY CLNT PillW INLET PRESS 
AN SEC LOOP PillIP INL. PR 
AH PRIHARY CLNT PillIP ISP 
AN SEC LOOP PillIP liP 
AH O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 1 PRESS 
AH O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 2 PRESS 
AH O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 3 PRESS 
AH O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 4 PRESS 
AH O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 5 PRESS 
AH O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 6 PRESS 
PRELAUNCH 
REDLINES 
SEE FIGURE 9-14 
SEE FIGURE 9-14 
25 PSIA 
25 PSIA 
RANGE OF VALUES FROH 
T-8 1/2 HRS TO LAUNCH 
66.8°F 
67.0 - 67.7°F 
29.4 PSIA TO T-5 1/2 HRS, 
28.2 AFTER T-5 1/2 HRS 
28.9 PSIA TO T-5 HRS, 31.6 
AFTER T-5 HRS TO SEC LOOP 
ACTIVATION 
20 PSID TO 70 PsrD 0 TO T-5 1/2 HRS, 49.1 PSID 
AFTER T-5 1/2 HRS 
20 PSID TO 70 PSID 39.3 PSID TO T-5 HRS - 0 
AFTER T-5 HRS TO SEC LOOP 
ACTIVATION 
SEE FIGURE 9-13 2980 TO 2995 PSIA 
SEE FIGURE 9-13 " 3000 PSIA 
SEE FIGURE 9-13 3013 - 3029 PSIA 
SEE FIGURE 9-13 2996 - 3012 PSIA 
SEE FIGURE 9-13 3011 PSIA 
SEE FIGURE 9-13 3013 - 3046 PSIA 
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TABLE 9.1 PRELAUNCH PARANETERS HONITORED 
}IEASURENEl-.'T ~IEASURE~IENT PRELAUNCH RANGE OF VALUES FRON NillIBER DESCRIPTION REDLINES T-8 1/2 HRS TO LAUNCH 
D241 ALT 02 SUPPLY BOTTLE 1 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-12 2974 - 2990 PSIA 
D242 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 2 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-13 3005 - 3021 PSIA 
D243 ALT 02 SUPPLY BOTTLE 3 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-13 3017 - 3030 PSIA 
D244 ALT 02 SUPPLY BOTTLE 4 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-13 2986 - 3002 PSIA 
, 
D245 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 5 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-13 3006 - 3026 PSIA " I jl 
D246 ALT O2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 6 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-13 3025 - 3040 PSIA 
,I D232 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 1 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2965 - 2982 PSIA 
D233 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 2 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2990 - 3007 PSIA 
I D234 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 3 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2904 PSIA 
" 
I D235 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 4 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2949 - 2965 PSIA I 
D236 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 5 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2953 - 2969 PSIA 
D257 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 6 PPESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2925 PSI.:'_ 
D247 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 1 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2998 PSIA 
D248 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 2 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2982 PSIA 
\0 
I 
D249 ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 3 PRESS SEE FIGURE 9-14 2936 - 2952 PSIA I-' \0 
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HEASUREHENT 
NIDffiER 
D250 
D251 
D258 
F214 
F215 
K209 
K210 
COoo2 
coOo4 
Coo31 
Coo32 
Coo39 
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TABLE 9.1 PRELAUNCH PARANETERS HONITORED (CONTINUED) 
HEASUREHENT 
DESCRIPTION 
ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 4 PRESS 
ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 5 PRESS 
ALT N2 SUPPLY BOTTLE 6 PRESS 
A}! PRI VLV BOUT FLOlv RATE 
1\)1 SEC VLV BOUT TIOl, RATE 
AH PRI RAD BYPASS }lONITOR 
AH SEC RAD BYPASS HoNIToR 
HDA INT Fl·m DoHE 1 TE~IP 
HDA 1NT FWD CYL 1 TDIP 
HDA INT AFT CYL 5 TE~IP 
HDA 1NT AFT CYL 6 TDIP 
l1DA 1NT FlVD CYL 6 TEHP 
PRELAUNCH 
REDLINES 
SEE FIGURE 9-14 
SEE FIGURE 9-14 
SEE FIGURE 9-14 
238 LB/HIN 
238 LB/i'lIN 
BYPASS (UNTIL 
T-Io HIN) NOIDI 
AT T-Io i'lIN 
(BYPASS TO T-5 
HRS) (NoRH T-5 
HRS ON) 
60°F TO 80°F 
60°F TO 80°F 
60°F TO 80°F 
60°F TO 80°F 
60°F TO 80°F 
!i 
RANGE OF VALUES FROH 
T-8 1/2 HRS TO LAUNCH 
2953 PS1A 
2980 - 2981 PSIA 
2961 - 2978 PSIA 
o TO T-5 1/2 HRS 276 TO 
278 LB/HR AFTER T-5 1/2 HRS 
276 TO 278 LB/HR TO T-5 HRS, 
o TO SEC LOOP ACTIVATION 
NOIDI TO T-5 1/2 HRS - BYPASS 
TO T-Io HIN - RAD AFTER 
BYPASS TO T-5 HRS, NOIDI AT 
T-5 HRS 
71.0°F TO 68.4°F 
70.o°F TO 67.5°F 
70.0°F TO 67.8°F 
70°F 
69.5°F TO 68.1°F 
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TABLE 9.1 PRELAUNCH PAR.<I}lETERS HONITORED (CONTINUED) 
~lEASURE~lENT HEASURE~lENT 
NUHBER DESCRIPTION 
C0041 HDA INT FHD CYL 7 TEHP 
C711s OHS PRDlARY THH CPR CLNT INL TEHP 
C7044 ons FWD CHP NO. 6 TEHP 
cn79 OHS PRlllARY FRZ TCV CLNT OUT TEHP 
cn96 Ol,S PRlllMY :LOOP CCV CLNT OUT TEHP 
D7001 ons PRHlARY LOOP PilllP /!.P 
D7002 ons PRDlARY LOOP PilllP IN PR 
D7003 OHS SECONDARY RS LOOl?'PilllP INLET 
----- PRESSOro;:--- .'.' 
D7107 
D7109 
D7109 
D7113 
OHS nASTE TANK PRESSURE SENSOR 1 
OHS HIA PRESSURE SENSOR 1 
onS H/A PRESSURE LOSS 
Ol.;rS PNEU SPHERE PRESSURE SENSOR 1 
PRELAUNCH 
REDLINES 
60°F TO 80°F 
-42°F TO -24°F 
42DF TO 63°F 
FRO}! T-12 HRS 
5soF TO 63°F 
FRO}! T-12 HRS 
-40 0 p TO _20Dp 
35.3°F TO 42.Sop 
32 PSID TO 55 PSID 
30 PSIA HINIHilll 
30 PSIA HINIMill! 
22 PSIA TO 26 PSIA 
22 PSIA TO 26 PSIA 
MAX I!.P AFTER FILL 
FILL .6 PSI 
390 ,PSIA TO 510 
PSIA 
RANGE OF VALUES FROM 
T-S 1/2 HRS TO LAUNCH 
nOF 
-26.6°F TO 29.1 DF 
s7°F TO 59 0 )1 
-26.9°p TO -25.7°F 
37.7 DF TO 39.0 DF 
41 PSID 
37.0 TO 37.2 PSIA 
37.5 TO 37.S PSIA 
22.6 TO 22.9 PSIA 
22.S TO 23.2 PSIA 
0.4 PSI MAX 
·441 TO 445 PSIA 
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TABLE 9.1 PRELAUNCH PAR..~IETERS HONITORED (CONTINUED) 
NEASUREblENT HEASURENENT 
NillIBER DESCRIPTION 
KOOl bIDA VENT 
K003 ~IDA VENT 
K7161 OI,S RS PRIHARY PillIP 1 ON 
mOlD OI?S PRI RS LOGIC PHS OUTPUT 
mOll OIl'S SEC RS LOGIC PI,S OUTPUT 
K7037 Oh'S SOL VENT VALVE 
K7036 OHS SOL VENT VALVE 
K7222 OHS PNEU HAB VENT VllLVE 
K7224 01,S PNEU HAB VENT VALVE 
." 
, ., --'-.- ---- ._-, .. _ ... 
ON 
ON 
ON 
PRELAUNCH 
REDLINES 
4.70 TO 5.30 VDC 
4.70 TO 5.30 VDC 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
ON 
ON 
ON 
4.98 
4.95 
RANGE OF VALUES FROH 
T-8 1/2 HRS TO LAUNCH 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
CLOSED 
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NOTES 
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REACH I 
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CO VERY 
FOR FOOD TEMPERATURE 
OOT AFTER TCU RESTART 
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OR C7Z82 OR C7283) 
NG -2°F. SUBSEQUENT 
FOOD TEMPERATURE 
DOT WILL NOT EXCEED 
IF TCU RESTART ON OR 
TM SENSOR = -2°F. 
URVE NOT VALID FOR 
RIOR TO LIFTOFF 
T RECOVERY. SEE 
2 FOR REQUIRED RE-
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o 
Figure 9-10. Allowable HoTd Time (Loss of TCU) as a Function of Max Freezer Temperature to Prevent 
Food Temperature Exceeding OaF (On-Board Pump off During Hold) With Recovery Required. 
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TGU'PERFORMANCE (TEMP /1 & FLOW RATE) EQUAL BEFORE AND AFTER HOLD 2. FLIGHT SENSORS IN FREEZERS WILL RECOVER TWICE AS FAST V 
I 13 . 
AS THE ACTUAL FOOD 
SEE CHART 1 FOR ALLOWANCE /1 HOLD TIMES 
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Figure 9-11. Required Recovery Time vs Hold Time to Achieve Food Temperature Recovery to Initial Steady State Conditions 
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Figure 9-12. Maximum RS/TCU Hold Times for Prelaunch with No Recovery Required Prior to Liftoff 
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Fi gure 9-13. Oxygen Consumab 1es Loading Requirements 
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1. AM/MDA Habitation Area Purge and Pressurization. The AM/MDA 
purge system performed as expected and no problems we,-e encountered. 
2. MDA High Performance Insulation Purge. The MDA insulation 
purge performed nominally during prelaunch activities. 
3. Payload Shroud Purge. The payload shroud purge performed sat-
isfactorily the 27 days of prelaunch and operations of SL-1, requiring 
only minor adjustments to the purge requirements. The original purge 
requirement was 50 lb/min. flow to maintain the compartment temperature 
control setting at 63 + 3°F. As the ambient environment (i.e., sun10ad 
and air temperature) increased in late April, compartment temperature 
response indicated temperatures exceeding the 66°F upper limit could 
occur at the 50 lb/min. flow rate. This indication was strengthened 
by data showing the umbilical interface purge gas temperature increased 
with increasing ambient temperature. The interface temperature could, 
however, be decreased by increasing the purge flow rate. Accordingly, 
compartment temperature limits were revised to 68 +5/-8°F. Additionally, 
the f1m, rate was increased from 50 lb/min. to a nominal value of 65 
lb/min. As experience viaS gained, GSE operators noted that peaks and 
valleys in the daily PS temperatures could be attenuated by leading the 
ambient environment cycle (e.g., the purge gas cooling was reduced in 
late afternoon rather than waiting until sunset when compartment temp-
eratures began a steep decline). 
In late April, during pad operations, a significant amount of 
water leaked into the PS. During the day this leak occurred, app-coxima-
tely 0.4 inches of rain fell with wind velocities up to 37 knots. Ap-
proximately three cups of water were found in the vicinity of the ATM/AM. 
Subsequently the PS joints were sealed "ith si1astic compound (RTV 140). 
No further leaks were reported. 
4. Airlock Coolant Loop. During prelaunch activities the perform-
ance of the primary and secondary coolant loops were evaluated. At 
T-5~ hours a single pump was activated in the primary loop. The second-
ary loop, which provided onboard cooling prior to primary loop activation, 
was deactivated 30 minutes later, simultaneously cycling the radiator 
bypass valve from bypass to normal flow through the radiator. At T-10 
minutes flow through the primary coolant loop was diverted from the 
ground cooling bypass to the onboard radiator by diverting the radiator 
bypass val-Je to normal. The operations left both radiator bypass valves 
in the radiator flow position precluding requirement for DCS commanding 
after liftoff. 
Monitoring of the thermal capacitor skin and coolant outlet 
temperature was particularly important since, in order to insure adequate 
cooling capability prior to effective radiator operation, a finite ground 
hold time could be allowed after termination of ground cooling at T-10 
'( 
minutes. The allOl,able hold times are shown in figure 9-15. If the hold times had been exceeded, reinitiation of ground cooling would have been required to assure the required cooling capability from the capaci-tors. The ground cooling system provided capacitor temperatures of approximately -40°F and there were no holds after 1'-10 minutes. 
Outlet temperature values for the two 47°F valves and the 40°F valve in the active loops were continuously recorded to verify proper valve operation. Both loop pump inlet pressures were compared to pre-established minimum levels. All coolant loop parameters performed acceptably during the prelaunch phase. 
5. ATM Canister Purge. During the 24 hour warmup period just prior to liftoff the purge temperature requirement of 75 ± 5°F taxed the GSE purge console capability because of increased flow to the SAS fairing (see paragraph 7 below). The requirement was revised to 70 + 5°F and the flow rate was increased to 10 lb/min. The canister purge per-formed satisfactorily during all prelaunch activities. 
6. OWS High Performance Insulation Purge. The O\~S High Perfor-mance Insulation (HPI) Purge performed satisfactorily during prelaunch operations. The purge was terminated at T-8 hour 45 min. which was shortly before the O\~S fon,ard skirt GN2 purge was init:iilted. 
7. OWS Solar Array System Purge. The OHS Solar Array Purge System requirements were revised at KSC after the beam/fairings leakage .,as found to be greater than expected. After leakage .,as minimized, the maximum flow of 6.8 Ib/min. (choked in the quick-disconnect) provided cavity pressures of 1.82 in. H20 and 1.98 in. H20 for Wings 1 and 2, re-spectively. The positive pressure requirement was chenged from 2.5 to 1.80 in. H20 (0.065 PSIG) which effected an infiltration risk of less than ten percent. The probability of wind-blown rain entering a beam/ fairing was less than ten percent. The purge was terminated at liftoff when the kick-off plate ,·,as retracted. 
8. OWS Forward and Aft Skirt Purges. The fon,ard and aft skirt purges, which were the same as the Saturn Program purges, functioned nominally. 
9. OI~S Internal Purge and Pressurization. Prior to launch a red-line was introduced to verify the OHS integrity. This was done to assure that the pressure was a ml.nl.mum of 22 PSIA at maximum Q for structural integrity and to verify a large JUS leak had not developed during pad operations. The OWS was loaded with gaseous nitrogen to 23 PSIA, after an equilibrium condition was reached a reference pressure was recorded. A maximum equivalent pressure loss of 0.60 PSI belm' the reference pre-ssure was redlined. The OWS fon,ard compartment gas temperatures (near 
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the GTCS supply line), C7409 and C74l0, were used to correct the Ol'1S 
habitation area pressures, D7l09 and D7ll0, to asseSs the equivalent 
pressure loss. From initial loading the previous day to liftoff the 
equivalent pressure loss was 0.4 PSI. 
Pressurization of the Ol'1S was completed approximately 15.5 
hours prior to liftoff. The OHS was initially pressurized to 23.5 PSIA 
which was tvithin the 23 to 26 PSIA requirement. 
10. Ground Thermal Conditioning System (GTCS). The OHS GNZ pu~ge 
was completed on April 20, 1973, after final closeout. The requ~rement 
to establish and maintain a dew point below 30°F was met. Data taken 
in the VAB and on the launch pad indicated that the de','-' point ranged 
between -23°F and +1'F. Dry nitrogen pressurization and vent cycles 
occurred during this period. The last dew point measurement taken on 
April 28, 1973, was +4'oF. 
The requirements for the GTeS were to maintain the OHS food 
storage containers and film vault between 40°F and 65°F from rollout of 
the VAB until T-12 hours. At T-12 hours temperatures were. to be con-
trolled between 55°F and 65°F to precondition the EREP tapes to 55°F 
minimum at liftoff. No difficulty in maintaining temperatures within 
the required limits \.;ras encountere.d. 
The OHS temperatures prior to liftoff are tabulated in Table 
9.1. At liftoff the film vault temperature (C7408) was 51°F and the 
food temperature (C74l1) was 50°l". The average Ol'1S internal tempera-
ture was maintained within the required limits at approxiTI!ate1y 58°F. 
Measurement C7044 was located on the OHS interior wall oppo-
site the film vault back face. For the preliftoff period this measure-
ment oscillated between 57°F and 59°F. C7044 was used to control the 
internal temperature because of its proximity to the EREP tapes. The 
GTCS heat supply temperature was controlled to provide almost constant 
internal temperatures. The GTCS variation during pad operations ranged 
between 15°F and 68°F. 
A comparison between the measured and maximum predicted for-
ward compartment mean internal wall temperatures prior to liftoff are 
shotm in figure 9-16. The predicted ma.'Cimum temperatures t~ere based on 
a hot May day (i.e., maximum solar heat input and external air tempera-
ture expected during the month of May). Less severe environmental con-
ditions were actually experienced prior to liftoff. A maximum GTCS heat 
exchanger load of 29,000 Btu/hour was calculated for the countdOlm 
period. Most of the calculated heat loads were substantially 10l~er than 
the maximum design heat exchanger load of over 40,000 Btu/hour. 
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The internal "all temperatures (figure 9-16) sho" a maximum 
temperature differential bet"een the coldest and hottest "aIls of 5°F. 
This indicates that the air circulation was adequate, considering that 
the meteoroid shield temperature varied over 20°F due to the white end 
black external paint pattern and the variable direct solar heat input. 
11. Refrigeration System Prelaunch Conditioning; As stated earlier, 
a major concern "as the inability to consistently operate the TCS at 
temperatures appreciably belm' the original design requirement. The 
original design requirement for flow and temperature at the OWS RS 
ground heat exchanger interface were 3.2 gallon per minute (GPM) of 
water glycol at -21°F maximum. To provide this temperature, calculations 
showed the TCU had to supply approximately -29°F maximum. It's rated 
maximum supply temperature as received was -5 D F. 
After the TCU was modified for lower temperature operation it 
became evident that reaching the lower temperature "as no problem but 
the flm' dropped off considerably due to change of viscosity. The cold-
est temperai:ure at "hich the 'l'CU "as operated was -35°F. At this condi-
tion the flow rate was 1.3 CPM and the calculated heat exchanger inter-
face temperature was approximately -27°1.. This was uot a serious 
development since the reduced flow rate was sufficient for the Ol.JS ground 
heat exchanger performance while the colder temperature achieved was 
highly desirable. 
During actual vehicle tests the TCU was called upon to operate 
appreciably below the -29°F maximum supply temperature requirement; and 
although the TCU was only tested to temperatures as low as -35°F, it 
consistently and satisfactorily supported the OWS RS by delivering 
temperatures colder than -40°F. 
The system performance "as as expected, well within the red-
line values as indicated by Table 9.1. As mentioned earlier, the main 
concerns were lack of qualification testing and the possib:il.ity of a TCU 
failure. 
12. Oxygen and Nitrogen Consumables. Initial masses of the oxy~ 
gen and nitrogen systems are given in Section V. No prelaunch discre-
pancies occurred in these systems. 
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SECTION X. CONCr.uSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Skylab Environmental and Thermal Control Systems provided 
an acceptable environment for both crews and experiments. The loss of 
the meteoroid e·hield resulted in an imbalance of the passive thermal 
cO:Jtrol system for the OWS which was resolved by deploying improvised 
"'llar shields. Other anomalies occurred which required coordinated 
crew and ground support activities in their resolution. The major 
anomalies, other than loss of the meteoroid shield, were the sticking 
of temperature control valves in the Airlock Module cooling loop, leak-
age of coolant in both of the Airlock Module cooling loops and failure 
of the refrigeration system radiator bypass valves. 
The following paragraphs provide Some conclusions and recom-
mendations for future designs. The comments are grouped by subsystem. 
A section is also included which contains general comments and obser-
vations. 
A. Atmosphere Control System 
The Atmospheric Control System includes carbon dioxide removal, 
humidity control, odor removal, and contamination removal. In general 
this system performed very well. The crews were basically comfortable 
and healthy. System discrepancies during the mission were corrected 
by deSigned-in system redundancies or by real-time workaround procedures. 
Comments and observations relative to future use of similar systems are 
provided in the following paragraphs. 
The condensing heat exchangers using fritted glass water separ-
ator plates are an effective, durable and low maintenance means to remove 
atmospheric moisture. 
The performance of the molecular sieve system was outstanding. 
The system performed CO2 , odor, and moisture removal functions effec-
tively with no system hardware anomalies. In fact, the system performed 
satisfactorily throughout the 84-day SL-4 mission withoLlt a bed bakeout 
being required (design ,vas 28 days). This system demons',:rated that it 
should be considered for future manned programs, especially those of 
one month or more duration. 
The vacuum side of the condensate system had a tendency for 
random leaks throughout the mission. The condensate system included 
many quick disconnects and it was generally agreed that quick discon-
nect leakage was the problem. The use of quick disconnects should be 
minimized on future missions in all systems, and espeCially in vacuum 
systems. Also braze-type joints are more desirable in vacuum systems 
than mechanical type joints. 
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The metabolic guidelines which appear to match the flight data 
Approximate daily average rate = 440 BTU/hour/man 
Hetabolic 02 usage = 1.84 :.b/man day 
Water production = 2.6 - 4.1 Ib/man day 
C02 production = 2.15 Ib/man day 
The odor control system performed very well. The crel~s reported a general absence of odor. 
B. Cluseer Ventilation System 
The Cluster Ventilation System performed I~ell throughout lhe mission. The crew were comfortable, the gas velocities were accept,able and the equipment used was reliable. 
The fans used (modified Apollo PLV types) were adequate. No. complaints by the crel' of high fan noise levels were made. However, these fans produced a very low head and any restrictions in the systems caused flOl; degradation. It is suggested that future lhl.ssions utilize fans lrith higher heads so that filter or heat exchanger contamination 
,;ith lint or moisture will not so seriously effect the cabin gas flol;. 
Lint is added to the atmosphere on long duration flights in quantities sufficient to collect on cabin heat exchangers and cause a reduced gas HOI;. The susceptibility of fan/heat exchanger units con-tamination should be an important consideration in the choice of equip-ment for future ventilation systems. Future use of these type compon-ents should include finer mesh protective screens, and increased access-ibility for periodic replacement and cleaning. 
Huch ~mprovement in the design and installation of caLin gas flow meters is needed. The heat pulse type flow meters used in the IIH systems consistantly fluctuated through 15-20 percent of the full scale flOl;. Single data points were of little lllp.aning and long tel.'ll1 averag-ing afforded the only means of determining the flOl; rate. The vane type flo,; meters in the OlvS ducts were not satisfactory either since two of the three units failed. 
C. OlVS/MDA/IIH Thermal Control System 
The OlvS/HDA/AH Thermal Control System, outside of the loss of the meteoroid shield, performed within the specified limits. As sholffi in Section IV, the cluster temperatures stayed within the comfort box 
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I except prior to parasol deployment and during high Beta angle periods. A one-to-one comparison of flight-versus-design is not possible due to the loss of the meteoroid shield, but enough data are available to show that the design was adequate. 
A considerable number of telemetry sensors had been installed in the OHS for Tr.S system evaluation. These proved to be very valuable and even more would have been useful in predicting the maximum temper-atures when the meteoroid shield anomaly occurred. 
Hhen the OHS was hot and the MDA was co ld, it would have been desirable to have had the capability to provide more flot. from one compartment to the other. This would require very little storage 
volume or wei.ght and would add a consid .. rable amount of flilxibility should a similar anomaly occur in future programs. 
The crelO comfort criteria appears to be a good criteria as the crew tended to turn the thermostat up or down when approaching the upper and lower limits of the comfort box. Radiation heat from hot walls was very noticeable. Jackets and gloves were worn on initial entry into the OHS to help sheUd against the heat from the walls. 
D. Gas Supply System 
The r.luster Gas Supply System performed well and demonstrated that the design concept as lOell as most of the components should be considered for future flights. Inth the exception of the 150 PSIG NZ regulator pressure, which drifted 1010, (but still within useful range), the gas system was problem free. 
The two-gas control ~vstem was especially e'ffective in providing cabin pressures and oxygen partial pressures well within the allowable range. A two-gas system most probably will be used on all future, long-term manned space flights and this type of control is suggested as a candidate. 
Cluster O2 and N2 gas usage rates were lOell below design levels; significant quantlties of both gases were available at the end of the mission even though unplanned purge cycles were accomplished and cabin pressures were maintained at near manned level during the orbital stor-age period follolOing SL-3. The total vehicle pressure integrity design was therefore very effective and should be considered in the future. 
Even though no damage resulted, the fact that the oxygen bottle lumber 6 went above design/qualification l;mits four different times Juring the mission demonstrates the need for thermovacuum test to backup analyses. A thermovacuum test 100uld probably have revealed this analysis error. 
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To help evaluate system performance and metabolic rates and determine cluster leakage rates, flow rate measurements on gas flow during pressurization, EVA/IVA and normal cabin pressure regulator flow would have been useful. 
E. pressurization/Depressurization Systems 
, 
The Pressurization and Depressurization Systems performed near-ly as predicted. All valves were adequately sized for the volumes to be depressurized. 
The ice buildup on ~he AM depressurization valve screen during depressurization indicates that attention should be given to this pro-blem in the future. By having a removable outer screen, such as the one used for SL-3 and SL-4, the hazard of allowing chips of ice to possibly damage the valve seat is eliminated, but the vent procedure is slightly larger and more complicated. Heaters should be considered in future designs. 
An accessible screen ,.,as added to the inlet of the solenoid vent port as a result of a preflight design review. The crew was re-quired to clean the screen on several occasions and had the screen not been present, the vent valve could have been blocked. Screens should be provided for similar future designs. 
Cluster structural leakage was approximately 20 percent of maximum allowable specification leakage. 
F. Airlock Module Coolant Loop 
The Airlock Module coolant loops, from a performance standpoint were well designed. The electronics were ~roperly cooled, the crew was maintained comfortable during EVA, and in general the heat rejection capabilities were more than adequate. However, these systems experienced some mechanical failures which, although they were resolved or worked around, demonstrated a .need for better quality control. 
The radiator/thermal capacitor performance ,.,as good. 
When one of the AM coolant loop temperature control valves stuck, the other, completely separate, loop experienced the same failure at the same time. This has been attributed to contamination originating in heat exchangers which were identified and processed alike, jamming valves which ,.,ere alike and processed alike. Similar failures occurred in the OWS refrigeration system, where two completely separate anq redundant systems experienced solenoid valve failures from contamination at the same time. Al so although the locations are not known,. both M' coolant loops leaked and neither OWS refrigeration syst<:!m leakeCl. 
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These failures indicate that systems containing the same generic 
components do not provide the degree of redundancy obtainable in 
systems Hith different generic parts. Although the latter case is 
obviously more expensive it definitely has merit, especially Hhere 
mission or life critical systems are concerned. 
Also, systems should be designed to allow inf1ight reservl.cl.ng 
with ease and extra fluids should be stowed whenever possible. If 
Skylab had beeu one long continuous flight, the AM coolant systems 
~~ould have been lost, terminating the mission early. The number of 
mechanical fasteners in fluids systems should be minimized. 
Consideration should be given to ultrasonic cleaning of heat 
exchang<'.rs and other components in systems with contamination sensitive 
elements. 
The EVA/IVA system performed ~~ell enough to include some lengthy 
and strenuous workshop repair tasks, resulting in expansion of original 
mission objectives. All mission objectives were accomplished and at 
no time was crew safety compromised. It is recommended that the 
Airlock EVA/IVA system - design concept, verification procedure, and 
operational hardware - be considered on future missions with an EVA 
requirement. 
Some design requirements were inconsistent with Sky lab EVA 
experience. 
1. Waste heat load range requirement of -800 to +2000 BTU/ 
hour nan was too severe. Maximum heat load for all three crewmen was 
approximately 2200 BTU/hour and a negative heat load was not experienced. 
2. The 
was too severe. 
maximum a110~lab1e water delivery temperature of 500F 
Temperatures of 580F provided adequate cooling. 
3. Total duration of EVA exceeded seven hours, with coo1ihg 
water flow exceeding eight hours - system requirements were three and 
four hours, respectively. 
4. The system was designed to support t~~o EVA crewmen on one 
loop with the other crewman (STS) on second loop. During the mission, 
a single loop effectively supported all three crewmen. 
Oxygen f10~~ and suit cooling system support was provided as 
required for 12 EVA/IVA operations including, on DOY 359, a record EVA 
hatch open time exceeding seven hours. 
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Loss of SUS Ifl cooling fluid occurred due to leakage of LCG/PCU during an EVA. Reservice, as planned and provided for, was accomplished. ProvisioI',S to alloH' inflight reservicing of fluid systems should be includad'in all future missions. 
Differential pressure instrumentation was deactivated prior to launch due to a potential of shorting out the 5 volt bus and elimin-ating all instrumentation connected to that bus. Loss of Delta P information complicated the determination of loop performance and the isolation of flow problems. 
The ATM C&D/EREP cooling system flot~ became erratic late in the SL-3 mission •. Successful deaeration of the loop, using the liquid gas separator, temporarily corrected the flow oscillations. Deaeration devices should be included in future systems where any point in the system operates at pressures belo,~ cabin or ambient pressures. 
G. Refrigeration System 
The Refrigeration System (RS) was used to thermally control the frozen food and urine samples, the refrigerator and water chiller and the chilled urine sample pool. The RS performed very well during the mission with the exception of the anomaly which occurred om DOY 173. 
In fact, the system was able to maintain the specified require-ments even during the abnormally hot internal conditions before the parasol Sun shield was deployed. 
The only serious anomaly to occur in the RS was the failure of both the primary and secondary RBPVs on DOY 173. The failure was attributed to contamination, which prevented the bypass poppet assembly of both valves from fuLly seating or opening, although the radiator port poppets in each valve were only prevented from seating. The pri-mary RBPV performance was improved by cycling the valve from the ground by enabling and disabling the loop. The improvement ,~as such that the system ,~as able to essentially maintain its requirements for the rest of the mission. As mentioned in the Airlock Module coolant Loop section (paragraph F.), the same generic components in dual loops did not give the required degree of redundancy. Further, cleaning and filtration requirements must be closely scrutinized relative to the particulate contamination size which causes valve or component failure. 
After the initial lo,~ performance of the RS radiator following orbital insertion, the radiator performed as predicted throughout the remaining missions. The absorbed heat flux on the radiator was 
nominal and there was no apparent degradation of the radiator paint (most of the ,~hite paint on other external areas of Skylab showed significant degradation as a result of solar exposure and/or retro-rocket plume contamination). 
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Thermal capacitor performance following umbilical 
S1-l launch until radiator activation was as anticipated. 
of thermal capacitor data at various times throughout the 
no degradation in performance. 
disconnect at 
Comparison 
mission revealed 
Flight data revealed no evidence of either pump degradation or 
coolant leakage in either of the two RS coolant loops. 
~ll RS internal loop segment components performed as expected 
including the CTCV and regenerative Hx. At no time did flight datu 
indicate the regenerative heater in either of the two coolant loops to 
have been activated to aid in the regenerative capability of the 
regenerative IIx. 
Crews' complaints with the RS consisted of: 
1. Inconvenience of the inner door on the freezer compartments. 
2. Poor space utilization in the freezers. 
3. Lack of canister restraint in the food chiller. 
4. Ice buildup on the surface between the freezer compa,rtment 
doors impaired the latching of the freezet doors to such an extent that 
periodic cleaning became necessary. 
H. Ground Thermal and Fluid Conditioning 
Systems 
The Ground Cooling Systems provided sufficient cooling to freeze 
the airlock thermal capacitors (~lO°F). This method of using a heat 
exchanger to transfer waste heat to a ground system prior to liftoff 
and a phase change material to supply heat removal en-route to orbit 
seemS to be a sound method and should be considered in the future. 
Both the refrigeration ground conditioning system and the'OWS 
ground thermal control system performed as anticipated. No anomalies 
occurred in either of these two systems. 
1. General Comments 
Both the AH coolant loop and the OWS refrigeration system 
demonstrated that when the control valves were stuck in a near optimum 
position, the outlet temperature would be acceptable t~ithout automatic 
control. This would suggest that for a reliable long life system with 
the man available, a backup hand valve may be desirable in parallel to 
the automatic system should it be required. 
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+14.6 The2nominal solar constant given in NASA SP-S005 of 429.2 -14.0 BTU/hour-ft which allows for seasonal variation appears to match the Skylab flight data. The Earth albedo and emitted radiation values versus latitude and the seasons given in NASA SP-S067 also app~ar to match the Skylab flight data. In retrospect, the +3 cr and + 2 cr 
environmental flux values which were used for design purposes were probably conservative but should still be used in future programs to offset degradation in coatings, actual conductances, actual heat loads, active system performance variations, and anomalies. 
The Z-93 radiator coating "hen continuously exposed to the Sun as it «as in the D024 experiment, can degrade from the as launched value of a/E.= .14/.91 to approximately .33/.91 in 123 equivalent Sun days. If only one side of a cylinder is exposed as on the AM radiator, the degradation averaged around the cylinder «ould be approximately 
.25/.91. 
All critical systems in a manned vehicle should have adequate TH, DCS command capabilities, and manual overrides as used in Skylab. This combination «as invaluable in troubleshooting the problems and in providing system workarounds. 
Some :!ircuit breakers were tripped by accidentlly bumping into them. Future designs should better shield against this. 
Consideration should be given to have facilities to use each others fluids in all systems «ith compatible fluids (Le., O?JN2 could have been used for TACS, AN coolant could have been refilred by OWS Refrigeration System.) 
Critical components should be accessable, and adjustable. AM coolant control "alves, OHS refrigeration control valves, etc.) automatic controls should have manual overrides "hen ever possible. 
(1. e. , 
All 
Detailed revie«/test of tolerances, filters, and cleaning should be performed. Performance tolerance should be as loose as possible to allo" increased physical tolerances in components. 
Simple inflight calibration of sensors is desirable. 
lilien real-time system anlaysis is required, sensors should be provided for as many measureable parameter~ as possible. Although it is classically hard to support a need for these sensors preflight, the Sky lab flight demonstrated the value of adequate system instrumentation. 
The crel~ is an important part of the machine. They «ere in-valuable on Skylab for sensing problems, interpreting them and, most of all for fixing them. 
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APPENDIX A. SYSTEM EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPHENT 
The system design configurations presented in this report evolved over a period of several years. The most significant changes occurred with the change from the Saturn I "wet" workshop to the Saturn V "dry" workshop configuration and corresponding changes to program philosophies. The OWS TCS originally was to provide a habitable environment for the Habitability/Crew Quarters Experiment (M487). The OWS was also to have been an operational S-IV B upper sta.ge fully loaded with liquid oxygen and hydrcgen, which were burned at orbital insertion. After the residual propellents were vented and the compartments were pressurized, the crew was tw carry in and install fans and other system components in the OWS that were not compatible with liquid hydrogen. As a result, the initial OWS system had to be simple and require a minimum effort for activation. The OWS thermal design was therefore primarily passively controlled with suitable insulation and coatings and also had fans with cloth ducts on the sidewalls for additional temperature control. To meet the early launch date, all of the vehicles (including a 1&1 vehIcle) that composed the cluster had to use essentially off-the-shelf TCS and ECS hardware and each vehicle was expected to provide its own thermal control. 
As the launch date was resched1' ~ed, the entire concept was changed to the Saturn V "dry" workshop configuration (without a Ll1 vehicle). The workshop was launched without propellents. and all hardware was preinstalled inside before launch. All the Skylab TCS/ECS systems were allowed to becoID'~ more sophisticated at this time because the launch date was extended long enough to qualify new hardware. Also, the philosophy of each vehicle providing its own thermal control was dropped and the Skylab TCS/ECS systems were integrated into one overall system with central control in the 8}1. The following briefly describes the evolution of the systems reeulting from changes to the original program requirements and developnent problems. 
. 
A. Atmosphere Control System 
1. Carbon Dioxide (C02) Control and Odor Removal Cluster C02 and odor removal was originally supplied by Gemini Lithium Hydroxide (LiOR) canisters which had a 14-day capacity for two men and were to be replaced in flight. A molecular sieve was to be carried in the cluster as an experiment. The status of the sieve changed with time. The sieve served as a backup for the LiOH system and then as a prime system with the LiOR as the backup system for missions longer than 28 days. The LiOH system was eventually dropped and a second molecu-lar sieve was added with both sieves to be installed in the Airlock Hodule. These changes took place prior to the establishment of the Saturn V "dry" I,orkshop configuration and the C02 partial pressure requirement was 7.6 mmHg. After the dry workshop concept was base-lined, the C02 partial pressure requirement was reduced to a value 
of 5.5 mmHg. In order to accommodate the nel' requirement, the flOl<-rate through the sorbent canisters was increased from 10 Ib/hour to 15 5 Ib/hour. 
A-I 
A concern over possible contamination of external optical 
surfaces by exhaust gases from the molecular sieves during bed 
desorption resulted in a directive to relocate the molecular sieve 
overboard exhaust ducts. As a result, both molecular sieve overboard 
ducts "ere combined and relocated to exhaust from a single outlet from 
the side opposite the optics. 
2. Humidity Control·· The capability to maintain the cluster 
dewpoint above the minimum 460 F allowable was marginal with a 400 F con-
trol valve system (see paragraph F. of this appendix) and the problem 
was aggravated by the required molecular sieve flow increase since 
more atmospheric moisture was adsorbed and dumped overboard by the 
molecular sieve. Ho,qever, this problem was u Ltimat"ly solved by 
increasing the coolant temperature entering the cond~nsing heat eX-
changers from 400 F to 470 F, thus raising the atmosphere dewpoint by 
reducing the amount of moisture condensed in the heat ffi<changers. 
The original Gemini 400 F temperature control valves were replaced by 
off-the-shelf valves of a different design, but modified to control 
coolant temperature to 47oF. This change was accomplished simultane-
ously with that required to reduce collant temperatures delivered to 
the battery modules. (See paragraph F. of this Appendix.) 
Concern that dumping condensate overboard might interfere 
with experiments which involved external sightings caused condensate 
system design requirement changes. Some of these changes are listed 
below! 
a. Relocated the ~l condensate overboard dump ports to the 
opposite side of the spacecraft from the affected optical surfaces. 
b. Provided the capability to dump condensate from the AM 
storage tank to the ONS waste tank, which also was modified to pre-
clude release of water or ice particles of sufficient size to con-
taminate the optics. 
c. Modified the AM dump ports to include restricted outlets 
which would cause a more predictable exhaust plume profile. 
d. Provided capability to transfer condensate directly from 
the AM condensing heat exchangers to an evacuated condensate holding 
tank (a modified ONS waste tank) located in the ONS. The condensate 
was to be stored in th" holding tank and subsequently dumped to the 
OWS waste tank. This change resulted from water freezing at the ONS 
waste tank dump probe. Freezing was encountered during tests simu-
lating condensate transfer from the ~r storage tank to the ONS "aste 
tank. The ONS dump prove was also modified to permit dumping from 
the AM condensate tank to the ONS waste tank. Hm,ever, transfer to 
the ONS holding tank was retained as the primary method because the 
larger volume of the holding tank allmqed a longer period of time 
between dump operations. 
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A design requirement change was made relatively late in the pro~ 
gram to pro\'ide a positive means for in-flight servicing bf the condensing 
heat exchanger l~ater separator plates. This change was prompted by the 
concern that the plates might dry out during 10l~ l~ater generation rate 
periods of the mission and by uncertainties associated with the previously 
baselined self-wetting method. The new method had the advantage of being 
a step~by-step process which assured positive plate wetting. Although, 
the self-wetting approach had been proven satisfactory during develop-
ment testing, and required fewer operational steps, its success i~-flight 
would have been strl'ngly dependent on cluster d81~oint and proper crew 
attention. The seli-wetting technique l~as sensitive to both free water 
carryover to the molecular sieves and gas carryover to the condensate 
collection system. 
B. Ventilation System 
The AM ventilation system originally utilized Gemini cabin fans 
which were later replaced by GFE Apollo Post Landing Ventilation (PLV) 
fans. Advantages of the PLY fans were: (1) neeJed no AC/DC power 
inverter, (2) required less power, and (3) standardized fans 
throughout the cluster since PLY fans l~ere also used in the ~IDA and 
OWS. However, the PLY fans had undesirable flnw/delta P characteris-
ics for use in conjunction with the cabin heat exchangers. The luck 
of pressure head from the PLY fan necessitated the use of low pressure 
drop screens and ducting. The inclusion of sound suppression equip-
ment in the fan modu:.e designs to satisfy cluster noise level specifi-
cations resulted in additional system resistances, which also con-
tributed to the marginal fan characteristics. Alternate fan designs 
which would provide more desirable flOl~/delta P characteristics were 
pursued but a decision was made to retain the PLY fan. The fan per-
formed well during the Skylab missions. HOI~ever, problems l~ere 
encountered during flight with dust and other particles passing through 
the coarse (lDl~ pressure drop) screens at the inlet to the OWS heat 
exchangers. 
The OWS ventilation system was modified with the change from the 
Saturn I (wet) to Saturn V (dry) 1·!Orkshcp. The diffusers in the wet 
workshop configuration were mounted on the ceiling and the equipment 
waA on the floor. In the dry workshop configuration, the diffusers were 
mounted on the floor along with various pieces of Skylab equipment. Addi-
tional fim. was required to maintain an average atmosphere velocity 'of 
approximately 40 ft/min. since the reversal of the floor and ceiling 
placed equipment in the vicinity of the diffusers which disrupted their 
flOl' pattern. 
C. Ol,S/~IDA/AH Thermal Control System 
1. Airlock Module - The only significant change made to the 
atmosphere cooling system l~as installation of the four O"S heat ex-
changers and associated fans to provide more sensible cooling to the 
OWS. This change was made just prior to conversion to the Saturn V 
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workshop configuration and the heat exchanger fan assemblies were lo-
cated in the space previously alloted to the LiOR system in the aft 
Airlock Module compartment. The change in orbit inclination angle from 
300 to 500 increased the mission beta angle extremes from ±53.50 to 
+73.50 • Combined with the change to the basic solar inertial attitude, 
this resulted in a more severe hot case external environment design 
condition. These factors resulted in a change from a multiple layer 
"superinsulation" concept to the thermal curtain insulation design for 
the Airlock Hodule. 
2. Orbital Workshop - The Environmental/Thermal Control System 
as defined for the Saturn I (wet) workshop provided control by fan 
circulated gas in eight evenly-spaced ducts. These ducts were formed 
by a series of thermal curtains and rails around the periph~ry of the 
habitation aren. This system gave gas temperatures in the range of 
approximately 550 F to 1050 F. The design was based on a gravity gradient 
vehicle.orientation at a 28.5 degree orbital inclination. A meteoroid 
shield with a black painted external surface (a.IE= 0.9/0.9) was assumed 
with a moderate resistance to heat transfer (no gold) between the 
meteoroid shield internal surface and the tank ,~all. The minimum tempera-
ture for safe astronaut entry after tank passivation was defined as 
-1500 F and no active heaters were provided for warmup. 
During the latter part of 1967 and in 1968, studies delineated 
the advantages of controlling heat leaks in the tank sidewall, tank 
joint regions, the forward dome and the plenum region including the 
common bulkhead. These studied led to the gold tape on the tank ex-
ternal surface, the forward dome high performance insulation system, 
the thermal shields on the external joint areas, and foam insulation 
in the plenum region. (The addition of foam insulation was not'imple-
mented, however, until after the change from a wet to dry workshop). 
By mid-l969, the system concept and design had undergone many changes. 
Cre,~ comfort was no longer in the category of an experiment but more 
stringent requirements «ere defined as follows: 
Atmospheric Temperature 
Hean Radiant Wall Temperature 
Humidity 
Touch Temperature 
Atmospheric Velocity 
65 to 750 F 
65 to 750F 
0.Ol8 Specific (minimum) 
and 95% Relative (maximum) 
55 to 1050 F 
15 to 100 ft/min. 
The temperatures were to be controlled automatically or manually uti-
lizing cooling delivered from the Airlock Hodu1e and 750 «atts of the 
1000 watts of heater power available (500 watt 'capability in each of 
t«o ducts with fan clusters). All major surfaces were to be between 
600 F and 800 F, but localized surfaces accessible to the crew could be 
as cold as 550 F or as hot as 1050 F. Radiant heaters providing a maxi-
mum of 1000 watts «ere to be utilized for warmup to provide a OOF mean 
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internal temperature at pressurization initiation and a 40°F minimum 
internal temperature by the time tank seal and lighting installation 
"as completed. 
The wet "orkshop requirements were reassessed with the change 
to a dry "orkshop configuration in September 1969, with the mission 
being flown in a solar inertial attitude at an orbital inclination of 
35 degrees. Before completion of this assessment, change to a 50 
degree orbital inclination was made in early 1970. This meant the 
design had to consider the increased heat loads associated with or-
bits in 100 percent sunlight whereas the maximum previously had been 
73 percent iJunlight. Performance requirements were changed to include 
an expanded comfort box (which "as the final specification comfort 
box). A minimum waste heat (housekeeping) load of 250 watts and a 
maximum metabo lic (sensible) load of 1000 Btu/hour (293 watts) were 
defined. Maximum heater power usage for cold conditions WaS rede-
fined as 825 and 1170 watts for nominal and two sigma conditions, 
respectively. The minimum electri"al waste heat removal 'vaS speci-
fied as between 600 and 1350 watts, being dependent on beta angle 
as "ell as consideration of nominal and two sigma conditions. 
The major design changes resulting from the preceding re-
quirements "ere the addition of white paint on the solar-facing side 
of the meteor<)id shield, the addition of 500 watts of manually con-
trolled heater power. in the third duct, and foam insulation added in 
the plenum region to alleviate potential condensation problems and 
to minimize the heat leak. 
In 1971, heat pipes were installed in the "orkshop to alle-
viate potential condensation problems in the regions near the floor 
and ceiling supports, the "all behind the water bottles, the balsa 
wood fonlard joint and the back of the storage freezer in the for"ard 
compartment. Also, in this period the Airlock Module cooling deliv-
ered to the Horkshop "!as redefined "ith a resultant 50 "aU decrease 
in the specified minimum electrical "aste heat removal equipment 
and an increase in the housekeeping load to 400 "atts. The Airlock 
Module cooling "as again redefined early in 1972 and the minimum 
housekeeping <vaste heat load <vas increased from 400 <vatts to 525 
"atts <vhich became the final design value. Based on these changes, 
the "hite paint pattern on th" meteoroid shield external surfaces <vas 
finalized in February 1972. No significant design changes were made 
between this time and SL-l launch. 
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D. Gas Supply System 
The initial req.lirements I,ere to store and supply 0z at sufficient 
quantities and flOl,rates for initial pressurization, for replenishment 
of atmospheric leakage, and for metabolic consumption for three cre",-
men for a 3~-day mission and to provide 0z and HZ for the CSH fuel 
cell. The cluster atmosphere Has to he 5 PSIA OZ, To store the re-
quired 0z and liZ, modified Gemini 0z and HZ cryogenic tanks ",ere 
mounted on AH trusses. Thermostatically controlled cal rod heaters, 
installed on the lines dOlmstream of the cryogenic tanks, ",armed the 
gases supplied to the distribution system. T",o 1Z0 PSIG Gemini 
pressure regulators provided 0z supply and pressure control. 
As the ",et Horkshop design "'as firmed up, the cryogenic tanks 
lolere removed from the AN. 0z and NZ ",ere then supplied from the CSH 
for a tlolO-gas atmosphere. 0z flOloll"ates available from the CSH, 
hOHever, Here insufficient for meeting EVAiIVA and H509/TOZO experi-
ments support requirements. To meet the higher flOl,rate requirements, 
t"o high pressure gaseous 0z tanks CUt descent tanks) and two Z40 PSIG 
0z pressure regulators "ere added to the AN in addition to the t",o 
lZO PSIG regulators for normal flOl, already there. The gaseous 0z 
tanks ",ere to be launched pressurized to 2250 PSIA, and then, after 
depletion to belOl' 1000 PSIA by usage, ",ere to serve as accumulators. 
The accumulators were to be kept recharged "ith 02 delivered from the 
CSN to the AI'!. Gas in the accumulators ",as to be used to supplement 
02 flowrates from the CSH. The 0z and NZ required for S-IVB initial 
pressurization "ere to be supplied from the CSH through all umbilical 
to the ~IDA and to the AN sys tern. The 0z and NZ required for main-
tenance of atmospheric pressure and 02/N2 composition control were 
introduced ill to the CSH. 
Changeover to the dry "orkshop with the Saturn V booster per-
mitted a larger allowable launch ",eight. Consequently direction Was 
given to store all 0z and NZ supplies required for the Skylab mission 
onboard the AN. Storage of the 0z and NZ as high pressure gases was 
selected over cryogenic storage because of lo"er cost, lower develop-
ment risks, case of s('rvicing, and more operational flexibility for 
the multi-mission Sky lab program. Additional changes in design re-
quirements which reflected on the system design during this time are 
listed below: 
1. Rtlquirement for Loth DiAital Command System (DCS) ground 
command capability and onboard control of Oz and NZ flow. 
2. Removal of all NZ systems from the CSN, including removal 
of the automatic tl,;o-gas control system. Removal of the provisions 
to transfer 0Z/N2 gas via an umbilical and QD from the CSH to the 
~IDA. 
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3. Addition of the al ,tom",I. _ ~ t"o-gas atmosphere control system 
to the AN including the ad':ition of t,.o 5 PSIA cabin pressure regula-
tors. 
4. Addit ion of t,.o 150 PSIG NZ regulators in the AN to regulate 
N2 coming into the cluster. 
5. Requirement for 10 OHS ,.ater tanks contahling a total of 
6000 pounds of useable I.ater due to the decision to supply all po,.er 
for the cluster from solar cells, not from the CSN fuel cells. Along 
«ith this requirement came the requirement for tl<O 35 PSrG NZ regu-
lators in the OIo/S (supplied from the AN) to pressurize the bello"s 
in the I.a ter tanks. 
6. Requirement for supplying N2 to the OHS for biomedical ex-
periments. 
7. Requirement to supply N2 instead of 02 to the mole sieve 
pneumatic valves. 
8. Requirement to supply t"o 5 PSIA N2 regulators to pressurize 
reservoirs in the SUS cooling loop and the ATH C&D cooling loop sys-
tems. 
9. Conversion of the ~1509 propulsion gas from 02 to N2. Addi-
tion of 3 high pressure (3000 PSIA) N? tanks (containing 10 pounds 
each) to the cl uster for the N509 exp;;rim",n t. Addition of an N2 
recharge station in the AN for in flight servicing of the H509 N2 
tanks. 
Changes I.ere later required in the controlling range of the two-
gas control system. The 02 partial pressure control range requirement 
of the tl.o-flas control system ,.a5 initially 3.7 ±0.2 PSIA. It \'1I1S 
determIned by systenl analyses that this range could not be consis-
tently achieved, based on the assllmption of stacking maximum specifi-
cation toleranc"" of the 1'02 sensor{11I11plifier assembly and the maximum 
specification deadhand tolerances of the 02/NZ controller. In 
addition, there I~as the potential for overlap of the 1'02 control band 
and the C&lV alarm band, again based on maximum tolerance stacknp. 
'rhe sensor/amplifier specification tolerances I<erc based on extreme 
ranges of temperature (40°F to gO°F) and 02 partial pressure (0 to 6.4 
PSIA) in adelit Ion to further allOlmnces for test instrumentation 
errors and lallA term drift effects. Subsequent lInalyses using test 
data applicable to a more realistic temperature range (60°F to !lO°F) 
and O2 partial pressure range (2.8 PSIA to 3.9 PSIA) still shol~ed a 
potential problem of consistently meeting the 3.7 ±0.2 PSIA require-
ment. 
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A re-evaluation of cluster 02 partial pressure limits during this 
time, resulted in a system P02 requirement change to 3.6 ±0.3 PSIA. 
It \<las determined that this ne" requiremen t could be met by limiting 
the sensor/amplifier full-scale inaccuracy to ±) percent and by re-
adjustment of the 02/N2 controller trip points. Accordingly, steps 
were taken to improve sensor temperature compensation so that worst 
case senRor/amplifier inaccuracy ",as 3 percent or less "'ithin the paZ 
range of 2.8 to 3.9 ['SrA and temperature range of flO°F to 90°F. Also, 
the controllers \<Iere changed by adjusting the 10l<er trip point to 
minimize cant 1'01 band ",id th and adjusting the upper trip point to 
center the hand \<Iidth around a nominal 3.G PSrA 02 partial pressure. 
E. Depressurization System 
1. \<laste Tank Vent - The \<Iaste tank concept originated in tile 
days of the "et "orkshop. The original plan "as to dispose of urine 
hy dumping it overboard through a fitting installed by the crel< in 
the side of the fuel tank. \,hen tests revealed that this \<Iould be 
detrimental to the solar arrays, it \<las decided to have the cre\<l 
punch a 'hole in the common hulkhead and install a heated dump probe 
so that urine could be dumped into the Liquid Oxygen (LOX) tank. 
The LOX tank \<las to he vented through the ,.xisting non-propulsive 
vent system and a second latching vent valve \<las added for redundancy. 
In the studies pre':eding the conversion to the dry l<orksllC1p 
concept, the LOX tank (no\<l called the ,.aste tank) "as found to be a 
desirable place to dump numerous types of "aste materials. The trash 
airlock "as installed in the common ""1k"(>ad and tl'!O additional heated 
dump probes Here added for flushinl .. ",j draining various I<ater systems. 
Also added ",ere fittings for ventinf. .,astc processor exhaust gases 
and refrigeration pumr coolant leakage into the "aste tank. Since 
propellants "ere no longer being carried, H "as possible to pre-install 
all of this hardl<are. 
In the original OHS LOX tank non-propulsive vent system, flol< 
passed through one port in the tank, tl<O parallel valves and t"o 20-
foot long Hraparound ducts to nmczh's on opposite sides of the tank. 
Analytical studies shot<ed that am: of the two I<raparound ducts "auld 
be subjected to temperatures I<ell be 101< the freezing point of Imter 
so that the duct "as likely to becom., partially or completely bll'cked, 
leading to unbalanced thrust. Since this ,.auld have placed a large 
load on the Sky lab control system, it I<as decided to redesign the vent 
system to its present configuration. The pm<.,r cost for heating ·the 
present one-foot-long duct to prevent freeZing was an order of magni-
tude less that \<Ihac would have been required for the original wrap-
around ducts. The original "aste tank vent system had a small filter 
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screen cO'd~ring the vent port.. Because of concern that this screen 
I<ould become completely blocked I<ith trash bags, it I"as replaced by 
large area screens l."hich separated the w'aste tank into compartments. 
The largest compartment received trash bags from the trash airlock. 
Each vent outlet was in a separate screened-off compartment and these 
t\."o compartments \olere connected by a duct made of screen material to 
assure balanced venting. The liquid dump outlets ,,,ere separated by 
screens from the trash area to prevent trash bags from freezing to 
the dump probes and possibly blocking them. 
The original large screens I<ere coarse (16 me"h) since their 
objective "'as to control migration of the trash hags. It ",as later 
decided to use the screens to pl'event overboard venting of any solid 
\"aste that might interfere \"i th optical experiments and the l6-mesh 
screens \"en~ replaced \..,rith Dutch t'oJill ,."oven Hcreens having 2 micron 
filterin~ capability. Extensive developmental tests verified the 
filtering capability of the ne'" screens but indicate,.! that they could 
become blocked "'hen urine ",as dumped on them. A baUle "'as then 
added to prevent direct impingement of the dumped urine on the screens. 
2. \<Iaste Tank Heated Liquid Dump Probe - The original heated 
probe "as 3.5 inches long and extended only 0.5 inch beyond the "'aste 
tank bulkhead. A Kapton heater blanket Has "'rapped around the 0.25 
inch diameter silver tube and held in position "'ith a coil spring. 
Front and back heaters ",ere sized at 7.5 ",atts each. 
During qualification testing, the heater blanket overhe~ted 
and failed due to poor thermal c,:mtact bet",een the blanket and silver 
tube. 1'''0 attempts to improve the thermal contact (using Eccobond 
to bond the blanket to the outside diameter of the silver tube and 
using Nomey yarn ",oven over the heater hlanket to hold the blanket 
against the silver tube) ,."ere unsuccessful. 
A .decision ,,,as made to redesign. 'rhe basic objective \Vas to 
keep the "ater from freezing. The approach ",as to double the heater 
pm!cr ami to increase the heat fl ux to the prohe tip. The length of the 
probe was increased to extend 6 inches beyond the hulkhead to reduce ice 
bridging potential. Redundant heater circuits t"ere maintained and each 
circuit 1·I<1S positioned lengtln<ise over til<' entire length "'ith a l;att den-
sity of 3 t"atts/inch at the probe tip and a ",att density of I ",att/inch at 
the upper "nd of the probe. The orifice at the tip Ims angled and located 
radially to exp,'l liquid parallel to the ",aste tank haffle, therehy pre-
venting ice huildup. 
3. Habitation Area Vent Valve System - Prior to SL-I launch, 
test illg int!icatl'd the possihility that an excessive delta P across 
Ll.l' OHS common hulkhead ,"ould occur l;ith the Saturn S-IVB I.n:aparound 
dlll't orifice and a vent sequence I<hich allm"ed the aI's habitation 
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area and waste tank to vent simultaneously at orbital insertion. The 
initial vent sequence ",as revised so that the ONS habitation area 
would be vented at 205 seconds after liftoff rather than at orbital 
insertion and the orfice diameter decreased from 1. 78 inches to 1.49 
inches. These t,.o changes decreased the common bulkhead delta P to 
accept~Lle levels. 
The OI,S pneUlr.atic system for the waste tank and habitation 
area vent valves was essentially the same as that used on S-IVB ex-
cept that the regulator ",as removed. This simplficiation ",as the 
result of a shorter requirecJ operational life (1 hour versus 7 hours 
on S-IVB) and confidence in the system's 10'" leakage capability built 
up during the S-IVB program ",hicll permit ted 10",ering the supply pres-
sure to a level \oJithin the operational range of the actuators. 
4. Solenoid Vent Valve System - The habitation area vent system 
on the ",e'tWOikshop consisted of the S-IVB pneumatic vent valves and 
a cre", operated valve for venting the residual hydrogen vapor. At 
the time of ",et-to-dry conversion, it 'ms decided to add capability 
to vent by ground command at any time in the mission. Since it tvas 
felt to be impractical to maintain a pneumatic supply throughout the 
mission, it "'as decided to replace the manual valve ",ith a set of four 
solenoid operated vent valve". As a result of system design review 
activities during the Skylab Operations Compatibility Assessment Re-
vim" during 1972, a decision to1US made to add a vent screen over the 
entrance to the four solenoid valves to prevent debris from being 
blO\m into the valves. (Even ",ith the screen, some blockage of the 
solenoid vent valves occurred during the flight [see Section VLB.3j. 
\.Jithout the screen, the effectivity of the solenoid vent valve system 
,~ould have been severely limited.) 
5. HDA Vent Valve System - TIlt' initial NDA vent valve design 
t..onsistecl 0 f t,oJO four-inch ven t valves in parallel. These valves 
"ere later installed in ser il's to provide redundancy for the failure 
mode condit ion of one valve not l~losing \l1hen commanded by the Instru-
ment Unit (IU). The originally planned gmund command capability for 
the valves "as also deleted since lhe command capability ",auld be 
needed only in remote contingency situations. 
6. Aft AN Vent-to-Vacuum - This vent ",a" used in the ",et ",ork-
shop to vent the aft section of the AN to a vacuum during boost, 
thereby preventing any chance of having a higher pressure in the aft 
AH t han in the Ol,S wh il e the Ol,S "'as being v"n ted to vacuum to remove 
all the LIl2. The vrmt could be manually closed by a creMuan in the 
airlock and the arl AN could then be pressurized. \;hen the dry ,~ork­
shop concert '<i,,' selected, the aft compartment could be ventecJ to the 
lock compartment) so the valve ,..ras removed.. TtoJO check valves lolI:~re 
placed in l1w llHS hatch to prevent any higher pressure on the' aft AH 
sid" of till' m;ll d"lllo. 
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F. Aiclock Hodule (AM) Cooling L\.op 
Several design changes were made during the program due to revised system requirements and a few development problems which were encountered. The original concept of the Airlock Hodule cooling loop included a single 400 F thermal control valve downstream of the radiator. The requirement for this configuration was to provide a minimum dewpoint of 400 F and a 550 F '.ater inlet temperature to the Life Support Umbilical interface while absorbing heatloads of 2000 Btu/hour from eaeh of two astronauts. Hm.ever, a requiremeLt for 45 0 F water inlet temperatures resulted in moving one of the heat exchangers interfacing the water suit cooling loop with the AM cooling loop upstream of the 400 F control valve. A thermal capaCitor was added downstream of the radiator in order to accommodate the system loads and maintain adequate temperature control throughout the orbital period. A requirement to provide cooling to the ATH console and various EREP components resulted in the addition of the ATH/EREP water cooling loop to interface .lith the AH coolant loop. The resulting system is shown sche-matically in figure A-I. A major perturbation to this design was produced by a combination of concerns over the life of the l\}1 batteries with a re-sulting requirement to provide lower batter?; temperatures and a requirement to provide a 460 F minimum dewpoint. The 40 F control valve at the inlet to the condensing hedt Exchanger was replaced with a 47 0 F valve to resolve the de''Point problem (paragraph A-2 of this Appendix) and the 400 F control valve was relocated upstream of the battery module to provide lower tempera-tures. A second 47°F control valve was added along .. ith one additional heat exchanger (in each cooling loop) and the system flow paths were re-routed to provide the deSired automatic control system. The resulting system is depicted in figure A-2. However, tests conducted to prove the stability of the system shm.ed that the system was unstable. 
Because of the short time available to develop a design .. hich 
would provide control stability, a test approach "as taken. The tests led to rearrangement of the lines interconnecting the suit 
cooling heat exchang.,rs, the addition of a heat exchanger bypass line "ith bleed orifice, and the addition of the EVA flow selector valve. The final system configuration is depicted in figure A-3. The purpose of the above changes "as to thermally isolate the hot and cold inlets to the downstream temperature control valve (TCVB). In the baseline! deSign, the hot and cold inlets .. ere thermally coupled through the he!at exchangers upstream of the valve to such an extent that a small temperature differential existed for normal operating conditions and the thermal inertja of the system produced excessive valve movement (and instability),.hen valve movement was required due to load or temperature changes. Several configUrations ,.hich 
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incorporated only the rearrangement of lines interconnecting the heat 
exchangers were tested. Some improvement was seen, but, in order to 
~ttain stability over the required range of heat load and temperature 
conditions, other changes were necessary. A bypass valve was incor-
corated for use during non-EVA which completely bypassed the suit 
cooling system and regenerative heat exchanger. A bleed of approxi-
mately 30 lb/hour of cold flow was incorporated which, coupled with 
the rerouting of lines through the heat exchanger., resulted in 
stability for EVA conditions. 
A design change was required for the thermal capacitor after the 
OWS Refrigeration System (RS) capacitor failed during qualification 
testing. (The only difference between the AM and RS capacitors was the 
use of Undecane wax in the RS design rather than Tridecane was.) 
The container ruptured as a result of forces produced by the volume 
change during melting.· An ullage was available, but the design al-
l,owed ttle ulla .;! to be far removed from the phase change location. 
In the~~riginal design, the cells within the capacitor were inter-
connected and the ullage could be located anywhere within the capaci-
tor. The final design incorporated a honeycomb cell structure with 
ullage in each of the cells. Since requirements associated with the 
Z-LV orientation for expanded EREP operations had significantly re-
duced the radiator capability for some maneuvers, a second twenty 
pound capacitor was added as part of the redesign to provide addi-
tional capability. 
The original design of the suit umbilical system water loop did 
not incorpor8tp a liquid/gas separator. The separator was added due 
to concern that free gas might be introduced into the loop.by frequent 
making and breaking of QD's for configuration changes. In retrospect, 
a similar separator should have been added to the ATM C&D/EREP water 
loop since free gas problems were encountered in flight. However, 
the Roccal additive in that loop was not compatible with the separator 
and the approach taken was to minimize the free gas present in the 
loop. The additives were changed in the SUS loop and the change re-
sulted in additional problems as discussLd in the following paragraphs. 
The early design of the SUS loop !Itilized untreated MHS-606 
(deionized) water as the circulating meL~um. Vendor pump tests using 
this fluid disclosed starting problems, caused by corrosion on the 
pump internal parts. These problems forced a change of the pump vanes, 
rotor, and liner materials from the more wear resistant tungsten 
carbide to a more corrosion resistant carboloy alloy. The materials 
changes combined with the addition of additives to the water for cor-
rosion and bacterial control resulted in satisfactory pump performance. 
These additives were 2% by weight of dipotassium hydrogen phosphate 
and 0.2% by weight of sodium borate for corrosion control and 500 PPM 
Roccal for bacteria control. This fluid composition and pump design 
was also used in the ATH C&D/EREP coolant system. 
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After installation of the liquid/gas separator in the SUS loops, testing indicated that the Roccal additive was incompatible with the separa~or performance, causing 'tvater carry-over through the gas dis-
charge' port. A concern was also expressed about the presence of the Roccal reducing the strength properties of the tygon tubing in Lhe LCGs. The Roccal I,as therefore replaced by 20 PPH mov'idyn, another biocide consisting of a colloidal silver solution. Subsequent SUS loop operation I,ith this new fluid resulted again in problems with pump starting. Failure analysis determined that the pump locked up after dormar.cy due to deposits formed by interac tion of the dipotassium hydrogen phosphate and silver in the movidyn I,ith nickel from the fins of the SUS loop heat exchangers. Ttese deposits formed betl,een the pump vanes and rotor interfaces, preventing one or more of the vanes from movi?g freely in the rotor slots. 
At 'ohat point in the program, the flight vehicle I,as undergoing final tests in preparation for shipment to KSC, so a crash effort was undertaken to determine a solution to the problem. The basic approach was to find a suitable replacement for the water solution. Simul-taneously, additional design analyses and tests were conducted on 
alternate pumps and heat exchangers in the event of failure to find a suitable replacement fluid. An alternate pump module, utilizing a 
modified CSH coolant pump, pOlo[ered by a transformer and compressor inverter, Io[as designed and tested as a backup to the existing pump 
module. Also, a design feasibility study I,as initiated to modify the SUS loop heat exchangers to an all stainless steel configuration. 
Neither of the above design changes was required. The final 
solution l'las arrived at by beaker-type materials testing and end-to-end systems testing on a v~riety of candidate fluid compositions. These tests established SUS loop compatibility with a fluid consisting of MHS-606 water containing additives of 20 PPH movidyn and 500 PPH sodium chromate. The SUS pumps I,ere also modified by increasing the vane/rotor clearance to further minimize start up problems. 
The flight vehicle SUS loops I"ere drained, cleaned, and re-serviced at KSC I,ith the nel" fluid. The modified increased clearance [,,,mps were also installed. The final system configuration proved to be satisfactory as evidenced by the fact that no problems with SUS pumps were experienced at any time during the mission. 
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G. Refrigeration System 
The original Reft;igeration System (RS) design included aIm. 
temperature proportional mixing thermal control valve similar to the 
Airlock Nodule cooling loop thermal control valves. This valve con-
trolled the flOl, through the p~ radiator such that the mixed tempera-
ture «as -17 ±3°F. The original system is depicted in figure A-4. 
Three development problems Here encountered "ith the thermal 
control valve during development: 
1. A side displacement (squiring) of an internal metal bellows 
resulted in drift in the control temperature. 
2. Outlet temperature instability due tu high gain at extremes 
of sleeve position. 
3. Poor quality control of bello«s welds which resulted in 
failures during tests. 
As a result of the above problems, the valve «as deleted from the 
design. In order to Frovide Im1 temperature control of the system, 
the existing radiator bypass valve contr.~l logic "as modified. The 
temperature sense points for valve actuation "'lere moved from the 
capacitor third segment outlet to the capacitor first segment outlet, 
and the temperature trip points «ere adjusted from -20°F and -40°F to 
-13°F and -34°F. Hhen -34°F "as achieved, the bypass valve "as com-
manded to full radiator bypass. l.Jhen the sense point ,.armed to -130F, 
the valve returned to full radiator flOH. The final system configura-
tions is depicted in figure A-5. 
The RS thermal capacitor "as redesigned ~long "ith the Airlock 
Hodule cooling loop capacitor as discussed in paragraph F. of this 
appendix. 
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APPENDIX B. OWS SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM 
A. OWS Solar Array System (SAS) Deployment Description 
The OWS solar array panels were stowed within two fairings approx-
imately 180° apart on the sides of the stage. Deployment was to be . 
accomplished in two parts. First, the beam fairings containing the 
panels were to be released from the aVIs tank sidewall and rotated approx-
imately 900 , extending from the OWS forward ski.t. Second, the panels 
¥ere to be released from the beam fairings and unfolded to the deployed 
position. Release of the beam fairings and the panels were to be ac-
complished by firing ordnance within expandable tubes which would sever 
the tiedotm links, allowing deployment to commence. DeploJlllent rates 
of the beam fairings and panels were controlled by actuator/dampers 
(A/D) ShovlIl in figures B-1, B-2 and B-3. The spring provided the energy 
source for deployment and the damping fluid served to control the deploy-
ment rate. Once deployment was completed, the panels were locked in a 
position such that their active surface was normal to the sun when the 
vel-Iicle v,as in the solar inertial orientation. 
B. OWS·Solar Array System (SAS) Deployment Thermal Evaluation 
At approximately 63 seconds -into the Skylab I flight, the vehicle 
experienced structural failure of the QIoIS meteoroid shield. This failure 
unlatched and partially deployed SAS Wing 2 beam/fairing which was sub-
sequently torn off by the SII retro-rocket plume impingement at 593 
seconds. A bent piece of meteoroid shield splice joint held the OWS 
SAS Wing 1 beam/fairing (n/F) such that the three wing sections were 
only partially deployed as shown in figure B-4. On DaY 158 when the 
crew performed an r:.VA to deploy the SAS, the temperature of the B/F 
actuator/damper (A/D), located in the fon.ard fairing, was estimated 
to be -60°F. The B/F and t<tng section A/D's were designed and tested 
to minimul temperatures of _7°F and -25°F, respectively. These tempera-
tures were consistent with the SL-I timeline which provided for nominal 
deployment at liftoff. Post liftoff testing results indicated that the 
B/F A/D would fail to move at temperatures below -40°F, due to the in-
crease L~ the fluid viscosity. A sketch of the A/D is shown in figure 
B-5 and its fluid viscosity is given in Table B.I. The damping fluid 
for both wing and beam fairing A/D's was Dow Corning Silicone 200. 
However, different fluid viscosities were selected for the B/F and wing 
section A/D's based on their individual thermal and dynamic requirements. 
For the B/F AID the viscosity of the fluid increases as its temperature 
decreases such that the spring force could not overcome the fluid damping 
force at -40°F. 
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Table B.1 SAS Beam/Fairing an& Hing Section 
Actuator/Damper Fluid Viscosity 
TEMPERATURE 
(FO ) 
-60 
-40 
-20 
o 
40 
80 
120 
160 
(Dow Corning Silicone 200) 
VISCOSITY 
BEAM ~'AIRING 
87,000 
62,000 
45,000 
33,000 
19,500 
13,000 
8,400 
5,900 
(CENTISTOKES) 
WING SECTION A/D 
63,000 
45,000 
34,000 
25,000 
15,000 
9,500 
7,000 
4,700 
A maneuver was defined to warm-up the B/F A/D such that the B/F 
would deploy after the meteoroid shield debris was removed but was not 
implemented due to the consequent reduction in electrical power avail-
ability. Rather, the ere", after cutting loose the meteoroid shield 
debris, broke a clevis which provided a link between the A/D and the 
forward fairing. This allowed the B/F to deploy fully with the A/D 
still frozen. After B/F deployment, the wing sections did not immedi-
ately fully deploy because the wing section A/D's were als" frozen. 
These A/D' s "ere identical to the B/F A/D's except that their fluid 
viscosity was somewhat less as shown in Table B.l. 
After B/F deployment, the wing section A/D's cooled dOl;u, since 
the SAS was no longer adjacent to the warm OHS stage. Figure B-6 
represents the predicted cooling characteristics of the wing A/D with 
the B/F deployed. Subsequently, a planned -45 degree pitch maneuver 
was made to direct solar heating on the B/F top surface to warm the 
frozen wing section A/D'S and allow wing section deployment. Figure 
B-7 shows the predicted warm-up rate of the wing A/D assuming a pitch 
attitude of -50 dagr"es, which would produ<!e a slightly greater warm-up 
rate than a pitch of 45 degrees. 
SAS sensor C7161-432 (figure B-4) was monitored real-time to esti-
mate the temperature of the wing section A/D's p~ior to deployment. 
Analyses indicated that the coldest wing section A/D (Panel 3) was about 
10°F colder than the sensor indication. The analysis further indicated 
that the outboard wing A/D (Panel 1) was about 15°F warmer than the cold 
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A/D's. Locations of the A/D's and temperature sensors are shmm in 
figure B-4. Figure B-8 shmvs the recorded history of c7161-432 to the 
time of B/F deployment, at which time, the indicated temperature was 
-45°F. TIle A/D to sensor temperature difference relationship estab-
lished by analysis ,,,ould indicate that the coldest and warmest A/D's 
Here -55°F and -40°F, respectively, at the time of B/F deployment. Hmv-
ever, the deployment test data given in figure B-9 indicate that Hing 
Panel 1 tVould have deployed within 10 minutes following B/F deployment 
if the Panel 1 A/D was at a temperature of -40°F. Test results alelo 
showed that belotV -50°F the damper fluid viscosity was too great to 
permit actuatelt extension. Since Panel 1 did not deploy shortly after 
B/F deployment, the Panel 1 A/D must have been initially at or below 
-50°F, and the A/U's on Panels 2 and 3 must have been approximately 
-65°F, as substantiated by the follmving discussion. 
The SAS Panel 1 A/D temperature history \Vas generated assuming its 
temperature \Vas at -50°F at the time of B/F deployment, and compared 
lVith the deployment percent and vehicle attitude timelines in figure 
B-lO. The analysis shotVed that follmving B/F deployment, the Panel 1 
AID cooled from -50°F to -60°F, at \Vhich time (1944 GMT) the vehicle 
",as pitched -45 degrees, and the ",ing A/D began to ",arm up. At about 
2130 GMT the Panel 1 A/D had increased to approximately -50°F, and with-
in "0 minutes, Panel 1 \Vas 100 percent deployed. The temperature of 
the cold A/D's (Panels 2 and 3) ",as assumed to be -65°F (15°F colder 
than the Panel 1 AID) at B/F deployment. FollotVing the cooldmm and 
«armup, Panels 2 and 3 A/D's had reached -50°F shortly after 2300 GMT, 
at \Vhich time these panels started to deploy, and 100 percent deploy-
ment tvas noted at 0030 GMT on DOY 159. The vehicle "'as returned to the 
solar inertial attitude at 2340 GMT. TIle times of deployment were some-
«hat longer than the temperature-deployment time relationship estab-
lished by the test. 
C. OHS Solar Array TIlermal Evaluation 
Due to the changeR in vehicle configuration, the pre-flight ther-
mal models of the OHS SAS had to be verified. The 0I1S meteoroid shield 
was removed and the parasol/ttVin pole sun shield was added to the ther-
mal model. The model was then used to predict temperatures of the solar 
cells and the SAS temperature transducers located on the edge channel of 
the panels. The location of the transducers is shown in figure B-l1. 
Comparison of flight tvith predicted temperature profiles shotved 
good correlation. Hotvever, ttvO di f ferences did exis t. Figures B-12, 
B-13, B-14, and B-15 shotv the flight and gredigted te\!lperature grofiles 
for the transducer C7147 at e angles of 0 , 30 , 65.5 and 75.5 • 
respectively. Ai; shotvll in fii\ures, the temperatures compare well during 
the sunlit period of the orbit. Ilotvever, it is seen that near orbital 
'loon, the fligh t da ta reached and sustained peak temperatures 
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higher than were predicted. The predicted temperatures were based on 
the assumption that the SAS would be operating at peak power continuous-
ly in sunlight. In reality, the SAS was typically only operating at 
peak power during the first 20 minutes of sunlight in a solar inertial 
orbit. Hhen it operated below peak power, the array efficiency dropped 
resulting in additional thermal energy to be dissipated. This additional 
energy caused the array temperature to increase until it could be dissi-
pated by radiation. 
The other difference is that the flight temperatures did not de-
crease as much as predicted during the orbital night periods (shovm in 
figures B-12, B-13 and B-14). This difference could be caused by One 
or more of the following: 
1. Actual solar panel thermal capacitance greater than 
predicted. 
2. Actual localized thermal capacitance at the sensor 
location was greater than predicted. 
3. Actual Earth infrared heat flux greater than predicted. 
No justification could be found for changing any of these parameters; 
however, arbitrary changes were analyzed to show the effect of each 
parameter. 
Figure B-16 presents a comparison between flight data and analy-
tical predictions based on a 30 percent increase in panel capacitance. 
With this re'lision to the analytical model, the temperature difference 
that existed during the dark portion of the orbit is much improved. 
Also presented in figure B-16, are analytical predictions based on a 
maximum (rather than normal) Earth IR heat flux component. This arbi-
trary change also increased the temperature during the dark portion of 
the orbit; however, its correlation 'nth flight data is not as good as 
an increased capacitance. Figure B-17 presents a comparison of flight 
data and analytical predictions based on an increased mass on the 
structural channel to which the transducer is attached. As can be seen 
in this figure, additional masses of 19 and 38 percent were analyzed 
and the results agree relatively well ,nth flight data. The results 
of the analyse~ previously discussed indicate that the most probable 
cause of the difference bet,,,een the predicted and flight data is the 
thermal simulation near the temperature sensor on the structural 
support channels. 
Daily maximum temperatures of C7l46 and C7147 are shmm in figure 
B-18 for the entire mission. These data show several trends of interest. 
One trend is a general increasing of temperatures as the mission progressed. 
This trend was attributed to the seasonal increase in the solar constant 
and agrees well ,~ith analytical predictions. 
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Analytical results and a discussion concerning possible degrada-
tion in the Z-93 ther.m?l control coating- used on the inactive side of 
the SAS panels can be found in Section IV of this report. 
Ano-oher trend indicated by the data in figu,e B-18 is that higher 
absolute values of a cause cooler maximum SAS t~nperatures than lower 
values of a. This trend, which was predicted preflight, is caused 
by the increased albedo and Earth infrared heat fluxes on the back side 
of the panels at low Bangles. Additionally, the data indicate that 
deplo~nent or the twin pole shield on DOY 219 caused a cooler environ-
ment for the pan"ls. photographs indicate that the twin-pole shield 
provided additional solar shading of the highly reflective gold foil 
on the OWS tankwall near Posi tion II. It is believed that a reduction 
in the reflected solar energy impinging on the cell side of SAS after 
this shield was deployed caused the SAS temperatuTles to decrease. 
For future spa..:!e applications of a similar nature it is recoIIL'llt3.nded 
that the temperature transducer be located so as to measure the tempera-
t:zre of interest (solar cell temperature) or that thermal tests be per-
furmeel to determ;ine the correlation between the temperature of interest 
and the temperature measured by the transducer. 
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